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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

REGULATION OF FOREIGN AID IN SELECTED COUNTRIES

Executive Summary

Foreign development assistance has played a significant role in the history of both the United States and Europe. International cooperation in this area surged following World War II and has resulted in the adoption of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) that set economic, environmental, and welfare objectives for the promotion of world development.

A 1970 UN General Assembly Resolution included 0.7% of countries’ GNI as a target for official development assistance (ODA). Among the countries surveyed, European and Nordic countries tended to proportionally donate more than other regions surveyed.

Australia, India, Israel, Japan, Kuwait, South Korea, New Zealand, the Russian Federation, and South Africa were found to have directed large proportions of their ODA activities toward neighboring countries or those in their geographic region. Former colonizing powers, such as France, apparently favor assistance to their former colonies; countries that still have overseas territories, such as the UK, give priority assistance to these areas.

Countries surveyed usually directed their ODA based on particular substantive areas of focus, such as elimination of poverty, health, education, food security, good governance, etc. Finland, Norway, and Sweden, were found to have given special attention to gender equality; similarly, Israel demonstrates contribution to rural-area training programs specifically for women. The promotion of the rights of the child was another area that influenced the aid policies of the EU, Finland, and Israel. Other criteria for prioritization applied in Australia, Finland, Sweden, the UK, and the EU were found to include levels of poverty as well as the aid’s potential effectiveness.

In addition to other policy considerations for selection of recipients Australia, Finland, and Japan considered potential peace building and national security; Brazil and Israel the development of diplomatic relations, and France the facilitation and management of migratory flows.

Australia, Brazil, France, Germany, Japan, Norway, and the UK implement ODA policies through agencies that are dedicated to ODA distribution. Finland, New Zealand, and Israel have special departments within
The Law Library of Congress

their Ministries of Foreign Affairs (MFAs) that implement ODA. In South Korea, some aspects of ODA planning and implementation are shared between the MFA and the Ministry of Strategy and Finance. Kuwait and Saudi Arabia conduct their international development assistance mainly through public institutions governed by boards of directors. ODA implementation was found to be fragmented in the Russian Federation, South Africa, and India, with some institutional changes expected in these countries in the future.

ODA implementation was found to be still lacking with regard to the untying of aid in countries such as Germany and the Russian Federation. Restrictions on aid qualifying for dual use and prohibitions on exports in violation of military embargoes were imposed in countries like Finland, France, Israel, and the United Kingdom. All countries surveyed appear to employ at least one oversight mechanism to ensure proper implementation of their ODA policies.

Whereas Australia, Germany, France, New Zealand and Sweden designate ODA as an independent budget allocation, in the UK, Finland, Israel, the Russian Federation, and India, ODA derives from general allocations to ODA dispensing agencies. Kuwait and Saudi Arabia generally channel their ODA through special funds that are governed by boards of directors. Japan and South Korea combine ODA with other financial resources. In general, annual EU budgets are based on a multiannual financial framework (MFF) that is agreed upon by the European Parliament, Council, and Commission in an inter-institutional agreement.

The United Kingdom was by far the largest donor of private donations for foreign aid purposes, followed by Sweden, Finland, Germany, and France. Additional types of foreign development assistance provided by the countries surveyed include emergency aid, scholarships to foreign students, guest worker programs, facilitation of remittances, and debt relief. Further aid-related activities include a focus on trade-enabling policies by Australia, and the creation of incentives for companies to invest in research, development, and production capacity for new vaccines in the United Kingdom.

I. Introduction

This collection of reports provides an overview of the way the European Union and eighteen selected countries from different continents around the world have handled their contributions to foreign development aid. Countries selected include members as well as nonmembers of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) including countries with established and emerging economies. The collection is composed of individual country and European Union studies prepared by the research staff of the Global Legal Research Center of the Law Library of Congress during 2011 and early 2012. Each report provides information that was available at the time of its completion. Appendix A includes GIS
maps that depict various aspects of the survey; Appendix B, a compilation of official development assistance (ODA) data in table format, reflects percentage change in ODA between 2003 and 2010. Although the United States was not surveyed, some US data is reflected in the maps for comparison purposes only.

The reports provide historical and background information on international cooperation agreements regarding ODA and statistical data regarding both ODA and private contribution figures. The reports further highlight priorities utilized by donor countries in selecting recipients and in determining the types of development assistance they provide.

The reports include information on foreign agencies that are responsible for ODA planning and implementation, and discuss foreign countries’ appropriations processes for allocation of their ODA budgets. The reports list restrictions imposed under foreign countries’ laws on the provision of ODA as well as on private contributions.

In addition to ODA and private donations, the reports discuss the contributions of foreign countries to development assistance by additional means, for example by providing scholarships to foreign students, instituting guest worker programs, facilitating remittances, and providing emergency aid.

Foreign countries’ experience may be relevant to the current discussion regarding foreign aid development appropriations in the United States. The recent global economic downturn seems to have reignited a debate in the United States and other countries over the role, extent, and impact of foreign aid on foreign policy. Facing budgetary cuts in domestic programs, as

1 GIS maps utilize the geographic information system (GIS) for capturing, managing, analyzing, and displaying relevant geographically referenced information. See What Is GIS?, GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS, http://www.gis.com/content/what-gis (last visited Mar. 1, 2012). The maps in Appendix Awere produced by Colin Hess, Law Library of Congress intern, under the supervision of Professor Brian Rizzo of the University of Mary Washington, Fredericksburg, Virginia, based on information derived from the attached individual reports as well as from data posted on Feb. 6, 2012, on the OECD website, http://stats.oecd.org.


well as other austerity measures to revamp the economy, some have called for a reevaluation of donor countries’ undertakings to provide international assistance and in particular for a reevaluation of the aid’s effectiveness.

This study provides some comparative perspectives relevant to the discussion of foreign development aid.

II. International Cooperation in Providing Foreign Aid

A. Historical Background

Foreign aid is not a new concept in world affairs. In US history the significance of French assistance during the American Revolution is well known; its impact on the donor, however, was said to have “plunged France into a precarious financial situation and accelerated the crisis of the monarchy.”

International development cooperation has surged in the last century, particularly after the American Marshall Plan to help Europe following World War II. On January 13, 1960, the Development Assistance Group (DAG) was created as a forum for consultations among donors on assistance to developing countries. The DAG at that time included Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Portugal, the United Kingdom, the United States, and the Commission of the European Economic Community, with Japan and the Netherlands joining shortly thereafter. With the entry into operation of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development the DAG merged with the Development Assistance Committee (DAC). The OECD’s Development Co-operation Directorate (DCD) works with the DAC on formulating international development commitments.

B. The Millennium Development Goals

In 2000, the UN General Assembly adopted the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), which consist of eight specific objectives, including


• eradication of extreme poverty and hunger;
• achievement of universal primary education;
• promotion of gender equality and empowerment of women;
• reduction of child mortality;
• improvement of maternal health;
• combating HIV/AIDS, malaria, and other diseases;
• ensuring environmental sustainability; and
• building a global partnership for development.9

These goals were accepted by major donor countries as guiding principles for their assistance activities.

C. The Four High-Level Forums on Aid Effectiveness

Four High-Level Forums on Aid Effectiveness (HLFs) sponsored by the DAC Working Party on Aid Effectiveness (WPAE) have been convened since 2000 to assess and meet the ambitious targets set by the MDGs; in Rome (2003), Paris (2005), Accra (2008), and Busan (2011).10 The following is a brief summary of the principles adopted at these forums.11

1. HLF1 (Rome, 2003)

The Rome forum resulted in the adoption of the following priority actions, embodied in the Rome Declaration:12

• that development assistance be delivered based on the priorities and timing of the countries receiving it
• that donor efforts concentrate on delegating co-operation and increasing the flexibility of staff on country programmes and projects
• and that good practice be encouraged and monitored, backed by analytic work to help strengthen the leadership that recipient countries can take in determining their development path.13

---

10 Id.
11 For additional information see Marian Leonardo Lawson, Cong. Research Serv., R 41185, FOREIGN AID: INTERNATIONAL DONOR COORDINATION OF DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE 4–6 (Apr. 5, 2010).
13 The High Level Fora on Aid Effectiveness: A History, OECD, DEVELOPMENT CO-OPERATION DIRECTORATE (DCD-DAC), http://www.oecd.org/document/63/0,3746,en_2649_3236398_46310975_1_1_1_1,00.html (last visited Jan. 25, 2012).
2. HLF2 (Paris, 2005)\textsuperscript{14}

The Paris Declaration, a product of HLF2, outlined the following five fundamental principles for making aid more effective:

1. **Ownership**: Developing countries set their own strategies for poverty reduction, improve their institutions and tackle corruption.
2. **Alignment**: Donor countries align behind these objectives and use local systems.
3. **Harmonisation**: Donor countries coordinate, simplify procedures and share information to avoid duplication.
4. **Results**: Developing countries and donors shift focus to development results and results get measured.
5. **Mutual accountability**: Donors and partners are accountable for development results.\textsuperscript{15}

3. HLF3 (Accra, 2008)

This forum convened in order to strengthen and deepen implementation of the Paris Declaration. The Accra Agenda for Action (AAA) centered on capacity development and proposed improvement in ownership, partnerships, and the delivery of results.\textsuperscript{16} The key points agreed as part of the AAA are:

- **Predictability** – donors will provide 3–5 year forward information on their planned aid to partner countries.
- **Country systems** – partner country systems will be used to deliver aid as the first option, rather than donor systems.
- **Conditionality** – donors will switch from reliance on prescriptive conditions about how and when aid money is spent to conditions based on the developing country’s own development objectives.
- **Untying** – donors will relax restrictions that prevent developing countries from buying the goods and services they need from whomever and wherever they can get the best quality at the lowest price.\textsuperscript{17}


\textsuperscript{15} DCD-DAC, supra note 14.

\textsuperscript{16} Id.

\textsuperscript{17} The Accra High Level Forum (HLF3) and the Accra Agenda for Action, OECD, http://www.oecd.org/document/28/0,3746,en_2649_3236398_43553372_1_1_1_1,00.html (last visited Jan. 25, 2012).
4. HLF4 (Busan, 2011)\textsuperscript{18}

The Busan Partnership for Effective Development Co-operation reinforced the principles that were adopted in the three earlier forums and specifically reemphasized the following:

- Ownership of development priorities by developing countries
- Focus on results
- Inclusive development partnerships
- Transparency and accountability to each other\textsuperscript{19}

### III. Official Development Assistance and the 0.7% Gross National Income Goal

#### A. Definition of ODA

The DAC adopted the concept of Official Development Assistance (ODA) in 1969 to standardize the measurement of the resource flows from DAC government donors to developing countries. According to the DAC, ODA is composed of

- flows to countries and territories on the DAC List of ODA Recipients and to multilateral development institutions which are:
  
  i. provided by official agencies, including state and local governments, or by their executive agencies; and
  
  ii. each transaction of which:
    
    a) is administered with the promotion of the economic development and welfare of developing countries as its main objective; and
    
    b) is concessional in character and conveys a grant element of at least 25 per cent (calculated at a rate of discount of 10 per cent).\textsuperscript{20}

The OECD website has further clarified that ODA reporting should not include military aid or antiterrorism activities. The cost of using donors’ armed forces to deliver humanitarian aid and some closely defined developmentally relevant activities within peacekeeping operations are, however, included. Additionally, nuclear energy is reportable as ODA, provided it is for civilian purposes. Support for cultural programs for the purpose of building “the cultural capacities of recipient countries” is similarly reportable, unless the programs are “one-off tours by donor country artists or sportsmen, and activities to promote the donors’ image.”\textsuperscript{21}


\textsuperscript{19} Id. at 3.

\textsuperscript{20} Official Development Assistance – Definition and Coverage, OECD, \url{http://www.oecd.org/document/4/0,3746,en_2649_34447_46181892_1_1_1_1-1.00.html#Definition} (last visited Feb. 3, 2012).

\textsuperscript{21} Id. See also Is It ODA?, OECD (Nov. 2008), \url{http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/21/21/34086975.pdf}. 
B. The 0.7% Goal

The world’s governments have repeatedly committed to donate 0.7% of donor countries’ gross national income (GNI) to Official Development Assistance. The 0.7% target was first pledged thirty-five years ago in a 1970 UN General Assembly Resolution, and has been affirmed in many international agreements over the years. To date, most donor countries have not met the 0.7% target.22

IV. Foreign Development Assistance by Selected Countries

The attached reports address various policies and regulatory frameworks that are applied by selected foreign countries and by the European Union in providing foreign development aid. Individual foreign countries surveyed include members as well as nonmembers of the OECD as highlighted in Map 1 (Appendix A). In some cases, specifically those of newly emerging donor countries, surveyed jurisdictions were both donors as well as recipients of ODA.

A. ODA Contribution Amounts23

The following reports and Maps 2–4 (Appendix A) indicate ODA expenditure in 2003 and 2010 by the European Union and the countries surveyed. A table depicting actual figures is set forth in Appendix B.

Map 2 illustrates that in 2003, with the exception of the European Union (at US$41,427.53 million, hereafter M), the highest donor was Japan, with a US$12,970.87M contribution. Without the strong outlier (EU), US$3,958M was the average amount given by the countries surveyed in 2003. By comparison, the United States gave US$18,257.49M in 2003, about 4.6 times more than the average amount given by the surveyed countries.

Map 3 reflects that in 2010, with the exception of the European Union (at US$73,733.23M), the highest amount was again given by Japan, at US$18,861.66M. That year, without the strong outlier (EU), the average amount given by the surveyed countries was US$5,622.91M. By comparison, the United States gave US$31,159.3M, over 5.5 times more than the average.

A comparison between ODA monetary contributions in 2003 and in 2010 in the countries surveyed (illustrated in Map 424) shows that all the countries contributed more in 2010 than in 2003, and the largest change was in Australia, with a 314% increase. The United States, in comparison, increased its ODA contribution by 171%.

---

22 The 0.7% Target: An In-Depth Look, UN MILLENNIUM PROJECT (2006), http://www.unmillennium project.org/press/07.htm.

23 Figures quoted in this section reflect data derived from the OECD website, http://stats.oecd.org (Feb. 6, 2012), as well as the attached country and EU reports (individually dated).

24 Due to the absence of ODA GNI percentages for 2003, the percentage change between 2003 and 2010 is not provided.
Map 5 (Appendix A) shows the makeup of ODA contributions relative to each country’s GNI in 2010. The lowest percentage was Brazil, with just 0.03% of GNI related to ODA contributions. The highest percentage was Norway, which devoted 1.1% of its GNI towards ODA contributions. The average percentage given by the countries surveyed was 0.39%. Overall, the Continental European and Nordic countries tended to donate more proportionally than other regions. Data regarding the makeup of ODA contributions as a percentage of the countries’ GNI in 2003 has not been identified.

Considering the recent global economic downturn, mainly in Europe and in the US, patterns of ODA contributions and ODA GNI percentages, as demonstrated in Maps 4 and 5, may change, with traditional “rich” donors potentially limiting their spending and emerging market countries increasing their aid involvement.

B. Private Donations

In addition to ODA rates, private contribution figures were surveyed. Some have argued that private donations can be considered as an indirect form of states’ assistance because tax exemptions or credits associated with such donations include an element of a state concession.25

According to the attached country reports, the United Kingdom was by far the largest donor of such aid, with an estimated US$17,000M given for 2009–2010, followed by Sweden, Finland, Germany, and France. The lowest amount, US$18M, came from Norway. This contrasts with governmental aid from Norway, which is the highest of any surveyed country.

C. Geographic Focus

A survey of the geographic focus of foreign aid activity, represented in Maps 6–9 (Appendix A), partially reflects donor countries’ geopolitical interests. The Russian Federation, for example, has directed its foreign aid assistance to neighboring countries, mostly members of the former Soviet Union. Assistance to other regions, focusing on specific sectors of industry and the public sector, was mainly formulated under the influence of the Russian Federation’s presidency of the G8 in 2006.

A geographical focus is also reflected in the policies of Kuwait, which for the fiscal year 2009/2010 contributed 53.94% of its total aid to the Arab countries, and the rest to countries in Africa, Southeast Asia, the Pacific region, Europe, Latin America, and the Caribbean. Israel, a country that has entered into regional peace agreements with some of its neighbors, refocused its aid from Africa and Asia, which were the focus during the 1970s and 1980s, to Egypt, Jordan, and the Palestinian Authority in the mid to late 1990s. South Africa, a country that has undergone significant transformation since the end of apartheid eighteen years ago, has also engaged in foreign development assistance with a focus on other African countries.

A preference in favor of assisting neighboring countries was also found in Australia and in New Zealand, countries that primarily provide aid to East Asia and the Pacific region. Such preference is also found in India, where the focus is on neighboring countries such as Bhutan, Afghanistan, Nepal, and Burma. In the last decade, however, India has reportedly attempted to broaden its influence through aid to Africa. Like other Asian countries, Japan and South Korea have historically aided countries in the region.

In addition to a geographical focus on neighboring countries, this study also found that former colonizing powers, such as France, tend to favor assistance to their former colonies; countries that still have overseas territories, such as the UK, give priority assistance to these areas.

D. Substantive Focus Areas

Areas of contribution vary among the countries surveyed. Whereas some countries tend to focus on health, education, food security, good governance, and economic growth, others tend to focus on professional training and technical assistance, development of energy sources, and agriculture in recipient states.

The major objective of the foreign aid policy of the EU is the reduction and the eventual elimination of poverty. In pursuing its foreign aid policy, the EU aims to promote human rights, gender equality, democracy, the rule of law, access to justice and civil society, the rights of the child and indigenous people, protection of the environment, and the fight against HIV/AIDS. A similar focus is shared by individual countries such as Japan, Norway, Sweden, and Finland.

According to the attached country reports, Finland, Norway, and Sweden give special attention to gender equality; Israel provides rural-area training programs specifically for women.

The reports on the EU and Finland as one of the EU Member States specifically highlight promoting the rights of the child in foreign aid recipient countries; the report on Israel additionally lists youth programs and early childhood education as areas of prioritization of such aid.

E. Selection of Recipients

The survey indicates donors’ prioritization of recipients based on general principles of poverty status as well as the aid’s potential effectiveness. Such prioritization is applied in Australia, Finland, Sweden, the UK, and the EU as a community.

Finland and Germany also consider recipients’ political situations and respect for human rights as determining factors in the prioritization of aid. France funds emerging market countries such as Brazil and China. Brazil, a recipient as well as a donor, selects aid recipients based on whether they share similar social and economic problems as those of Brazil itself.
F. Policy Considerations

Countries surveyed view foreign aid as contributing to both regional and to global economic and security interests. The Australian government, for example, has agreed to the following core purpose statement relating to Australia’s aid program:

The fundamental purpose of Australian aid is to help people overcome poverty. This also serves Australia’s national interests by promoting stability and prosperity both in our region and beyond. We focus our effort in areas where Australia can make a difference and where our resources can most effectively and efficiently be deployed.26

Finland’s policy of foreign aid is said to include the provision of “support for peace-building processes.”27 South Africa’s current assistance programs similarly emphasize cooperation with African countries through promotion of conflict resolution. South Africa’s assistance disbursement patterns further show that its aid policy favors peacekeeping assistance in addition to education.28

A concern for regional stability is specifically expressed by Japan’s current Official Development Assistance Charter, which provides that “[t]he objectives of Japan’s ODA are to contribute to the peace and development of the international community, thereby helping to ensure Japan’s own security and prosperity.”29

According to the Russian Federation’s International Development Assistance (IDA Concept), its economic and political interests will be met by “strengthening Russia’s international position and credibility; stabilizing [the] socioeconomic and political situation in the partner countries; establishing a belt of good neighborliness; prevent[ing] the occurrence of potential focal points of tension and conflict, primarily in the regions neighboring Russia; [and] creating a favorable external environment for Russia’s own development.”30

The focus on developing diplomatic relations plays an important role in the policies of Brazil and Israel. Although Brazil is generally said to provide aid to foreign countries independent of any conditions or political goals in exchange for grants, the Brazilian Agency for Cooperation defines technical assistance “as a contribution to the strengthening of Brazilian relations with developing countries.”31
Israel’s selection of recipients is similarly viewed as furthering diplomatic goals, including the use of development cooperation to forge bonds of peaceful cooperation with Israel’s neighbors based on its peace agreements.

Although representing a small part of its total ODA, France has instituted a special program that gives ODA preferential treatment to countries that have signed agreements with France for the concerted management of migratory flows, in an effort to facilitate the management of migratory flows and encourage immigrants to voluntarily return to their countries of origin.\(^{32}\)

V. Legal Framework

A. Implementing Agencies

Some countries surveyed, as well as the European Union, have special agencies that provide advice on and implement aid policies and programs. These agencies usually enjoy discretion in spending ODA appropriations, subject to guiding policies and legal restrictions. Although dedicated to planning, coordinating, developing, and delivering aid programs, ODA agencies are often not the only ones handling foreign development assistance in their countries; some aspects of ODA may be handled by other agencies.

Examples of countries that have dedicated agencies for foreign development assistance include Australia, Brazil, France, Germany, Japan, Norway, and the UK. In addition, special departments for ODA exist within the Ministries of Foreign Affairs (MFAs) of New Zealand, Finland, and Israel. These departments work on policy development, planning, financing, and other activities relevant to foreign aid. Both Finland and Israel utilize the services of public companies to implement various ODA tasks. In South Korea some aspects of ODA planning and implementation are shared between the MFA and the Ministry of Strategy and Finance. In addition, about thirty institutions, including national government agencies and municipal governments, participate in the execution of ODA programs.

Instead of government agencies or ministries’ departments, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia conduct their international development assistance through public institutions governed by boards of directors.

At the time the reports on the Russian Federation, South Africa, and India were completed (in November 2011 and September 2011, respectively), these countries did not have a specialized government agency for development assistance. Their delivery of ODA was therefore fragmented among many organizations and lacked centralized implementation. In the Russian Federation, however, plans to establish such an agency were announced by the Finance Ministry on August 26, 2011. The agency is expected to be subordinate to the Ministry of Finance and to coordinate its activities with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

\(^{32}\) See country report, FRANCE, infra, at 114.
B. Restrictions

In 2001 the DAC recommended the untying of ODA to the least developed countries. The goal of untying ODA was also recognized by the Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness as a commitment designed to get “better value for money.” In 2008 at HLF3 in Accra the OECD Development Assistance Committee (DAC) further agreed to extend the original 2001 recommendation to cover additional countries. The concept of untying aid was again reaffirmed at HLF4 (Busan, 2011).

A review of the policies of the countries surveyed, however, indicates that in 2008, 41% of German technical assistance was provided in the form of tied aid; in the Russian Federation that percentage for 2008 was estimated at approximately 25%. Data indicates that France has already untied up to 91% of its total aid; Australia and the United Kingdom claim to have untied 100% of their ODA.

A review of additional current restrictions imposed on development assistance by the countries surveyed indicates the continued existence of limitations related to dual use and to prohibitions on exports in violation of military embargoes (e.g., Finland); or to export to hostile states (e.g., France, Israel, and the UK).

France links ODA to a requirement from the recipient state to promote democratic values, the rule of law, and human rights and principles as guaranteed by the UN Charter and by international law. Norway specifically conditions aid by requiring “gender-equal” implementation.

C. Oversight

Countries surveyed maintain a variety of systems of ODA oversight. These include an internal annual performance report, such as in Australia; an audit by a national auditor or state comptroller, as is the case in Finland, Israel, New Zealand, and South Africa; a governmental audit, as in Japan and the Russian Federation; an audit by the ODA agency itself, as is the case in South Korea; or a combination of national, parliamentary, ministerial, and judicial audits, as is the case in France, Germany, Sweden, and the United Kingdom.

VI. Regulation of Private Contributions

To encourage private donations, Australia authorizes donors to receive tax deductions under specified conditions relating to the identity and operation of the NGO concerned. Australia also grants income and other tax concessions and exemptions to NGOs that are involved in foreign aid. Israel, Japan, New Zealand, Norway, the Russian Federation, and South

---


34 Id., The Accra Agenda for Action § 18.

35 Fourth High Level Forum on Aid Effectiveness, supra note 19, para. 18e.
Africa similarly provide for tax deductions or credits to qualified charitable organizations. The UK provides a tax refund for registered domestic charities under certain circumstances.

Donations to the Red Cross Society of China (RCSC) for the purpose of international humanitarian aid may trigger a full deduction for the purpose of corporate or personal income tax, provided that the RCSC meets the qualifications for accepting donations.

The French General Tax Code provides for a number of tax incentives for private contributions. These include tax credits for individual donations to officially approved public-interest and charitable organizations for recipients located in the EU, Norway, or Iceland; and for donations to organizations that provide food, lodging, and health care. French law further exempts donations from estate tax, and reduces corporate tax for donations to nonprofit organizations.

German law exempts nonprofit corporations, associations, and foundations from corporate income tax liability and allows individuals and corporations to deduct a certain percentage of their annual income for qualifying “nonprofit purposes,” including for development aid. Alternatively, such bodies may elect to be limited in their qualifying nonprofit spending. Individual taxpayers also enjoy certain tax deductions over a one- to ten-year period if they donate funds toward the establishment of a charitable foundation. As preconditions for tax benefits Germany requires proof that the aid enhances its image and that donor organizations do not engage in subversive or extremist conduct. These two requirements are controversial and their constitutionality has been challenged by the Tax Authority.36

It is important to remember that countries’ export rules also apply to development aid, just as those rules apply to other types of goods and services. Development aid is therefore subject to dual use restrictions in some countries—for example Sweden and Finland.

VII. Foreign Aid Appropriations Process

An ODA budget allocation is usually included in the surveyed countries’ annual budget bills, which are typically proposed by their governments for parliamentary approval based on the advice and submissions by executive agencies and ministries. Several variations exist, however, as summarized below.

A. ODA as an Independent Budget Allocation(s)

In some countries, such as in Australia, ODA is an independent item in the annual Budget and is separate from that of the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade. The Australian agency for development, AusAID, prepares its own advice and documentation in support of its request for annual appropriation.

New Zealand similarly has a separate appropriation for ODA in its appropriation bill and any supplementary estimates bills. Following a review of ministerial and executive agencies’

36 See country report, GERMANY, infra, at 131–33.
proposals, the New Zealand Cabinet makes final budget decisions according to the government’s budget strategy and submits its bill for parliamentary approval. New Zealand ODA budget allocations include funding for multilateral and bilateral aid. In addition to the specified ODA budget, other agencies may receive ODA-related funding as part of their own appropriations, particularly the New Zealand Police and New Zealand Defence Force.

Swedish budget allocations for ODA are also specified in the annual budget law, based on a governmental request. After approval, ODA is distributed by the government to implementing agencies that are notified by “letter of appropriation” of their relevant allocation of both bilateral and multilateral aid, as well as administrative costs.

Instead of a single designation of ODA, the French government presents its draft Finance Law in the form of major public policies, called “missions,” to be examined and approved by Parliament. In 2011, French ODA comprised twenty-three programs that were distributed among ministries. Additional French ODA expenditures can be found under other missions and programs whose resources are only partly earmarked for development assistance.

While specifically allocated in its annual budget laws, ODA allocations in Germany frequently employ commitment plans extending three to five years, which may include reservations allowing the Federal Cabinet to block funds if other contributor countries do not live up to their obligations. The consent of parliamentary committees may sometimes be required to unblock such funds.37

**B. ODA Funded by Agencies from Their Appropriated Budgets**

Unlike countries where ODA is either listed as an independent item or as an item in a yearly appropriations bill, in several countries surveyed ODA funding is derived from the general appropriations to agencies that dispense ODA.

In the UK, for example, the ODA budget is not specified in the annual budget but rather constitutes a part of the budget allocation for the Department for International Development. In Finland, ODA likewise constitutes a component of the budget allocated to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Israel’s foreign aid budget is allocated to a number of government agencies, including the Bank of Israel, the Foreign Ministry (MASHAV), the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Industry and Trade, and the Ministry of Labor, among others. The budget is set according to a government plan and is discretionary.

Similarly, the Russian Federation’s ODA is composed of budget allocations to various official bodies and ministries based on approval of the government’s appropriation bill. ODA appropriations involve the submission of yearly proposals by different federal agencies to the Ministry of Finance based on ODA volumes agreed upon with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,

37 *Id.* at 133.
together with each agency’s justification for the inclusion of its proposals in the long-term financial plans and the federal budget.

In India, funding for foreign assistance programs is proposed in an appropriation bill submitted by the Ministry of Finance (MoF) based on multiple ministries’ proposals. Funding requires parliamentary approval. The MoF’s expenditure proposal for 2010-2011 included separate allocations to multinational organizations, and for multilateral and bilateral cooperation agreements.

Additional countries where ODA allocation amounts are not clearly identified include the emerging market countries of Brazil and China. In Brazil there are more than 100 institutions of the Brazilian federal government, ministries, and related entities that are directly involved in international cooperation.

Similarly, in China each department authorized to handle respective foreign aid matters under the State Council draws up its own budget for foreign aid projects separately every year and submits it to the Ministry of Finance for examination, and then to the State Council and the National People’s Congress for approval and implementation. Each department controls and manages its own funds for foreign aid projects in its budget.

C. ODA Through Public Institutions Governed by Board of Directors

Kuwait and Saudi Arabia have other arrangements for allocating ODA. Kuwait channels its ODA through the Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic Development, a public institution, based on its charter. Similarly, Saudi Arabia distributes ODA according to decisions by the Board of Directors of the Saudi Fund for Development. In addition, both countries contribute to regional and international development institutions.38

D. ODA Combined with Other Financial Sources

In South Korea the ODA budget supports the activities of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade (MOFAT), which controls grants and technical cooperation, as well as of the Ministry of Strategy and Finance (MOSF), which is responsible for loans to developing countries. The South Korean budget for development assistance consists of several sources: the government’s general and special budget account for loans and funds from other financial sources, such as contributions from governmental funds, deposits from the National Bond Management Fund, and profit earned from the operation of the Economic Development Cooperation Fund of Korea’s Export-Import Bank. South Korea’s allocation of ODA from government funds is included in the government appropriation bill based on proposals made by ministries and agencies to the Ministry of Planning and Budget. The appropriation bill has to be approved by both the State Council and National Assembly.

Japan’s development assistance budget incorporates four financing sources: the General Account, the Special Account, issuance of government bonds, and fiscal loans and investments.

38 See country report, SAUDI ARABIA, infra, at 220–21.
The General Account portion of funding is approved by the Diet (Japan’s Parliament) based on requests submitted by different ministries. In 2010 the General Account consisted of 35% of the gross ODA budget.\(^{39}\)

### E. EU ODA

In general, annual EU budgets are based on a multiannual financial framework (MFF) that is agreed upon by the European Parliament, Council, and Commission in an inter-institutional agreement. The MFF establishes the annual limits on appropriations in the EU budget for the various EU policy areas and sets an annual ceiling on payments and commitments. In June 2011, the European Commission proposed a budget for the period 2014–2020.\(^{40}\) The total amount dedicated to foreign aid in the proposal was €70 million (about US$92.06 million).\(^{41}\)

### VIII. Other Types of ‘Aid’

In addition to ODA allocations, countries have contributed to foreign aid in a variety of ways. Most countries surveyed, as well as the European Union, contributed emergency aid beyond their ODA appropriations.

Most countries surveyed have also extended scholarships to foreign students. In addition, Australia and New Zealand have operated guest worker programs. These countries as well as Finland, the Russian Federation, Sweden, and South Korea facilitated remittances. China and the European Union authorized debt relief.

Trade-enabling policies can also be viewed as additional means of foreign aid. For instance, the Swedish project *Kosmopolit* allocates special funds to stimulate and increase foreign trade with immigrants’ native countries.\(^{42}\)

While not allocating funds specifically for such a purpose, Australia recognizes that a rules-based multilateral trading system and freer trade and investment are of great benefit to developing countries. Trade-enabling policies therefore form part of the Australian overall approach to foreign policy and international development.

Among health-related types of aid, the United Kingdom provided financing to the Advance Market Commitment (AMC), which aims to create a market for vaccines in developing

---

\(^{39}\) See country report, JAPAN, *infra*, at 167.


\(^{42}\) See country report, SWEDEN, *infra*, at 257.
countries by creating incentives for pharmaceutical companies “to invest in research, development and production capacity for new vaccines that serve the poor.”

IX. Concluding Remarks

The list of donors to foreign development aid has expanded in recent years beyond the traditional donor countries to include new emerging markets. Some countries appear to be both recipients as well as donors of aid. Such countries’ contributions naturally fall into different geographic and substantive categories than those of donor-only countries.

The accompanying individual reports illustrate the experience gained by eighteen countries and by the European Union in formulating ODA policies and legislation and in streamlining their ODA activities during the past several decades. These reports are intended to provide a comparative perspective for consideration of the issue.
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43 See country report, UNITED KINGDOM, infra, at 278.
Executive Summary

The European Union’s (EU) foreign aid policy to third countries is guided by the principles on which the EU was founded: democracy and respect for human rights, fundamental freedoms, and the rule of law. A key objective of the EU’s policy on foreign aid, as mandated by the Lisbon Treaty of 2009, is the reduction and eventual elimination of poverty. Foreign aid is a field that is shared by the EU and its twenty-seven Member States. All are required to coordinate their actions, and complement and reinforce each other, to deliver better and more efficient foreign aid.

In addition to reduction of poverty, other priorities of the EU’s development policies under the “European Consensus on Development” include promoting sustainable development and protecting the environment, establishing and consolidating democracy and the rule of law, achieving the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), and improving aid effectiveness in the least developed and lowest-income countries, including fragile states, which have priority in receiving larger amounts of foreign aid.

Foreign aid is distributed on the basis of multiannual programs and strategies prepared by the European External Action Service (EEAS) created by the Lisbon Treaty and EuropeAid, which is a newly created Directorate-General (DG) of the European Commission responsible for implementing the EU’s development policies. In 2010, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) estimated that EU institutions provided US$12,985.87 million in foreign aid. The EU has made an ambitious commitment to increase its foreign aid gradually to a level of 0.7% of gross national income (GNI) by 2015. However, the EU and its members missed their intermediate collective target of 0.56% by 2010. The Commission has urged the largest members with solid economies to do more than their share in order to reach the EU’s collective target.

The EU implements its foreign aid policy based on geographic and thematic instruments. The geographic programs extend to five regions: Latin America, Asia, Central Asia, the Middle East, and southern Africa (specifically South Africa). Foreign aid to sub-Saharan Africa, except South Africa; the African, Caribbean, and Pacific (ACP) countries; and the overseas countries and territories (OCTs) is provided on the basis of the European Development Fund
(EDF, established under the Cotonou Agreement). Some thematic instruments deal with a variety of issues, including migration, asylum, and investing in people.

The EU has, to a large extent, espoused a policy of delivering untied aid for the last twenty-five years with the objective of increasing transparency and accountability. Currently, ownership, participation of the beneficiary countries in the management of aid, and accountability of local authorities constitute the cornerstones of the EU’s development policy.

Under EU law, foreign aid to third countries may be reduced or discontinued, wholly or partially, if such countries fail to respect international law, human rights, and the rule of law.

The European Parliament possesses the right to scrutinize any development assistance financed by the general budget. The budget support programs are subject to review by the European Court of Auditors. In its 2010 report, the Court of Auditors criticized the Commission’s lack of criteria for determining the level of budget support to be allocated.

I. Introduction

The EU, in conducting its development policy, is guided by the fundamental principles on which it was founded: liberty, democracy, and respect for human rights and the rule of law. The EU’s mandate in foreign aid, including the granting of humanitarian assistance, is based on the 2009 Lisbon Treaty and secondary legislation. Eradication of poverty worldwide is at the heart of the foreign aid policy pursued by the EU. The EU also continues to endorse the European Consensus on Development (ECD) adopted in 2005 and to pursue the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). The ECD established the foundation for a common EU vision on


development designed to deliver increased and more effective aid, and also led to the adoption of the EU Code of Conduct on Complementarity and Division of Labour in Development Policy in 2007. The EU Code of Conduct is designed to harmonize donor practices and increase cooperation and collaboration in joint cofinancing programs with other donors.

Foreign aid is an area in which the EU and the twenty-seven Member States enjoy a shared and parallel competence. Individual Members began their foreign aid programs at the end of World War II based on historical, economic, and social relations with a particular country or region. The EU’s independent policy on foreign aid does not prevent the EU Members from exercising their own competencies. Division of competence between the EU and its Members is regulated by article 208 of the Treaty of the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU), which calls for complementation and reinforcement of Union and Members’ development policy. In the same vein, the EU Code of Conduct clarifies that community policy is intended to be complementary to the policies pursued by the EU Member States.

Within their respective fields of competence, the EU and its Members States aim to promote a multilateral approach to delivering foreign aid and promoting cooperation with other multilateral and regional organizations and bodies. In some areas, the Commission plays a more dynamic and enhanced role as a donor than any EU Member State. In the so-called fragile countries, which became the focus of EU aid in 2007, the Commission is often the only donor present because the EU Members have withdrawn their support.

Currently, at the EU level, a number of foreign aid–related issues have raised concerns and are subject to debates and public consultations. The quantity and quality of aid reaching its destination, and aid effectiveness and ownership of development strategies, are often discussed. The Commission is strongly committed to ensuring increased ownership of development strategies by recipient countries, along with involvement of all segments of society. Two main

---


6 See discussion in text, infra, at 12.

7 European Consensus, supra note 2, at 1; EU Code of Conduct, supra note 4.

8 Fragile countries are often referred to as “aid orphans” because they attract few international donors and low aid levels. EU Code of Conduct, supra note 4. For additional information on EU’s policy on fragile states, see Maurizio Carbone, Aid and Security in the Development Policy of the European Union 15 (paper prepared for a workshop on “Transforming Political Structures: Security, Institutions, and Regional Integration Mechanisms,” Florence, Italy, Apr. 2009), available at [http://erd.eui.eu/media/carbone.pdf](http://erd.eui.eu/media/carbone.pdf).

9 Joint Statement by the Council and the Representatives of the Governments of the Member States Meeting Within the Council, the European Parliament and the Commission, European Consensus, supra note 2, at 16.

issues are open for public consultation: (1) the future of EU development policy, which is addressed by the Commission’s Green Paper: EU Development Policy in Support of Inclusive Growth and Sustainable Development;\(^\text{11}\) and (2) the use of budget support as a means to deliver EU aid. This issue is examined in the Commission’s Green Paper: The Future of EU Budget Support to Third Countries.\(^\text{12}\)

Internationally, the EU is actively engaged in a constructive dialogue with competent international partners on foreign aid and especially with the UN and the OECD. The European Commission, as a Member of the OECD and the Development Assistance Committee (OECD/DAC), has endeavored to ensure greater impact of foreign aid, improve aid effectiveness, and reach the targets of the Paris Declaration of 2005 and the Accra Agenda for Action of 2008.\(^\text{13}\)

A. Official Development Assistance Figures

OECD statistics indicate that in 2010 EU institutions provided US$12,679.15 million in net disbursements of official development assistance (ODA).\(^\text{14}\) The EU’s 2011 Report on Development and External Assistance states that in 2010 the EU (Member States plus EU institutions) granted the largest amount of foreign aid (€53.8 billion, about US$68.15 billion) and that the Commission alone is one of the biggest donors of foreign aid worldwide, providing €11 billion.\(^\text{15}\) In 2005, the EU committed itself to an even more ambitious goal by providing, by 2015, 0.75% of its collective gross national income (GNI) in ODA, for a total of US$122 billion annually.\(^\text{16}\) For the period 2007–2013, the European Commission has allocated around €52


\(^\text{13}\) The Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness and the Accra Agenda for Action of 2008, OECD, http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/30/63/43911948.pdf. The Paris Declaration of 2005 is an international agreement, signed by one hundred countries that pledged to improve aid effectiveness. The signatories made the following important commitments: (1) ownership: developing countries establish their own plans for poverty reduction; (2) alignment: donor countries support national strategies for recipient countries; (3) harmonization: donor countries coordinate their actions and share information; (4) results: accomplishing targets is emphasized; and (5) mutual accountability: donors and recipient countries are accountable for development aid results.


billion (US$67.62 billion) for its development program, or approximately €9 billion annually (US$11.70 billion).\textsuperscript{17}

In 2006, the EU and its Members reached their intermediate target of 0.39% of ODA/GNI, but in 2010 failed to meet their collective goal of 0.56%\textsuperscript{18} due to the current economic crisis, which has affected several EU Members. In 2009, the EU and its Member States disbursed €20.5 billion in foreign aid to Africa. EU’s collective 2005 commitment to give at least 50% of the combined aid to sub-Saharan Africa was not achieved.\textsuperscript{19} With respect to foreign aid to the least developed countries, in 2008, the EU and its Members promised to spend at least 0.15% of combined GNI on ODA by 2010. Preliminary data indicates that this goal was also missed; in 2010 the combined EU ODA to the least developed countries amounted to 0.13% of GNI.\textsuperscript{20}

Nine EU Members met or exceeded the 2010 individual minimum targets and the majority reached their national ODA targets. The remaining EU Members missed their individual 2010 minimum targets and, hence, the EU missed its collective target of 0.56%.\textsuperscript{21} The Commission attributed the EU’s failure to meet the 2010 target partly to the economic crisis currently unfolding among some EU Members but also to a number of Members not adhering to their commitments to achieve the collective EU goal.\textsuperscript{22} In the Commission’s opinion, such failure undermines the principle of fair internal EU burden sharing and has an adverse impact on aid delivery. On the other hand, the EU expects Members with large economies, such as France, Germany, Italy, and the United Kingdom (UK) to augment the average aid levels to achieve the targets set. These Members account for 70% of the gap to be filled between 2010 and 2015; therefore, the EU can meet its collective target of 0.7% ODA/GNI by 2015 only if the large-economy countries contribute more than their share.\textsuperscript{23}

In its 2011 EU Accountability Report on Financing for Development, the European Commission categorized the twenty-seven EU Members into four groups based on their contributions and outlook on achieving their individual goals by 2015:


\textsuperscript{18} Communication from the Commission, supra note 16, at 5.

\textsuperscript{19} Id. at 6.

\textsuperscript{20} Id.


\textsuperscript{22} Id.

\textsuperscript{23} Id. at 34.
1. Denmark, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, and Sweden already achieved their 0.7% target. The multiannual budgets of Denmark, the Netherlands, and Luxembourg indicate that their aid will remain the same in nominal terms until 2015.

2. Belgium, Cyprus, Finland, France, Ireland, and the UK have reached their 2010 targets or missed by a small margin. The Commission expects that these Members could achieve their individual targets (ranging from 0.7% to 0.33%) on time.

3. Austria, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Germany, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Slovenia, and Spain missed the 2010 targets.

4. Bulgaria, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Portugal, Romania, and the Slovak Republic have fallen behind their commitments, and the Commission expects that these countries will not meet their individual targets by 2015.\textsuperscript{24}

The Commission urged EU Members to make the following commitments:

- Increase ODA to 0.7% of the combined GNI by 2015
- Reach individual ODA targets as soon as possible by drafting national action plans
- Take additional national measures, if necessary, to achieve the target by 2015, including the option to enact legislation to make the ODA target legally binding
- Share information with each other on their actions
- Publicize their actions to gain public support for foreign aid\textsuperscript{25}

B. Overview of Foreign Aid Activity

The general principles that guide the EU’s policy on foreign aid are to give priority to the least-developed countries and lowest-income countries with the long-term objective of achieving the MDGs. In pursuing its foreign aid policy, the EU aims to promote human rights, gender equality, democracy, the rule of law, access to justice and civil society, the rights of the child and indigenous people, protection of the environment, and the fight against HIV/AIDS.\textsuperscript{26}

\textsuperscript{24} Id. at 35.

\textsuperscript{25} Id. at 35–36.

Based on country or regional strategy papers and annual action programs, which are jointly prepared by the European External Action Service (EEAS) and the newly established Directorate-General of the Commission, EuropeAid, the EU provides foreign aid through two main methods: (1) by funding various projects through grants or related projects; and (2) by providing budget support. The first method supports specific initiatives with a fixed budget and a specific time period, and the second involves mainly the transfer of funds directly to the national treasury of the recipient country based on a number of agreed-upon performance indicators.

In the transfer of budget support funds, three points are important: (1) the EU transfers funds to the recipient country’s central bank, (2) the central bank credits the national treasury with the transferred amount in national currency, and (3) the transfer to the central bank is made only if agreed-upon conditions for payment are met. The European Commission prefers the budget support method. Budget support is provided if the recipient country manages public spending in a transparent, reliable, and effective manner and has established microeconomic policies reviewed or endorsed by main donors and/or international financial institutions.

Budget support may also involve the provision of funds for a specific sector, such as education or health. However, a salient element of budget support is conditionality; that is, the fulfillment of three eligibility criteria by the recipient country and additional conditions agreed upon in advance to ensure that results are met. The requirements include the existence of: (1) a national or sectoral development or reform policy, (2) a stability-oriented microeconomic framework, and (3) a strong and credible program to improve public financial management. The funds are transferred only if the above criteria and all agreed-upon conditions are met. Upon transfer, the recipient country’s authorities and especially its auditing authorities assume responsibility for overseeing, controlling, and auditing the funds granted.

1. Thematic Programs

Foreign aid is implemented through geographic and thematic programs. Thematic programs have a wider scope of application than geographic programs because they cover a


30 Id. See also EUROPEAN COMMISSION, supra note 27.

31 EUROPEAN COMMISSION, supra note 27.
specific area of development policy not limited by geography. The EU strives to tailor external aid to specific themes, and often the thematic instruments supplement the geographic instruments.\textsuperscript{32} Thematic strategy papers outline the EU’s plan for the theme concerned; its priorities as determined by the Commission; the specific objectives, anticipated results, and performance indicators; and consistency with the objectives and principles established in Annex IV of Regulation No. 1905/2006.\textsuperscript{33} There are five thematic programs:

1. Investment in people
2. Environmental protection and sustainable management of natural resources, including climate change and energy
3. Non-state actors and local authorities in development
4. Food security
5. Migration and asylum\textsuperscript{34}

2. Geographic Programs

Geographic strategy papers must apply the principles of aid effectiveness, which include national ownership, partnership, coordination, harmonization, and alignment of EU support with the recipient’s national development strategies, reform policies, and procedures. Strategy papers must also aim to improve cooperation and mutual accountability between partner governments and donors, and promote local expertise and local employment. Geographic and thematic strategy papers are reviewed either at mid-term or ad hoc, if necessary.\textsuperscript{35}

The geographic programs extend to five regions: Latin America, Asia, Central Asia, the Middle East, and southern Africa (specifically South Africa). The African, Caribbean, and Pacific (ACP) states are covered by the European Development Fund (EDF). The EU’s overarching objective for delivering foreign aid to these countries is the eradication of poverty and the achievement of the MDGs. In particular, it supports the following actions: primary education and health of the local population; promotion of social cohesion and employment, democracy, human rights, and institutional reforms; sustainable development through environmental protection and better management of natural resources; and assistance in post-crisis situations.\textsuperscript{36}

\textsuperscript{32} Id.

\textsuperscript{33} Regulation (EC) No. 1905/2006, supra note 26, art. 20 & Annex IV.

\textsuperscript{34} Id. arts. 12–15.

\textsuperscript{35} Id. art. 19.

For the period 2007–2013, the EU has adopted three geographic instruments to implement external assistance: the EDF, the European Neighborhood and Partnership Instrument (ENPI), and the Development Cooperation Instrument (DCI). 37

a. European Development Fund

Foreign aid to sub-Saharan Africa (except South Africa), the ACP countries, and the overseas countries and territories (OCTs) is provided on the basis of the EDF. The legal basis for providing assistance is the Cotonou Agreement, which has been revised regularly, most recently in 2010. 38 Cooperation with other countries financed by the EU budget is based on Regulation No. 1905/2006. The EDF is not part of the EU budget. 39

The EDF, whose duration is usually five years, provides support for the ACP countries in the areas of economic, social, and human development and regional cooperation and integration. 40 It is composed of several instruments: (a) grants managed by the Commission; (b) risk capital and loans to the private sector managed by the European Investment Bank; and (c) the “FLEX” mechanism designed to remedy the adverse effects of instability of export earnings. 41

The 10th EDF (2008–2013) is concluded on the basis of the ACP–European Community partnership agreements and the amended Overseas Association Decision. The 10th EDF has a budget of €22,682 million (US$29,969 million); of this amount, €21,966 million is allocated to the ACP countries, €286 million to the OCTs, and €430 million to the Commission for expenditures related to implementation of the EDF. 42 The EDF is not funded by the general budget, but it is funded by the Member States. Each Member must contribute a specific amount.

b. European Neighborhood and Partnership Instrument

The ENPI is designed to support the EU’s European Neighborhood Policy, which, based on good neighborliness goals, focuses on providing development assistance to the countries and territories listed in the Annex of Regulation No. 1638/2006 on Establishing a European


42 Id.
Neighborhood and Partnership Instrument. The beneficiary countries and territories include Algeria, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Egypt, Georgia, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Libya, Moldova, Morocco, the Palestinian Authority of the West Bank and Gaza Strip, the Russian Federation, Syria, Tunisia, and Ukraine. The overall aim of EU assistance is to promote enhanced cooperation and progressive economic integration between the EU and partner countries and to facilitate the implementation of partnership, cooperation, and association agreements. The ENPI supports measures in the areas of promoting legislative and regulatory approximation of partner countries with EU legislation; effective implementation of policies included in association and cooperation agreements; promoting the rule of law and good governance, poverty reduction, social development, health, education and training, and protection of human rights and freedoms, including women and children’s rights; ensuring secure border management; development of civil society; and promoting participation in EU research and innovation activities. Measures financed based on Regulation No. 1638/2006 are eligible for cofinancing by Member States, their local authorities and public agencies, international and regional organizations, companies, firms, and private organizations.

The amount allocated for the period 2007–2013 is €11.181 billion. A minimum of 95% of this amount will be allocated for a country or multi-country programs, and 5% will be allocated for cross-border cooperation programs.

c. Development Cooperation Instrument

The DCI includes three components: (a) geographic programs; (b) thematic programs; and (c) programs for accompanying measures for the eighteen ACP Sugar Protocol countries with the objective of assisting them in adjusting in the aftermath of the reform of the EU sugar regime. The geographic programs support cooperation with forty-seven developing countries in Latin America, Asia and Central Asia, the Gulf region (Iran, Iraq, and Yemen), and southern Africa (South Africa). The areas of support include poverty eradication and progress on the MDGs; essential needs of the population, especially in education and health; employment; governance, democracy, and human rights; sustainable protection of the environment and natural resources; assistance in post-crisis situations and fragile states; and others. The thematic component benefits all developing countries, including those covered by the ENPI and the EDF. It supports measures in the areas of investing in people, non-state actors and local authorities in development, food security, migration and asylum, and environmental protection and sustainable management of natural resources.

44 Id., Annex, “Partner Countries Referred to Article 1 [of Regulation No. 1638/2006].”
45 Id. art. 2.
46 Id. art. 17.
47 Id. art. 29.
49 Id.
3. Special Measures

In case of unforeseen circumstances and in exceptional cases due to natural disasters, civil unrest, or crisis, the Commission has the authority to adopt special measures not provided for in strategy papers or action programs.\textsuperscript{50} Special measures may be used to fund initiatives to facilitate the transition from emergency aid to long-term development operations and to enable people to deal better with crises.

The Commission adopted special measures following the recent events in North Africa and the Middle East—the so-called “Arab Spring.” As Catherine Ashton, the EU High Representative, stated recently, a key priority of the Commission’s policy in those regions is to support not only “deep and sustainable democracy but also economic recovery.”\textsuperscript{51} Following the adoption of a joint Communication by the Commission and the EU High Commissioner, “A New Response to a Changing Neighborhood,” the Commission adopted four new decisions that endorse democracy and provide support for growth, job creation, microfinance, and higher education:

(1) The SPRING program (Support for Partnership, Reform, and Inclusive Growth), a major initiative in the amount of €350 million (US$472.5 million). It is designed to assist emerging democracies in institution building and economic growth and is customized to each country’s specific needs.

(2) Special measures to alleviate poverty in Tunisia, to increase employment and generate job growth, and to improve living conditions. Its total value is €20 million (US$27 million).

(3) The Erasmus Mundus Program, to increase academic and student mobility through various study abroad programs and exchanges of knowledge and skills. Its total value is €66 million (US$89 million).

(4) The Neighborhood Civil Society Facility, to enable civil society, promote reform, and increase public accountability. Its total value is €22 million (US$29.7 million).\textsuperscript{53}

\textsuperscript{50} Regulation (EC) No. 1905/2006, supra note 26, art. 23.

\textsuperscript{51} EU Launches Four Ambitious New Support Programs in Response to the Arab Spring, EUROPEAN UNION @ UNITED NATIONS (EU/UN email alert, Sept. 30, 2011), http://www.eu-un.europa.eu/home/index_en.htm.


\textsuperscript{53} Id.
II. Legal Framework

A. Regulation of ODA

1. Overview

Title III of the Treaty on the Functioning of the EU (TFEU), as amended by the Lisbon Treaty, provides the legal framework for the EU’s development policy. In particular, article 208 of the TFEU on Cooperation with Third Countries and Humanitarian Aid establishes the principles on which foreign aid policy must be conducted and the objectives to be achieved. It also delineates the competence of the EU and its Members and obliges them to fulfill their commitments and take into account the objectives endorsed within the UN framework and other international organizations. Specifically, article 208 stipulates that the EU must exercise its development policy within the framework of the principles and objectives of its external actions; that “the Union’s development cooperation policy shall have as its primary objective the reduction and, in the long term, the eradication of poverty”; and that the Union’s development policy and that of its Members “complement and reinforce each other.”

Acquisition of legal personality by the EU by virtue of the Lisbon Treaty means that the EU now has the authority to conclude agreements with third countries and international organizations. Article 209 gives the mandate to the EU to enter into agreements, with third countries or international organizations, to achieve its objectives in the area of development policy. The EU’s authority does not impair the capacity of the EU Members to enter into agreements with third countries. Article 209 also authorizes the European Bank to implement EU policies on foreign aid. Legislation on foreign aid is adopted on the basis of the ordinary legislative procedure, which involves a proposal by the Commission, adoption by the Parliament and the Council, and review by the European Court of Justice. The Commission may take any initiative to promote coordination between the EU and its Members.

Article 210 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the EU specifies the forms of collaboration between the EU and its Members, while article 212 deals with cooperation between the EU and its members in relations with international organizations. To improve complementarity and ensure efficiency of their activities on foreign aid, the EU and its Members must cooperate by

- coordinating their policies on development cooperation;
- consulting with each other on various aid programs;

---

55 Id. art. 209.
56 Id.
57 Id.
58 Id. art. 209, para. 2.
undertaking joint actions, as necessary;
- contributing to the implementation of the EU’s programs;\(^\text{59}\) and
- cooperating with third countries and international organizations.\(^\text{60}\)

The following additional initiatives also introduced by the Lisbon Treaty are anticipated to have a positive impact on delivering foreign aid to third countries:

- The establishment of the position of High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy, who is also the Vice-President of the European Commission, chairs the Foreign Affairs Council, and is in charge of implementation of the EU’s external policy.
- The creation of the European External Action Service, which serves the High Representative for Foreign Affairs, the President of the Council, and the Commission.
- New opportunities for enhanced cooperation among EU Members and the possibility of joint programs.\(^\text{61}\)

\(a\). Regulation No. 1905/2006 on Establishing a Financial Instrument for Development Cooperation

The objective of eradicating poverty is also expressly stated in article 2 of Regulation No. 1905/2006, on Establishing a Financing Instrument for Development Cooperation,\(^\text{62}\) which stipulates that “the primary and overarching objective of cooperation . . . shall be the eradication of poverty in partner countries and regions.”\(^\text{63}\) To this end, the Regulation provides for the financing of

- measures designed to support cooperation with developing countries, territories, and regions included in the OECD/DAC list of aid recipients, which was updated in 2009 by virtue of Regulation No. 960/2009; and
- thematic programs countries, territories, and regions eligible for foreign aid, under a geographic program provided for in this regulation, or for a geographic cooperation under the EDF.\(^\text{64}\)

\(^{59}\) Id. art. 210, para. 1.

\(^{60}\) Id. art. 212.

\(^{61}\) For institutional changes that affect foreign aid, see Commission Staff Working Paper, Annual Report 2011, supra note 3, at 6.


\(^{64}\) Id. art. 1.
The amount allocated for the implementation of this Regulation during the period of 2007–2013 is €16,897 million (about US$22,671 million). Under this Regulation, the geographic programs encompass five regions: Latin America (eighteen countries), Asia (nineteen countries), Central Asia (five countries), the Middle East (four countries), and southern Africa (one country, South Africa).\(^\text{65}\) EU aid delivered to these regions is designed to support actions in a number of critical areas of cooperation, including

- eradication of poverty and achievement of the MDGs;
- focusing on essential needs of the local population, especially primary education and health;
- promotion of democratic governance and human rights;
- promotion of sustainable development by protecting the environment and natural resources; and
- assistance in post-crisis situations and fragile states.\(^\text{66}\)

Under Regulation No. 1905/2006, the thematic programs deal with a specific area of activity directed to a group of recipient countries, irrespective of geographic criteria. Five thematic programs are established: (1) investing in people, (2) environmental protection and sustainable development of natural resources, (3) non-state actors and local authorities, (4) food security, and (5) cooperation in the field of asylum and migration.\(^\text{67}\)

In addition, Regulation 1905/2006 establishes a program that accompanies measures in favor of the eighteen ACP Sugar Protocol countries and that assists them through the adjustment period due to the reform of the EU sugar regime.\(^\text{68}\) As article 25, paragraph 2{ of the Regulation specifies, EU foreign aid cannot be used for paying taxes or duties in beneficiary countries.\(^\text{69}\)

Financing is done either under an agreement or grant or procurement contract, or under an employment contract. It may take the following forms:

- Projects and programs
- Budget support
- Sectoral support
- Sectoral and general import programs in exceptional cases
- Interest-rate subsidies, especially for loans for environmental projects
- Debt relief under internationally agreed-upon debt relief programs

\(^{65}\) Id.

\(^{66}\) Regulation (EC) No. 1905/2006, supra note 26, art. 5.

\(^{67}\) Id. arts. 12–16.

\(^{68}\) Id., Annex III.

\(^{69}\) Id. art. 25.
Grants to finance certain projects

- Funding for twinning programs between public institutions and local authorities
- Contributions to international funds managed by international or regional organizations

b. Regulation No. 1889/2006 on Establishing a Financing Instrument for the Promotion of Democracy and Human Rights Worldwide

Regulation No. 1889/2006, which establishes a financing instrument to provide assistance for the period of 2007–2013, aims to contribute to the achievement of the development policy objectives contained in the European Consensus on Development and to establish and consolidate democracy and the rule of law. The amount allocated for the implementation of this Regulation amounts to €1,104 billion (about US$1,458 billion).

Pursuant to the objectives of the instrument cited above, EuropeAid drafted a European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights (EIDH) Strategy Paper 2011–2013. The Strategy Paper has the following objectives: (a) to enhance respect for human rights in countries where such rights are most at risk; (b) to improve the role of civil society in promoting human rights; (c) to support EU actions on human rights issues, such as the death penalty, torture, children in armed conflict, violence against women, and others; and (d) to support democracy through a fair and transparent electoral process.

In April 2010, in implementation of the MDGs, the Commission adopted a Communication, “A Twelve-Point EU Action Plan in Support of the Millennium Development Goals.” The Action Plan focuses on delivering foreign aid to countries in great need, such as those experiencing internal conflict—the so-called fragile countries—where the Commission is often the only donor. The Commission proposed that EU Members adopt a number of measures to increase the amount of aid and make it more effective. Some of the key recommendations include

- establishing realistic annual action plans to reach goals and publishing such plans before September 2010;
- increasing aid effectiveness by coordinating national aid programs at the EU level;

---
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- promoting “ownership” of MDGs in developing countries;
- supporting initiatives on innovative financing with high revenue potential and ensuring that such financing assists the poorest; and
- focusing more on the least developed countries and fragile states.74

2. Implementing Agencies

On January 1, 2011, a new Directorate-General (DG) for Development, EuropeAid, was created through a merger of the former DG for Development and EuropeAid DGs.75 Its organizational structure was finalized on June 1, 2011. The rationale for having a single agency is that such a one-stop shop will facilitate access to information on foreign aid within and outside the EU.76

At the EU level, EuropeAid is tasked with implementation of external assistance instruments in a transparent, accurate, and accountable manner. It is also subject to the Court of Auditors’ review. The European Parliament exercises a right to scrutiny, but only when it comes to funds from the EU budget. With regard to how the Commission makes use of the EDF, the Commission must forward a copy of a country or region strategy paper to the Joint Parliamentary Assembly EU/ACP for review.77

Internationally, the EEAS represents the EU through its delegations in 136 countries. The EEAS was established based on the Lisbon Treaty and performs a crucial role in the implementation of aid delivery.78 The EU delegations play a key role in promoting the aid effectiveness agenda, ensuring a division of labor and burden sharing among donors, and ensuring more government ownership of the aid process.79 For example, the EU Delegation established in Washington, DC, acts as a liaison between the Directorate of the European Commission and US government agencies such as the Department of State and the US Agency for International Development (USAID), international organizations including the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF), nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), and various “think tanks” based in the DC area.80

74 Id.
76 Id.
The delegations prepare the External Assistance Monitoring Reports (EAMRs), which compare the outcome and results of assistance with the benchmarks of the Paris Declarations, and assist the DG in assessing its performance against the four benchmarks of the Paris Declaration of 2005.

To qualify for aid delivery, an NGO must

- be an autonomous nonprofit organization with its head office in a Member state;
- provide audited financial statements for the two previous years;
- indicate sufficient administrative activity;
- follow a voluntary code of conduct that adheres to the principles of impartiality, independence, and neutrality in distributing humanitarian assistance; and
- confirm the moral integrity of the management board and the overall organization.81

3. Restrictions

Untying aid has been the focus of discussions at the international level, in particular by the Development Assistance Committee of the OECD/DAC. In March 2001, the DAC adopted a Recommendation on Untying Official Development Assistance to the Least Developed Countries.82 At the EU level, for more than twenty-five years, the former European Community has largely espoused a policy of untied aid as an effective tool to increase transparency and accountability in the management of aid.83 Its policy has even gone further than the recommendation of the OECD/DAC. Currently, more than two-thirds of aid delivered via geographical or thematic instruments is untied.84 All EU Members have agreed to extend further the scope of this recommendation and have urged the untying of food aid and food aid transport.

Financial Regulation No. 1905/2006 embodies the policy of untied aid pursued by the EU. In allocating funds, the Commission considers a number of objective and transparent criteria based on the needs and performance of each recipient country or region. The needs criteria include population, income per capita, income distribution, and level of poverty and social development. The performance criteria include political, economic, and social progress;

83 The first Convention of Lomé I, signed in 1973 between the then-European Community and the ACP, was based on partnership, which presupposes ownership.
progress in good governance; effective use of aid; and especially how the recipient country uses its own resources.  

Assistance may be suspended by the Council of the EU based on a proposal by the Commission. Suspension may occur if a beneficiary country continues to fail to adhere to the principles while refusing consultations with the Commission or when such consultations do not reach a satisfactory outcome for both parties.  

4. Discretionary Aid  

The Emergency Aid Reserve is designed to assist third countries that experience a crisis that was unforeseen when the budget was prepared. The EU also has at its disposal the Flexibility Instrument, which provides funding in a given financial year for identified expenses that could not be covered by one or more headings without going beyond their expenditure ceilings. The maximum amount allocated to the Flexibility Instrument is €200 million annually.

5. Oversight  

Financing provided in any legal form, whether as a financing or grant agreement or as a procurement or employment contract, must include clauses that (a) entitle the Commission and the Court of Auditors to perform audits, including review of documents or on-the-spot audits, inspections, and checks of any contractor that received funds from the Commission; and (b) ensure that the EU’s financial interests are protected, especially in cases of fraud, irregularities, or any other illegal activity.

The funds are managed by the European Investment Bank. An observer from the bank participates in meetings convened by the Commission and the committee, which assists the Commission in monitoring and reviewing the impact of foreign aid policy.

a. European Commission  

The Commission, assisted by a committee, must monitor its programs at regular intervals and evaluate the implementation of thematic and geographic instruments. To accomplish an objective evaluation of its foreign policy aid, and to ensure that objectives are met, the Commission must engage all relevant stakeholders, including private donors, local authorities, and NGOs. The Commission does not evaluate its own programs but assigns review tasks to independent external authorities. Evaluations are considered by the Commission in drafting recommendations for more effective implementation of its foreign aid policy.  

---
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the Commission forwards its evaluation reports to the European Parliament and the committee. EU Members may request evaluation reports.\footnote{Id. arts. 33, 35.}

The Commission prepares annual reports on the implementation, major accomplishments, shortcomings, and impact of foreign assistance. Such reports are submitted to the European Parliament, the Council of the EU, the Economic and Social Committee, and the Committee of the Regions. The annual reports contain a wealth of information on the measures financed; the outcome of the evaluations; implementation of budget commitments; and payments by country, region, and sector. The Commission, through the use of measurable indicators, assesses its role in providing assistance and any progress made toward achieving the MDGs.\footnote{Id. art. 34.}

\textit{b. European Parliament}

In October 2010, the European Parliament urged more use of article 290 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the EU as amended by the Lisbon Treaty,\footnote{Consolidated Version of the Treaty on the Functioning of the EU (TFEU) art. 290, 2010 O.J. (C 83) 47, 173, \url{http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2010:083:0047:0200:EN:PDF}.} which provides for the possibility of using delegated acts. Pursuant to article 290, a legislative act may delegate the Commission to adopt nonlegislative acts of general application. Such delegated acts could be used to regulate the financing of instruments on foreign assistance. Because article 290 grants the Parliament the right to revoke a delegated act and the right to veto it, the Parliament could exercise its authority to make amendments.


\textit{c. European Court of Auditors}

The European Court of Auditors (ECA) has carried out audits to evaluate whether the European Commission has fulfilled its role in managing its general budget support (GBS) programs effectively in ACP, Latin American, and Asian countries.\footnote{European Court of Auditors, \textit{The Commission’s Management of General Budget Support in ACP, Latin American and Asian Countries} (Special Report No. 11, 2010), \url{http://eca.europa.eu/portal/pls/portal/docs/1/7090728.PDF}.} One such audit covered the period from 2001 to 2009. The Court’s auditors made on-site visits in Benin, Laos, Paraguay, and Uganda. Two additional countries, Nicaragua and Vietnam, were included in the audit through questionnaires. The Commission also convened with World Bank and International Monetary Fund officials.
The Commission has used budget support during the last decade as the preferred method of aid delivery to reduce poverty. The total package of GBS programs consists of three components: (1) transfer of funds linked to the objectives of the particular program and agreed upon between the Commission and the recipient countries; (2) capacity-building measures through technical assistance; and (3) communication with the recipient country on the design, implementation, and outcome.\(^{95}\) The difference between budget support and sector budget support is that the latter aims to support a particular sector rather than a national policy. One of the benefits of foreign aid delivered through GBS programs, rather than the traditional approach through projects, is that more aid can be forwarded to the recipient country and also more control of aid and improvements in the management of the public financing system of the recipient country and strengthening of accountability are possible. This may also improve dialogue between the donor and recipient countries, and certainly improves the efficiency of donor aid delivery and reduces costs.\(^{96}\)

The ECA found that in general during the last decade, the Commission has made progress toward its goal of delivering better and more effective aid through its GBS; however, the ECA did identify some flaws in the methodology and management of GBS programs. In particular, the ECA found that the Commission’s approach is problematic in specific areas due to

- lack of sound risk management framework to evaluate and reduce the risks of its programs, especially when a large amount of money is given through public budgets in developing countries;
- lack of clear grounds and rationale that prompt the Commission to decide on the amount of funds to be allocated in each country;
- lack of clear criteria to assess whether true and satisfactory progress has been made;
- ineffective use of policy dialogue with beneficiary countries (the Commission must define clearly a dialogue strategy that outlines its objectives, contents, and goals to be achieved, and needs to ensure that Delegations of the European Union are equipped with expert staff to ensure effective dialogue); and
- insufficient information on the actual impact of aid delivery through budget support (the Commission needs to develop an evaluation methodology that provides concrete information on whether and under what circumstances budget support can contribute effectively to reducing poverty, and needs to improve on the reporting of the effectiveness of budget support programs).\(^{97}\)

In particular, the ECA held that the objectives of the GBS do not take into account the specific circumstances and the changing priorities of each recipient country. The Commission has not paid full attention to the need to increase the capacity of oversight bodies, including audit

\(^{95}\) Id. at 9.

\(^{96}\) Id. at 12.

institutions, parliaments, and organizations tasked to oversee how funds are allocated and spent by governments in recipient countries. The Court also referred to another problem associated with GBS: its programs are not used to support other objectives related to health and education.

d. European Anti-Fraud Office

The European Anti-Fraud Office (Office Européen de Lutte Anti-Fraude, or OLAF) is part of the Commission but also enjoys some administrative and budgetary autonomy. Its mission is to protect the financial interests of the EU by combating fraud, corruption, and other illegal activities against the EU and misconduct by EU institutions.\(^8\) OLAF has the authority to conduct independent external investigations on illegal activities perpetrated by natural or legal persons.\(^9\) Its website cites a number of cases involving external aid and misuse of funds.

6. Policy Considerations

During the past twenty-five years, the EU has evolved into a dynamic and powerful economic player with regional and strategic security interests. Its external policies worldwide and in particular its development policy on third countries are guided by the same principles that initially laid the foundation and cornerstone for the establishment of the Union: the principles of freedom, democracy, respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, and the rule of law.\(^10\) These principles have been reaffirmed by the Lisbon Treaty.

Further EU instruments adopted to advance and promote development policy are based on the same principles and reflect similar policy considerations. For instance, the European Consensus on Development outlines the policy priorities of the EU, which focus on four main objectives:

(1) Reducing or eradicating poverty
(2) Promoting sustainable development
(3) Improving aid effectiveness
(4) Meeting the objectives of the MDGs\(^11\)

The European Commission’s 2011 Communication on a Budget for Europe describes a number of financial instruments to support the implementation of the following external policies:


\(^{9}\) Id.


\(^{11}\) European Consensus, supra note 2.
Promoting and defending EU values abroad, especially human rights, democracy, and the rule of law

• Addressing major global challenges, including climate change, biodiversity loss, and the protection of global public resources

• Improving the impact of EU development cooperation towards eradication of poverty by allocating aid resources according to needs, capacities, and commitments

• Supporting the long-term prosperity and stability of the EU’s neighborhood by assisting candidate countries to join the EU, and by reinforcing and expanding its neighborhood policy

• Improving crisis prevention and resolution

B. Regulation of Private Contributions

Regulation 1905/2006’s section on co-financing of measures from other donors deals with contributions provided by private donors. The list of private donors includes Member States and their regional and local authorities; other donor countries; international and regional organizations; companies, firms, businesses, and other private entities; and other non-state actors.

A distinction is made between parallel and joint cofinancing. In the event of parallel cofinancing, the particular program or project is divided into separate components that can be easily identified and that are each financed by a different partner. In the event of joint cofinancing, the total cost of a project or a program is divided among the donors who provide the financing. The total funds and resources available are gathered together so that it is not possible to discern the source of financing. The Commission may also receive and manage the funds in the event of joint cofinancing.

III. Foreign Aid Appropriations Process

In general, annual EU budgets are based on a multiannual financial framework (MFF) that is agreed upon by the European Parliament, Council, and Commission in an interinstitutional agreement. The MFF establishes the annual limits on appropriations in the EU budget for the


104 Id. art. 27, para. 2.


various EU policy areas (headings) and sets an annual ceiling on payments and commitments. The category “appropriation for payments” relates to the actual money to be financed from EU Members within specific years, whereas the category “appropriations for commitments” indicates the amounts authorized for programs or projects that can be entered into in a specific year and concern a specific beneficiary. The ceiling for payment commitments is expressed as a percentage of GNI and takes into account economic activity.

In June 2011, the European Commission proposed the budget for the period 2014–2020. The total amount dedicated to foreign aid was €70 million (about US$92.06 million). The Commission, in its Communication on a Budget for Europe 2020, proposed enhanced oversight of external aid delivery through the delegated acts of article 290 of the Treaty and by placing the European Parliament and the Council of the EU on an equal footing as the two co-legislators. Moreover, the EDF, which has been outside the review of the Court of Auditors, will also be subject to review. The overarching objective of the budget for 2020 remains the eradication of poverty. The EU remains committed to delivering aid where it is most needed, improving aid coordination, and ensuring adequate financing for development. The Commission introduced a number of initiatives related to external aid for 2020. It proposed a reinforced European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights to improve the EU’s ability to deal with human rights crises and provide more support for electoral processes and observation missions. It also proposed a new Partnership Instrument to provide support, as needed, to developing and nondeveloping nations with an emphasis on strategic partners and emerging economies. It further proposed the creation of a pan-African instrument to support implementation of the Joint Africa-Europe Strategy. Another proposal was a single pre-accession instrument to ensure that candidate countries fully adopt the acquis communautaire (EU body of law) prior to accession. The current Development Cooperation Instrument (DCI) will be reinforced and the EDF will remain outside of the budget for the next MFF. The

---
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European Neighborhood Policy instrument will be enhanced to improve cooperation with
neighbor countries, with an emphasis on “more for more.”

IV. Other Types of ‘Aid’

A. Humanitarian Aid

The EU also plays a preeminent role in delivering emergency and humanitarian aid and
aims to respond immediately to man-made or natural disasters and conflict situations. The EU is
among the largest contributors of such aid worldwide. Humanitarian aid is designed to assist
third countries outside the EU, based on need relating to the catastrophic effects of man-made or
natural disasters.

Since the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty of 2009, humanitarian aid has acquired the
status of a legally binding policy of the EU. Pursuant to article 214 of the Treaty on the
Functioning of the EU, the EU operations in the field of humanitarian aid “shall be intended to
provide ad hoc assistance and relief and protection for people of third countries who are victims
of natural or man-made disasters, in order to meet the humanitarian needs resulting from these
different situations.” Humanitarian aid is not the exclusive domain of the EU; rather, both the
EU and the Member States share competence and act in synergy with each other. The European
Commission may take any initiative to promote coordination among the measures taken by the
EU and those of the Member States. In delivering humanitarian aid, the EU must comply with
international law and the principles of humanity, impartiality, neutrality, and independence.

Humanitarian aid, which encompasses food, water, sanitation, shelter, health services,
protection of victims of conflict, and disaster preparedness, is administered through the European
Commission’s DG for Humanitarian Aid (ECHO). In 2010, the EU spent about €1,115 million
(US$1,450 million) through ECHO by providing humanitarian aid to 151 million people in
eighty non-EU countries. It was established in 1992 and operates through the conclusion of
two types of Framework Partnership Agreements (FPAs): with international organizations, and
with NGOs. In addition, ECHO has concluded a Financial and Administrative Framework
Agreement between the EU and the UN that regulates humanitarian aid financed by ECHO and
dispersed by UN humanitarian services. ECHO does not operate directly in the countries
affected but provides funds to two hundred partners, NGOs, UN agencies, and the International
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117 Consolidated Version of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) art. 124, 2010
118 Id. art. 214, para. 2.
119 European Commission, Humanitarian Aid & Civil Protection, Annual Report 2010 at 5,
Committee of the Red Cross, which further distribute the funds as needed. In 2009, 47% of humanitarian assistance was granted to NGOs, UN agencies received 39%, and other international organizations about 14%.  

B. Trade-Related Assistance

The EU Aid for Trade Strategy was adopted by the Council of the EU in 2007 with the objective of increasing quantitative Aid for Trade (AFT) in order to reach the European Commission’s and the Member States’ collective spending on trade-related assistance of €2 billion annually. The EU and its Members accounted for about 37% of AFT from the world’s major multilateral and bilateral donors in 2008–2009 and collectively are deemed to be the largest provider of AFT worldwide. Individually, the EU trails after Japan, which is the largest donor of AFT. The EU represents 11.4% of the world’s total.

C. Reducing the Debt Burden of Developing Countries

The EU continues to provide support to developing countries to cope with economic crises. In particular, the EU supports the following two initiatives: the Heavily Indebted Poor Countries Initiative, and the Multilateral Debt Relief Initiative.

D. Remittances

Migrant remittances from the EU to developing countries amount to the same as the total amount of EU foreign aid. In 2008, the EU pledged to lower the cost and facilitate remittance transfers in recognition of the effect of such remittances on the living conditions of family members in developing countries. As a result, expenses in sending remittances fell in some EU Members but were increased in others.
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AUSTRALIA

REGULATION OF FOREIGN AID

Executive Summary

The Australian government recently released a report setting out the policy framework for its aid program in response to an independent review. The review was aimed at ensuring the program’s effectiveness as its budget is increased to 0.5% of GNI over the next five years. Features of the program include a lead government agency (AusAID); a geographic focus on East Asia and the Pacific; a commitment to the Millennium Development Goals; an emphasis on partnerships with recipient countries, other government agencies, and non-governmental organizations; a focus on core objectives, results, and value for money in aid allocation and in procurement and evaluation processes, with nearly all aid being untied; a separate annual appropriation for the program; and internal and external oversight and reporting mechanisms. Australia also regulates the private donation system through an accreditation process and engages in different development assistance initiatives apart from direct aid to countries, such as providing scholarships and addressing issues in the remittance system.

I. Introduction

A. Official Development Assistance Figures

The Australian government’s total Official Development Assistance (ODA) budget for the 2011-12 fiscal year is AU$4.84 billion (about US$5.14 billion).\(^1\) This is estimated to be equivalent to 0.35% of Australia’s Gross National Income (GNI). This is an increase upon the previous year when the ODA expenditure was estimated to amount to 0.33% of GNI.\(^2\)

There is bipartisan agreement in Australia to raise the ODA budget to 0.5% of GNI by 2015-16. To reach this target, the government has stated that it expects to increase the ODA budget to around 0.38% of GNI in 2012-13, 0.42% of GNI in 2013-14, and 0.46% of GNI in

---


\(^2\) Id. The most recent OECD donor statistics available show that Australia’s total gross ODA disbursements in 2010 amounted to US$3.848 billion, which was estimated to be about 0.32% of GNI. In terms of net disbursements, this figure included US$3.466 billion for bilateral ODA and US$0.32 billion for multilateral ODA. OECD donor country statistics are available at [http://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DatasetCode=ODA_DONOR](http://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DatasetCode=ODA_DONOR) (last visited Sept. 1, 2011).
Beyond this, Australia has a longstanding “aspirational goal” of increasing expenditure to 0.7% of GNI (the target first agreed to by donor countries in 1970 and used as a reference point by the OECD).\(^5\)

### B. Private Contribution Figures

It is estimated that Australians contribute about AU$800 million (about US$856 million) per year to non-governmental organizations (NGOs) operating in the area of international aid.\(^6\) According to the Australian Council for International Development, this represents approximately 73% of total funds raised by agencies. A further 14.5% of total funds managed by the sector consists of government funding received by NGOs through the government agency AusAID, while 12.6% is made up of grants from other Australian and multi-lateral donors.\(^7\) There are more than one hundred overseas development NGOs operating in Australia, including affiliates of international organizations as well as wholly local organizations.\(^8\)

### C. Snapshot of Foreign Aid Activity

In 2011-12, Australia will provide bilateral aid to around 35 countries. An additional 78 countries will receive assistance through regional and global initiatives. The geographic focus of the program is currently East Asia (33%) and the Pacific (31%), with the top five recipients of Australian aid for the year expected to be Indonesia, Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands, Afghanistan, and Vietnam.\(^9\)

In total, approximately 73% of AusAID’s administered funding (about AU$3 billion) will go toward country and regional programs. Funding for global and multilateral initiatives, including humanitarian assistance and contributions to United Nations (U.N.) agencies, the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank, and non-governmental organization and volunteer programs, is estimated to constitute 27% of AusAID’s budget (about AU$1.1 billion).\(^10\)

---


\(^4\) The 0.7% ODA/GNI Target – A History, OECD DEVELOPMENT CO-OPERATION DIRECTORATE (DCD-DAC), [http://www.oecd.org/document/19/0,3343,en_2649_34447_45539475_1_1_1_1,00.html](http://www.oecd.org/document/19/0,3343,en_2649_34447_45539475_1_1_1_1,00.html) (last visited July 27, 2011).


\(^10\) Id.
Half of the total aid expenditure “is expected to go towards projects in the areas of education, health, and economic growth.”11 Australia emphasizes that it is committed to the implementation of the Millennium Development Goals, which “underpin the Australian aid program.”12

Due to the established goal of increasing the ODA budget to 0.5% of GNI by 2015-16, in late 2010 the government sought an independent review of the effectiveness of Australia’s aid program, with the aim of ensuring that the increased funding is spent in the most effective manner. The independent panel reported back to the government in April 2011, and its report, along with the government’s response, was released in early July 2011.13 The response sets the strategic direction for the aid program for the next four years and includes activities aimed at improving transparency and oversight, as well as making the program “more focused on results and on real, measurable value for money.”14

In terms of the specific actions arising from the Independent Review, the government has stated that it will:15

• Develop a four-year, “whole of ODA” budget strategy, which will be considered as part of the 2012 Budget process, and ensure regular reviews of the program;16
• Ensure value for money in designs, procurements, and grants, as well as greater selectivity and larger average program size;17
• Improve risk management and performance oversight, including through stronger fraud control and enhanced evaluation programs;18
• Develop a “Transparency Charter” with clearer and more accessible reporting of aid activities;19
• Ensure that budget reporting is linked to results and that decisive action is taken on non-performing programs;20


14 Government Response, supra note 5, at 1.

15 See id. at 2.

16 Id. at 19.

17 Id. at 20.

18 Id. at 21–23.

19 Id. at 24.
- Enhance the involvement of the Australian community, including through increased volunteer and NGO support and partnerships with business and academia.  

Several other reviews relating to Australia’s aid program have been conducted in recent years, including reviews of remuneration rates for contracted technical advisers, fraud control policies, grant guidelines, Annual Reviews of Development Effectiveness, as well as an OECD Development Assistance Committee peer review in 2008. A review of the procurement system is expected to be completed in 2011.

II. Legal Framework

A. Regulation of ODAs

1. Overview

Australia’s aid program is established through executive decision-making processes (i.e., Ministers and the Cabinet) as well as being subject to parliamentary approval and oversight in the context of the appropriations process and the reporting requirements that apply to all government agencies and Ministers.

As noted above, the policy framework and strategic direction for the aid program, including the criteria upon which decisions on the funding of various activities will be based, was recently set out in the government’s response to the Independent Review of Aid Effectiveness. This states that decisions on aid allocation (i.e., to countries, regions, and sectors) will be based on sets of goals and objectives, as well as three broad “aid allocation criteria”: poverty-related need, effectiveness (or “capacity to make a real and measurable difference”), and Australia’s national interests.

As a result of the Independent Review, the government agreed to the following core purpose statement relating to Australia’s aid program:

The fundamental purpose of Australian aid is to help people overcome poverty. This also serves Australia’s national interests by promoting stability and prosperity both in our
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21 Id. at 25–26.
23 See Government Response, supra note 5, at 20.
25 Government Response, supra note 5, at 27.
region and beyond. We focus our effort in areas where Australia can make a difference and where our resources can most effectively and efficiently be deployed.26

From this fundamental purpose, the government has articulated five “core strategic goals” for the overall aid program that will be taken into account in decision-making and evaluation processes: 27

- Saving lives;28
- Promoting opportunities for all;29
- Investing in food security, sustainable economic growth, and private sector development;30
- Supporting security, improving the quality of governance, and strengthening civil society;31 and
- Preparing for and responding to disasters and humanitarian crises.32

Ten “individual development objectives” that give effect to these goals are also set out in the government’s response to the Independent Review.33 The response then lists five approaches that the government intends to use to deliver aid more efficiently and effectively. These are reflected in the specific actions set out above.

In addition to working within this policy framework, AusAID and entities with which it contracts must meet operating requirements that are set out in a number of statutes. They include the following areas of federal law: 34

- Anti-discrimination legislation,35
- Legislation setting out employer obligations,36

---

26 Id. at 1, 17.
27 Id. at 2.
28 Id. at 28–29.
29 Id. at 30–32.
30 Id. at 33–36.
31 Id. at 36–38.
32 Id. at 38–39.
33 Id. at 2.
Legislation that applies to the conduct and oversight of the public sector;\textsuperscript{37}
Sector legislation;\textsuperscript{38} and
Criminal legislation.\textsuperscript{39}

Government agencies, contractors, and NGOs must also comply with regulations made under the Charter of the United Nations Act 1945 to implement sanctions imposed by the U.N. Security Council against member countries, as well as individuals and entities. The guidance provided to AusAID contractors states that:

Under the Regulations, it is a criminal offence to deal in a specified range of goods or services with particular countries, or to use or deal with the assets of a number of specified individuals or entities, or to make assets available to a number of specified individuals or entities. The offences created by the Regulations apply to conduct in Australia and to conduct by Australians anywhere in the world. The Regulations are supported by parallel regulations and ordinances made under other legislation, for example the Customs (Prohibited Imports) Regulations and Customs (Prohibited Exports) Regulations.\textsuperscript{40}

For example, the most recent regulations made under the Charter of the United Nations Act relate to the sanctions against Libya,\textsuperscript{41} while others from 2010 relate to sanctions against specified entities in Iran\textsuperscript{42} and the sanctions against Eritrea.\textsuperscript{43}

The approach to delivering the aid program is also guided by various procedural instructions,\textsuperscript{44} including the Commonwealth Grant Guidelines, Commonwealth Procurement Guidelines,\textsuperscript{45} Commonwealth Fraud Control Guidelines,\textsuperscript{46} Australian Government Investigations

\textsuperscript{36} For example, the Occupational Health and Safety Act 1991(Cth) and Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth).
\textsuperscript{37} Including the Public Services Act 1999 (Cth), Auditor-General Act 1997 (Cth), Ombudsman Act 1976 (Cth), Freedom of Information Act 1982 (Cth), Privacy Act 1988 (Cth), and Archives Act 1983 (Cth). In addition, the Financial Management and Accountability Act 1997 (Cth) provides the framework for the proper management of public money and public property.
\textsuperscript{38} For example, the Building and Construction Industry Improvement Act 2005 (Cth), Banking Act 1959 (Cth), and Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), as well as the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cth), which requires prior approval for actions that are likely to have a significant impact on the environment anywhere in the world if the action is undertaken by the Commonwealth.
\textsuperscript{39} For example, the Criminal Code Act 1995 (Cth) and Crimes Act 1914 (Cth).
\textsuperscript{40} Lists of Laws and Guidelines for Contractors, supra note 34, at 7.
\textsuperscript{44} See Lists of Laws and Guidelines for Contractors, supra note 34, at 7–8.
Standards, Lobbying Code of Conduct, and any relevant AusAID policy documents, such as “Family Planning and the Aid Program: Guiding Principles.”

2. Implementing Agencies

Of the 2011-12 ODA budget, AU$4.87 billion, or around 89%, will be administered by the Australian Agency for International Development, or “AusAID.” The remaining 11% of the budget will go toward programs run by a variety of government agencies, about a quarter of which is used for international programs operated by the Australian Federal Police.

AusAID is an administratively autonomous agency under the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade portfolio. It was established as a government agency in 1974 to bring together roles previously performed by different departments since an aid program to Papua New Guinea began in 1946. In 1976, the agency was renamed and became part of the Department of Foreign Affairs portfolio. Then, in July 2010, AusAID was established as an executive agency within the Foreign Affairs and Trade portfolio. Its role involves advising the government on...
development policy, management of the implementation of Australia’s overseas development programs, and planning and coordination of Australia’s response to humanitarian disasters.\textsuperscript{53}

There is an emphasis on whole-of-government engagement in the management of the aid program. A Development Effectiveness Steering Committee, made up of senior representatives from central agencies, provides “a whole-of-government coordination mechanism” at the strategic level and oversees the effectiveness of the aid program. AusAID also states that it takes a collaborative approach to working with other agencies, including in developing strategic priorities and delivering the aid program.\textsuperscript{54}

3. Restrictions

In discussing the strategic direction and policy framework of the aid program, Australia stresses that there are direct national security and national economic interests at stake within its immediate region. For example, in terms of economic benefits, the government states that “by lifting people out of poverty, we also grow the global economy and that is good for Australian business.”\textsuperscript{55} In addition, the Australian government emphasizes that it has “broader interests and values in enhancing the stability and fairness of a global rules-based order.”\textsuperscript{56} This principle of “good international citizenship” seeks to promote a recognition that the government’s ODA policy “together with our foreign policy, security policy, and our international economic and environmental policies, all have an impact in supporting a stable and humane order that benefits all countries in the world.”\textsuperscript{57}

The linkages of the aid program to Australia’s national interests do not include requirements that suppliers be Australian entities. In 2002, as part of an international initiative, AusAID began untied some aid components to Least Developed Countries, and by 2005 had untied the “vast majority” of its aid to these countries.\textsuperscript{58} Australia then untied the remainder of its aid expenditure in 2006, except for the Australia Indonesia Partnership for Reconstruction and Development.\textsuperscript{59} Instead, aid contracts are subject to a procurement process that involves preferred bidders being selected on the basis of value for money. This is in line with the

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{54} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{55} Government Response, supra note 5, at 6.
  \item \textsuperscript{56} Id. at 7.
  \item \textsuperscript{57} Id.
\end{itemize}
Commonwealth Procurement Guidelines, which also “prohibit discrimination based on foreign ownership, affiliation or location.”

AusAID states that its “procurement framework encourages competition and ensures that the agency uses its resources efficiently, effectively, and ethically, and makes decisions in a transparent and accountable manner.” A range of mandatory and recommended due diligence checks are made before AusAID enters into a contracting agreement with an entity. These seek to “identify and manage key reputational and programmatic risks associated with implementing partners, such as fraud, misrepresentation, financial mismanagement and corruption.” For example, AusAID’s fraud control policy requires that any company or non-governmental organization on fraud blacklists are to be automatically excluded from bidding AusAID contracts.

An internal audit section reviews the fraud control mechanisms of partners, such as non-governmental organizations, contractor firms, and academic institutions. Partner government systems are also carefully assessed, and assistance is provided where needed; for example, to implement systems aimed at managing fraud and corruption.

4. Policy Considerations

In terms of the mechanisms available for implementing the aid program, in addition to non-governmental organizations, other government agencies, and contracted companies, AusAID includes “regional governments” in its list of partners, stating that “Australia increasingly looks to opportunities to use partner country processes and systems to deliver the aid program.” It refers to the 2005 Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness, which calls for “closer partnerships between aid agencies and partner countries through the delivery of aid through the partner country’s budget and the use of its procurement and financial management systems where possible.” In addition, Australia, along with New Zealand and other Pacific Islands Forum countries, signed the Cairns Compact on Strengthening Development Coordination in the Pacific in 2009. This agreement includes principles relating to mutual responsibilities and the
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involvement of the recipient countries in determining and achieving development priorities in Pacific Island countries.

The Australian government’s response to the Independent Review stated that it would continue to use a range of possible partnerships for delivering aid on a direct country-to-country basis. This included national delivery through developing country government systems, which is stated as having the benefit of reducing the administrative burden on partner governments and enabling greater ownership, as well as leveraging national resources and facilitating “greater alignment with partner government priorities.” However, the response also states that, “to guard against the risk that aid funds will be poorly managed, we will only use partner government systems where we assess these as being robust. Where they are not, we will work to strengthen these before any Australian funds are provided.”

Direct partnerships with governments are seen by Australia as a better option in countries where it is the lead or major donor. In such countries, the government says that it will “pursue results across a range of sectors,” including a partnership approach with the country’s government. However, in countries where Australia is a relatively small donor, or where aid is only a small proportion of the partner government resources, the focus “will be even more selective and our effort combined with that of other partners to achieve impact.”

Australia has now signed Pacific Partnerships for Development agreements with eleven Pacific Island countries, where it is a major (if not the primary) donor. These agreements are aimed at improving the focus of Australia’s aid on a defined number of mutually-agreed sectors. The fundamental principles underlying the agreements are mutual respect and mutual responsibility:

**Mutual respect:** the Partnerships take country ownership seriously and respect partner country leadership of their own national development plans. Australia and partners will also acknowledge accountability to our respective Parliaments for the impact and effective use of development assistance.

**Mutual responsibility:** the Partnerships will be explicitly based on mutual, long-term and measurable commitments for development results. Australia will commit to provide new and additional bilateral assistance over time in return for commitments by Pacific partners to improve governance, enhance private sector development, increase investment in economic infrastructure, achieve better outcomes in health and education and in other areas. Jointly, we will assess progress towards development outcomes and hold each other accountable for the commitments we make in the Partnerships. Australia will not

---
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engage in conditionality— all commitments made by Pacific partners will be jointly
identified and agreed and draw from partners’ own national development plans.74

The agreement for which implementation has been most advanced is that with Papua
New Guinea, which was signed in 2008.75 AusAID states that it is supporting the country’s own
priorities by focusing on four key areas: health (including HIV), education, transport
infrastructure, and law and justice.76 In 2011-12, AusAID expects to spend AU$436.5 million
on projects in Papua New Guinea, while other agencies will also contribute AU$45.8 million.77

5. Discretionary Aid

In addition to the funding allocated to specific ODA activities through the appropriations
process, which is explained below, Australia provides funding on a discretionary basis to local
projects in various countries through competitive grant programs.78 This includes two programs
through which NGOs that have been established in developing countries can apply for funding:
the Direct Aid Program (DAP) and the Small Activities Scheme (SAS).

The DAP is a “flexible, small grants program funded by the Australian Government
through AusAID and managed by the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade.”79 It involves
the disbursement of funds at the discretion of the Australian Head of Mission in different
countries. Each post has a DAP strategic plan and a DAP Committee, which makes
recommendations to the Head of Mission, who makes the final funding decision.80 Each
overseas post may have slightly different processes and criteria, but will focus on ensuring that
projects “have developmental outcomes, and are consistent with the international relations and
public diplomacy objectives of the Post.”81 Furthermore, the emphasis is on projects that have a
direct benefit to those most in need in the local community.

In 2010-11, the total DAP budget was AU$8.25 million. The budgets of the individual
posts range from AU$10,000 to AU$510,000.82 The Independent Review recommended that the

74 Id.
75 The Partnership for Development Between the Government of Australia and the Government of Papua
partnership/png.cfm (last visited Aug. 22, 2011).
77 Id.
80 Direct Aid Program (DAP) General Guidelines, DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND TRADE,
81 Id.
82 Direct Aid Program (DAP), supra note 79.
budget for the DAP should at least double, with the highest increases made in countries with no country program. The government agreed in principle with this recommendation, with the details to be determined through the 2012-13 budget process.  

The SAS is aimed at contributing to “the reduction of poverty and the achievement of sustainable development through small scale interventions.” It is normally administered by the resident AusAID officer in the Australian Embassy or High Commission within a country. For example, in China, the scheme is managed by AusAID in consultation with the Chinese Ministry of Commerce. It “provides grants for small-scale development cooperation activities in poorer, remote and minority group areas, especially in the national poverty counties.” The maximum funding available for each project is AU$100,000.

In addition to these programs for developing country NGOs, there is a Human Rights Grants Scheme that provides funding to NGOs and human rights organizations based or operating in developing countries. The scheme is overseen by an expert panel that makes recommendations to the Minister for Foreign Affairs. Grants are awarded to projects that achieve one or more of the following objectives:

- prevent or end gross human rights violations
- promote positive change in policies or actions of government or relevant non-state actors in the area of human rights
- monitor, seek redress for and/or report on human rights violations, including supporting victims of human rights abuses
- educate and/or train human rights victims, workers or defenders
- promote observance and implementation of international human rights standards
- promote and strengthen national or regional human rights institutions or mechanisms.

Grant programs operated by or on behalf of AusAID are subject to the standard Commonwealth Grant Guidelines.

---
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6. Oversight

The aid program is subject to both internal and external oversight mechanisms that seek to ensure financial and program accountability and to identify possible improvements. This includes annual performance reports within the internal quality assurance system that assess the performance of a country or regional program in terms of its progress against the country or region’s development goals, the contribution of Australian aid, and aid management. In addition to these reports, there are quality reports on individual aid activities as well as independent evaluations of significant activities commissioned at least once every four years. AusAID also commissions a number of “cross-program evaluations at the sectoral and country strategy level” each year. The Performance Review and Audit Section of AusAID is responsible for conducting particular internal reviews as well as for developing and overseeing AusAID’s fraud control framework.

The Office of Development Effectiveness was established in 2006 as a separate unit within AusAID. The Office reports directly to the Director General of AusAID and is separate from the other parts of the agency that are responsible for managing the aid program. It is guided by the Development Effectiveness Steering Committee, which is chaired by the Director General and comprises deputy secretaries from the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, the Treasury, and the Department of Finance and Deregulation. This committee advises the government on major aid policy and budget priorities and concerns. The Office undertakes annual reviews of development effectiveness that are tabled in Parliament, as well as evaluations of particular matters. These reports are available on the Office’s website. The Office also checks the robustness of the internal quality reporting system.

In terms of external oversight, the Australian National Audit Office’s annual work plan of performance audits includes audits of aspects of Australia’s aid program. AusAID must also
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develop an annual report that is tabled in Parliament in October each year, as required by the Financial Management and Accountability Act 1997.97

Australia’s aid program is also subject to peer reviews by other donor countries as part of the OECD Development Assistance Committee (DAC) arrangements. The last peer review of Australia was conducted in 2008.98

B. Regulation of Private Contributions

NGOs involved in overseas aid activities may be granted income tax exempt status, as well as being eligible for other tax concessions and exemptions relating to Goods and Services Tax and Fringe Benefit Tax, under Australia’s tax legislation as it applies to non-profit entities.99 Not-for-profit (NFP) or charitable organizations must also comply with the registration and other regulatory requirements under either the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) or state legislation applicable to incorporated associations.100 As part of Budget 2011, the government announced that a new body, the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission (ACNC), will be established and commence operations on July 1, 2012.101 This agency will “initially be responsible for determining charitable, public benevolent institution, and other NFP status for all Commonwealth purposes; providing education and support to the sector; implementing a ‘report-once use-often’ general reporting framework for charities; and establishing a public information portal by 1 July 2013.”102

Donations collected by organizations for their overseas aid activities can be claimed as tax deductions by donors if the organization “has been admitted to the Overseas Aid Gift Deduction Scheme (OAGDS) and been endorsed by the Australian Taxation Office (ATO) as a deductible gift recipient (DGR) for the fund that it operates.”103 This process involves the Minister for Foreign Affairs declaring that an organization is an “approved organization”

---


98 DAC Peer Review of Australia, supra note 22.
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following an approval process that is run by AusAID. The organization’s overseas aid fund must also be a “public fund” established “solely for the relief of people in a country declared by the Minister for Foreign Affairs to be a developing country,” and that the Treasurer has declared to be a “relief fund.”104 Various requirements must be met for an overseas aid fund to qualify as both a “public fund” and a “relief fund” for the purposes of the scheme, as well as for the organization to be endorsed by the ATO.105

Non-governmental aid organizations may also need to register under and comply with each Australian state’s fundraising legislation.106 Other legislation that must be complied with includes the Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (Cth), Spam Act 2003 (Cth), and Privacy Act 1988 (Cth). Organizations must also comply with the regulations implementing U.N. sanctions, as noted above, and must not deal with listed terrorist organizations under the Criminal Code Act 1995 or the Charter of the United Nations (Terrorism and Dealing with Assets) Regulations 2002 (U.N. Charter Regulations).107

To receive any government funding, an NGO must be accredited by AusAID.108 Organizations must submit a range of evidence and are assessed against accreditation criteria. They must also be signatories of the Australian Council for International Development Code of Conduct for Non-Government Organisations in order to receive accreditation.109 This is a self-regulatory code that sets out standards of governance, management, financial control, and reporting. Organizations must submit an annual report to the Council that is used to assess compliance with the code. Various other voluntary codes of practice can also be signed by NGOs, and adherence to these can provide assurances to donors regarding the practices and integrity of the organizations.110

A new draft accreditation guidance manual was released for comment in June 2011.111 In addition to the accreditation process, the risk management framework relating to the funding of

NGOs includes accreditation reviews that are undertaken every five years, as well as audits, spot-checks, and cluster evaluations that assess the capacity of NGOs receiving funding.112

III. Foreign Aid Appropriation Process

The ODA budget is determined as part of the annual appropriations process that is primarily governed by the Financial Management and Accountability Act 1997 and associated regulations,113 as well as the Australian Constitution. Broadly, under the Constitution, “no money shall be drawn from the Treasury of the Commonwealth except under appropriation made by law.”114 The mechanisms for this include annual appropriations bills that contain appropriations of specified amounts for government operations. Additional appropriations bills can be introduced during the financial year “in order to meet requirements that have arisen since the last Budget.”115 Annual appropriations bills that form part of the Budget are accompanied by Portfolio Statements. These are “the most comprehensive and inform Members of Parliament and the public of the proposed allocation of resources to government outcomes.”116

The ODA budget, including for both bilateral and multilateral activities and expenditure by all government agencies involved in the delivery of the aid program, is a separate item within the annual Budget – it is not combined with the appropriations and portfolio statements relating to the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade. AusAID prepares its own advice and documentation required by the Financial Management and Accountability Act 1997 in accordance with its status as a “prescribed agency” under that legislation.117

IV. Other Types of ‘Aid’

The following are examples of different types of development assistance provided by the Australian government that do not involve the provision of direct aid to countries for particular activities.

---
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117 See Financial Management and Accountability Regulations 1997 (Cth) sch 1. “Prescribed agencies” do not handle any money other than public money.
A. Debt Relief

Australia contributes to international debt relief initiatives, including the Heavily Indebted Poor Countries Initiative (HIPC), the Multilateral Debt Relief Initiative (MDRI), and World Bank arrears clearance activities. In addition, Australia has entered into bilateral debt relief arrangements and “has provided 100% debt forgiveness to those HIPC qualified countries that owe money directly to Australia.”

B. Scholarships

The Australian government has established an “Australian Awards” program “to promote knowledge, education links and enduring ties between Australia, our neighbours and the global community.” One aspect of the program is Development Awards, which are administered by AusAID. Such awards have been part of the overseas aid program since the 1950s. The current Development Awards include:

- Australian Development Scholarships (ADS), which “provide opportunities for people from developing countries to undertake full time undergraduate or postgraduate study at participating Australian universities and Technical and Further Education (TAFE) institutions”;

- Australian Leadership Award Scholarships (ALA Scholarships), which target “high achieving applicants” from developing countries wishing to undertake postgraduate study in Australia;

- Australian Regional Development Scholarships (ARDs), which provide opportunities to people from developing countries in the Pacific to study at selected education institutions outside Australia;

- Australian Leadership Awards Fellowships (ALA Fellowships), which “provide short term opportunities for study, research and professional attachment programs in Australia, delivered by Australian organisations, to nominated fellows from eligible countries”;

---


• Prime Minister’s Pacific-Australia Awards, which provide a combination of work placement and leadership training for recipients of development awards who “are leaders or potential leaders of their country”;  

• AusAID Short Course Awards, which “aim to reduce the impact on partner countries of long-term absences of key personnel [sic].”

C. Guest Worker Pilot Program

The Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations administers the Pacific Seasonal Worker Pilot Scheme. Under this program, workers from Kiribati, Papua New Guinea, Tonga, and Vanuatu who receive an employment offer from an approved employer may receive a special visa to work in Australia for four to six months. The program started in 2008-09 to “place workers in regional Australia where there is unmet demand for low skilled workers for employment in horticultural positions.” As of May 2011, 468 visas had been issued to Pacific seasonal workers under the program.

D. Remittances

The Australian government is highly aware of the significance of remittances by workers in Australia to developing countries, particularly in the Pacific region. AusAID therefore undertakes various activities related to ensuring that the remittance system is fair, effective, and secure.

A key initiative, funded by AusAID in partnership with the New Zealand Aid Programme and developed and managed in conjunction with a private development consultancy, is a remittance database that aims to improve transparency and competition in the remittance system, thereby reducing costs in the long term. The resulting website, www.sendmoneypacific.org,
provides information to people in the two countries about remittance methods, operators, and fees.132

In addition, AusAID has a partnership with the Westpac Banking Corporation to provide financial literacy training to Pacific seasonal workers prior to their entry into Australia as part of the Pacific Seasonal Worker Pilot Scheme,133 as well as to rural or vulnerable communities in some countries. This latter program, the Pacific Financial Inclusion Program,134 receives funding from AusAID along with international development agencies.135

In terms of the efficiency and accessibility of payment systems, Australia and New Zealand have also partnered with the International Finance Corporation and the World Bank Group to develop the Pacific Payments, Remittances and Securities Settlement Initiative.136 AusAID is also a member of the Pacific Financial Inclusions Donors Group, which seeks to coordinate efforts and develop strategies to further their vision to “optimize collaboration amongst donor partners in the Pacific with a view to expanding access to financial services to an additional two million Pacific Islanders by 2012 in an effective, efficient and sustainable manner.”137

In October 2010, a joint Australian and New Zealand report on remittance costs to Pacific countries was presented to the Pacific Islands Forum Economic Ministers Meeting. Following a discussion of the report, the Ministers agreed “to explore and prioritise support for domestic initiatives in both sending and receiving countries to promote lower remittance costs.”138

In seeking to ensure that the remittance system is protected from misuse for criminal or terrorism purposes, Australia regulates remittance service providers through the standard financial and regulatory system that applies to financial institutions such as banks, as well as placing restrictions on remittance dealers that operate outside that system. In the latter situation, the government agency AUSTRAC (Australian Transaction Reports and Analysis Centre) operates the Register of Providers of Designated Remittance Services, and monitors and enforces

136 Trends in Remittance Fees and Charges, supra note 130, at 15.
mandatory reporting processes. It is an offense for a person to provide a “registrable designated remittance service” if the person’s name and other details are not entered on the register.

E. Trade Enabling Policies

The Australian government has identified that “the adoption of more open and freer trade and investment by developed countries would allow developing countries greater access to markets, knowledge and technologies” and therefore that “an open and predictable rules-based multilateral trading system is crucial.” It particularly highlights agricultural subsidies in developed countries as being a restrictive trade practice with harmful long-term effects, and advocates for their removal. It states that countries with these subsidies “exacerbate the current food security problem by insulating their producers from world price changes, shifting the adjustment burden to farmers in developing countries, and taking market share away from them.”
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Executive Summary

In 2010, the Brazilian government prepared the first survey designed to identify, recover, and systematize data and information concerning public investment for activities, projects, and programs of Brazilian cooperation (aid) for international development from 2005–2009. During this period, it was found that Brazil invested more than US$1.8 billion in international development cooperation.

According to the survey, more than one hundred institutions of the Brazilian federal government, including ministries and related entities, are directly involved in international cooperation. The Brazilian Agency for Cooperation is responsible for negotiating, coordinating, implementing, and monitoring Brazilian programs and projects of technical cooperation, performed based on agreements signed by Brazil with other countries and international organizations.

Brazil provides aid to foreign countries with no strings attached. No conditions or political goals are imposed in exchange for grants destined for international collaboration.

I. Introduction

A. Official Development Assistance Figures

In recent years, agencies and entities of the federal government increased the allocation of a portion of their resources for projects designed to promote the development of various countries. However, the identification of this practice was neither quantified nor systematized within the federal public administration, which was a limiting factor in the use of this instrument for the execution of foreign policy objectives and recognition of the country’s contribution to the socioeconomic development of others countries.


2 Id.
The decentralized nature of the actions implemented by institutions of the federal government posed a challenge to clearly defining the amount of investment in international cooperation.\(^3\) Aware of the importance of international cooperation for development, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Ministério das Relações Exteriores – MRE) proposed to the Presidency of the Republic the initial survey of Brazilian federal government funds invested for the purpose of contributing to the development of other countries.\(^4\)

In January 2010, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, through the Brazilian Cooperation Agency (Agência Brasileira de Cooperação – ABC), and the Institute of Applied Economic Research (Instituto de Pesquisa Econômica Aplicada – IPEA) partnered with the support of the Presidency of the Republic (Casa Civil) for the initial survey of these resources within the federal government, in order to identify, recover, and systematize the data and information of public investment for activities, projects, and programs of Brazilian cooperation for international development for the period 2005–2009 (hereinafter the survey).\(^5\)

The classification of the quantified resources followed a set of predefined categories, created from an international review of methodologies, in order to allow a certain degree of comparability of the data collected with the data available internationally.\(^6\) Consequently, the resources were classified according to the nature of cooperation (bilateral or multilateral) and the type of cooperation (technical aid, scholarships for foreigners, humanitarian aid, aid to refugees in Brazil, peacemaking missions, and contributions from the Brazilian budget for international organizations).\(^7\)

Throughout 2010, data were obtained from organs of the direct administration\(^8\) and entities subordinated to the federal government.\(^9\) It was found that the total volume of investments for the 2005–2009 period was in the amount of approximately R$2.8 billion.\(^10\)

In 2009, Brazil invested R$724 million\(^11\) in international development cooperation, which was divided among humanitarian aid (12.02%), scholarships for foreigners (6.14%), technical cooperation (13.49%), and contributions to international organizations (68.35%).\(^12\)

---

\(^3\) Id.

\(^4\) Id.

\(^5\) Id.

\(^6\) Id. at 13.

\(^7\) Id.

\(^8\) Direct administration is considered to be the body of public administrative services exercised directly by the government (federal, state, or municipal) through government organs, such as ministries and secretariats, that are integrated into the structure of the executive branch. 1 MARIA HELENA DINIZ, DICIONÁRIO JURÍDICO 123 (São Paulo, SP: Editora Saraiva, 2005).

\(^9\) IPEA ET AL., supra note 1. A list with all the institutions that participated in the survey is available on page 14 of the study, Quadro 1 – Instituições que Participaram do Levantamento da Cooperação Brasileira para o Desenvolvimento Internacional.

\(^10\) Id. at 12 (R$2,898,526,873.49, which is approximately US$1,868,932,151.32 at the current exchange rate of 1.5509).
B. Private Contribution Figures

The available data regarding Brazilian contributions deal with government-related transactions. No data was identified concerning private contributions to foreign aid.

C. Snapshot of Foreign Aid Activity

Two laws were recently enacted in regard to Brazil’s current foreign aid activity. The first, on May 31, 2011 (Lei No. 12.413, de 31 de Maio de 2011), authorized the executive branch of the federal government to make donations to the Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization (GAVI) in the amount of US$20 million, distributed in equal and subsequent parts over a period of twenty years, in order to feed the financial platform, the International Finance Facility for Immunization (IFFIm), which will finance vaccinations and immunizations in low-income countries. Law No. 12,413 also authorized the executive to make annual donations for an undetermined period of time to UNITAID, in the proportion of US$2.00 per passenger boarding an aircraft within Brazil bound for abroad, except for passengers in transit through the country.

The second law was enacted on June 20, 2011 (Lei No. 12.429, de 20 de Junho de 2011), and authorized the federal government to make donations of certain products through the World Food Programme of the United Nations (WFP) to Bolivia, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Nicaragua, Zimbabwe, Cuba, members of the Community of Portuguese Language Countries, the Palestinian Authority, Sudan, Ethiopia, the Central African Republic, the...
Democratic Republic of Congo, Somalia, Niger, and the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (North Korea) for a period of up to twelve months after publication of the Law.\textsuperscript{21} The products and their respective limits are identified in the Annex attached to the Law; listed products may be provided so long as the donation does not compromise service to people victimized by adverse events within Brazil’s national territory.\textsuperscript{22}

II. Legal Framework

A. Regulation of ODAs

1. Overview

During the Brazilian government’s survey, the institutions that participated in the study\textsuperscript{23} came up with a common definition for data collection\textsuperscript{24} that differs from the definition of official development assistance (ODA) used by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).\textsuperscript{25}

OECD defines ODA as

\begin{quote}
[\textit{g}rants or loans to countries and territories on the DAC List of ODA Recipients (developing countries) and to multilateral agencies which are: (a) undertaken by the official sector; (b) with promotion of economic development and welfare as the main objective; (c) at concessional financial terms (if a loan, having a grant element of at least 25 per cent). In addition to financial flows, technical co-operation is included in aid. Grants, loans and credits for military purposes are excluded. Transfer payments to private individuals (e.g. pensions, reparations or insurance payouts) are in general not counted.]
\end{quote}

In Brazil, the definition created for cooperation for international development is the totality of resources invested by the Brazilian federal government (considered grants) in the government of other countries, nationals of other countries in Brazil, and international organizations for the purpose of contributing to international development, which is understood as the strengthening

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{21} Lei No. 12.429 art. 1. The products listed in the Annex to Law No. 12,429 include rice (up to 500,000 tons), beans (up to 100,000 tons), corn (up to 100,000 tons), milk powder (up to 10,000 tons), and vegetable seeds (up to 1 ton).
\textsuperscript{22} Id., Annex.
\textsuperscript{23} IPEA ET AL., supra note 1.
\textsuperscript{24} A list with all the institutions that participated in the survey is available on page 14 of the study, Quadro 1 – Instituições que Participaram do Levantamento da Cooperação Brasileira para o Desenvolvimento Internacional.
\textsuperscript{25} Id.
\textsuperscript{26} ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT – OECD,\textsuperscript{25} http://www.oecd.org/pages/0,3417,en_36734052_36734103_1_1_1_1_1,00.html (last visited Aug. 24, 2011).
\textsuperscript{26} DAC Glossary of Key Terms and Concepts, OECD, http://www.oecd.org/document/32/0,3343, en_2649_33721_42632800_1_1_1_1_1,00.html#ODA (last visited Aug. 24, 2011).
\end{footnotesize}
of the capacities of international organizations and groups or populations of other countries to improve their socioeconomic conditions.  

2. Implementing Agencies

According to the survey, which was designed to identify, recover and systematize data and information concerning public investment for activities, projects, and programs of Brazilian cooperation for international development, more than one hundred institutions of the Brazilian federal government, including ministries and related entities, are directly involved in international cooperation.

The Brazilian Agency for Cooperation is subordinated to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The agency is responsible for negotiating, coordinating, implementing, and monitoring Brazilian programs and projects of technical cooperation, performed based on agreements signed by Brazil with other countries and international organizations. To fulfill its mission, the agency follows the external policy of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the national development priorities as defined in plans and programs of the government.

The Brazilian government believes that technical cooperation that it receives should contribute significantly to the socioeconomic development of the country and encourage national autonomy with regard to the subjects covered.

The same concern applies to the technical cooperation provided by Brazil to other countries. The national mission of technical cooperation among developing countries is defined by the Brazilian Agency for Cooperation as a contribution to the strengthening of Brazilian relations with developing countries to expand their interchange, generation, dissemination, and use of technical expertise to give its human resources the necessary qualifications and strengthen its institutions.

3. Restrictions

The international collaboration that Brazil grants to other countries does not impose any conditions or immediate political goals. According to the survey, the federal government

---
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29 Id. at 16.
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recognizes international cooperation to promote development in nations who share similar social and economic problems faced by Brazil as an instrument of foreign policy.\textsuperscript{36} It also states that Brazilian cooperation for international development is driven by principles of equitable relations and social justice, forming an important instrument of foreign policy.\textsuperscript{37}

4. Discretionary Aid

As noted, the survey states that Brazil implements international cooperation according to principles of equitable relations and social justice,\textsuperscript{38} does not impose any conditions associated with its international cooperation, and apparently has no specific laws governing discretionary aid or required criteria and procedures for such aid. Brazil applies the knowledge obtained while resolving its own problems to support and help countries overcome their difficulties to achieve development\textsuperscript{39} with no reservations or conditions.

5. Oversight

As Brazil does not impose any conditions or immediate political goals associated with its international cooperation, no oversight mechanism, safeguards against corruption, or technical and efficiency requirements could be identified. However, the Brazilian government believes that development cooperation is not limited to the interaction between donors and recipients; it is an exchange between similar people, which entails mutual benefits and responsibilities. According to the government, the model for cooperation is still under construction.\textsuperscript{40}

The 2010 survey represents the first step towards building a policy of international cooperation that is integrated with Brazilian foreign policy goals, which is not subject to the priorities of each new administration but operates with a broader base of support that includes both the government and civil society. Brazilian cooperation for international development seeks to contribute to the renewal movement of the development agenda in the twenty-first century, marked by the search for development models that can combine economic growth with social inclusion, and sustainability with national prosperity and global stability.\textsuperscript{41}

6. Policy Considerations

According to the survey, in an increasingly interdependent world, peace, prosperity, and human dignity do not depend only on actions at the national level and for Brazil, international development cooperation is a key element for the establishment of a more just and peaceful international order.\textsuperscript{42}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{36} Id. at 11.
\item \textsuperscript{37} Id. at 16.
\item \textsuperscript{38} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{39} Id. at 7.
\item \textsuperscript{40} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{41} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{42} Id.
\end{itemize}
To this end, Brazil makes use of solutions created and developed internally on topics such as agriculture, education, and public safety to support countries with similar difficulties in overcoming their obstacles to development. Cooperation may be in the form of individual actions, such as donations of food and medicine to victims of natural disasters; technical cooperation projects; granting scholarships to foreign students; or contributions to international organizations. Regardless of the form, the principle of non-indifference inspires and drives Brazilian cooperation for international development.43

Balancing respect for sovereignty and the defense of self-determination, which are traditional characteristics of Brazilian diplomacy, Brazil has been developing its own way of cooperating with developing nations and, as previously mentioned, does not impose any conditions or immediate political goals on its international cooperation.44

Brazilian cooperation is specialized because it has the commitment of public agencies and entities, universities, and civil society organizations. It is also participatory, as it includes the partner countries from the negotiation phase, which adapt and contextualize actions to the local reality.45

B. Regulation of Private Contributions

Brazilian laws regarding private aid deals, essentially, with domestic related contributions. No limits on donors or recipients, or tax incentives to encourage private donations for foreign aid, have been identified.

III. Foreign Aid Appropriations Process

One of the main components of Brazilian foreign policy is the commitment to contribute to the promotion of global development, with an emphasis on Latin America, Africa, and Asia.46 Brazil does not prioritize specific segments resulting from unilateral interests47 and, as a result, the Brazilian agenda of international cooperation for development is advanced through interchange mechanisms, including bilateral, regional, or multilateral agreements.48

---

43 Id.
44 Id.
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46 Id. at 10.
47 Id.
48 Id.
A. Bilateral Agreements

At the bilateral level, Brazil has partnered with more than seventy countries.49 One example is the Ministry of Health, which has established several bilateral agreements with developing nations related to technical cooperation.50 According to the Ministry, the cooperation between Brazil and other developing countries, called South-South Cooperation (Cooperação Sul-Sul) in the field of health is based on certain principles that guide the management of the Brazilian public health, which include among others health as a universal right and duty of the State, equal treatment, full medical service, universality of coverage of public health services, social participation and control, and the availability of cost-free services.51

The Ministry of Health has also determined that the principles governing cooperation in the field of health care include cooperation among peoples for the progress of humanity; respect for national sovereignty, economic independence, equal rights, and non-intervention in the domestic affairs of the nations; a horizontal approach to cooperation; respect for cultural diversity; and sustainability of actions.52

Aligned with these principles, Brazilian international technical cooperation for developing countries is guided by the successful experiences of certain cooperation projects that were previously developed and identified as a “model” for future cooperation projects.53

The International Advisory Board of the Ministry of Health (Assessorial Internacional do Ministério da Saúde) invests in the development of infrastructure projects and pilot initiatives such as the Malaria Project in Sao Tome and Principe, South-South Network (Laços Sul-Sul), a Project in Ghana dealing with sickle-cell disease, and Milk Bank Projects.54

The Malaria Project in Sao Tome and Principe is triangulated with the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) and is co-financed by the Brazilian Agency for Cooperation (Agência Brasileira de Cooperação – ABC). It aims to develop and strengthen the Epidemiological Surveillance System on Malaria (Sistema de Vigilância Epidemiológica em Malária) in order to improve the control of malaria cases and enhance knowledge for the implementation of an integrated and selective control of vectors with the goal of decreasing the

49 Id. The website of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs lists the countries with which Brazil has bilateral and multilateral agreements. However, it was not possible to identify the seventy countries that the survey makes reference to and that are directly related to international aid. The list is available at http://www2.mre.gov.br/dai/quadros.htm (last visited Aug. 24, 2011).


52 Id.


54 Id.
incidence of malaria in the population.\textsuperscript{55} In regard to resources for this project, ABC will contribute a total of about US$600,000 and the Ministry of Health about US$36,000.\textsuperscript{56}

The South-South Network supports actions to prevent and control HIV/AIDS. Its main goal is to increase the number of health professionals trained in clinical management of antiretroviral drugs and implement or strengthen universal treatment in member countries of the Community of Portuguese Language Countries (\textit{Comunidade dos Países de Língua Portuguesa - CPLP}) and in Latin America.\textsuperscript{57}

Today, eight countries are part of the network: Brazil, Cape Verde, Guinea Bissau, Sao Tome and Principe, East Timor, Nicaragua, Paraguay and Bolivia. The initiative provides information exchange and joint development of strategies and action plans for coping with, treating, and providing care for HIV/AIDS, and for promoting solidarity among developing countries, through a model of horizontal cooperation.\textsuperscript{58} The Ministry of Health provides free antiretroviral treatments produced nationally and promotes training activities for health professionals, with an emphasis on the logistics of drugs and clinical management.\textsuperscript{59}

Through the project Support to the Structuring of the National System for Complete Attention to People with Sickle Cell Disease in Ghana (\textit{Apoyo à Estruturação do Sistema Nacional de Atenção Integral à Pessoa com Doença Falciforme de Gana}), Brazil is committed to creating a center of excellence in the fight against sickle cell disease in Ghana, which will also serve as a center for training technicians from Ghana and other countries of the region regarding the identification and treatment of people living with sickle cell disease.\textsuperscript{60} No information regarding project resources is available.

The commitment of the Ministry of Health in the Milk Bank Project is to expand and strengthen the actions of cooperation between Brazil and developing countries in terms of human milk banks.\textsuperscript{61} Currently, twenty-one projects are being negotiated and executed in twenty-one different countries; these projects aim to establish and implement milk banks at hospitals and maternity facilities with the ultimate goal of reducing malnutrition and infant mortality.\textsuperscript{62} No information regarding project resources is available.
B. Regional Agreements

Regionally, Brazil is engaged in activities with the Union of South American Nations (União das Nações Sul Americanas – UNASUL), the Southern Common Market (Mercado Comum do Sul – Mercosul), the Latin American and Caribbean Economic System (Sistema Econômico Latino-Americano e do Caribe – SELA), the Latin American Integration Association (Associação Latino-Americana de Integração – ALADI) and the Organization of American States (Organização dos Estados Americanos – OAS).63

C. Intergovernmental Mechanisms

In terms of intergovernmental mechanisms, Brazil is actively involved in forums such as the Community of Portuguese Language Countries (Comunidade dos Países de Língua Portuguesa – CPLP) and the Ibero-American General Secretariat (Secretaria-Geral Ibero-Americana – SEGIB).64

D. Multilateral Cooperation

With regard to multilateral cooperation, Brazil provides financial assistance to international organizations and supports the establishment of trilateral operations that involve the development of institutional, scientific, technological and human capacities.65
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China does not have strict official development assistance (ODA) figures, although it has a long history of foreign aid (since the 1950s) that shares many common elements with the ODA standard. China implements a more flexible and broader foreign aid practice than is normally within the scope of ODA. Grants, interest-free loans, and concessional loans are the financial mechanisms for China’s eight types of foreign aid, and these are allocated within the national budget and capital raised by the state-owned Export-Import Bank of China from the market.

China’s foreign aid policy is based on the Eight Principles of Economic Aid and Technical Assistance to Other Countries and the framework of South-South Cooperation. The Chinese government has declared that its foreign aid is provided with no political attachment and with the purpose of seeking mutual cooperation and benefit. The largest proportion of Chinese aid flows to African countries.

The Ministry of Commerce is the lead authority in administering and supervising China’s foreign aid activities in accordance with applicable laws and regulations. The Ministry of Finance is responsible for formulating the budget allocation relating to foreign aid programs upon receiving proposals from competent departments under the State Council. The Export-Import Bank administers and oversees concessional loans, which are provided at preferential interest rates.

Bilateral channels are still the cornerstone of China’s foreign aid, although a rapid expansion to international platforms is currently underway. China’s private donations at the civil level are limited and are often a portion of government projects.

I. Introduction

A. Official Development Assistance Figures

The Development Assistance Committee (DAC) of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) adopted the concept of Official Development Assistance (ODA) in 1969 to standardize the measurement of the resource flows from DAC member states
to developing countries.\textsuperscript{1} ODA is referred to as flows of concessional financing with a grant element of at least 25\%, and are provided by official sectors with the primary objectives of promoting the aid recipients’ economic development and public welfare.\textsuperscript{2} China is a DAC-list ODA recipient and beneficiary; however, it has experienced soaring economic growth during the past two decades and has thus enabled itself, as an emerging development assistance contributor, to meet the development commitment it made under the United Nations Millennium Declaration (UNMD).\textsuperscript{3}

Although China has undertaken extensive development assistance programs relating to other developing countries since 1950, the Chinese government has never reported official ODA statistics to the public; not only because it is a non-DAC state, but also due to the gap between the ODA standard and China’s notion of development assistance.

On April 11, 2011, the State Council of China published its first White Paper on China’s Foreign Aid (White Paper), which merged official development assistance into the undefined term “foreign aid”.\textsuperscript{4} The report declared China’s aggregate financial flow to foreign aid by the end of 2009 for the nearly sixty years prior as amounting to a total of RMB256.29 billion (approximately US$37.68 billion), including RMB106.2 (approximately US$16.89 billion) in grants, RMB76.54 billion (approximately US$12.17 billion) in interest-free loans, and RMB73.55 billion (approximately US$16.89 billion) in concessional loans.\textsuperscript{5} These figures should not be taken as equivalents to aggregate ODA statistics for the reasons that follow.

First, concessional loans are primarily raised by the Export-Import Bank of China (EIBC) from the market; the central government only subsidizes the interest gap arising from the difference between the concessional interest rate (usually between 2\% to 3\%) and the national benchmark interest rate.\textsuperscript{6} Thus, whether China is able to meet the ODA ratio standard of “at least 25\% grants” is in question, as illustrated by the commentary below:

“For example, if [EIBC] gave out $100 million in a concessional loan with an interest rate of 2\%, and the central bank lending rate was 6\%, the annual subsidy

---

\textsuperscript{1} \textit{Official Development Assistance – Definition and Coverage}, OECD, \url{http://www.oecd.org/document/4/0,3746,en_2649_34447_46181892_1_1_1_1,00.html#Definition} (last visited Jan. 30, 2012).

\textsuperscript{2} \textit{DAC Glossary of Key Terms and Concepts}, OECD, \url{http://www.oecd.org/document/32/0,3343,en_2649_33721_42632800_1_1_1_1,00.html#ODA}.

\textsuperscript{3} U.N. GAOR, 55th Sess., 8th plen. mtg., U.N. Doc. A/55/L.2 (Sept. 8, 2000). The signatories are committed to “grant more generous development assistance, especially to countries that are genuinely making an effort to apply their resources to poverty reduction.” \textit{Id.} pt. III, art. 15, \url{http://www.un.org/millennium/declaration/ares552e.htm}.


\textsuperscript{5} \textit{Id.} at 4.

\textsuperscript{6} \textit{Id.}
would be 4 percent, or only $4 million. So a $100 million concessional aid loan given in 2009 ‘costs’ the foreign aid budget only $4 million that year.”

Second, China permits aid for the purpose of military assistance in recipient states and aid that includes commercial purposes to benefit entities in the Chinese private sector. These forms of aid are generally not reportable as ODA.

Third, the Chinese government has run counter to the ODA purpose of generating primary benefits for the aid recipients by directing China’s foreign aid in a manner that supports reciprocity and mutual benefit. A number of researchers have asserted that China’s foreign aid is more like a diplomatic and strategic tool to increase political influence and boost domestic economic development.

Until the Chinese government explains these inconsistencies with the definition of ODA and interprets its methodology for measuring resource flows, the quantification of foreign aid provided by the Chinese government does not qualify as a report of ODA, although it shares some characteristics in common with ODA.

Although the White Paper does not include annual aid data, the central government in fact releases expenditures for foreign aid in the annual budget and final account reports. For example, the Ministry of Finance (MOF) reported a total of RMB14.411 billion (approximately US$2.99 billion, equating to 0.39% of 2010 Gross National Income (GNI)) of Chinese foreign aid expenditure in 2010; however, this is not reportable as an ODA figure due to the lack of transparency concerning its components, as noted above.

---


B. Private Contribution Figures

The Chinese government leads the management of foreign aid projects and programs. Private donations to foreign countries are generally concentrated in humanitarian aid provided through legally formed institutions, mainly the Red Cross Society of China (RCSC), whose administration and operation are subject to the supervision of the government and to the Law of the Red Cross Society of the People’s Republic of China promulgated by the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress (NPC).\(^{11}\) The RCSC reported humanitarian aid in the 2011 Financial Balance Report as follows:

(1) The RCSC received donations from organizations and individuals at home and abroad equivalent to RMB558.48 million (approximately US$88.23 million), RMB79.41 million (approximately US$12.54 million) of which was designated by the donors to aid Japan’s recovery from the earthquake and tsunami.

(2) The RCSC donated RMB88.86 million (approximately US$14.04 million) for the purpose of foreign aid by donating

- RMB72.08 million (approximately US$11.39 million) to the Japanese Red Cross for earthquake and tsunami rescue work;
- RMB10.2 million (approximately US$1.61 million) to Kenya, Somalia, and Ethiopia for fighting drought and famine;
- RMB300 million (approximately US$47.4 million) to Pakistan for recovering from floods; and
- RMB3.58 million (approximately US$0.57 million) to Haiti and Chile for earthquake and tsunami rescue work, as well as aftermath recovery.\(^{12}\)

C. Snapshot of Foreign Aid Activity

1. Development of China’s Foreign Aid System

China initiated foreign assistance in 1950 by providing materials to neighboring socialist countries and soon extended this to other developing countries in Asia and Africa following the Bandung Conference in 1955.\(^{13}\) Foreign aid expenditure was first categorized in the national

---


\(^{13}\) *White Paper, supra* note 4, at 2.
budget for the approval of the NPC as early as 1958 and soared by 118% in 1959, accounting for 1.2% of the total national budget, without defining “foreign aid” or indicating its scope.14

In 1964, then Prime Minister Zhou En’lai on behalf of the Chinese government declared the Eight Principles for Economic Aid and Technical Assistance to Other Countries (Eight Principles) during an official tour to Africa, highlighting that China’s foreign aid policy is based upon equality, mutual benefit, no strings attached, respect for sovereignty, and no requests for privileges.15

After China resumed its legal seat in the United Nations (UN) in 1971, its foreign aid spread to infrastructure projects, for example, assisting in the construction of the Tanzania-Zambia Railway.16 Since 1978, along with adopting the policy of Reform and Opening-up, China gradually transferred its unilateral supply of aid to mutual cooperation, including managing projects on behalf of the recipient states, lease management, and joint ventures.17

Currently, China provides eight forms of foreign aid: complete projects, goods and materials, technical cooperation, human resource development cooperation, medical teams, emergency humanitarian aid, debt relief, and an overseas volunteer program.18

2. Financing Source

At the beginning of the 1990s, in accordance with the gradual transformation of its previously planned economy into a socialist market economy, China diversified the sources and means of funding for foreign aid. In addition to grants and interest-free loans provided by state finance through a unified government budget system, concessional loans are mainly invested by the Export-Import Bank of China (EIBC) with market capital.19

3. International Cooperation

Although China has traditionally provided foreign assistance through bilateral agreements, it has greatly enhanced dialogue, cooperation, and assistance through multinational platforms since 2000, including the following:


16 White Paper, supra note 4, at 2.

17 Id.

18 Id. at 5–9.

19 Id. at 2, 4.
• Forum on China-Africa Cooperation (FOCAC)
• UN High-Level Meeting on Financing for Development
• UN High-Level Meeting on the Millennium Development Goals
• Forum on China-Africa Cooperation
• Shanghai Cooperation Organization
• China-ASEAN Leaders Meeting
• China-Caribbean Economic and Trade Cooperation Forum
• China-Pacific Island Countries Economic Development and Cooperation Forum
• Forum on Economic and Trade Cooperation between China and Portuguese-Speaking Countries

4. Distribution of Foreign Aid

Geographic Dimension. The Chinese government reported that, by the end of 2009, China’s foreign aid had extended to 123 developing countries in Asia, Africa, Latin America, the Caribbean, Oceania, and Eastern Europe with the largest proportion in Africa. China also provided funding to more than thirty international and regional organizations.

Sectoral Dimension. China’s foreign aid projects cover agriculture, industry, economic infrastructure, public facilities, education, medical and health care, clean energy, and responsive solutions to climate change. By 2009, 61% of the concessional loans were invested to construct transportation, communications, and electricity infrastructures, with 8.9% allocated to energy and resources, such as oil and minerals.

II. Legal Framework

As noted above, as a non-DAC state, China does not necessarily conduct global assistance in strict adherence to ODA standards, but instead has developed a unique domestic concept of foreign aid. However, China’s comprehensive foreign affairs policies, in addition to over sixty years of global aid practice, have incorporated substantial ODA elements, particularly in terms of purposes and instruments, such as aiming to promote the economic growth and social progress of the recipient states and through the instruments of grants and

---

20 Id. at 3.
21 Id. at 9,10.
22 Id.
23 Id. at 11–14.
24 Id. at 5.
25 Measures for Administration of Budgetary Disbursement for Foreign Aid, supra note 8.
concessions. By and large, China regulates international assistance on a more flexible and broader basis than standard ODA approaches.

A. Regulation of ODA

1. Overview

Constitutional Foundation

The Chinese Constitution proclaims that China carries out an independent foreign affairs policy underpinned by five principles: (1) mutual respect for sovereignty and territorial integrity, (2) mutual nonaggression, (3) noninterference in each other’s internal affairs, (4) equality and mutual benefit, and (5) peaceful coexistence in developing diplomatic relations and economic and cultural exchanges with other countries. The Constitution underlies the footing of Chinese foreign affairs policy with noninterference and equality.

Policy Guidelines

The Eight Principles referred to above are regarded as the fundamental guidelines for the legal framework for China’s foreign aid, which is given (1) for the purpose of self-reliance and independent economic growth of the recipient countries, such as increased income and capital accumulation; (2) with no attached conditions and no requests for privileges; and (3) based upon mutual development rather than unilateral aid.

The Eight Principles also address the modalities and applicable standards for foreign aid, including (1) economic aid with a deferrable repayment date; (2) Chinese equipment and materials of the best quality at negotiable prices, based upon international market prices; (3) assistance to local construction projects of the recipient countries; (4) technical assistance with the guarantee of ensuring that local staff fully master the techniques; and (5) the deployment of experts without special demands.

Outline of Current Policy

The White Paper elaborated the Chinese government’s most recent principles of foreign aid policy, including the following:

- Aid is to be provided under South-South Cooperation and on the footing of equality, mutual benefit, and common development, to fit with both China’s actual conditions and the needs of the recipient countries.

---

26 White Paper, supra note 4, at 2.4.
28 White Paper, supra note 4, at 3; Eight Principles, supra note 15.
29 Eight Principles, supra note 15.
Aid should be undertaken with the aim of helping develop aided countries’ self-development capacity.

No political conditions to be attached to aid, no interference with others’ internal affairs, and no political privileges sought.

Aid should not exceed the government’s capability. China provides foreign aid in line with its national conditions and applicable comparative advantages, to meet the needs of the aided countries.

Aid reflects adjustable policy making, meaning that there should be an innovative approach to the form of aid and reform of administrative mechanisms in order to keep pace with the development of domestic and international situations.30

2. Implementing Agencies

The State Council is the highest executive organ to administer foreign affairs and enact related regulations, as authorized by the Constitution and the Legislation Law of China.31

The Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM) is designated as the lead agency to (1) draw up the foreign aid plan, (2) map out and implement foreign aid policy and programs, (3) update the pattern of foreign aid, (4) determine aid programs and organize implementation, and (5) manage Chinese government funds for foreign aid.32 The MOFCOM divides the above functions among the following departments:

- The Department of Aid to Foreign Countries (Department of Aid) takes charge of drawing up and implementing the foreign aid plan, policy, and programs; supervising foreign aid projects; handling intergovernmental issues and negotiations related to foreign aid; and signing relevant documents.33

- The Executive Bureau of International Economic Cooperation (Cooperation Bureau) mainly takes responsibility for administering the implementation of complete foreign aid projects (CFAP).34

33 Id. art. 3(16).
• The China International Center for Economic and Technical Exchanges (Exchange Center) administers the implementation of China’s foreign aid materials projects (FAMP).  

• The Training Center of MOFCOM (Training Center) runs foreign aid training projects.

• The Department of Finance of the MOFCOM manages the foreign aid fund and compiles relevant budget documents and final accounts.

The Cooperation Bureau, along with the Exchange Center and the Training Center, conducts the tender invitation and negotiation processes under the supervision of the Department of Aid.

The EIBC is responsible for accepting and reviewing loan applications, signing relevant agreements, issuing the loans, and supervising post-lending and repayment processes. As a policy bank founded in 1994 and solely owned by the Chinese government, the EIBC is under the direct administration of the State Council.

The MOF takes charge of the administration of the foreign aid fund through exclusive responsibility for drawing up the foreign aid budget and managing final accounts. It also administers Chinese donations to other countries.

The economic and commerce divisions of embassies and consulates of China shoulder a portion of the functions relating to foreign aid, such as assisting the EIBC with collecting outstanding debt from end-borrowers of concessional loans, assisting the MOFCOM in handling intergovernmental affairs, and supervising and administering the CFAP abroad.

---

35 Id.

36 Id.

37 Provisions on the Main Functions, Internal Bodies and Staffing of the Ministry of Commerce, supra note 32, art. 3(6).

38 Notice of the General Office of the Ministry of Commerce on Adjusting the Division of Work Functions in Connection with the Administration of China Foreign Aid Projects, supra note 34.

39 Interim Measures of the Export-Import Bank on Concessional Loans to Foreign Countries, supra note 8, art. 3.


41 Measures for Administration of Budgetary Disbursement for Foreign Aid, supra note 8, art. 3.

3. Restrictions

The three types of financial resources that the Chinese government provides, which are grants, interest-free loans, and concessional loans, are oriented to different types of projects under distinct restrictive conditions.

Grants mainly support medium and small projects related to social welfare in recipient countries, such as hospitals, schools, low-cost housing, and water supply projects.\footnote{Id. at 4.} Grants also flow to human resources development projects, technical cooperation, and emergency humanitarian aid.\footnote{Id.} They are not subject to the economic conditions of the recipient.

Interest-free loans are granted to public facilities and projects to improve people’s livelihood in aided states, generally conditioned upon the economic conditions of the developing countries.\footnote{Id.}

The term “concessional loans” refers to the medium- or long-term, low-interest credit basically targeted to profitable projects for the aided states aligned with the purpose of stimulating the export of Chinese mechanical and electrical products.\footnote{Interim Measures of the Export-Import Bank on Concessional Loans to Foreign Countries, supra note 8, art. 6.} Concessional loans provided by the EIBC are tied to all of the following requirements:

- The recipient must have a stable political status, relatively strong economy, and the ability to repay.
- Mutual approval by China’s government and the aided country’s government.
- Profitable projects, a borrower with good credit, and a guarantor with the ability to repay.
- The amount of Chinese RMB borrowed is generally no less than an amount equivalent to US$2 million
- Materials, techniques, and services purchased or imported from China are in general not less than 50% of the total amount of the loans.\footnote{Id. art. 7.}

According to statistical data compiled by the Chinese government, by the end of 2009, China had provided concessional loans for 325 projects in seventy-six foreign countries.\footnote{White Paper, supra note 4, at 5.}

Although the Chinese government insists that China’s foreign aid should not be attached to political conditions, reports from a number of institutions allege that China uses foreign aid to...
trade off for diplomatic objectives, market access, natural resources, foreign investment advantages, and other benefits.\textsuperscript{49} A report on China’s aid to Africa by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) optimistically assessed the situation as a healthy transformation to mutual benefit upon a trading basis other than mere unilateral aid, i.e., satisfying the export and market demands of China, as well as the infrastructure and export-import needs of African nations.\textsuperscript{50}

4. Discretionary Aid

Chinese law does not encompass a particular legal term or concept that is comparable to “discretionary aid.” The budget for foreign aid projects could be regarded as discretionary since each competent department subordinate to the State Council controls and manages its own budget account within its authority.\textsuperscript{51} However, such discretion is subject to certain principles and rules.

The annual budget for foreign aid, formulated by the MOF upon intergovernmental agreement, follows the principle of “a fixed sum for a fixed purpose,” which requires foreign aid funding to be accounted and managed separately by the MOF.\textsuperscript{52}

The foreign aid budget is subject to the following uses by law:

- Expenditure for complete foreign aid projects, general supplies of goods and materials, military supplies, catastrophic expenditures, training staff from aided countries, wages of dispatched experts, and interest subsidies for concessional loans
- Budgetary funds allocated to Chinese enterprises cooperating or in joint ventures with aided countries
- Management fees and agency fees for enterprises and institutions embarking on foreign aid as delegated by the competent departments
- Other costs approved by the State Council or the MOF, and incurred during foreign aid projects or the implementation of agreements\textsuperscript{53}

No definition for “other cost” is provided, thus the scope and standard could be subject to the discretion of the State Council and the MOF.

\textsuperscript{49} THOMAS LUM ET AL., CONG. RESEARCH SERVICE, R40361, CHINA’S FOREIGN ACTIVITIES IN AFRICA, LATIN AMERICA AND SOUTHEAST ASIA 9 (Feb. 25, 2009).


\textsuperscript{51} Measures for Administration of Budgetary Disbursement for Foreign Aid, \textit{supra} note 8, ch. 3.

\textsuperscript{52} \textit{Id.} art. 4.

\textsuperscript{53} \textit{Id.} art. 7.
5. Oversight

China offers foreign aid through both financial and project channels, and the relevant oversight mechanisms are separated accordingly.

Oversight of Finance

The foreign aid budget falls into the category of the state budget,\(^4\) which is supervised by the NPC and the Standing Committee of the NPC (SCNPC).\(^5\) The NPC and SCNPC have the power to conduct investigations of the major issues or specific questions concerning the budget or final accounts.\(^6\)

The MOF is a specific central agency able to inspect the utilization of the foreign aid budget and punish illicit delay, occupancy, and embezzlement of an appropriation in accordance with the Interim Provisions on Penalties for Violations of Fiscal Regulations promulgated by the State Council.\(^7\)

The EIBC exercises supervision over concessional loans, including the management of loan projects, loan outflows, and repayment of the principal and interest.\(^8\) It reports to the MOFCOM on the implementation of loans on a regular basis.

Oversight of Projects

The MOFCOM has promulgated specific regulations related to the supervision of various aspects of the CFAP and the provision of aid materials. These relate to the quality of the projects and their management, the qualification and classification of the enterprises implementing FAMP, the work safety system for CFAP, and the inspection of materials.\(^9\) The Department of


\(^5\) Id. art. 66.

\(^6\) Id. art. 67.

\(^7\) Measures for Administration of Budgetary Disbursement for Foreign Aid, supra note 8, art. 25. The Interim Provisions on Penalties for Violations of Fiscal Regulations was repealed after the Regulations on Penalties and Sanctions for Fiscal Violations were promulgated by the State Council (effective Feb. 1, 2005), available at http://www.gov.cn/zwgk/2005-05/23/content_261.htm.

\(^8\) Provisions of Export-Import Bank of the People’s Republic of China on Post-Credit Management of Concessional Loans to Foreign Countries, supra note 42, art. 2.

Finance of MOFCOM is responsible for managing financial accounts and supervises use of the CFAP budget.60

The economic and commerce divisions of the Chinese embassies and consulates also assist the MOFCOM with financial supervision and guidance relating to the foreign technology groups in CFAP.61

No separate anti-corruption legislation or special mechanism regarding foreign aid was found. The investigation and penalty for embezzlement and bribery are basically governed by criminal laws and administrative regulations.

6. Policy Considerations

On a variety of occasions the Chinese government has emphasized that China must build its foreign aid policy under the framework of South-South Cooperation (SSC) because it is still a developing country dependent on ODA to eradicate poverty and enhance social development. In 2010, China’s GNI per capita was as low as US$4,260, merely 10% of the United States and with a ranking of 121 among all 215 listed countries.62

SSC pursues the objectives of fostering self-reliance and technological capacities, as well as enabling and expanding international communication of the developing countries through cooperation in the forms of sharing knowledge and experience, training, technology transfer, financial and monetary cooperation, and in-kind contributions.63

In the most recent Resolution on the Outline of the Twelfth Five-Year Plan for National Economic and Social Development (Resolution) released by the NPC, in addition to affirming the goal of increasing economic and technical aid to developing countries with respect to civil welfare projects, public utilities, and self-development capabilities, the NPC reaffirmed that SSC is the core attribute and long-term goal of China’s foreign aid.64

---


61 Id. art. 27.


64 Quanguo Renmin Daibiao Dahui Guanyu Guomin Jingji he Shehui Fahzhan Di shi’erge Wunian Guihua Gangyao de Jueyi (全国人民代表大会关于国民经济和社会发展第十二个五年规划的决议) [Resolution of the NPC on the Outline of the Twelfth Five-Year Plan for National Economic and Social Development] (promulgated by the NPC on Mar. 14, 2011, effective on the same day), ch. 5, 2011 STANDING COMM. NAT’L PEOPLE’S CONG. GAZ. 248.
**Mutual Respect and Non-interference**

The guiding principles of SSC require respect for national sovereignty, national ownership and independence, equality, non-conditionality, and noninterference in domestic affairs between developing countries.\(^65\) It is reflected in both China’s foreign affairs and foreign aid policies, the latter providing that China respects recipient countries’ rights to independently select their own path and model of development, and takes their actual needs into account when marking out assistance schemes. Chinese citizens are legally required to observe local customs and traditions when engaging in aid projects.\(^66\)

The non-interference approach has been criticized by some researchers under the assumption that it has enabled China to be more welcomed by corrupt governments or abusive regimes than ODA contributors, who require commitments from those aided governments relating to improving human rights, democratization, and transparent governance, while other researchers consider such an assumption a “misplaced exaggeration” because some countries that are perceived as relatively corrupt actually show significant improvements through China’s engagement of aid and investment.\(^67\)

**Mutual Benefit and Mutual Interest**

It is noteworthy that mutual benefit, as a critical principle of SSC, has been strongly highlighted by the Chinese government to justify the gains China obtained from its foreign assistance practice, because SSC encourages extensive cooperation between South-South countries to achieve mutual development other than unilateral benefit.\(^68\) While SSC includes private funding and private donors with commercial tools in development assistance, both the UN and the OECD have admitted that the SSC mechanism is a departure from traditional ODA in terms of goals, scope, and delivery patterns, and have separately formed their own task units working on forging a more effective global aid architecture based upon merging positive indicators from the SSC practice.

The SSC model plays an important role in China’s assistance to African countries so as to satisfy needs and provide benefits to both sides. In the Sharm El Sheikh Action Plan (2010–2012) (Action Plan), agreed upon by China and forty-nine African countries at the Forum on China-Africa Cooperation in 2009, China made commitments as follows: (1) to relieve certain debts owed by all heavily-indebted poor countries and the Least Developed Countries (LDCs) in Africa to the extent that they have diplomatic relations with China; (2) to increase investment and promote infrastructure development in Africa by not only providing free assistance and US$10 billion concessional loans within the following three consecutive years but also encouraging investment from Chinese enterprises; (3) to provide RMB500 million (about US$79.51 million) worth of medical equipment to thirty hospitals, which will be built by

---

\(^{65}\) *What Is South-South Cooperation?*, *supra* note 63.

\(^{66}\) *Measures for the Administration of Complete Foreign-Aid Projects (Trial)*, *supra* note 59, art 9, at 169.


\(^{68}\) *What Is South-South Cooperation?*, *supra* note 63.
Chinese enterprises; and (4) to increase the China-Africa Development Fund to US$3 billion to support the expansion of investment from Chinese businesses to Africa.\(^{69}\) This Action Plan also mentioned that both sides have noted China’s fast growth of investment in Africa since the 2006 forum, “which is welcomed by the African countries.”\(^{70}\)

**B. Regulation of Private Contributions**

China does not have a law that specifically governs private contributions relating to international aid. Donations for domestic aid are primarily regulated by the Law on Donation for Public Welfare Undertakings (Donation Law). An array of tax incentives have been provided to encourage private enterprises’ contributions to public welfare in accordance with the Donation Law.

Administrative Measures for the Donations for Disaster Relief (Measures), as a derivative law under the Donation Law, has distinguished foreign aid donations from nationwide aid donations and provides that, “where catastrophic natural disasters occur and result in the need for foreign aid, the Civil Affairs Department under the State Council shall organize and carry out social donations and coordinate foreign aid by reference to the Measures.”\(^{71}\) Therefore, while it remains uncertain whether foreign aid falls within the above definition of “public welfare undertakings,” many private foreign aid donations go to a portion of programs run by the Chinese government.

Donations to the RCSC for the purpose of international humanitarian aid may trigger a full deduction for the purposes of corporate income tax or personal income tax, provided that the RCSC meets the qualifications to accept the donations directly given or transferred to it.\(^{72}\)


\(^{70}\) Id. art. 4.2.1.

\(^{71}\) Jiuzai Juanzeng Guanli Banfa (救灾捐赠管理办法) [Administrative Measures for the Donations for Disaster Relief] (promulgated by the Ministry of Civil Affairs on Apr. 28, 2008, effective on the same day), art. 36, XIN FAGUI HUIBIAN (June 19, 2008) at 24.

\(^{72}\) Caizhengbu Guojia Shuiwu Zongju Guanyu Qiye deng Shehui Liliang Xiang Hongshizi Shiye Juanzeng Youguan Wenti de Tongzhi (财部、国家税务局关于企业等社会力量向红十字事业捐赠有关问题的通知) [Notice of the Issues on Donations of the Enterprises and Civil Entities to the Red Cross Undertaking] (promulgated by the MOF and State Administration of Taxation on Mar. 8, 2001; effective on the same day), arts. 1(7), 2(1), 2(2), http://www.whgs.gov.cn/cms/whgs03/laws/05/030205/200103080202.html.
III. Foreign Aid Appropriations Process

A. Bilateral Aid

The state budget is a key financial source for bilateral aid. As noted in the White Paper, the central government directly finances grants and interest-free loans, along with other budgetary foreign aid disbursements.73 Such budgetary disbursements are subject to (1) the purpose of implementing China’s aid commitment under intergovernmental protocols that China has concluded, or (2) government approval.74 Another important source of bilateral aid results from the EIBC’s provision of concessional loans with a lower interest rate, which therefore necessitates interest subsidies from the government.75

The White Paper summarized the legal approval procedure for the foreign aid budget as follows:

[F]oreign aid expenditure is part of the state expenditure, under the unified management of the Ministry of Finance in its budgets and final accounts system. The Ministry of Commerce and other departments under the State Council that are responsible for the management of foreign aid handle financial resources for foreign aid in their own departments in accordance with their respective jurisdictions. Each of these departments draws up a budget for foreign aid projects every year and submits it to the Ministry of Finance for examination, and then to the State Council and the National People’s Congress for approval and implementation. Each department controls and manages its own funds for foreign aid projects in its budget.76

B. Multilateral Aid

The DAC has observed that China is a high-share donor through bilateral channels but a low-share contributor in the area of multilateral aid, except for China’s key role in International Development Association (IDA) replenishment by making an additional voluntary prepayment of US$1.0 billion in outstanding IDA credits.77

However, according to the Chinese government’s view of multilateral aid, China has provided multilateral-level assistance, including comprehensive training and teaching programs, joint construction projects, and the deployment of technical personnel in cooperation with many international institutions, as demonstrated below:

---

73 See White Paper, supra note 4, at 4.
74 This summary is compliant with the provisions of the Measures for Administration of Budgetary Disbursement for Foreign Aid, supra note 8, art. 2.
75 White Paper, supra note 4, at 4.
76 Id.
• Allocated US$8 million to the World Health Organization for use in Africa.\textsuperscript{78}

• Donated US$200,000 to developing countries between February 2008 and September 2010, many of which are least-developed nations, as part of the WTO’s “Aid for Trade” initiative.\textsuperscript{79}

• Pledged a total of US$30 million to the Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) to help improve food production and rural people’s livelihoods, and donated US$10 million in 2009 and 2010 respectively.\textsuperscript{80}

• Trained more than 6,000 technicians for other developing countries over a period of more than twenty years in implementing the Technical Cooperation among Developing Countries (TCDC) program and by the end of 2009 had sent more than 700 agricultural experts and technicians to Africa, the Caribbean, and the Asia-Pacific area.\textsuperscript{81}

Donations on behalf of the government and cooperative programs managed by the competent authorities may fall within the state budget.

IV. Other Types of ‘Aid’

As noted above, to date China has officially acknowledged eight official forms of foreign aid, some of which have obvious features that are “made-in-China” and may not fit the category of ODA as defined by the DAC.

A. Complete Foreign Aid Projects

As the main form of foreign aid, CFAPs are referred to as productive or civil projects constructed in recipient countries that are:

• financed by the Chinese government through grants, interest-free loans, or low-interest loans;

• carried out with the assistance of enterprises selected by the Chinese government to provide materials, equipment, and technical personnel, and to inspect, survey, design, and guide the construction, installation, and production of the projects; and

• subject to the administration of the MOFCOM.\textsuperscript{82}

\textsuperscript{78} JONATHAN WESTON ET AL., supra note 9, at 7.


\textsuperscript{80} Id. at 54–55.

\textsuperscript{81} White Paper, supra note 4, pt. IV, “International Cooperation in Foreign Aid,” at 14, 15.

\textsuperscript{82} Measures for the Administration of Complete Foreign-Aid Projects (Trial), supra note 59, art. 2, 6, at 168–69.
By the end of 2009, China had completed over 2,000 CFAPs involving a wide range of industry, agriculture, culture and education, health care, communication, power supply, energy, and transportation projects.\(^83\)

B. Technical Cooperation

Unlike under the standard ODA definition, technical cooperation provided by China mainly refers to a post-CFAP aid program that involves the deployment of experts to recipient countries where the CFAP has been completed. Deployed personnel give technical guidance on the production, operation, or maintenance of the CFAP and provide managerial and consultant skills. Technical cooperation also comprises education and training in agriculture skills, handicrafts, and sports, and usually lasts one or two years on an extendable basis, upon request of the aided partner.\(^84\)

C. Medical Teams

Medical teams represent a locally-based program launched as early as 1963, when China dispatched the first medical team to Algeria. Since then, China has continued sending medical teams and provides free medical devices and medicines to recipient countries. This program also takes into account the need for training local staff and helping to improve local medical and health services. So far, there are sixty-nine beneficiary countries spread over Asia, Africa, Europe, Latin America, the Caribbean, and Oceania.\(^85\)

D. Debt Relief

China maintains a strong commitment to debt relief. By the end of 2009, China had signed debt relief protocols with fifty countries throughout Africa, Asia, Latin America, the Caribbean, and Oceania, writing off 380 mature debts amounting to RMB25.58 billion (about US$ 4.08 billion).\(^86\)

E. Overseas Volunteer Program and Scholarships

The Overseas Volunteer Program was initiated in 2002. Volunteers designated and managed by the Chinese Young Volunteers Association, under the delegation and supervision of the MOFCOM, are sent to other developing countries to serve the local people in the field of education, medical treatment, health care, and any other aspect beneficial to the development of local public welfare.\(^87\) Youth volunteers and Chinese language teachers constitute the majority of this group.\(^88\)

\(^83\) White Paper, \textit{supra} note 4, at 6.
\(^84\) \textit{Id.} at 7.
\(^85\) \textit{Id.}, at 7, 8.
\(^86\) \textit{Id.} at 9.
\(^87\) Yuanwai Qingnian Zhiyuanzhe Xuanpai he Guanli Zanxing Banfa (援外青年志愿者派遣和管理暂行办法) [Interim Measures for Designation and Administration of Foreign Aid Youth Volunteers] (promulgated by the
China also made a commitment to increase the number of scholarships and on-the-job masters’ degree programs for people from developing countries at the 2010 UN High-Level Meeting.  
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88 White Paper, supra note 4, at 8.

Executive Summary

Finland is one of the Nordic countries that give the least in aid. Lagging behind Denmark, Sweden, and Norway, which all give close to 1% of gross national income (GNI) in aid, Finland gives some 0.55%. As a member of the European Union (EU), Finland has pledged to meet the 0.7% United Nations Millennium Goal threshold by 2015.

I. Introduction

A. Official Development Assistance Figures

Finland is currently not meeting the United Nations’ Millennium Development Goals of 0.7% of GNI in aid but has pledge to meet the threshold by 2015.1 As of 2010, Finland donates some €966 million (approximately US$1,328 million) in official development assistance (ODA), which is equivalent to 0.55% of Finland’s GNI.2 This figure is just 0.01% short of the “collective” EU goal of 0.56% for 2010,3 yet it is a sharp increase from 2004 when the total official figures only totaled 0.36% of GNI.4

For the fiscal year of 2012, the suggested figures are €290 million (approximately US$398 million) for multilateral development cooperation, and close to €255 million (approximately US$350 million) for bilateral development cooperation.5 In addition, Finland has appropriated €58.9 million (approximately US$81 million) for the European Development Fund, another €57.7 million (approximately US$79 million) for unspecified development cooperation, and €91 million (approximately US$125 million) for humanitarian aid. The 2012

2 Id.
5 Id. at 3.
budget includes some €11 million (approximately US$15 million) in administrative costs associated with planning, evaluating, and revising development aid.6

B. Private Contribution Figures

According to Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) figures from 2009, the Finnish private contribution to Finland’s total aid was US$1,741 million.7

There is also an umbrella organization for all Finnish organizations that work with international development issues called KePa,8 also known as the Service Centre for Development Cooperation, but it does not provide an official figure for private contributions to development cooperation.

C. Snapshot of Foreign Aid Activity

Finland gives both multilateral and bilateral aid. The three largest recipients of aid in 2010 were Mozambique, Tanzania, and Vietnam.9 The Foreign Ministry maintains oversight of development projects, which include bilateral, multilateral, and nongovernmental organization (NGO) projects, as well as the granting of concessional credits (i.e., export credits).10 These projects include budget support as well as more specific activities, e.g., a district heating project in a Chinese province.11

II. Legal Framework

A. Regulation of ODAs

1. Overview

The appropriation of development assistance is governed by Finland’s annual budget legislation.12 The implementing agency is the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Finland. The agency may enter into bilateral and multilateral agreements that bind Finland but only as specified in the annual budget. In addition to the annual budget, Finland, through decisions by Parliament, may legally bind itself to foreign aid pledges.

6 Id.


11 Id.

2. Implementing Agencies

The Finnish Ministry of Foreign Affairs distributes Finland’s foreign aid. The Ministry operates a webpage dedicated to development cooperation issues. The Ministry has a special department for development policy which, in turn, is divided into various units (e.g., general development policy and planning, sectoral policy, NGOs, UN development, financing institutions, international environmental policy, and humanitarian assistance). The Ministry of Foreign Affairs provides an annual report to Parliament on all its activities and expenses.

Finnish foreign aid policy is also carried out through a range of public-private partnerships, including Finnfund and Finnpartnership, as well as through concessional credits for exports.

Finnfund is a development finance company that is largely (89%) owned by the Finnish state. The main purpose of Finnfund is to provide financing for projects in developing countries that involve risks that prevent the project from receiving financing from other sources. The oversight and mission of Finnfund is regulated by the Finnfund Act.

Finnpartnership is a trade promotion agency with a “mission to increase commercial cooperation between Finland and developing countries” and it also distributes de minimis aid (aid that, within a three-year period, is less than €200,000 (approximately US$275,000).

3. Restrictions

Because ODA is regulated in the annual budget, there are no permanent restrictions on ODA other than that any assistance must be made in accordance with Finnish export laws. In addition, sums appropriated as transferable appropriations may only be used for the following:

1) Payment of costs that are incurred for use as specified by the disposition plan;
2) Payment of costs for the management of development cooperation, when used for educating employees; business travel the employees within the development cooperation department make to or within the recipient countries, or to international multilateral organizations and financial institutions that focus on issues related to these countries as

---

15 FINNISH CONSTITUTION, supra note 12, ch. 4:46.
17 Id.
well as to the EU; purchase of office automation; and payment of experts in connection with development cooperation projects;

3) Humanitarian aid; the appropriation may be used for aid to countries other than developing nations only if an exceptionally extensive humanitarian crisis requires it and the aid award is based on the country’s request for assistance, and only if the Finnish government makes such decision; or

4) Payment of costs for cooperation projects between the Ministry and the Austrian Development Agency (ADA), the Nordic Development Fund (NDF), Norway’s Foreign Ministry, Luxemburg’s Foreign Ministry, and the German development cooperation agency (GIZ).20

4. Discretionary Aid

Finland uses so-called framework appropriations when it allocates resources for international development cooperation. This means that the budget is divided among countries, regions, and types of development cooperation, but does not specify any particular project that must be supported.21 The budget also provides some discretionary funds to be used for new development cooperation agreements.22 For example, some €201,773,000 (approximately US$277,480,000) are to be used for new agreements; although an estimated future appropriation is provided, it need not be followed.23 There are three types of appropriations: “estimated appropriations,” which may be exceeded; “transferrable appropriations,” which may not be exceeded but may be transferred to a coming year; and “fixed appropriations,” which cannot be transferred or exceeded.24

5. Oversight

The main agency for review of development cooperation spending is the National Audit Office of Finland, which reports directly to Parliament.25 The National Audit Office checks compliance with the budget and oversees the state finances.26 Also, as noted above, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs must provide an annual report on its expenses to Parliament, which

20 Valtiovarainministeriö [Treasury], *Stadsbudgeten 2012*, *supra* note 4, at 3 (translation by author).

21 *See id.* (generally).

22 *Id.*

23 *Id.*

24 *FINNISH CONSTITUTION, supra* note 12, ch. 7:85 §1 (translation by author).


26 *FINNISH CONSTITUTION, supra* note 12, ch. 7:90 §1.
includes development cooperation expenditures. A recent evaluation of Finnish aid in relation to trade determined that there was a need for a “more strategic approach and fewer projects.”

6. Policy Considerations

The Finnish government’s overriding policy is that it should aim at reaching the United Nations’ Millennium Development Goals by focusing aid on “climate and environment, prevention of crises, [and] support for peace-building processes.” In this work, special focus is placed on gender equality, children’s rights, and the fight against HIV/AIDS.

B. Regulation of Private Contributions

1. Legislative Regulations

There are no legislative restrictions in Finnish law that prevent private donors or corporations from contributing to charitable organizations or international development cooperation efforts. However, “technical support” to developing countries that includes technology that may have dual uses is regulated by the Export Controls Act and its amendments. These regulations include license requirements for export of products that may have dual uses. Even if not on the specified EU list of products that require licenses, the Finnish government may require licenses for products that can be used in connection with “chemical, biological or nuclear” powers. Moreover certain dual products may not be exported due to military embargoes on individual countries.

2. Tax Incentives for Charitable Contributions

Finland, together with Austria and Sweden, are the only remaining Development Credit Authority (DCA) countries that do not allow any tax deductions for private donations to development cooperation or humanitarian aid efforts. However, Finland did allow tax

27 Id. ch. 4:46.
30 Id.
32 Id. at 3 §.
33 Id. at 4 §1.
34 Id. at 4 §2.
35 Utrikesministeriet (Finland), Bred utvecklingsfinansiering –utökad finansiering av utvecklingssamarbete i samverkan med den offentliga och privat sektorn samt civilsamhället [Broad Development Financing – Increased
deductions during a short period in the 1980s. At present, there are no indications that such a tax incentive will be reintroduced, despite lobbying from the Finnish UNICEF, the Finnish Red Cross, and the Finnish Church Aid. The Finnish government is instead discussing a tax deduction for corporate costs associated with education of local workers in developing countries. The measure is intended to stimulate Finnish corporations’ activities and corporate responsibility in developing countries.

III. Foreign Aid Appropriation Process

The foreign aid budget, together with all other State expenses, is appropriated annually in the annual budget bill that is approved by the Finnish Parliament.

There is no legislative act other than the current budget that mandates the percentage of aid given. However, Finland, as a member of the EU, has made commitments to increase its foreign aid budget to 0.7% of GNI by 2015. In addition, the Finnish government has pledged to keep development cooperation for the least developed nations at 0.15% of GNI as the overall percentage of foreign aid increases to 0.7%. Finland has also pledged some €110 million (approximately US$151 million) in foreign aid between 2010 and (through) 2012 as part of the EU’s pledge at the 15th Conference of the Parties (COP15) meeting in 2009.

The procedure for enacting the budget is regulated by “Parliament’s Working Order.” Generally, budget preparations (and the appropriations process) start in January with the Ministers Committee. In March, the Treasury Department approves the overall figure that should be spent in the budget, a sum that is later divided among the departments. The Minister of each department allocates the sum for the department, and a joint discussion of the


36 Id. at 11.
37 Id. at 11–12.
38 Id. at 14.
39 Id.
40 FINNISH CONSTITUTION, supra note 12, ch. 7:83.
42 Valtiovarainministeriö [Treasury], Stadshudetten 2012, supra note 4, at 1.
43 See id.
46 Id.
appropriations is held in August. The final draft budget is passed in Parliament in December. Generally the budget also includes references to expenditures outside of the current budget year. If a budget is not agreed upon, the Treasury must suggest to the Parliament how the draft budget should be interpreted in the short-term.

IV. Other Types of ‘Aid’

Remittances from Finland are recognized as an internationally vital source of development cooperation. However, Finnish official figures for remittances have been low, with “compensation of employees” for 2006 at US$251 million for outward and US$698 million for inward remittance. In 2005, Finland had twice the number of emigrants as immigrants. The numerical difference between immigrants and emigrants corresponds to the discrepancies in the figures above and explains why, in 2008, the Finns ranked “third to last” on total contributions to developing nations in a study comparing twenty-two major donor countries despite a sizeable official ODA contribution. Although the Finnish government provides no tax incentive to promote remittances, it has discussed increasing competition on the market among financial institutions to make remittance payments easier and less expensive.
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48 Id. See also FINNISH CONSTITUTION, supra note 12.

49 See for instance Valtiovarainministeriö [Treasury], Statsbudget 2012, supra note 4 (freezing the total foreign aid appropriation at 0.56% of GNI for 2013 through 2015).

50 FINLEX, Riksdagens arbetsordning, supra note 44.

51 See Utrikesministeriet (Finland), Bred utvecklingsfinansiering, supra note 35, at 7.
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54 See Utrikesministeriet (Finland), Bred utvecklingsfinansiering, supra note 35, at 8.

55 Id. at 7.
Executive Summary

France is strongly committed to supporting development assistance and uses a broad range of approaches to achieve its objectives. France was the second largest donor in the world after the United States in 2009 and the third largest donor in 2010. It provides aid at the bilateral, European, and multilateral levels. Bilateral agreements are seen as a key component of France’s development assistance. Its five priority sectors are education, health, sustainable development, agriculture and food security, and economic growth. France concentrates its aid on two priority regions: sub-Saharan Africa and the Mediterranean Basin.

The strategic guidelines, objectives, and geographical focus of French foreign aid are set forth by the Inter-ministerial Committee on International Development Cooperation, as France does not have a single ministry in charge of foreign aid. France’s four main objectives are: foster sustainable shared growth, fight against poverty and inequality, preserve global public goods, and ensure global stability and the rule of law.

The Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs and the Ministry of Economy, Finance and Industry play major roles in the coordination and management of development aid. The main implementing agency is the French Development Agency. It is both a public establishment in charge of implementing French policy in matters of development assistance and a development bank. France’s budget is presented in the form of major public policies called “missions.” Each mission comprises a set of programs with their own specific objectives and performance targets. Programs are further divided into subprograms. Each program has a clearly identified coordinator. The program coordinator may reallocate appropriations between subprograms within a program for a more flexible management of appropriations. The Official Development Assistance Mission comprises twenty-three programs for 2011. Finally, France is very active in the development of innovative sources of financing to supplement traditional development aid.
I. Introduction

   A. Official Development Assistance Figures

   France reported to the Development Assistance Committee (DCA) of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) a net Official Development Assistance (ODA) of US$12,600 million in 2009 that comprised US$7,019 million in bilateral ODA, 56% of the total; US$2,900 million in European ODA, 23% of the total; and US$2,681 million in multilateral ODA, 21% of the total.\(^1\) France was the second largest donor in the world after the United States and Europe’s largest donor, closely followed by Germany and the United Kingdom. The French ODA was 0.47% of its Gross National Income (GNI).\(^2\) Africa was the largest recipient of French ODA, in particular, sub-Saharan Africa. In 2010, France achieved its objective of 0.50% of its GNI with a net ODA of US$12,915 million.\(^3\) It was the third largest donor after the United States and the United Kingdom.

   France’s next objective is 0.70% of its GNI by 2015.\(^4\) This objective was adopted for the first time in 1970 by the United Nations and has been reaffirmed on numerous occasions.\(^5\) The European Council of Ministers repeated this commitment in June 2010. However, it may be difficult to achieve this goal as stated in a recent parliamentary report.\(^6\)

   B. Private Contribution Figures

   A recent report prepared by the General Finance Inspection of the Ministry of Economy evaluates private aid at around €600 to €800 million (approximately US$840 million to US$1,120 million) a year. The report notes that France does not have nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) or foundations similar in size to their British or American counterparts. Some organizations are recognized at the international level—for example, Doctors Without Borders—but they generally are smaller organizations. French foundations are generally


\(^2\) GNI is “the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) less net taxes on production and imports, less compensation of employees and property income payable to the rest of the world plus the corresponding items receivable from the rest of the world.” Glossary of Statistical Terms: Gross National Income (GNI), OECD, http://stats.oecd.org/glossary/detail.asp?ID=1176 (last updated Mar. 5, 2003).

\(^3\) ODA by Donor, OECD. STATEXTRACTS, supra note 1; STRATEGY 2011–DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION: A FRENCH VISION, supra note 1.


\(^6\) Id.
undercapitalized and less oriented towards international actions.\textsuperscript{7} The report further states that an estimated €650 million (US$910 million) came from individual donors and €150 million (US$ 210 million) from companies.\textsuperscript{8}

\section*{C. Snapshot of Foreign Aid Activity}

France is strongly committed to supporting development assistance and uses a broad range of approaches to achieve its objectives. The 2011 framework document on France’s Cooperation and Development Policy states that

\begin{quote}
[to respond to the challenge of sustainable globalization and guarantee the major balances of our planet over the long run, French cooperation strategy focuses on four overarching objectives: foster sustainable and equitable growth for the poorest populations; combat poverty and inequality; preserve global public goods;\textsuperscript{9} and ensure global stability and the rule of law. 
\end{quote}

In its search for comprehensive responses, France is working with all the resources at its disposal. It is one of the few countries in the world to use not only the traditional tools of official development assistance but also long-term financial instruments, as well as an expanding array of innovative financing mechanisms.\textsuperscript{10}

France provides aid at the bilateral, European and multilateral levels. Bilateral agreements are seen as a “key component of France’s development cooperation.”\textsuperscript{11} They are flexible tools that permit the targeting of geographic areas and sectors that are viewed as priorities. In addition, they may be entered into with a broad diversity of parties such as states, local authorities, foundations etc.\textsuperscript{12}

In 1998, France created a “Priority Solidarity Zone” (Zone de Solidarité Prioritaire, ZSP) in order to focus French aid more closely on a limited number of countries. The ZSP comprises fifty-five countries, including primarily the former French African colonies and other countries

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{8} Id. at 4.
\item \textsuperscript{10} STRATEGY 2011–DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION: A FRENCH VISION, supra note 1, at 4.
\item \textsuperscript{11} Id. at 27.
\item \textsuperscript{12} Id. at 27, 28.
\end{itemize}
of sub-Saharan Africa, the Middle East, Indochina, the Caribbean, and the Pacific, plus Afghanistan on a provisional basis. France concentrates most of its bilateral aid on these countries. In 2004 France introduced a new tool, the Framework Partnership Document (document cadre de partenariat, DCP), that is designed to take into account the realities in the field in order to program aid. The DCP is prepared for countries of the ZSP and aims at providing guidance for French cooperation over a period of five years. Each DCP is negotiated locally under the authority of the ambassador and is cosigned by the local authorities and thereby “ensures greater predictability and facilitates more effective ownership by the partner country of cooperation actions.”

The DCP specifies a limited number of sectors of concentration (generally two to three) that must normally account for 80% of the aid earmarked for the country.

The French contribution to European aid represents more than half of its multilateral aid. Half of this amount goes to the European Development Fund, which provides aid to countries from Africa, the Caribbean, and the Pacific. The other half goes to other European aid programs including programs for emergency aid and other developing countries. France substantially contributes to many non-European institutions, including the World Bank, other regional development banks, and the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria. It also provides support to many other international institutions that fight climate change and famine, or promote education.

France’s five priority sectors are education, health, sustainable development, agriculture and food security, and economic growth. These sectors accounted for 56% of France’s total net ODA in 2008: education accounted for 17%, health 10%, agriculture and food security 7%, sustainable development 9%, and support for growth 13%.

France concentrates its aid on two priority regions: sub-Saharan Africa and the Mediterranean Basin. Africa was the largest recipient of French ODA with 58% of net bilateral aid in 2009, and more specifically sub-Saharan Africa with 47%. This aid reflects France’s strong historic ties with that continent. In 2010, sub-Saharan Africa received €2.2 billion (US$3.08 billion) of aid. The following fourteen priority poor countries—Benin, Burkina Faso, Central African Republic, Chad, Comoros, Democratic Republic of Congo, Ghana, Guinea, Madagascar, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Senegal and Togo—received €467 million (US$654 million) of the overall amount.
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Aid is principally distributed to economic and social sectors—in particular education, water, and sanitation—in Africa. In February 2008, at Cape Town, President Sarkozy announced a new initiative to support economic growth in Africa. This initiative supports the private sector and agricultural development, job-creating companies, the financial services sector, transportation and energy infrastructure, and regional integration.\(^\text{19}\)

Aid to countries on the southern coast of the Mediterranean Sea constitutes approximately 20% of the budgetary amount appropriated.\(^\text{20}\) It focuses on the economy, employment, transportation, energy infrastructure, urban development, and water use policies. Water issues have been especially critical due to its scarcity in that region. France also assists its overseas territories in economic and social development.\(^\text{21}\)

Fragile and crisis countries, in particular the Sahel (the transition zone along the southern Sahara Desert), the Middle East, and Afghanistan are also of concern to France. In these countries, assistance focuses on crisis prevention. Finally, France provides some assistance to emerging countries of systemic importance. This assistance is geared towards cooperation, which is viewed as a “key to strengthening dialogue and preparing together international negotiations on common concerns.”\(^\text{22}\)

II. Legal Framework

A. Regulation of ODAs

1. Overview

_Institutional Organization_

The strategic guidelines, objectives, and geographic focus of French foreign aid are set by the Inter-ministerial Committee on International Development Cooperation (Comité interministériel de la coopération internationale et du développement, CICID) as France does not have a single ministry in charge of foreign aid. This Committee was created in 1998.\(^\text{23}\) It is chaired by the Prime Minister and comprises the twelve ministers more directly concerned with
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\(^\text{19}\) Speech by M. Nicolas Sarkozy, President of the Republic, to the Parliament of the Republic of South Africa (Cape Town, Feb. 28, 2008), available at [http://www.ambafrance-uk.org/President-Sarkozy-s-speech-to-the-](http://www.ambafrance-uk.org/President-Sarkozy-s-speech-to-the-).
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development assistance issues. A representative of the President of the Republic attends the Committee meetings.24

Since its creation, the CICID has met nine times. Its last meeting took place in June 2009.25 At that meeting, it was decided that France would give priority to five sectors: health, education and professional training, agriculture and food security, sustainable development and climate, and economic growth. In addition, it was decided that an objective of 60% of France’s budgetary effort would be concentrated on the Sub-Saharan African countries. A new geographic prioritization was also defined that resulted in four categories: priority poor countries comprising fourteen poor countries, intermediary income countries having specific relations with France, emerging countries with a global or regional dimension, and crisis or post-crisis countries.26

The CICID Secretariat is run jointly by the three ministries more specifically involved in setting forth and implementing cooperation policy: the Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs (more specifically by the Minister responsible for cooperation attached to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs); the Ministry of Economy, Finance and Industry; and the Ministry of Immigration, Integration, National Identity and Solidarity Development.27

The General Directorate for Global Affairs, Development and Partnership (Direction Générale de la Mondialisation, du Développement et des Partenariats, DGM) co-leads the CICID on behalf of the Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs. It is in charge of the strategic coordination and management of aid and is responsible for the following sectors: governance, global public good, research, higher education, United Nations multilateral funds, and some health funds.28

The General Directorate of the Treasury (Direction Générale du Trésor et des Politiques Économiques) co-leads for the Ministry of Economy, Finance and Industry. It is responsible for issues relating to debt and monetary cooperation, relations with international financial

24 Id. art. 2.
26 Id.
institutions, cooperation with countries belonging to the Franc zone, and financial cooperation and trade policies.\(^{30}\)

The CICID secretariat meets about once a month with the French Agency for Development (Agence Française de Développement, ADF), which is France’s major implementing agency.\(^{31}\)

**Foreign Aid Objectives**

French foreign aid policy has four main objectives:

- To promote sustainable and equitable growth for the poorest countries
- To cooperate with emerging countries—for example, Brazil and China—in order to better position France’s economic and strategic interests
- To participate in the financing of European and multinational actions aimed at better dealing with global challenges
- To help countries face crises resulting from either natural catastrophes or political and/or military conflicts\(^{32}\)

In addition, regarding developing countries, France’s aid is geared towards meeting four additional challenges:

- To promote growth that creates jobs and improves living standards
- To fight poverty and reduce inequality in line with France’s commitments to the United Nations Millennium Development Goals (eradicate extreme poverty and hunger; achieve universal primary education; promote gender equality and empower women; reduce child mortality; improve maternal health; combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases; ensure environmental sustainability and develop a global partnership for development)
- To help the preservation of global public goods by managing climate change, biodiversity loss, and the spread of infectious diseases, and by improving financial stability

---

\(^{29}\) After they attained their independence from France, many Saharan and sub-Saharan African countries retained the name “Franc” for their own monetary units. These countries became members of the Franc Zone as their currencies were linked to the French Franc. Since France adopted the Euro, these currencies have been linked to the Euro. See “Franc Zone,” ENCYCLOPÆDIA BRITANNICA (online academic ed. 2011), [http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/215756/Franc-Zone](http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/215756/Franc-Zone).
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• To promote stability and the rule of law

**Limits on Recipients**

The principles that guide French external action, such as “the right of peoples to self-determination, respect for human rights and democratic principles, [and] respect for the rule of law and cooperation among nations,” bar transactions with hostile states. In addition, as a member of the European Union (EU), France is bound by the Treaty of Lisbon. The Treaty sets forth similar principles guiding the external action of the EU on the international scene. These principles include democracy, the rule of law, the universality and indivisibility of human rights and fundamental freedoms, respect for human dignity, equality and solidarity, and respect for the principles stated in the United Nations Charter and by international law. The Treaty further states that the EU must seek to develop relations with third countries that share the principles listed above, therefore, discouraging development aid to hostile states that do not foster such principles.

2. Restrictions

In 2001, the OECD Development Assistance Committee recommended that bilateral aid to the least developed countries (LCDs) be “untied.” OECD defines “tied aid” as “official grants or loans that limit procurement to companies in the donor country or in a small group of countries.” In 2006, the Paris Declaration reaffirmed this recommendation on the ground that it increases aid efficiency, particularly by significantly reducing its cost and improving country ownership. Country ownership is one of the five principles of the Paris Declaration. The OECD 2001 recommendation was amended in 2008 to include the heavily indebted poor countries (HIPC).

France has untied aid beyond the OECD recommendations. It extended the recommendation to non-LCD countries and to food aid. It has now untied up to 91% of its total aid. This percentage is higher in the case of ADF, France’s leading implementing agency for ODA, which untied 100% of its aid for all sectors and countries.

---
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3. Policy Considerations

France gives priority to development aid to countries that organize democratic elections on a regular basis, respect human rights, fight corruption, and have public policies that benefit their most needy populations. It views a sound political base as a prerequisite for successful development programs and promotes democratic governance through cooperation actions in many developing countries while respecting the sovereignty of these countries. France’s strategic cooperation priorities include promoting democratic governance at the state, regional, and local authority levels; the rule of law and individual freedoms; gender equality; and the transparency of public actions.\(^{40}\) The 2011 framework document on France’s Cooperation and Development Policy reiterates the above in the following statement:

> France makes the promotion of individual rights, the rule of law and governance a core strand of its cooperation policy and considers them to be part and parcel of the political dialogue on the formulation and implementation of development strategies. This priority is grounded on the fact that governance is a critical dimension of the political fate of societies and their economic emergence. However, support for good governance comes up against the limits, encountered by any outside party, of noninterference in the political and social balance of a sovereign country.\(^{41}\)

In addition, it is France’s policy to jointly explore with the recipient state what its needs and priorities are and, if possible, to involve the population at large as further stated in the 2011 framework document:

> The effectiveness of cooperation policies and actions strongly depends on their responsiveness to citizens’ needs. Inter-state dialogue is naturally the prime framework for government cooperation policy, but the population at large must also become increasingly involved. France will thus systematically mainstream the participation of partner countries’ citizens and civil society into its bilateral actions and promote this at [the] European and multilateral level, whether it is translated by the partner government involving citizens upstream in the framing of public policies, or in the management, monitoring and evaluation of the actions supported.\(^{42}\)

4. Discretionary Aid

As described in details in Part III of this report (“Foreign Aid Appropriations Process”), appropriations allocated to a program listed in France’s annual budget law may be reallocated between subprograms within a program by its managers for a more flexible management of appropriations. These managers are accountable to their Ministry, which in turn is accountable

---
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to Parliament. The management of each program must respect the set of objectives and performance indicators set forth in the Annual Performance Plans prepared for each program.43

5. Oversight

Oversight of the Budget by Parliament and the National Audit Court

Once the budget is passed, Parliament has some supervisory control over its implementation. The National Assembly and Senate Finance Committees monitor the efficiency of public expenses and evaluate any public finance issue. The National Assembly has also set forth a monitoring and evaluation task force charged to control the use of public funds. Parliamentary control also takes the form of a budget review law that needs to be adopted by June 1 of the year following the applicable budget year. An Annual Performance Plan is provided to Parliament for each program. In addition, the National Audit Court publishes two important public reports for Parliament each year: the annual report on the situation of public finances and the annual report on performance. Parliament may also request that France’s National Audit Court conduct specific investigations.44

Efficiency Requirements

The concept of ODA effectiveness emerged within the context of the adoption of the United Nations Millennium Development Goals in September 200045 and the substantial increase in ODA pledges made during the International Conference on Financing for Development held in March 2002 in Monterrey.46 Further steps to promote ODA effectiveness were taken during the Paris Conference in 2005.47 It was recognized that fragmentation of aid impairs aid effectiveness, whereas a pragmatic approach to burden sharing increases complementarity and can reduce transaction costs. A Declaration referred to as the Paris Declaration was adopted during the Conference. It lays out five core principles aimed at improving effectiveness. They are as follows:


Ownership: Developing countries set their own strategies for poverty reduction, improve their institutions and tackle corruption.

Alignment: Donor countries align behind these objectives and use local systems.

Harmonisation: Donor countries coordinate, simplify procedures and share information to avoid duplication.

Results: Developing countries and donors shift focus to development results and results get measured.

Mutual accountability: Donors and partners are accountable for development results.\(^{48}\)

In 2007, France transposed the Paris Declaration into a French Action Plan, which encompasses the different fundamental principles of the Declaration. The Action Plan is built around twelve priorities that focus on capacity building, the expanded role of Partnership Framework Documents, and the improvement of the practices of French cooperation, in particular with regard to the predictability and complementarity of donor interventions. Each priority is further broken down into actions and implementation modalities.\(^{49}\) In 2008, the Ministry of Economy published an evaluation of the implementation of the Paris Declaration by France. It showed that the levels of implementation varied depending on the principle evaluated.\(^{50}\) In 2009, the CICID made recommendations for updating the Action Plan structure to take into account the renewed commitments undertaken at the European and international levels (i.e., adoption of the EU Code of Conduct on Division of Labor and the ACCRA Agenda for Action, discussed below) and their operational implications for the French cooperation system.\(^{51}\)

The EU Code of Conduct on Complementarity and Division of Labour in Development Policy, adopted in 2007, is expected to improve the implementation of the EU Cooperation policy. The Code sets forth “eleven principles designed to reduce the administrative formalities, to use the funds where they are most needed, to pool aid and to share the work to deliver more, better and faster aid.”\(^{52}\) The Code is voluntary, flexible and self-policing.\(^{53}\)

\(^{48}\) Paris Declaration and Accra Agenda for Action, OECD, Development Co-operation Directorate, [http://www.oecd.org/document/18/0%2C2340%2Cen_2649_3236398_35401554_1_1_1_1%2C00.html](http://www.oecd.org/document/18/0%2C2340%2Cen_2649_3236398_35401554_1_1_1_1%2C00.html) (last visited Aug. 8, 2011).
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Finally, at a Third High Level Forum on Aid Effectiveness organized by OECD and hosted by the Government of Ghana in Accra, developed and developing countries agreed on the Accra Agenda for Action (AAA). AAA calls on both countries and donors to continue their efforts to reduce fragmentation and improve the division of labor.  

B. Regulation of Private Contributions

The General Tax Code provides for a number of tax incentives for private contributions. Donations by individuals made to certain officially approved institutions, public interest institutions, and charitable organizations, if these donees are located in the EU, Norway, or Iceland, give rise to a tax credit equal to 66% of the donations within a limit of 20% of the taxpayer’s total income. In addition, donations to organizations providing care for persons in hardship (food, lodging, and health care) may give rise to a tax credit equal to 75% of the donation with a maximum of €521 (US$730) for donations made in 2011. Where the donations exceed 20% of the taxpayer’s income in a given year, the excess is carried forward over the next five years and gives rise to a tax credit under the same conditions.

If the taxpayer is subject to the net wealth tax, he can deduct 75% of his donation within a limit of €50,000 (US$70,000). In addition, donations are not subject to estate tax.

Donations made by corporations to nonprofit organizations benefit from a tax reduction of up to 60% of the amount of the donation, up to a maximum of 0.05% of their French-source revenues. Donations exceeding the above limitation may be carried forward for five years. Foreign organizations similar to French nonprofit organizations located within the EU or the EU Economic Area have been entitled to such donations since January 1, 2010. An approval from the French tax authorities is required, however.

The report prepared by the General Finance Inspection of the Ministry of Economy, mentioned above, lists several recommendations for promoting private contributions to development assistance. They include clarification of the existing tax rules, an evaluation of the effectiveness of such rules, providing better information to private donors using the German model, acquiring a greater knowledge of private aid and better monitoring it, rethinking the help the state can provide to private donors, politically valorizing private assistance, accelerating the integration of the various European policies on foreign aid, establishing a legal framework for European associations and foundations, and facilitating new ways of giving.

\[^{54}\] The Accra High Level Forum (HLF3) and the Accra Agenda for Action, OECD, DEVELOPMENT CO-OPERATION DIRECTORATE, [http://www.oecd.org/document/3/0,3343,en_2649_3236398_41297219_1_1_1_1,00.html](http://www.oecd.org/document/3/0,3343,en_2649_3236398_41297219_1_1_1_1,00.html) (last visited Aug. 8, 2011).

\[^{55}\] CODE GENERAL DES IMPOTS art. 200, [available at LEGIFRANCE](http://legifrance.gouv.fr/), ([Les codes en vigueur](http://legifrance.gouv.fr/)).

\[^{56}\] Id.

\[^{57}\] Id. art. 885-0 V bis A.

\[^{58}\] Id. art. 238 bis.

\[^{59}\] Rapport 2009-M.089-02, [supra note 7](http://www.oecd.org/document/3/0,3343,en_2649_3236398_41297219_1_1_1_1,00.html).
III. Foreign Aid Appropriations Process

Each autumn, the government presents its draft Finance Law (projet de loi de finances) for the upcoming year. Part one of this document summarizes the state’s resources and authorizes the raising of taxes while part two states the amounts appropriated for each of the state policy missions. Following a recent reform, expenditure-oriented budgets have been replaced by a budget presented in the form of major public policies called “missions.” Each mission comprises a set of programs with their own specific objectives and performance targets. Programs are further broken down into subprograms (actions). This breakdown into subprograms is only advisory and for guidance only. Parliament debates and votes on the missions and the programs within the mission. Each program has a clearly identified coordinator(s). The program coordinator may reallocate appropriations between subprograms or types of expenditures within a program (with the exception of personnel expenditures) for a more flexible management of the appropriations. The draft budget law is examined by Parliament and approved within seventy days of its submission.

The Official Development Assistance Mission comprises twenty-three programs for 2011 with three of them accounting for most of the budget appropriations regarding the cooperation policy. They are as follows:

- **Program 110: Economic and Financial Aid for Development, under the Ministry of Economy and Finance.** This program is the major financial instrument to fight poverty in the world. Most of the funds are directed to multinational development institutions, primarily the International Development Association, which is the World Bank fund for the poorest and the African Fund for Development. Other funds that receive some aid include the Asian Development Fund, the Inter-American Development Bank’s Multilateral Investment Fund, and the Inter-American Development Bank’s Fund for Special Operations. The program also comprises macroeconomic aids and partly deals with the treatment of the debt of poor countries.

- **Program 209: Solidarity with Developing Countries, under the Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs.** This program covers bilateral and multilateral aid. Multilateral aid mainly covers contributions to the European Development Fund, the Global Fund to Fight Aids, and voluntary contributions to various United Nations bodies.
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• **Program 301: Co-development and Migration, under the Ministry of Immigration, Integration, National Identity and Solidarity Development.** The aim of this program is to link migration and development policy in order to facilitate the management of migratory flows. France promotes a policy of supportive development with countries of origin within the framework of agreements for the concerted management of migratory flows. Countries that agree to enter into such agreements with France receive ODA preferential treatment. This program also covers aid granted to encourage immigrants to leave France and voluntarily return to their countries of origin. Program 301 represents a small part of the total aid for the Official Development Assistance Mission.65

There are some other ODA expenditures that can be found in the budget outside of the Official Development Assistance Mission. They are part of other missions and programs whose resources are only partly earmarked for development assistance. They include budget missions such as External Action of the State, Research and Higher Education, Immigration, Asylum and Integration, and Defense and Security. The training of police or gendarmerie forces in developing countries, for example, accounts for a small percentage of the program for the gendarmerie, which is under the Defense and Security Mission.66

Parliament receives a great deal of information on the expenditure determinants. Annual Performance Plans for each mission are attached to the budget proposal. For each program in a mission they set forth the amount to be appropriated, the targets to be met, a cost analysis, the performance indicators, and results obtained in the previous year and expected for the following year.67 A crosscutting policy document entitled “France’s Policy for Development” is also attached to the draft budget. This document presents a synthesis of all the programs that contribute to France’s cooperation policy, its coherence, a comprehensive strategy for performance improvement, and the budgetary resources required. The policy document identifies the programs and the ministries that contribute fully or partly to France’s cooperation policy.68

IV. Implementing Agencies

A. French Development Agency

The main implementing agency for foreign aid is the French Development Agency (*Agence Francaise de Developpement*, AFD), a public establishment created in 1998. Its status is defined by the Monetary and Financial Code.69 It replaces the Central Fund for Economic Cooperation, which operated as a bank and provided loans. AFD is both a public establishment
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in charge of implementing France’s policy in matters of development assistance and a development bank. It is principally monitored by the Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs and the Ministry of Economy. In fact, the Ministry of Economy plays a particularly important role due to the financial establishment status of the AFD. The French State owns AFD capital.\footnote{COUR DES COMPTES, LA PLACE ET LE RÔLE DE L’AGENCE FRANÇAISE DE DÉVELOPPEMENT (AFD) DANS L’AIDE PUBLIQUE AU DÉVELOPPEMENT, http://www.ecomptes.fr/fr/CC/documents/divers/58_2_agence_francaise_developpement.pdf (last visited Aug. 8, 2011).}

The Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs is also directly responsible for the allocations of development funds in some areas. There is a division of tasks between AFD and the Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs. AFD concentrates on reducing poverty, promoting economic development, and preserving public global goods. The Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs is directly responsible for promoting the rule of law, institutional reform, education, and cultural and scientific cooperation.\footnote{Le Dispositif Institutionnel Français: Introduction, supra note 28.}

AFD employs approximately 1,900 persons. Most of its activity is exercised abroad through its network of in-country field offices and bureaus located in developing countries, emerging countries, and the French Overseas Territories.\footnote{AGENCE FRANÇAISE DE DÉVELOPPEMENT, ADF 2010 ANNUAL REPORT 6, http://www.afd.fr/webdav/site/afd/shared/PUBLICATIONS/Colonne-droite/Rapport-annuel-AFD-VA.pdf.} Its governing board of directors comprises sixteen members including six representatives from the French state; two deputies from the National Assembly; one senator; five members chosen for their expertise in economic, financial, or environmental and sustainable issues; and two employee-elected members.\footnote{Code Monétaire et Financier art. R 516-13.}

To fulfill its missions, AFD receives public development funds from its supervisory ministries, the Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs, the Ministry of Economy, and the Ministry of Immigration. In addition, AFD finances itself through bonds issued in international capital markets and private placement.\footnote{AGENCE FRANÇAISE DE DÉVELOPPEMENT, supra note 72, at 17.} AFD has a subsidiary, PROPARCO (Promotion et Participation pour la Cooperation Economique), that encourages private sector investment to promote growth and sustainable development.\footnote{Id. at 20.}

AFD uses a broad range of financial instruments to meet the specific needs of the receiving countries. They include, for example, subsidized long-term loans, grants, and environmental credit lines to banks to encourage them to make loans that will benefit the environment. The French State mandates the geographic areas where AFD operates, mainly sub-Saharan Africa, Asia, and South America.\footnote{Id. at 4.} Finally, AFD manages the French Global Environment Fund on behalf of the Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs.\footnote{Le Dispositif Institutionnel Français: Introduction, supra note 28.}
B. France Expertise Internationale

French Expertise Internationale (FEI) was created by Law 2010-873 of July 27, 2010, on External Action of the State and an implementing Decree of February 25, 2011. It replaces French Cooperation Internationale, which was established by the Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs in 2002. FEI is a public agency that promotes French technical assistance and expertise abroad. It is supervised by the Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs. It carries out the engineering and management of projects financed by the state, local authorities, the EU, multilateral donors, and foreign states in this field. FEI acts either as an implementing agency or in support of a contracting authority for projects its donors or clients have entrusted to it by direct agreement or following a competitive bidding process.

V. Other Types of ‘Aid’

A. Emergency Aid

The main financial instrument used to meet emergency humanitarian situations is the Emergency Humanitarian Fund (Fonds d’urgence humanitaire). In addition to the funds appropriated by the annual Finance Law, the Fund may receive additional contributions from local authorities, individuals, and corporations. It finances various types of actions:

- Direct actions, including shipments of food, medicine, shelter, etc.
- Funding actions implemented through the French Embassy and/or Consulates
- Funding actions implemented by NGOs
- Exceptional contributions to international bodies (e.g., UNICEF, WHO)

Humanitarian action is also indirectly funded through France’s contributions to the EU budget, which support the activities of the European Commission–Humanitarian Aid and Civil Protection.

---
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B. College Scholarships to Foreign Students

Supporting education for developing countries is a major priority for France. Approximately 260,000 foreign students receive higher education at almost no charge in France each year. France also has decided to promote universal primary education and equal access to education for girls and boys between 2010 and 2015, as 75% of illiterate persons worldwide are women. It contributes to the Fast Track Initiative, a partnership of donors and developing countries, multilateral institutions, the private sector, and civil society organizations that want all children around the world to receive a quality education.

France concentrates its education aid on the fourteen priority poor countries and some moderate income African countries with which it has close ties.

C. Foreign Remittances

France supports migrant remittances to developing countries. France took several actions to facilitate these transactions, including lowering transfer costs, promoting more flexible regulations for the transfers, and creating certain types of savings accounts benefiting from a favorable tax treatment where the migrants invest in productive development in their country of origin.

D. Debt Relief

In the highly indebted countries (HIPCs), France uses a debt reduction process by signing Debt-reduction and Development Contracts (contrats de désendettement-développement, C2D), which make it possible for beneficiary states to channel budgetary savings from debt cancellation into spending aimed at reducing poverty. This approach concerns the bilateral ODA debt that is owed to France even after France’s assistance under the enhanced HIPC initiative. This initiative was launched by the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund to ensure that no poor country faces a debt it cannot manage.

---
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Under a C2D the debtor continues to service the remaining ODA debt, but France refinances the same amount through grants. The grant money is then allocated to poverty reduction programs that have been selected by joint agreement between France and the receiving country—generally basic education, primary health care, infrastructure, rural development, and natural resource management.92

E. Innovative Financing

In December 2010, the United Nations General Assembly adopted resolution A/RES/65/146 on innovative mechanisms of financing for development. Innovative financing is aimed at supplementing traditional ODA. The international community has been urged to develop new sources of financing to achieve the Millennium Development Goals. France has been involved in this debate from its beginning. It hosts the permanent secretariat of the Leading Group on Innovative Financing. This group is the main forum for the discussion of innovative financing. It comprises fifty-nine countries and works with the main international organizations, including the World Bank, World Health Organization, United Nations International Children’s Emergency Fund, and nongovernmental organizations.93

Some of the main proposals that have been implemented are as follows:

- **UNITAID**: This international drug purchase facility was created in 2006 by Brazil, Chile, France, Norway, and the United Kingdom. It is funded in particular by a tax on airline tickets adopted by eleven countries including France. UNITAID’s mission is to centralize the purchase of medicines to obtain the best possible price primarily for people located in poor countries in order to treat HIV/AIDS, malaria, and tuberculosis.94

- **International Finance Facility for Immunization (IFFIm)**: IFFIm was created in 2006 by France and the United Kingdom. It is an initiative that raises capital to be managed by the Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization (GAVI) in order to increase access to immunization in developing countries.95

- **Advance Market Commitment (AMC)**: An Advanced Market Commitment is a binding agreement between a government or a financial institution and a pharmaceutical company under which a certain amount of funding is given to such
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company to finance research for vaccines against specific diseases causing high mortality in developing countries.⁹⁶

Additional initiatives are being considered or are already underway. France, for example, supports a tax of 0.005% on financial transactions to fund either food security, education, health, or the fight against climate. Another available mechanism, referred to as Debt2Health, allows a donor to cancel publicly-held debt if the recipient government transfers to the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria an equivalent amount, which is then used by the Fund to increase its health spending in that country.⁹⁷
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Executive Summary

Germany is one of the largest donors of developmental aid, having ranked in the second and fourth places in overall donations in recent years. Germany’s contribution, however, ranks below twelve other countries when measured in terms of a percentage of its Gross National Income (GNI). In 2010, Germany contributed 0.38% of its GNI, yet Germany promises that by 2015 it will meet the 0.7 percent goal that European countries have stipulated.

Germany is engaged in bilateral development cooperation with about fifty countries; among these are poor yet well-governed countries, fragile states that are troubled by conflicts, and some emerging economies that still qualify for aid. Germany aims to make its aid an effective tool for lasting improvements in the partner countries.

German bilateral aid focuses on good governance, education, rural development, climate control, sustainable development, and a strengthening of the private sector. To enhance these goals, the German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development reviews cooperation agreements for effectiveness and partner countries are reviewed for compliance with standards of good government. Germany is reluctant to grant budget support to countries that have not proven their ability to use it wisely.

Germany donates its largest multilateral aid contribution to the European Union but is also a sizable contributor to institutions of the United Nations and the World Bank. In international efforts, Germany often takes a leadership role on the linking of climate control to developmental cooperation.

I. Introduction

A. Official Development Assistance Figures

For the year 2010, Germany reported net distributions of US$12,723 million in official development assistance (ODA) to the Development Cooperation Directorate (DCD-DAC) of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).\(^1\) For 2009, Germany

reported US$12,079 million, and for 2008, it reported US$13,981 million. In 2008, Germany was the second largest donor of net ODA, exceeded only by the United States. In 2009 and 2010, Germany placed fourth among net ODA donors, after the United States, Great Britain, and France.

Germany ranked lower, however, when comparing percentages of Gross National Income (GNI) that were disbursed as ODA. During the period 2008 through 2010, Germany ranked in thirteenth place, having contributed 0.38% of GNI in 2008 and 2010, and 0.35% in 2009. These percentages placed Germany below many European countries, among them several Scandinavian countries and the Netherlands, which had already exceeded the 0.7% of GNI that European countries are expected to meet by 2015. Nevertheless, Germany is hopeful that the goal will be met by 2015, albeit with reliance on private-public partnerships and innovative financing methods to supplement the contribution from tax revenues.

During the period 2008 through 2010, Germany disbursed 60 to 65% of its net ODA in the form of bilateral assistance. Of the remaining 35 to 40% of ODA that Germany disbursed multilaterally, close to 60% consisted of contributions to institutions of the European Union (EU), and another 25% to World Bank institutions, with the bulk going to the International Development Association (IDA), the World Bank’s fund for the poorest countries. Germany’s overall multilateral contribution during this period made it the largest donor of multilateral aid worldwide.
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2 Id.
6 *Geber im Vergleich 2010*, supra note 4.
10 Id.
B. Private Contribution Figures

Germany has many nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and philanthropic foundations that provide aid to developing countries.\(^{12}\) For the year 2010, the German Statistical Office reported a total of €1,105 million (about US$1,461 million) in nongovernmental developmental aid. Thirty-one percent of this private aid went to Africa, 27% to Asia, and 28% to the Americas.\(^{13}\) The Statistical Office compiles these figures on the basis of voluntary reports of the donors. Only aid that lives up to international standards is included. Disbursements that private parties channel through governmental organizations are not captured as private aid but are included in the ODA report to DCD-DAC.\(^{14}\)

C. Snapshot of Foreign Aid Activity

Germany began giving assistance to the developing world in the 1950s,\(^{15}\) after Germany itself had been the recipient of massive aid in the form of the Marshall Plan.\(^{16}\) Germany’s commitment to foreign aid is rooted in historic, political, economic, ecological, and moral considerations. Of these, the moral argument—the desire to help those in need—is the most prevalent justification in the eyes of the German population.\(^{17}\)

From a historical perspective, Germany feels some responsibility to provide aid to its former colonies, particularly to the country of Namibia,\(^{18}\) where German forces committed genocide in the first decade of the twentieth century.\(^{19}\) Aside from this historic motive, Germany currently does not have any specific foreign policy consideration in its developmental aid program.\(^{20}\) In Germany, as elsewhere, foreign aid’s potential to enhance stability, deter terrorism, and reduce migratory movements is appreciated.\(^{21}\) To promote these goals, Germany


\(^{14}\) Id.


\(^{16}\) Der Marshall-Plan und ein Blick zurück, VERSICHERUNGSWIRTSCHAFT 820 (1987).


\(^{18}\) Id. at 2.


\(^{20}\) Until 1990, West Germany used developmental aid to influence recipient countries to refuse international law recognition to East Germany. *See* Andersen, supra note 17, at 2.

\(^{21}\) Id.
encourages the political participation of the populations of partner countries in both local and national matters. In addition, German developmental policy aims to strengthen civil society, improve laws, and make governments more accountable in the partner countries.22

From an economic perspective, Germany adheres to the belief that economic development is essential to overall sustainable development23 and therefore promotes the development of the private sector in partner countries.24 Germany has in the past concentrated on cooperating with countries that show some prospect for improvement. This has led the OECD Peer Review of 2005 to suggest that Germany did not focus enough on the least developed countries and recommended giving more aid to sub-Saharan Africa.25 It appears that Germany heeded these admonitions and increased its involvement in sub-Saharan Africa,26 sending it about 26% of German bilateral ODA in 2009.27

Germany is engaged in development cooperation with over fifty partner countries. Included among these are poor yet well-governed, developing countries; fragile states that are troubled by conflict; and some emerging economies that still qualify for aid.28 In choosing partner countries, Germany considers whether German cooperation would be useful from a global perspective and whether the government in the potential partner country is willing to reform. Other criteria are the poverty of the country and any historical or political links to Germany.29

Bilateral assistance is given in the form of financial aid, technical cooperation, and/or personal consultation. Germany refers to its developmental aid as “developmental cooperation,” thus stressing the partnership aspect of the relationship. Germany feels strongly that developmental cooperation should have lasting effects in the partner country,30 as envisioned by the Paris Declaration.31


25 PEER REVIEW, supra note 11, at 56 (referring to the 2005 Peer Review).


28 GERMAN DEVELOPMENT POLICY, supra note 23, at 8.

29 Id.

30 Coalition Agreement, supra note 24.

German cooperation projects focus on good governance, education, health, rural development, climate protection, environmental protection, resource management, and encouragement of business and the private sector. Germany devotes considerable resources to projects that have a favorable effect on climate control. In addition, Germany has taken the lead in international efforts that link development aid with climate control and other environmental issues.

II. Legal Framework

A. Regulation of ODAs

1. Overview

In Germany, the granting of ODA is a matter of policy formulated by the executive branch of government. Some experts have decried the lack of a statutory basis for developmental aid, yet have conceded that the existing parliamentary oversight of the executive branch is sufficient to meet constitutional requirements.

German policy on developmental cooperation professes to be based on adherence to the principles of

- the United Nations Millennium Goals of 2000,
- the Monterrey Consensus of the International Conference on Financing for Development,
- the Paris Declaration of 2005, and

---

32 Coalition Agreement, supra note 24.
33 Id.
35 The Constitution grants the Federal Chancellor (head of the executive branch of government) broad powers to shape the general policy for the government, GRUNDGESETZ FÜR DIE BUNDESREPUBLIK DEUTSCHLAND [BASIC LAW], May 23, 1949, BUNDESGESETZBLATT [BGBl.] 1, as amended, art. 65, thus eliminating the need for legislation for matters that fall within the power of the executive branch.
37 The 0.7% Target: An In-Depth Look, UN MILLENNIUM PROJECT (Commissioned by the Secretary General and Supported by the UN Development Group), http://www.unmillenniumproject.org/press/07.htm (last visited Oct. 7, 2011).
the Accra Agenda for Action of 2008.\textsuperscript{40}

Germany, however, is not entirely in agreement with the preference for budget support over other modalities of aid that is expressed or implied in the Paris Declaration\textsuperscript{41} and the Accra Agenda.\textsuperscript{42} Germany favors a more differentiated approach to minimize the risks inherent in budgetary assistance.\textsuperscript{43}

German policy on developmental aid was most recently formulated in the coalition agreement of October 26, 2009, of the parties forming the government during the seventeenth legislative period.\textsuperscript{44} These principles stress

- applying minimum standards regarding the rule of law and the observance of human rights;
- sustaining the fight against hunger and structural deficiencies in the spirit of the UN Millennium Goals;
- strengthening good governance, self-determination, and self-help capabilities through strengthening civil society; and
- harnessing business and industry to foster sustainable economic development.\textsuperscript{45}

German policy on developmental aid appears to be supported by a broad consensus of the political powers.\textsuperscript{46} Nevertheless, criticism has often been expressed from both the right and the left. Whereas some domestic critics find German developmental policy inefficient and its implementation wasteful,\textsuperscript{47} humanitarian aid organizations deplore the recent German emphasis on cooperation with the private sector.\textsuperscript{48}


\textsuperscript{40} Accra Agenda for Action, Sept. 4, 2008, \textit{reprinted in OECD, The Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness and the Accra Agenda for Action 15}, \url{http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/30/63/43911948.pdf}.

\textsuperscript{41} BMZ, \textit{Die Implementierung der Pariser Erklärung: Fallstudie Deutschland. Kurzfassung der Evaluierung 3} (July 2008), \url{http://www.bmz.de/de/publikationen/reihen/evaluierungen/evaluierungsberichte_ab_2006/EvalBericht040.pdf}.

\textsuperscript{42} BUDGETHILFE ALS INSTRUMENT DER ENTWICKLUNGSZUSAMMENARBEIT 21 (Gerhard Wahlers ed., 2007), \url{http://www.kas.de/wf/doc/kas_15210-544-1-30.pdf}.

\textsuperscript{43} See infra notes 93–95 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{44} Coalition Agreement, \textit{supra} note 24.

\textsuperscript{45} GERMAN DEVELOPMENT POLICY, \textit{supra} note 23, at 6.

\textsuperscript{46} PEER REVIEW, \textit{supra} note 23, at 11, at 39.

\textsuperscript{47} Manfred Neumann, BAYERISCHE VERWALTUNGSBLÄTTER 587 (2005).

\textsuperscript{48} TERRE DES HOMMES, \textit{The Reality of Aid 2010: A Critical Assessment of German Development Policy} 1 (18th Report, 2010), \url{http://www.welthungerhilfe.de/fileadmin/media/pdf/Wirklichkeit_Entwicklungshilfe/Wirklichkeit_englisch-Kurzfassung_18_2010_Internet.pdf}. 
2. Implementing Agencies

The Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (Bundesministerium für wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit und Entwicklung, BMZ) shapes developmental policy for approval by the Federal Cabinet. The BMZ also decides on the bilateral developmental projects that will be undertaken. These, however, are implemented by government-owned corporations that act on a private law basis, although subordinated to the BMZ.

The BMZ is not the only federal ministry that makes and implements policy on developmental cooperation. The Federal Ministry of Finance is instrumental in the budget process (see discussion, infra). Other ministries are involved through consultations and oversight. Among these is the Federal Ministry for Environment, Nature Conservation, and Nuclear Safety on projects and issues relating to the environment. The Federal Foreign Office (Auswärtiges Amt) administers humanitarian aid. Even the Federal Ministry of Defense cooperates at times with civilian developmental aid organizations when the participation of the military is needed for a project that provides humanitarian and developmental aid.

The BMZ is staffed by about 600 civil servants. About fifty of these serve in the field, on a rotating basis, either in partner countries or with international organizations. The BMZ is structured into four directorates. One of these is in charge of administrative tasks and cooperation with NGOs, private companies, the German states and municipalities, and other contributors to developmental aid. The other three directorates specialize in geographic areas. In addition, the BMZ has a special auditing and evaluation unit, and a Scholarly Council (Wissenschaftlicher Beirat beim BMZ) that advises the BMZ on policy issues and publishes many of its findings.

Developmental aid is implemented by government-owned companies that provide either technical or financial assistance. These, in turn, have contractual relationships with the relevant

---


50 German Development Policy, supra note 23, at 9.

51 Andersen, supra note 17, at 3.


organizations in the partner countries. The BMZ supervises the aid work of the German implementing companies.57

Recently, Germany reformed its implementing organizations for technical cooperation by merging three companies into one: the newly created German Company for Technical Cooperation (Deutsche Gesellschaft für internationale Zusammenarbeit, GIZ).58 The GIZ commenced operations on January 1, 2011. Through the merger, Germany hopes to streamline operations, avoid duplication, and increase efficiency and transparency.59

GIZ works not only for the BMZ but also on behalf of other German ministries, and cooperates with German states and municipalities as well as with public and private sector clients in Germany and abroad. It appears that compared to the former companies, GIZ functions more like a business and puts more emphasis on involving the private sector, both in Germany and in the partner countries.60

The implementing company for financial assistance is KfW Development Finance (KfW Entwicklungsbank), one of the banks in the government-owned KfW bank group.61 Financial cooperation with private parties in the partner countries is carried out by the German Investment and Development Company.62

In addition to these major players in developmental cooperation, there are many other actors. There are some highly specialized agencies along with development programs of states and municipalities. Moreover, much partnering occurs between the governmental agencies and private organizations.63

3. Restrictions – Tied Aid

Germany has not entirely lived up to the recommendations on untying aid that were made by the OECD/DAC and the Accra Action Plan.64 Especially with respect to technical


59 Id.


61 KfW ENTWICKLUNGSBANK, http://www.kfw-entwicklungsbank.de/EN_Home/index.jsp (last visited Nov. 7, 2011). Other members of the KfW group carry out domestic subsidies and provide export banking services. Id. (click on KfW Group).


63 Andersen, supra note 17, at 3.

64 Untying Aid: The Right to Choose, OECD, DEVELOPMENT CO-OPERATION DIRECTORATE, http://www.oecd.org/document/50/0,3746,en_2649_33721_46345330_1_1_1_1,00.html (last visited Nov. 7, 2011).
cooperation, Germany often insists on the use of German equipment. Moreover, the federal budget often specifies that technical assistance is to be provided directly by German services. According to some critics, German equipment is costly, even though there is general agreement on its high quality. In 2008, 41% of German technical assistance was provided in the form of tied aid. Germany, however, has promised reform.

4. Discretionary Aid

Expenditures for developmental cooperation are authorized through the annual budget. It appears that, from a budgetary point of view, these expenditures are generally discretionary. Budgetary law provides that appropriations enable an agency to disburse funds and to incur obligations, without requiring that the appropriated funds be spent. Instead, the law requires that appropriated funds be used economically, in accordance with budgetary principles. To provide flexibility, the annual budget allows for the transfer of some unused funds to other designated appropriations. Generally, it appears, however, that the authorized funds have been expended in recent years.

The budget process takes into consideration that agencies incur obligations or adopt plans that need to be funded over several years and spells out what funds will be allocated over the required period. Such multiyear appropriations are particularly common for developmental aid. The appropriation for contributions to international organizations often spans several years. For some appropriations, however, the budget explains that the Federal Cabinet may decide to withhold promised contributions if other contributor countries are not living up to their obligations.
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69 Budget 2011 ch. 23. Although the law allows for annual or biannual budgets, Haushaltsgesetzes (HGrG), Aug. 19, 1969, BGBL. I, 1273 as amended, § 9, the budget until now has been an annual budget.
70 HGrG § 3.
71 Id. § 6.
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In the appropriations for both financial and technical bilateral aid the budget often spells out that contributions must be made in accordance with specified guidelines. For measures that do not fall within the framework of these guidelines, individual approval by parliamentary committees is often required. Specific parliamentary approval is also required for each grant of budget support and engagement in a silent partnership.

5. Oversight

The developmental policy of the Federal Cabinet and the work of the BMZ are subject to parliamentary oversight exercised in various ways, including committee hearings, reports of the executive branch of government, and the parliamentary right of questioning the Federal Cabinet on any issue. In the Federal Diet (Deutscher Bundestag), the representative chamber of the bicameral federal legislature, the Committee on Economic Cooperation and Development (Ausschuss für wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit und Entwicklung), is primarily responsible for overseeing developmental policy and its implementation.

As with all governmental spending, the implementation of developmental cooperation policy is subject to the scrutiny of the Federal Court of Audit, an independent quasi-judicial body charged with examining the efficient administration of public funds. The Federal Court of Audit monitors all governmental spending through spot-checks. In addition, the Court may study problems in depth and make recommendations to the legislative and executive branches of government.

Within the BMZ, an internal but independent unit continuously monitors German developmental policy and implementation for effectiveness. This subdivision of the BMZ provides the guidelines for internal and external evaluations in observance of the criteria provided by OECD/DAC. The German implementing organizations carry out the evaluations for their spheres of operation, and these evaluations involve a great deal of monitoring of the participating organizations and companies in the partner countries.

In addition, the BMZ has a program of evaluations. These focus periodically on specific topics and also provide biannual reviews of relations with individual partner countries. In
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addition to its own evaluations, the BMZ also relies on external appraisers. Evaluations are made public. They serve to inform the German people on how effective aid has been. The published evaluation reports range from a description of German aid to a specific country (such as a report on aid to Burkina Faso in 2006) to an evaluation in 2007 on how effectively the Paris Declaration had been implemented by Germany at that time.

In March 2009, the BMZ published an updated operational plan for its implementation of the Paris Declaration and the Accra Action Plan in which Germany reiterated its commitment to monitoring and evaluating aid effectiveness. German implementation of these international instruments focuses on accountability, both domestically and at the level of the partner countries, and envisions the development of international accountability mechanisms.

6. Policy Considerations of the Partner Countries

The German system of developmental cooperation seems sufficiently flexible to adjust to acceptable legal or political requirements in a partner country while at the same time being well-equipped to identify and reject policies of a partner country that are at odds with German principles. Germany designs most of its cooperation projects individually, in negotiations with the partner country. Moreover, every second year, the BMZ meets with each partner country and addresses any lingering concerns on issues such as good governance or human rights. The overall plan for assistance for the partner country is then agreed upon, and details are then further negotiated between the German implementing organizations and the involved organizations of the partner country. Under this detailed approach, Germany appears to have control over any objectionable policies or wasteful procedures of the partner country with respect to how German aid will be used, and is able to identify and reject them.

This German attention to detailed supervision may explain why Germany is somewhat skeptical about budget support. In 2009, only 9% of German ODA fell into this category, and the conditions that Germany imposes for this type of aid specify a high degree of democratization in the recipient country. Germany is apprehensive that this type of general aid may foster corruption and encourage centralization in countries that lack a stable political
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climate and do not practice a reasonable degree of transparency. The German Federal Court of Audit reviewed this type of aid in 2008 and recommended that it be given only to countries with which Germany is already cooperating and that have a reasonable level of good governance.

Germany has given much thought to advancing democratization and encouraging the participation of recipient countries’ populations in decision-making processes. To achieve these goals, Germany encourages the recipient countries to enact and enforce laws that give the population substantive rights of participation safeguarded by procedural rules. In addition, Germany encourages governments that function and are transparent. Germany is well aware of the complexity and difficulty of the task and the need for a varied and flexible approach that involves nongovernmental actors in addition to governmental aid.

**B. Regulation of Private Contributions**

1. Taxation

German law exempts nonprofit corporations, associations, and foundations from corporate income tax liability and allows individuals and corporations to deduct up to 20% of their annual income for qualifying nonprofit purposes. Alternatively, corporations and individual business owners can elect to be limited in their qualifying nonprofit spending by an amount that equals 0.04% of the sum of their annual turnover plus the total of wages paid. In addition, individual taxpayers may deduct up to €1 million (about US$1.28 million) over a one- to ten-year period if they donate funds toward the establishment of a charitable foundation.

Developmental cooperation qualifies as a tax-favored nonprofit purpose provided that it lives up to the general criteria for beneficial tax treatment of charitable purposes. These require that the benevolent activities that a German developmental aid organization carries out abroad serve to enhance the image of Germany and that the donor organization is not
subversive or extremist and does not engage in such conduct. EU law appears to require that donations to charitable organizations located in other EU member states also qualify for the German tax exemptions.

Until 2007, the law clearly indicated that tax-exempt nonprofit organizations had to be located in Germany to enjoy tax-exempt status and for donors to qualify for tax deductions. Changes in the law in 2007 and 2009 have opened the possibility of a tax deduction for donations to nonprofit organizations located abroad, as long as they benefit either German residents or Germany’s image. This new rule, however, is controversial; the tax authority is challenging its constitutionality and its application is uncertain.

2. Subsidies and Cooperation with Government

Germany has many NGOs that provide developmental assistance. Among them are medical associations and other providers of health services, associations assisting a particular country, and religious communities that operate schools and hospitals (see section IV.B, below for the differentiation between the religious and nonreligious activities of religious communities). These organizations may obtain subsidies for developmental aid projects and also engage in cooperative projects with the BMZ. Under either of these circumstances, the private donor organizations are bound by any governing guidelines and directives that the BMZ may have issued.

Political foundations also partner with government developmental aid organizations and are eligible for subsidies. Political foundations are civic associations that have a close relationship with a political party. In developing countries, they provide civic education and encourage democratization. Despite their relationship with a particular political party, political foundations may be recipients of governmental subsidies for their work in civic education, as long as certain safeguards are met that guarantee their independence from the political party.
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German NGOs may also request assistance from the EU’s developmental aid office. Such cooperation is governed by EU policies, as expressed in EU Regulation 1905/2006.

III. Foreign Aid Appropriations Process

Federal developmental aid is appropriated in the course of the annual budgetary process of the Federation. Each Ministry prepares a budget for its sphere of competence, and the Federal Ministry of Finance reviews the ministerial budgets and compiles them into one draft budget. After the Federal Cabinet approves the draft budget, it is submitted to both chambers of the bicameral federal legislature.

The Federal Council, the Chamber representing the states, notifies the Federal Diet of any comments it may have. In the Federal Diet, the Budget Committee reviews the draft budget. After the Federal Diet approves the draft budget, the Federal Council is asked for its consent. Disagreements are resolved through a conciliation committee. After the Parliament approves the budget, the Federal President signs and promulgates it as a federal law.

Although the budget generally lists annual expenditures, the law permits the inclusion of expenditures for future years to cover long-term obligations. The appropriations for developmental aid frequently employ such commitment plans. These may span periods of three to five years or may be open-ended.

Commitment plans are used for obligating developmental funds to the EU and to international organizations. These plans may include reservations allowing the Federal Cabinet to block funds if other contributor countries do not live up to their obligations. They may also require the consent of parliamentary committees to unblock funds.
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IV. Other Types of ‘Aid’

A. Emergency Aid

The federal budget contains an allocation for emergency aid to be granted in conflicts, catastrophes, and crises. This allocation serves to finance food, infrastructure, water, sewage services, social services, housing, transportation, encouragement of self-help, and assistance for refugees. The BMZ administers this appropriation. It may act on its own or make contributions through the UN Central Emergency Response Fund. To the extent that cash grants are given, guidelines must be observed.

In addition, Germany provides humanitarian assistance through the Federal Foreign Office. The appropriation for this assistance allocates funds for catastrophes and also for human rights efforts, and to help other countries become more democratic.

B. Religious Ministries

In Germany, the largest nongovernmental foreign aid donors are religious ministries, particularly the Roman Catholic Church and the Evangelical Church in Germany. Germany, however, does not categorize religious activities as developmental aid. According to German statistical guidelines, expenditures incurred to propagate or observe a faith or religious belief, build churches or sanctuaries, and train clergy cannot be included in the statistics for private foreign aid contributions. Only to the extent that religious communities provide developmental aid or humanitarian assistance may the expenditures incurred by such activities be reported to the Federal Statistical Office as private foreign aid.

Moreover, the budget appropriation for subsidizing developmental aid provided by religious ministries clearly specifies that religious activities are not subsidized in this context, and that BMZ guidelines must be observed for expenditures and commitments. The subsidization of church-sponsored developmental aid is not surprising in Germany, given the fact that domestically, partnerships between the government and religious communities are not unusual in matters relating to education, health, and social services.

123 Id. tit. 687 20.
124 Id.
126 Budget 2011, ch. 5, tit. 07.
127 Andersen, supra note 17, at 7.
128 Entwicklungszusammenarbeit, supra note 13.
129 Id.
130 Budget 2011, ch. 23, tit. 896 04.
131 SOZIALRECHTSHANDBUCH 1040 (Bernd Baron von Maydell et al. eds., 2008).
C. Scholarships for Foreign Students

The German states grant scholarships for higher education to students from developing countries.\textsuperscript{132} This type of aid is included in ODA in the German report to OECD/DAC.\textsuperscript{133} In fact, the educational expenditures of the states for students from developing countries constitute a substantial contribution to German ODA. In 2006 such aid amounted to 9% of German ODA for the year.\textsuperscript{134}

D. Remittances

Germany is aware of the importance of remittances sent home by foreign workers to developing countries.\textsuperscript{135} To make such money transfers less expensive, GIZ maintains a website that lists the costs of transfers and describes the terms of doing business offered by banks and transfer services.\textsuperscript{136}
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Executive Summary

In the last decade India has increasingly transitioned toward becoming an “emerging donor” country. As part of its “South-South” strategy, India seeks to use its foreign aid programs as a tool to further its own economic, political, and strategic interests, while also taking into account the needs of the recipient country. Its foreign assistance spending consists of grants, preferential loans, contributions to international organizations and international financial institutions, and subsidies for preferential bilateral loans. However, rather than organizing its aid programs under one unified aid agency, India’s development assistance is channeled through a variety of ministries and government departments, including the Ministry of External Affairs and the Ministry of Finance.

I. Introduction

A. Official Development Assistance Figures

Although traditionally considered largely as a recipient of foreign aid, India in the last decade has increasingly transitioned toward becoming an “emerging donor” country. The Indian government does not release official figures on the amount it spends on foreign development assistance or “report its aid flows to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) Development Assistance Committee (DAC).” Therefore, most figures are approximate, based on how foreign assistance activities are allocated in India’s annual budget.

The OECD estimates that India spent US$539 million in 2009–10 on foreign assistance. In 2010, according to its annual budget, the Indian government allocated US$785 million for aid-related activities. An analysis by the Real Instituto Ecan found that budget allocations for aid-
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related activities have grown at “a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 6.9% from 2004 to 2010.”

B. Private Contribution Figures

Data could only be found in relation to government-related foreign assistance programs. No information could be found on private contributions.

C. Snapshot of Foreign Aid Activity

India has been providing significant economic and military aid to neighboring countries in South Asia since the 1950s, soon after its independence. It is only in the last decade, however, that India has relied on foreign assistance as an increasingly important foreign policy tool to further its own economic, political, and strategic interests.

According to economist Dweep Chanana, there are three parts to India’s foreign assistance spending: “grants and preferential bilateral loans to governments, contributions to international organisations (IOs) and financial institutions (IFIs), and subsidies for preferential bilateral loans provided through the Export Import (EXIM) Bank of India.”

As mentioned above, India has traditionally given foreign aid mainly to neighboring countries. Even today a large proportion of its foreign aid goes to surrounding countries like Bhutan, Afghanistan, Nepal, and Burma. According to experts, India is “one of the five largest donors to Afghanistan with commitments of over $1 billion since 2001.”

In the last decade, however, India has increasingly attempted to broaden its influence through its aid programs. In particular, aid to Africa has grown at a “compound annual growth rate of 22% over the past ten years” from 1998–1999. In 2007, in a joint initiative with the African Union (AU), India helped set up “a pan-African e-network to connect schools and hospitals in Africa with top institutions in India.” Moreover, in 2008, after an India-Africa Business Summit, India “pledged $500 million in concessional credit facilities to eight resource

---
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rich West-African nations.” In May 2011, at the second annual Africa-India forum summit, India announced a $5 billion credit line for African countries over the next three years.

Besides awarding development aid in the form of grants, loans, and project assistance, India also operates programs for training and technical assistance. The Indian Technical and Economic Cooperation (ITEC) Programme has operated as India’s flagship foreign assistance program. It primarily provides technical assistance and training to scholars and leaders of other developing countries. According to the Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) website:

Under ITEC and its corollary SCAAP (Special Commonwealth Assistance for Africa Programme), 158 countries in Asia & the Pacific, Africa, Latin America & the Caribbean and East & Central Europe are invited to share in the Indian development experience, acquired since its Independence. It has six components, viz. (i) Training (civilian and defence) in India of nominees from ITEC partner countries; (ii) Projects and project related activities such as feasibility studies and consultancy services; (iii) Deputation of Indian experts abroad; (iv) Study tours; (v) Gifting/Donation of equipment; and (vi) Aid for Disaster Relief.

In the last decade, India’s contributions to multilateral organizations have also increased significantly. According to Chanana,

[i]n 2004, India lent over $400 million in hard currency to Brazil, Burundi, and Indonesia under the International Monetary Fund’s (IMF) financial transactions plan (FTP). In 2005, India became the 15th largest donor to the World Food Programme. And last year India’s voting share in the IMF increased slightly, addressing a long-standing demand.

II. Legal Framework

A. Regulation of ODA

1. Overview

According to an International Development Research Centre report, India “does not adhere to any standard definition of development assistance. What the country calls ‘overseas development assistance’ is often a mixed bag of project assistance, purchase subsidies, lines of credit, travel costs, and technical training costs incurred by the Indian government.”

10 Ramachandran & Waltz, supra note 8.
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2. Restrictions

Although under its 2003 new aid policy, India refuses to accept tied aid from other donor countries, much of its own development assistance is tied. According to Chanana, the development assistance India provides is “unconditional but often tied, with a substantial part spent in India. For instance, the flagship ITEC programme provides training in India for visiting delegates, while many EXIM bank lines of credit (LOCs) require the purchase of Indian goods or services.” A Chatham House working paper notes that “India’s new aid policy was far from unique in that it was driven not by pure altruism, but primarily from the domestic and international political and economic benefits that would accrue from it.”

3. Policy Considerations

One could attribute a number of political, economic, and strategic objectives to India’s foreign assistance programs. According to Chanana, “India has increasingly sought to expand its activities as a donor, both to reposition itself as an emerging power and to use aid as an instrument for engaging with other developing countries.”

India has traditionally seen its development assistance as “a component of a South-South cooperation in which countries interact with each other as partners at an equal level.” The First Secretary of the Permanent Mission of India to the United Nations Office at Geneva, speaking on a joint initiative between India and the AU, stated that “South-South cooperation has always been an important policy plank for India, and as part of this objective we are building a relationship of partnership for mutual benefit with Africa, not one of donor-recipent.” Therefore, India is not shy in acknowledging that the development assistance it provides can be to “further Indian interests abroad and to promote its own economic situation.”

According to a briefing paper by the Friedrich Ebert Stiftung Foundation,

> [the “Indian Development Assistance Scheme” (IDEAS), a successor-programme to the 2003 “Indian Development Initiative,” covers the large part of India’s donor activities, and is explicitly designed to increase Indian exports, to promote economic relations to other developing countries and to support India’s strategic interests abroad. Development assistance, as a complementary foreign policy tool, is intended here especially to

---
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• open up new markets for Indian companies,
• guarantee energy security,
• strengthen India’s negotiating position in international fora,
• further diversify the country’s alliance and partner structure, and
• strengthen regional security, suppress separationist movements and terrorist activities in South Asia and thereby also guarantee the security of the nation itself.22

The other side of India’s South-South strategy is to also take into account the needs and interests of the aid recipient. Chanana states that “India attaches far fewer conditionalities to its grants and also gives beneficiaries a greater voice in the process.”23 Moreover, he states, “India focuses on smaller interventions, allows recipient countries to define their own priorities and encourages mutual economic growth and long-term trade linkages rather than purely a development impact.”24 Therefore, the overall objective is focused on “promoting goodwill” and “local capacity.” However, some experts, like Bijoy, believe that “there are indications that India is moving from exerting soft to hard power. The goodwill generated could very well get diluted with India emerging as a major donor.”25

4. Discretionary Aid

India’s foreign development assistance programs may be characterized as discretionary aid because spending is determined through a budget appropriation process every year.

5. Oversight

It appears that there are very few oversight mechanisms and safeguards against corruption. According to Vijaya Ramachandran, a senior fellow at the Center for Global Development, “[n]o official records of aid disbursements are kept, either by the Ministry of External Affairs or the Ministry of Finance.”26

B. Regulation of Private Contributions

There does not appear to be any regulation of private contributions.
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III. Foreign Aid Appropriations Process

India’s annual budget proposal is prepared by the Ministry of Finance (MoF) on the basis of proposals from each ministry of the Indian government. Each department and ministry submits an expenditure proposal known as a “demand of grants.” After the MoF presents the Budget proposal to the Indian Parliament for discussion and scrutiny, all demands of grants must be passed by the Indian Parliament. Subsequently an appropriations bill is introduced to authorize the Indian government to draw funds from government revenue.

Funding for foreign assistance programs is channeled through multiple ministries of the Indian government. For example, in the Ministry of External Affairs’ expenditure proposal, foreign assistance is allocated under the title of “Technical and Economic Cooperation With Other Countries.” According to the Notes on Demand of Grants 2011-2012, “[t]his budget head caters to India’s multilateral and bilateral aid and assistance programmes to neighbouring and other developing countries.”

As will be discussed below, foreign assistance is also channeled through the MoF. The MoF’s expenditure proposal for 2011-2012 includes a separate allocation for contributions to IFIs (the World Bank and IMF). Also, a separate budget is allocated for contributions to the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP). Other multilateral assistance is under the heading of “International Cooperation,” which represents India’s contribution to the following entities:

- International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD)
- Commonwealth Fund for Technical Co-operation (CFTC)
- Technical Assistance Scheme of the Asian Development Bank (ADB)
- Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
- Network on Fiscal Relations
- Technical Cooperation with African Development Bank (AfDB)

India has also entered into numerous bilateral cooperation agreements for the provision of foreign aid, including the following:

- Line of Credit Agreement worth $1 billion was signed in Dhaka on August 7, 2010, between EXIM Bank of India and Government of Bangladesh.

---
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• In December 2009, twelve MoUs were signed in the areas of hydropower, narcotics, IT, medicine, agriculture, civil aviation, and environment between India and Bhutan.  

• In Nepal, India contributes to various development projects in the areas of health, infrastructure, rural development, and education.  

IV. Implementing Agencies

Although India does not have a dedicated aid agency, most aid work is conducted through multiple programs operating within different ministries of the Indian government. According to Dweep Chanana, “the Ministry of External Affairs plays a coordinating function” while the other “individual ministries have their own objectives and budgets both for bilateral programmes and for the funding of International Organisations.”

The MEA plays the principal role in providing development aid through grants and project assistance. According to the German Development Institute (DIE), “MEA has various institutional arrangements under its wings, such as the Indian Technical and Economic Cooperation (ITEC) Programme, Aid to African countries through Special Commonwealth Assistance Programme for Africa (SCAAP), [and] Bilateral Aid to neighboring and other developing countries.”

Budget allocations for development assistance are also channeled through the MoF. According to the 2011-2012 Annual Budget, India provides development assistance to both Sri Lanka and Cambodia through the Finance Ministry. Moreover, the MoF’s Department of Economic Affairs has been extending Lines of Credit to other developing foreign countries. According to the MoF website, one of the Department’s major functions is “Government of India Supported Lines of Credit (LOCs) routed through EXIM Bank of India to countries of Asia (Excluding Bangladesh, Nepal, Bhutan) Africa, CIS region and Latin American region[,] which are being extended under the Indian Development and Economic Assistance Scheme (IDEAS).”

---
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The size of contributions to the World Food Programme is decided by the Ministry of Agriculture.\textsuperscript{36} However, the MEA still determines which countries should be recipients of the assistance.\textsuperscript{37}

Under the 2007–2008 Budget, the Indian government proposed the creation of a unified aid agency called the India International Development Cooperation Agency (IIDCA), “which would consolidate Indian aid and allow for larger projects.”\textsuperscript{38} However, progress has stalled and the agency has yet to be established. Consequently, according to the German Development Institute, “India’s development cooperation policy remains fragmented in the responsibility of various ministries.”\textsuperscript{39}

V. Other Types of ‘Aid’

India also provides scholarships to overseas students through the Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR) scholarship scheme.\textsuperscript{40}
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Executive Summary

Israel’s official development assistance (ODA) in 2010 amounted to 0.065% of its gross national income (GNI). Israel’s ODA has traditionally focused on the agricultural sector, rural regional planning, youth programs, women’s empowerment, and medical assistance.

Israel’s ODA budget is allocated to a number of government agencies, including Bank of Israel, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs through MASHAV (the Department for International Cooperation), the Ministry of Finance, and the Ministry of Industry, Trade, and Labor. The total budget allocation of each ministry is based on parliamentary approval of the government request for budget allocations. The amounts that are subsequently spent on foreign aid by each ministry and by Bank of Israel are subject to the government’s discretion.

Israeli foreign assistance to developing countries is managed mainly by MASHAV, the department dedicated for this purpose at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. MASHAV’s activities focus on areas in which Israel has a comparative advantage and/or has acquired expertise. In exercising its responsibilities MASHAV cooperates with local partners and targets grassroots community-driven development in recipient countries. MASHAV also engages in cooperation with other development organizations and funds numerous training projects in Israel as well as in developing countries. The administration and financial management of MASHAV’s activities are handled by a government company called Igud. The activities of both MASHAV and Igud are subject to oversight by the office of the State Comptroller.

Although no specific restrictions regarding tied aid were identified in current Israeli legislation, some general restrictions on trade with enemy countries or entities and cooperation with organizations that are viewed as supporting activities against principles of the state may apply to transactions involving foreign aid.

Having first started five decades ago, Israel’s ODA, in particular its bilateral aid budget, has fluctuated over time. The shifts in both the amounts as well as the recipient countries reflect geopolitical trends relating to changing alliances in the context of the Arab-Israeli conflict. Israel is committed to the UN
Millennium Development Goals, which were reaffirmed at the MDG Summit held in New York in September 2010.

I. Introduction

A. Official Development Assistance Figures

Israel joined the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) on May 10, 2010,1 and has made a commitment to pursue2 the United Nations Millennium Development Goals that were reaffirmed at the New York MDG Summit in September 2010.3

As an OECD member-state Israel is expected to reach the target goal of contributing 0.7% of its gross national income (GNI) to official development assistance.4 According to OECD statistics, Israel’s gross as well as net disbursement figures were US$140.55 million for 2010 (net disbursements reported by the OECD as $123.75 million for bilateral aid and $16.79 million for multilateral aid) and US$123.9 million for 2009 (both net and gross disbursements reported by the OECD as $107.52 million for bilateral aid and $16.38 million for multilateral aid).5 This latter amount constituted 0.065% of Israel’s GNI in 2009.6 A Tel Aviv University study published in June 2009 suggested that this small budget, as compared with the strong
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Israeli contribution to foreign aid in Israel’s early days, reflects the weak public and political support for Israeli foreign aid in recent years.\(^7\)

**B. Private Contribution Figures**

Although no specific figures for private contributions have been identified, one of the recommendations of the 2009 Tel Aviv University study was to develop a nonprofit, private sector in Israel that would bring Israeli expertise to assist the developing world.\(^8\) To encourage such development the report further suggested supporting the establishment of “development-technology incubators” that would provide seed money for Israeli entrepreneurship in the field of development and professional support for Israeli consultants and companies interested in submitting bids for beneficiary and aid organization funding.\(^9\)

In addition, the report proposes to accord Israeli nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) that engage in foreign aid activities abroad the same tax-exempt status currently enjoyed by similar organizations that are active within Israel.\(^10\)

**C. Snapshot of Foreign Aid Activity**

**General Principles and Focus**

Israel’s aid to developing countries began ten years after its independence, when Israel itself was a developing country. Its assistance to other developing countries is said to have been based on the Jewish principle of *Tikun Olam*—literally, “repair of the world”, or the obligation to make the world a better place—and on the belief that Israel, as a member of the world community, had the obligation to help other countries.\(^11\)

Israel’s foreign aid assistance in its early days was characterized by its “unique form of socialism, which was welcomed as a ‘third force’ between Western and Communist models.”\(^12\) As an example, researchers have highlighted the emphasis on “bottom-up collectivization, empowerment of local government and community development structures, private-public sector
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partnership, and dominant labour unions,” which played a key role both in Israel in the 1960s and ’70s, and in liberation movements in Africa and Asia at that time.13

Scholars have found that the focus of Israel’s training and technical assistance programs generally differed from that of OECD countries, in that Israeli programs were designed to contribute more for “grassroots capacity-building” rather than in an effort to support the absorption of capital inflows.14

Israel’s aid programs have traditionally focused on the agricultural sector by providing training on the utilization of better irrigation techniques and crop varieties, establishing agricultural collectives, and extending financial and distribution services.15 Additional areas of foreign aid include rural regional planning, youth programs, training rural women in nutrition and early childhood education, providing medical assistance, etc.

According to MASHAV (the Department for International Cooperation), the Ministry of Foreign Affairs’ department that handles foreign aid, in its fifty years of operation the department has provided training to more than 80,000 persons in Israel and about 120,000 persons overseas.16 MASHAV has been instrumental in providing courses that empowered women from African developing countries to engage in the development process in their countries, preparing doctors and nurses, establishing the first hospital in Zaire, and providing medical assistance and knowledge to Latin American and Asian countries.17 Israeli scholars have concluded that by the late 1960s and early 1970s, Israel’s aid contribution had become “per capita, one of the most extensive technical assistance programs in the western world.”18

According to its 2010 annual report, MASHAV engaged in a wide variety of international partnerships and development programs, involving 2,459 professionals from ninety-seven countries who participated in 114 courses offered in Israel, and 3,979 professionals in courses overseas. The 2010 report further notes that

MASHAV experts were dispatched throughout the world on 128 short-term consultancies and humanitarian medical missions to 42 countries, and eight long-term experts were serving on MASHAV demonstration projects around the world in a total of six countries. MASHAV hosted 17 professional delegations, and organized and participated in an impressive number of international conventions.19
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Evolution of Foreign Aid

Israeli aid and cooperation with the developing world was greatly reduced following the severance of relationships with Israel by all but four African countries in the wake of the October 1973 Yom Kippur War. This led to an immediate 50% drop in MASHAV’s operational budget as well as to a shift in the target of aid from Africa to Latin American and Asian countries. Africa’s severance of ties with Israel is said to have significantly reduced Israeli public and political support for its aid program.20

A partial reversal of the continued decline of MASHAV budgets occurred in the mid-to late-1990s, “when MASHAV was used during the Oslo process to help solidify newly-established relations with countries from the Middle East, Eastern Europe, and the former Soviet Union.”21 Thus, after signing the Peace Treaty with Egypt, MASHAV operated an agricultural demo farm and provided training for Egyptians. Similarly, following the signing of the Peace Treaty with Jordan MASHAV cooperated with Jordan on agricultural as well as medical projects.22

In the late 1990s, following the signing of the 1993 Oslo Accords, MASHAV was also active in providing training to Palestinians. In late 2004 Israel engaged in regional cooperation projects with Jordan, Egypt, and the Palestinian Authority, under the auspices of the Government of Denmark, that have not ceased even in periods of political and security tensions.23 Scholars have noted, however, that “when prospects for the development of a ‘new Middle East’ foundered with the demise of the peace process, Israel’s foreign aid budget once again shrank considerably.”24

II. Legal Framework

A. Regulation of ODAs

1. Overview

Israel’s official development assistance, as described above, is handled by MASHAV within the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. MASHAV’s declared objectives are as follows:

- Assistance for economic and social development
- Assistance for growth and for eliminating poverty and illiteracy in developing countries
- Promotion of state and political contacts

20 INBAL & ZAHAVI, supra note 7, at 9.
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• Strengthening of trade and economic contacts
• Improvement of Israel’s image in a recipient state and among other donor countries and in international institutions

MASHAV has declared the following principles as guiding Israel’s ODA activities:

1) MASHAV activities focus on areas in which Israel has a comparative advantage and/or accumulated expertise. MASHAV believes that our greatest possible contribution can be made in fields where Israel has expertise directly relevant to emerging nations. The list of such fields is extensive, including: water resource management and irrigation, desert agriculture and combat of desertification, early childhood education, community development, emergency and disaster medicine, refugee absorption and employment programs, and many, many others.

2) MASHAV believes in active consultation with local partners. For development cooperation to work, it is not enough to help the South learn new technologies and methodologies which have had positive effect elsewhere. The solutions that may work in one culture or geographical area often can be inappropriate or even harmful in another environment. Thus, we understand the importance of developing solutions in partnership with local organizations, asking them to help us adapt ideas to local needs rather than just blindly adopt them.

3) MASHAV is committed to cooperation throughout the developing world. We do not limit our activities to a small number of target countries: our focus is on areas of expertise rather than on geographical areas. We extend our hand in partnership wherever Israel’s experience is relevant.

4) MASHAV prefers small-scale activities aimed at “bottom-up,” community-driven development. MASHAV endeavors to identify relevant micro-project activities that can serve as a catalyst for wider-scale development, targeting the grassroots in many of our activities.

5) MASHAV’s focus is on human capacity building and training. Our belief is that training of trainers and other capacity building activities is the best way to achieve maximum impact in development activity. Education leads to empowerment—the surest guarantee of sustainable growth.

6) MASHAV seeks cooperative projects with other development organizations. MASHAV offers partnership in subjects in which Israel has comparative advantage, to all development agencies, governmental as well as non-governmental, international agencies and development banks. MASHAV’s experience with such joint projects, often on a cost-sharing basis, has been very positive, broadening the impact of MASHAV’s potential contribution and the efficacy of the projects undertaken.

---

7) **MASHAV believes that development cooperation can and should be used to forge bonds of peaceful cooperation with Israel’s neighbors.** Consequently, MASHAV endeavors to be active throughout the Middle East, regardless of the political climate.  

Although MASHAV has declared the above as its guiding principles, it has not established any predefined criteria for the allocation and distribution of resources for their implementation. Moreover, according to Israel’s State Comptroller report, MASHAV has not developed any clear action plan that integrates the international agenda into its own activities.

2. Implementing Agencies

**MASHAV**

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs provides aid to developing countries through MASHAV by transferring knowledge and technology, establishing and operating local projects, and providing humanitarian aid. Aid services are provided by MASHAV’s three fully funded professional satellites as well as by independent institutions, including universities, research centers, and the Ministry of Health, on the basis of independent contracts.

According to the State Comptroller’s annual report, the three fully funded MASHAV professional satellites are the following:

- **The Golda Meir Mount Carmel International Training Center.** The Center deals with four major areas: advancement of women, preschool education, community development, and development of small factories.

- **The Aharon Ofri International Training Center.** The Ofri Center was established in cooperation with the Ministry of Education, Culture and Sports, and focuses mainly on scientific and technological education, community projects, and absorption of immigrants.

- **The Center for International Agricultural Development Cooperation (CINADCO).** CINADCO operates as the professional affiliate of MASHAV and implements Israel’s cooperation policies with developing nations in the fields of agriculture and rural development.

In 2003, the year for which the most recent State Comptroller’s Annual Report on MASHAV’s activities is available, two-thirds of MASHAV’s training courses for persons from developing countries were in agriculture and the remainder in health, education, and community
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development. All training, except in the health area, is usually managed by the MASHAV satellites. Training is provided both in Israel for longer periods of time, as well as abroad for two-week periods each. Training abroad usually involves sending a team of two Israeli experts, with the local partner paying for the daily costs and for the use of facilities in which the training takes place, and MASHAV paying all remaining costs.

According to the State Comptroller’s Annual Report for 2003 and 2004, MASHAV’s budget included both an authorization for net expenses as well as an authorization for an expense that depends on funding from joint projects with foreign governments, with nongovernmental organizations, and with international organizations.

**Igud, Company for Technology Transfer**

The administration and financial management of MASHAV’s satellites and its local training activities are handled by *Igud, the Company for Technology Transfer* (hereinafter Igud). *Igud* was established in 1963 as a government company. As a government company, *Igud* must submit an annual financial report to the Agency for Government Companies. *Igud* is managed by and composed of public as well as government representatives, a general manager (who is Deputy Head of MASHAV), a deputy, a representative of the agency for government companies, an accountant, a legal advisor, and an auditor.

*Igud* operates exclusively for the purpose of implementing plans that have been approved by MASHAV. According to the State Comptroller’s Annual Report for 2003–2004, the *Igud* enables MASHAV to overcome various restrictions that apply to government ministries, “especially with regard to signing cooperation agreements with entities that are not interested in direct contact with the government.”

*Igud*’s major areas of activities include management of training for MASHAV as well as the independent organizations in Israel, personnel management in CINADCO, contracting with research institutions in Israel and in developing countries, fundraising abroad and creating partnerships with both Israeli as well as foreign institutions, and promoting Israeli exports while achieving a political dividend.

---
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Igud’s budget is composed of both MASHAV and foreign funding sources. In its latest financial report Igud’s income is reported as composed of an allocation by MASHAV, proceeds from training courses, as well as from “other [unspecified] income.”

3. Restrictions

Israeli law does not contain any specific regulation of foreign assistance. Foreign aid is managed by the MASHAV division of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and is guided by the objectives and principles discussed above.

Israeli aid does not seem to be tied to procurement by companies either in Israel or in any group of countries. Similarly, although promoting Israel’s image and political interests are among the objectives of MASHAV, these objectives are regarded as merely guiding principles and not as legal conditions for assistance.

Foreign aid, however, is subject to certain limitations. Generally, any transactions with countries that are at war with the State of Israel, with individuals who reside in those countries, or with corporations that were incorporated or supervised by residents of such countries are prohibited in accordance with the Trading with the Enemy Ordinance, 1939.

In addition, based on a March 2011 amendment to the Budget Foundations Law, 5745-1985, it appears that MASHAV’s foreign aid allocation to specific projects may be reduced if it involves cooperation with organizations that are determined by the Minister of the Treasury to be involved with specific activities, as follows:

Addition of section 3B.

… Reduction of Budget or Support Because of Activity Against the Principles of the State….

b. When the Minister of the Treasury has found that a body has incurred an expense that is in its substance one of the following (in this provision an unfunded expense) he is authorized, with the approval of the minister who is in charge of the budget provision according to which that body is budgeted or funded, after hearing the body, to deduct from the amounts that should be transferred from the State budget to that body according to any law:
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(1) Negation of the existence of Israel as a Jewish and Democratic state;
(2) Incitement of racism, violence, or terrorism;
(3) Support for armed struggle or a terrorist act of an enemy state or terrorist organization against the State of Israel;
(4) Marking Independence Day, or the date of the establishment of the State as a day of mourning;
(5) An act of vandalism or physical disgrace that harms the State’s flag or emblem.42

4. Discretionary Aid

Israel’s foreign aid budget is allocated to a number of agencies, including the Bank of Israel; the Foreign Affairs Ministry (through MASHAV); the Finance Ministry; and the Ministry of Industry, Trade, and Labor. Whereas the total budget allocation of each ministry is subject to parliamentary approval of the government request for the annual (or biannual) budget allocations, the amount allocated by each ministry or by Bank of Israel to foreign aid is subject to the government’s discretion.43 In that sense, the budget allocated by various governmental ministries is discretionary and spent based on ministerial decisions.

5. Oversight

As a government company, Igud must submit its financial reports to the Government Companies Authority.44 In addition, in accordance with Basic Law on the State Comptroller,45 the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, including MASHAV, and Igud as a government company are both subject to regular audits by the State Comptroller’s office.

6. Policy Considerations

The declared objectives of MASHAV’s ODA, listed above, reflect Israel’s policy considerations and its intention to use Israel’s foreign aid to build bilateral as well as multilateral relations. According to the 2009 Tel Aviv University study, “attempts to use MASHAV to build bilateral relationships, both during the 1960s and more recently with Arab states during the Oslo peace process, have led only to short-term diplomatic gains, and longer-term disillusionment with the program.”46

Citing historical evidence, the study similarly suggested that, while development cooperation might have had some impact on emerging relations with recipient states, “it was unlikely to substantially influence the course of those relations when larger political issues were

42 Id. § 3B.
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at stake.”47 The study proposed, however, that Israeli foreign aid activity may still have a positive effect by “enhancing Israel’s standing among United Nations agencies and other development organizations,”48 and by helping build demand for its services in areas in which it has highly specialized knowledge and experience, such as semiarid agriculture and disaster preparedness.49

B. Regulation of Private Contributions

Israel’s Income Tax Ordinance recognizes tax credits for individuals or corporations that donated an amount that exceeds NIS 310 (approximately US$84) to national or public institutions as determined by the Minister of the Treasury and authorization of the Knesset Finance Committee, as long as the credit does not exceed 30% of the taxable income for the year or NIS 7.64 million (approximately US$2.08 million), whichever is less.50 The Ordinance defines a public institution as follows:

A group of at least seven persons, or a trust, whose members are not related to each other, that exist and operate for a public purpose and whose assets and income are used exclusively for obtaining the public purpose and who submit a yearly report regarding their assets, income, and expenses, to the satisfaction of the tax assessor in accordance with regulations . . . .51

It appears that private contributions may give rise to tax credits in Israel only if they are received by institutions that report their financial activities to Israel’s tax authorities. Therefore private donations to MASHAV, to Igud, or to other organizations that engage in foreign aid would appear to qualify as a basis for tax credits; direct contributions to foreign organizations, however, do not.

III. Foreign Aid Appropriations Process

As noted above, Israel’s foreign aid budget is allocated to a number of government agencies, including the Bank of Israel, the Foreign Ministry (MASHAV), the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Industry and Trade, and the Ministry of Labor, among others. The budget is set according to a government plan and is not fixed.52 MASHAV’s budget, for example, is composed of both appropriated money from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs as well as funding originating from foreign sources.53

47 Id. at 10.
48 Id. at 11.
49 Id. at 12.
50 The Income Tax Ordinance, 1 LSI (New Version) 145 (1967) § 46(a), as amended.
51 Id. § 9(2)(b) (translated by the author, R.L.).
52 See Information from Knesset Center for Research and Information, supra note 6.
53 State Comptroller Annual Report, supra note 25, at 616.
A budget report posted on the Ministry of the Treasury website provides information on foreign aid budget allocations. The report cited the Ministry of Foreign Affairs’ budget for MASHAV for fiscal year 2011 as NIS 36.4 million (approximately US$10.118 million). According to the same report, MASHAV spent only 37.07% of its budget for 2011 by August 4, 2011.54 A similar report for 2012 specifies that the total approved expenses by MASHAV for fiscal year 2012 is NIS 47 million (about US$13.5 million).55 In allocating funding for its projects MASHAV does not distinguish between bilateral and multilateral agreements, and financial resources seem to come from its general budget.

MASHAV has coordinated various multiyear projects with foreign countries and agencies (such as USAID) as well as with international organizations and development banks. In its 2003 report, Israel’s State Comptroller’s Office held that multiyear agreements undertaken by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs through MASHAV require authorization by the Ministry of the Treasury because of their budget implications.56

Israel has entered numerous bilateral and multilateral cooperation agreements for the provision of foreign aid. Among its bilateral agreements are the following:

- An agreement to pursue a program of development cooperation directed toward alleviating the disastrous effects of the tsunami that hit Sri Lanka in December 200557
- A two-year Cooperation Agreement in the field of aquaculture between the Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Fisheries of Ghana58
- A January 18, 2010, Israeli-German agreement to enhance cooperation in the Middle East, Africa, and Central Asia, with particular emphasis on water management, agricultural development, and public health59

Among multilateral cooperation agreements entered into by MASHAV are the following:

- An agreement between Israel and the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS signed on April 13, 201160
• A 2006 Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between MASHAV, the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA), and the Ministry of Agriculture and Land Reclamation (MALR) of the Arab Republic of Egypt on a Japan–Israel joint training program for Egypt in arid and semiarid areas.

• A Regional Agricultural Program, in partnership with Egypt, Jordan, and the Palestinian Authority, with Denmark as the initiator and main supporter.

• A Memorandum of Cooperation between the UN World Food Program (WFP) and MASHAV signed in February 2010 in the field of water management, including irrigation and drinking water systems, and specifically relating to Nepal’s development strategies.

• An MOU between Israel and the Organization of American States (OAS) signed in May 2010, pledging to advance existing collaboration on the issues of education, the environment, economic and social development, poverty, gender equity, disaster prevention and relief, agriculture, security and combating terrorism, and crisis management.

In addition to MASHAV’s budget, additional funding from foreign independent sources “that are not interested in acting openly with the Israeli government” are being used by Igud to further MASHAV’s objectives. In its review of both MASHAV and Igud’s activities, Israel’s State Comptroller found fault with Igud’s handling of cooperation with Israeli companies in comparison to foreign companies with regard to opportunities for involvement in MASHAV’s projects. The State Comptroller recommended, accordingly, that Igud adopt criteria that would provide equal opportunities to Israeli companies that are interested in engaging in joint projects involving assistance to developing countries. It is unclear whether the company has addressed this criticism to date.

IV. Other Types of ‘Aid’

Emergency Aid

Emergency aid is provided by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs through MASHAV, by the government company Igud, as well as by other organizations through both public and private

---


62 According to a MASHAV report for 2008, “[t]he Regional Agricultural Program, in which Egypt, Jordan, Israel, and the Palestinian Authority participate, with Denmark as the initiator and main supporter, is well into its second five-year phase.” These agreements are cited due to their importance, in particular in view of the recent regime changes in the Middle East. See Israel Ministry of Foreign Affairs, MASHAV Highlights: Spotlight on 2008, http://mashav.mfa.gov.il/mfm/Data/158502.pdf.

63 MASHAV Highlights: Spotlight on 2010, supra note 2.

64 Id.

65 State Comptroller Annual Report, supra note 25, at 619.

66 Id.
funding. Igud has launched disaster relief donation campaigns, including, e.g., for humanitarian aid to Haiti, to supplement its ODA budget. Donations for Japan following the tsunami, however, were collected by the Israeli Red David Shield emergency organization.

Following the devastating earthquake in Haiti, MASHAV funded an Israeli delegation in 2010 composed of medical and search-and-rescue personnel that set up a field hospital and provided medical treatment to over 500 patients a day in addition to performing surgeries. MASHAV also established a Trauma and Emergency Unit in a hospital in Cap-Haïtien, provided medical equipment, and trained the local medical staff. In addition, it built a primary care clinic in the city of Leogane and took part in the efforts to stop the cholera epidemic in Haiti, in cooperation with Sheba Medical Center and the Israeli NGO IsraAID.

Other emergency aid in 2010 included assistance to Colombia after its severe winter floods, assistance to Uzbekistan following recent conflicts between two ethnic communities, and assistance to Albania after the devastating floods that hit the country in December 2010. In 2011 Israel sent medical as well as general assistance to Japan following the tsunami disaster.

**Religious Ministries**

Israel’s state budget allocation for Jewish education overseas is relatively small. In a hearing before the Knesset’s Immigration and Absorption Committee conducted almost three years after the 2008 deadly terrorist attack at the Mumbai Chabad House, members of the Knesset discussed Israel’s cooperation with programs for outreach and education of overseas Jewry. They “called on the government to increase funding for Chabad educational institutions worldwide, and to restore the budget for Jewish education in the Diaspora, which has been reduced by nearly 80% in recent decades.” According to Deputy Education Minister Menahem Eliezer Moses of the political party United Torah Judaism, the state’s budget for overseas Jewish

---


68 In Israeli Red David Shield Organization they are Getting Ready to Assist the International Red Cross, MAGEN DAVID ADOM IN ISRAEL, http://www.mdais.org/316/11532.htm (in Hebrew; last visited Aug. 23, 2011).

69 MASHAV Highlights: Spotlight on 2010, supra note 2, at 12.

70 Id.

71 Id. at 13.

72 Id.


education had plummeted since 1987, when it stood at NIS 48 million (approximately US$13.36 million), to NIS 8 million (US$2.2 million) by 2003.\textsuperscript{76} According to data for 2009 published by Israel’s Ministry of Education, however, the budget allocation to “Jewish Education Overseas” is NIS 23.18 million (US$6.3 million).\textsuperscript{77}

\textit{College Scholarships to Foreign Students}

Foreign students may obtain scholarships for professional training from Israeli government sources such as MASHAV as well as directly from academic institutions. Government scholarships may be given to students enrolled in the following types of courses:

- Agriculture and related sciences
- Industrial development and management
- Rural and urban economic development
- Medicine and public health\textsuperscript{78}

In addition to scholarships from government sources, foreign students may obtain various types of academic scholarships. Some university departments (generally in experimental sciences) offer scholarships and fellowships to individual students and postdoctoral students based on academic merit. Additionally, the Weizmann Institute of Science has a special summer program for undergraduate students as well as for graduate school students.\textsuperscript{79}

Other scholarships for foreign students are available from international organizations, including from the International Association for the Promotion of Co-operation with Scientists from the Newly Independent States of the Former Soviet Union (INTAS).\textsuperscript{80} While not necessarily targeting students from developing countries, these scholarships certainly may be awarded to qualified students from such countries.
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Executive Summary

Japan was the biggest official development assistance (ODA) donor in the 1990s, but its contribution has declined in the 2000s as the national economy has worsened and the national deficit has grown extraordinarily.

There is no law that directly regulates ODA. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Finance, and Japan International Cooperation Agency are the biggest players in Japan’s ODA, but many other ministries are also involved. The lack of comprehensive management of ODA nationwide has been a problem in the past, but this has improved through recent reforms. Still, it is hard to determine ODA, especially with regard to aid that is not approved by the Diet (Japan’s Parliament).

I. Introduction

A. Official Development Assistance Figures

Japan reported to the Development Assistance Committee (DAC) of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) net official development assistance (ODA) of US$9,457 million in 2009, which comprised US$6,167 million in bilateral ODA and US$3,290 million in multilateral ODA.\(^1\) Japan was the fifth largest donor in the world in net disbursements. In gross disbursements, Japan was the second largest donor (US$16,440 million) in 2009, next to the United States.\(^2\) Japan’s net ODA for 2009 represented 0.18% of its gross national income (GNI).\(^3\)

---


\(^2\) Id. (select Gross Disbursements in “Flow type” field).

While Japan’s ODA was the largest in the world during the 1990s, its ODA contributions have declined in the 2000s due to a poor economy and huge national budget deficits.\(^4\) Japan has been the fifth largest donor since 2007.\(^5\) After Japan was devastated by a massive earthquake and subsequent tsunami in March 2011, the ruling party proposed a 20% reduction in ODA contributions because the damage from the earthquake is huge and there would be no room for Japan to help other countries.\(^6\) There were arguments both for and against the reduction. After the earthquake and tsunami, the ODA budget was reduced by about 500 billion yen,\(^7\) or by about 10% of the ODA budget provided by the general budget.\(^8\)

B. Private Contribution Figures

No information on private contribution figures was located.

C. Snapshot of Foreign Aid Activity

Japan’s ODA net disbursements in 2009 included 63.4% to bilateral ODA and 36.6% to international organizations.\(^9\) Historically, Asia was the geographic focus of its bilateral ODA, but recently the portion of aid allocated for the Middle East and Africa has increased.\(^10\)

Among the bilateral ODA disbursement, grant aid totaled US$2,208.94 million (23.3% of overall ODA in 2009). Of this amount, debt relief accounted for US$68.33 million at roughly 0.7%; grant aid through international organizations accounted for around 7.0% at US$660.49 million; and funds for other grant aid accounted for about 15.6% at US$1,480.12 million. Additionally, technical cooperation accounted for approximately 32.9% at roughly US$3,118.40 million, and loan aid accounted for approximately 7.1% at US$673.90 million.\(^11\)

The character of Japan’s ODA is often described as follows:

---


\(^7\) At the October 19, 2011, exchange rate, US$1 is about 77 yen.


\(^10\) Id. at 41, Chart III-2.

\(^11\) Id. at 39.
Although it has a traditionally strong focus on infrastructure and industrial production, Japan is gradually engaging with issues including governance and human security, even if such engagements remain limited. Japan is also beginning to emphasize poverty reduction as a key objective of aid, to be achieved through economic growth rather than the provision of basic services.\footnote{Event Report summarizing Alina Rocha Menocal’s speech, in The Future of Japan’s ODA: Defining Donor Identity in a Crowded Marketplace, OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE (July 14, 2011), http://www.odi.org.uk/events/details.asp?id=2705&title=future-japans-oda-defining-donor-identity-crowded-marketplace#report.}

II. Legal Framework

A. Regulation of ODAs

1. Overview

The philosophy and principles of Japan’s current ODA policies are set forth in the Official Development Assistance Charter (ODA Charter). The current Charter was adopted in 2003.\footnote{MOFA, Economic Co-operation Bureau, Japan’s Official Development Assistance Charter [hereinafter Japan’s ODA Charter] (Aug. 29, 2003), http://www.mofa.go.jp/policy/oda/reform/revision0308.pdf.} The Charter states, “[t]he objectives of Japan’s ODA are to contribute to the peace and development of the international community, thereby helping to ensure Japan’s own security and prosperity.”\footnote{Id. at 1.} Based on the Charter, the Medium-Term Policy on Official Development Assistance and Country Assistance Programs was formulated.\footnote{Id. at 5.} Country Assistance Programs that explicitly set out priorities are drawn up for major recipient countries.\footnote{Japan’s ODA Charter, supra note 13, at 5–6.} In addition, the Sector-Specific Development Policies, the Priority Issues for International Cooperation, and the Rolling Plans were formulated.\footnote{WHITE PAPER 2010, supra note 9, pt. III, ch. 2, § 1, at 45–48.}

Country-based ODA Task Forces that are made up of overseas diplomatic missions participate in the formulation of assistance policies like Country Assistance Programs and Rolling Plans. ODA Task Forces also hold policy consultations with the governments of developing countries and offer suggestions on possible collaborations. They review aid schemes and engage in the formation and selection of candidate assistance projects.\footnote{Id. pt. III, ch. 2, § 5, at 121.}
2. Implementing Agencies

According to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA), “[i]n Japan, the Cabinet Office and the 12 ministries and agencies are involved in development assistance.”19 Because many agencies are involved, there have been criticisms of the lack of an overall national policy20 and of inefficiencies arising from overlapping projects.21 The Cabinet established the Overseas Economic Cooperation Related Cabinet Members Council within its jurisdiction in 1988,22 and again in 1993,23 and the Overseas Economic Cooperation Council in 2006, to tactically and efficiently implement overseas economic cooperation.24 However, it seems that a lack of leadership is still a problem; calls for a strong headquarters for ODA persist.25 For the collaboration between related government ministries and agencies, there are the Inter-Ministerial Meeting on ODA, the Experts Meeting on Technical Cooperation, and the Experts Meeting on ODA Evaluation.26 MOFA was identified as the center for the coordination of the entire government in terms of overall ODA planning since Central Government Reform in 2001.27

In the bilateral aid arena, MOFA has a central role in ODA policymaking. MOFA set up the International Cooperation Bureau in 2006, which comprehensively plans and drafts policies relating to ODA and coordinates with other agencies.28 While MOFA makes policies, the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) is responsible for aid implementation. JICA has undertaken “the integrated management of three modalities of assistance—technical cooperation, ODA loans, and grant aid”—since October 2008.29 There are also grants that ministries

19 Id. at 121.


23 Kakuryō kaigi no kaisai ni tsuite [Regarding Having Cabinet Member Meeting], Cabinet Oral Agreement (Aug. 24, 1993), http://www.kantei.go.jp/jp/singi/oda/konkyo.html. Though all Cabinet member meetings were abolished in 1993, some of them were reestablished.


26 WHITE PAPER 2010, supra note 9, pt. III, ch. 2, § 5, at 120.

27 Chūō shōchō tō kaikaku kihon hō [Basic Act on Central Government Reform], Law No. 103 of 1998, art. 19, item 4.

28 WHITE PAPER 2010, supra note 9, pt. III, ch. 2, § 5, at 120.

implement by themselves.\textsuperscript{30} Regarding ODA loans, MOFA consults with the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) and the Ministry of Finance (MOF).\textsuperscript{31} Faster implementation of ODA loans was discussed and measures to achieve this were implemented among them.\textsuperscript{32}

JICA had a more limited role until recently. JICA was reorganized from 2006 to 2008. The former JICA carried out only technical cooperation and promotion of executing grant aid. The Overseas Economic Cooperation operation under the former Japan Bank for International Cooperation (JBIC) was in charge of providing ODA loans. JICA has now merged with JBIC. Also at that time, some of the actual implementation duties for grant aid that had previously belonged to MOFA were transferred to the new JICA.\textsuperscript{33}

3. Restrictions

Japan’s ODA Charter states that any use of ODA for military purposes or to provoke international conflicts should be avoided.\textsuperscript{34}

With regard to the procurement system, in 2007, the ratio of Japan’s untied ODA worldwide was 95.1\%.\textsuperscript{35} Tied aid “often prevents recipient countries from receiving good value for money for services, goods, or works.”\textsuperscript{36} Japan has untied ODA beyond the requirements of the Recommendation to Untie Official Development Assistance to the Least Developed Countries that was adopted by the DAC High Level Meeting in April 2001.\textsuperscript{37}


\textsuperscript{31} There appears to be no particular legal basis for this three-ministry consultation system. The consultation system is mentioned casually in various documents, but no explanation is provided. E.g., Enjo jisshi taisei [Aid Implementation System], MOFA, http://www.mofa.go.jp/mofaj/gaiko/oda/about/keitai/taisei.html (see bottom illustrated chart) (last visited Oct. 20, 2011).


\textsuperscript{33} WHITE PAPER 2010, supra note 9, pt. III, ch. 2, § 5, at 121.

\textsuperscript{34} Japan’s ODA Charter, supra note 13, at 5.


\textsuperscript{36} Untying Aid: The Right to Choose, OECD, http://www.oecd.org/document/50/0,3746,en_264933721_46345330_1_1_1_1,00.html (last visited Oct. 21, 2011).

\textsuperscript{37} Id.
4. Oversight

MOFA primarily focuses on evaluations of policies and programs. JICA, as the implementer of individual projects, mainly takes on project evaluations. ODA-related ministries and agencies also conduct evaluations of their ODA activities. MOFA holds the Inter-Ministerial Liaison Meeting on ODA Evaluation and collects results of ODA evaluations conducted by each government ministry.\(^{38}\) Policy evaluations by Japanese ministries expanded when the Government Policy Evaluations Act was enforced in 2002.\(^{39}\)

Regarding MOFA’s policy and program-level evaluations, “evaluations are conducted from the perspectives of the relevance of the policy, the effectiveness of the results, and the appropriateness of the process.”\(^{40}\) To guarantee the objectivity and transparency of the evaluations, many MOFA ODA evaluations are carried out by third parties. Joint evaluations with partner country governments and organizations are also carried out.\(^{41}\)

JICA developed a common, post-project evaluation method for all three forms of ODA: Technical Cooperation, ODA Loans, and Grant Aid. “Each project is evaluated on (1) relevance, (2) effectiveness (impact), (3) efficiency, and (4) sustainability.”\(^{42}\)

5. Policy Considerations

Japan provides ODA “taking into account developing countries’ need for assistance, socio-economic conditions, and Japan’s bilateral relations with the recipient country.”\(^{43}\) In addition, Japan pays attention to recipient countries’ environmental conservation and development, military expenditures and activities against international peace and stability, efforts to promote democratization, introduction of a market-oriented economy, and protection of basic human rights and freedoms.\(^{44}\)

It is important that the developing countries’ development policies and assistance needs are aligned with Japan’s assistance policies. The Japanese government engages in dialogue and policy consultations with developing countries. It carries out policy consultations with governmental parties from the partner country prior to the aid request from the country.\(^{45}\)


\(^{40}\) WHITE PAPER 2010, supra note 9, pt. III, ch. 2, § 5, at 132.

\(^{41}\) ODA EVALUATION DIVISION, supra note 38, at 10.


\(^{43}\) Japan’s ODA Charter, supra note 13, at 5.

\(^{44}\) Id.

\(^{45}\) WHITE PAPER 2010, supra note 9, pt. III, ch. 2, § 5, at 121.
B. Private Contributions

There are ways for individuals and companies to deduct or reduce taxable income through charitable contributions. Private contributions to qualified organizations in Japan that engage in development assistance in developing countries may be tax deductible. Individuals’ donations to designated trusts for public purposes may be tax deductible. To qualify for tax-deductible contributions, a trust’s purpose must reflect one of those purposes specified in the law. One such purpose is monetary donations for economic cooperation in developing countries.

III. Foreign Aid Appropriations Process

According to MOFA’s chart in the ODA White Paper, “Budgetary Financing Sources for the ODA Project Budget and Expenditure by Type of Assistance,” Japan uses four financing sources for ODA: the General Account, the Special Account, issuance of government bonds, and fiscal loans and investments.

A. Complexities of Japanese Public Finance

The word “budget” is sometimes confusing when used to describe Japan’s public finances. As the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications stated, “Japan’s national budget consists of the general account, special accounts, and the budget for government-affiliated agencies.” Although it is separate from the national budget, the Fiscal Investment and Loan Program (FILP) is sometimes described as part of the budget. FILP “uses various interest-bearing public funds, such as the Fiscal Loan Fund, which issues FILP bonds in the financial market to implement various public policies such as social infrastructure and policy-based loans.” FILP is “so large as to earn the appellation ‘the second budget.’” The financial source of Japan’s ODA includes FILP.

---


48 WHITE PAPER 2010, supra note 9, pt. IV, ch. 1, § 1, at 139, Chart IV-7.


In the national budget, the General Account may be the most important category because, using revenues from general sources such as taxes, it covers core national expenditures such as social security, education, and national defense. Special Accounts are “established by legislation under specific conditions. The accounts may be instituted when the government needs to carry out specific projects, to administer and manage specific funds, or to administer revenues and expenditures separately from the General Account.” Government-affiliated agencies are “entities established by special laws and are entirely funded by the government.” JICA’s Loan Aid Section is one such agency.

### B. General Account Budget Process

The Cabinet prepares the budget and presents it to the Diet. First, the Cabinet issues the Guidelines for Budget Requests that set initial expenditure ceilings for major programs such as public works and social security for the next fiscal year’s budget to ministries and agencies. “These ceilings are usually expressed in terms of absolute or percentage increase (decrease) vis-à-vis the previous fiscal year’s amount.” Each ministry must prepare its budget request within the limits of these guidelines. About a month later, each ministry submits its budget request to the MOF. Following the submission of budget requests, budget examiners of the Budget Bureau in MOF begin a series of hearings with each ministry and agency on the details of their budget requests. After the discussion between MOF and the Cabinet, the Cabinet releases guidelines for formulation of the budget. Following this decision, a draft of the draft budget is finalized by MOF and presented to each ministry and agency. After final negotiations on the budget requests between the MOF and each ministry and agency, the draft budget is approved by the Cabinet. The Cabinet first submits it to the House of Representatives. After approval by the House of Representatives the budget is sent to the House of Councilors. Following its passage in the House of Councilors, the budget becomes effective on April 1, the beginning of the Japanese fiscal year.

---

52 STATISTICS BUREAU, MIC, supra note 49.
53 BUDGET BUREAU, MOF, supra note 50, pt. I.2.2.
54 STATISTICS BUREAU, MIC, supra note 49.
55 NIHON KOKU KENPÔ [CONSTITUTION OF JAPAN] (1946), art. 73, item 5.
56 BUDGET BUREAU, MOF, supra note 50, pt. I.7.1 (click “next page” at the bottom of the page).
57 Id.; Zaisei hō [Public Finance Law], Law No. 34 of 1947, last amended by Law No. 152 of 2002, art. 17, para. 2.
58 Public Finance Law, art. 18, para. 1.
59 BUDGET BUREAU, MOF, supra note 50, pt. I.7.2.
60 The Minister of Finance drafts the budget and the Cabinet approves it. Public Finance Law, art. 21.
61 The budget must first be submitted to the House of Representatives. CONSTITUTION OF JAPAN, supra note 55, art. 60, para. 1.
62 BUDGET BUREAU, MOF, supra note 50, pt. I.7.3.
C. Procedure for FILP

The FILP process is basically the same as the budget process. Government ministries and agencies submit their requests for FILP to MOF. MOF holds hearings with related organizations, reviews requests, negotiates changes, and then finalizes the FILP plan at the same time as the draft budget is formed. The FILP plan is not subject to Diet approval but is submitted to the Diet as an attachment to the Special Account Budget.63

D. ODA Budget Sources

The General Account is the main source of funding for grant aid, technical cooperation, and contributions through the United Nations (UN) or UN-related organizations. Government bonds are the main source of funding for contributions through multilateral development banks (MDBs). FILP is mainly used for yen loans.64 It was not possible to locate a comprehensive explanation of the entire ODA budget of Japan.

Regarding the General Account ODA budget, each ministry and agency includes its ODA budget in the budget request, as stated above. The General Account ODA budget consisted of 35% of the gross ODA project budget in 2010. Two-thirds of that amount was under MOFA jurisdiction.65 One percent of the ODA gross project budget is from a Special Account.66

Issuance of government bonds constitutes 16.6% of the ODA gross project budget.67 It was not possible to locate an explanation as to why MDB contributions are outside of the General Account. Matters regarding MDBs are under the jurisdiction of MOF.68

FILP provides 47.3% of the ODA gross project budget. This is mainly used for yen loans. A yen loan is decided after several processes. First, a developing country government requests consideration of a loan. Then, MOFA conducts a preliminary investigation at its office in the developing country. If necessary, an investigator is dispatched from Japan. Next, JICA examines the case, and MOFA drafts a plan. MOFA discusses the proposed loan with MOF, METI, other relevant ministries (if any), and JICA. If the loan is approved by them, a draft of the exchange note for the yen loan is sent to the Cabinet. The Cabinet makes the final decision.69

65 WHITE PAPER 2010, supra note 9, pt. IV, ch. 1, § 1, at 139, Chart IV-7.
66 Id.
67 Id.
68 Zaimusho secchi hō [Law Concerning Establishment of MOF], Law No. 95 of 1999, last amended by Law No. 74 of 2011, art. 4, item 52.
IV. Other Types of ‘Aid’

The following are examples of different types of development assistance provided by the Japanese government that are outside of the general ODA framework described above.

A. Emergency Aid

“Japan has three tools for emergency assistance for overseas disasters: (i) Dispatch of Japan Disaster Relief Team; (ii) Provision of Emergency Relief Goods; and (iii) Emergency Grant Aid.”\(^\text{70}\) Depending on “the magnitude of the disaster and requests from the affected country,” one or more of these tools are chosen.\(^\text{71}\) Japan began dispatching emergency medical teams abroad in 1979. Since then, a Japan Disaster Relief Team (JDR) was expanded to include a rescue team and other post-disaster experts.\(^\text{72}\) The Law Concerning Dispatch of the Emergency Relief Team was enacted in 1987.\(^\text{73}\)

B. Funding Assistance for Japanese NGOs

The Japanese government has a program, Grant Assistance for Japanese NGO Projects, for providing government funds for economic and social development projects undertaken by Japanese NGOs in developing countries and regions. In Japan’s fiscal year 2006, approximately 2,000 million yen (about US$26 million) was provided as Grant Assistance for Japanese NGO Projects. The assistance was used for eighty-eight projects in twenty-six countries conducted by about thirty-nine organizations.\(^\text{74}\)

C. Cooperation Among Trade, Investment, and Other Official Flows

In addition to ODA, Japan uses Other Official Flows (OOFs)\(^\text{75}\) to support promotion of small- and medium-size enterprises in developing countries, the transfer of industrial technology, and other economic policies.\(^\text{76}\)


\(^{71}\) Id.


\(^{73}\) Kokusai kinkyū enjotai no haken ni kansuru hōritsu [Law Concerning Dispatch of Emergency Relief Team], Law No. 93 of 1987, last amended by Law No. 118 of 2006.


\(^{75}\) OOFs are “Transactions by the official sector with countries on the List of Aid Recipients which do not meet the conditions for eligibility as Official Development Assistance or Official Aid, either because they are not primarily aimed at development, or because they have a Grant Element of less than 25 per cent.” Definition, Other Official Flows (OOFs), Glossary of Statistical Terms, OECD, [http://stats.oecd.org/glossary/detail.asp?ID=1954](http://stats.oecd.org/glossary/detail.asp?ID=1954) (last visited Jan. 10, 2012).

Regarding access to Japanese markets, Japan adopts lower tariff rates than the general rates for exports of products from developing countries. According to a MOFA White Paper, “Duty-Free and Quota-Free measures are also taken for Least Developed Countries (LDCs). Japan also actively promotes Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs), and supports economic growth in developing countries through the liberalization of trade and investment.”
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Executive Summary

Kuwait is one of the leading providers of official development assistance to developing countries, averaging 1.5% of its gross national income (GNI) for the period between 1973 and 2008, according to a study conducted by the World Bank. Kuwait implements its development assistance program through the Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic Development. Kuwait is also a major donor of humanitarian assistance and a participant in a number of regional and international development institutions.

I. Introduction

A. Official Development Assistance Figures

According to a study conducted by the World Bank, Kuwait, along with Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates, played a major role in assisting developing countries in the financing of their development projects. The official development assistance (ODA) amounts provided by the three countries during the last four decades averaged 1.5% of their gross national incomes (GNIs), a rate much higher than the United Nations target of 0.7% or the actual average provided by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) member states.¹

B. Private Contribution Figures

Contributions from Kuwaiti private donors to developing countries are generally assumed to be substantial given the country’s wealth but no reliable figures are available in this respect.

C. Snapshot of Foreign Aid Activity

For the fiscal year ending March 31, 2010, Kuwait’s foreign aid activities through official development assistance covered the financing of twenty-three projects in twenty-two countries, distributed as follows:

- Seven Arab countries
- Seven African countries

- Five countries in Southeast Asia and the Pacific
- Three Asian and European countries
- One Latin American and Caribbean countries

The percentage share of the total aid was distributed among these countries as follows: 53.94% to the Arab countries, 14.55% to the African countries, 19.33% to the Southeast Asian and Pacific countries, 9.97% to the Asian and European countries, and 2.21% to the Latin American and Caribbean countries. The sectors benefiting from these projects included energy, water and sewage, and agriculture, at a total cost of 199 million Kuwaiti dinars.

II. Legal Framework

A. Regulation of ODAs

1. Overview

The Kuwait Government is a major donor of humanitarian aid. From 2000 to 2008 it gave a total of US$221 million, ranking as the fourth highest non-Development Assistance Committee (DAC) contributor for this period.

2. Implementing Agencies

Kuwait channels its official development assistance to other countries through the Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic Development (KFAED or Fund), which is a Kuwaiti public institution whose Charter was first established by a decision issued by the Prime Minister pursuant to Law No. 35 of 1961. Originally the mandate of the Fund was limited to assist Arab countries only. However, the mission and scope of the Fund’s activities was broadened in 1974 to include all developing countries when Law No. 35 of 1961 was replaced by Law No. 25 of 1974.

The objective of the Fund, as provided for in article 2 of Law No. 25 of 1974, is to assist the Arab and other developing countries in the development of their economies, and to provide them with loans necessary for the implementation of their development programs, in a manner consistent with the regulations issued by the Prime Minister that serves the national interests of the State of Kuwait and supports its regional and international foreign policy.
3. Restrictions

The assistance provided by the Fund is not subject to any specific restrictions concerning the types of projects that it finances or participates in financing. However, due to the needs of the beneficiary countries, the focus of the assistance has been concentrated primarily on agriculture, irrigation, transport, communications, water and sewage, and energy.\(^7\)

There is also no restriction as to which entities within the beneficiary countries can seek the Fund’s assistance. Pursuant to article 17 of the Charter, the Fund may extend its assistance to any entity that has juridical personality, public or private, that contributes to the economic development of the beneficiary country as long as the objectives of such entities are not limited to for-profit activities only. However, the Fund may request the beneficiary countries to be a guarantor for the implementation by the recipient entities of their obligations and the loan agreements.

The Fund’s Charter requires in particular that the agreement contain a commitment on the part of the borrowing country not to tax the assets of the Fund, to keep such assets and income free from exchange control, and not to give other foreign debt priority over the Fund’s debt.\(^8\) The Fund may of course impose whatever other restrictions it deems necessary as conditions in the loan agreement on a case-by-case basis.

4. Discretionary Aid

There are no provisions in the Law that established the Fund or in its Charter that allow it to give discretionary aid outside the norms described in the Law.

5. Oversight

As a public institution that enjoys an independent juridical personality, the Fund is subject to the oversight of its Board of Directors and auditors, and the general oversight of the Kuwaiti Government.

6. Policy Considerations

Law No. 25 of 1974 authorizing the establishment of the Fund as well as its most recent Charter issued by the Prime Minister in 1981 give the board of directors of the Fund a wide discretionary power to set the conditions of the loans as it deems desirable. Even the provision that requires the loan not to exceed 50% of the total cost of the project can be overlooked if the Board of Directors so decides.\(^9\)

---

\(^7\) **FORTY EIGHTH ANNUAL REPORT**, *supra* note 2, at 1.

\(^8\) Fund Charter, *supra* note 6, art. 20.

\(^9\) *Id.* arts. 18, 21.
B. Regulation of Private Contributions

It appears that private contributions are not regulated by the Kuwaiti Government. Rather, its policy, according to a World Bank report dating from 1990, is to not be involved in such activities.10

III. Foreign Aid Appropriations Process

In addition to the disbursement processes established by the Board of Directors of the Fund, Kuwait is a participant in a number of regional and international development institutions, such as the Arab Fund for Economic and Social Development, each of which appropriates development funds according to its own rules and processes.

IV. Other Types of ‘Aid’

No information was found as to whether Kuwait provides or regulates other types of aid in addition to its official development assistance program.
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The New Zealand government provides a separate appropriation for the majority of its official development assistance activities. In 2010, the amount of aid provided equated to about 0.26% of GNI. The appropriation includes funding for bilateral, regional, and multilateral programs, with a particular focus on the Pacific region. A recent policy document sets out the overarching objectives, policy considerations, and approaches relating to the provision of development assistance. Aid is untied and there is an emphasis on partnerships with recipient countries and with international organizations in terms of establishing joint priorities as well as in implementing the aid program. New Zealand’s development assistance activities also include scholarships, a guest worker program, and initiatives aimed at improving the remittance system. The aid program is managed by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade, which also works with other government agencies and with New Zealand nongovernmental organizations involved in foreign aid activities. Oversight mechanisms include mandatory annual reports to Parliament as well as external peer reviews and evaluations.

I. Introduction

A. Official Development Assistance Figures

The most recent OECD figures available show that New Zealand’s official development assistance (ODA) funding was US$352.83 million in 2010, which equated to 0.26% of Gross National Income (GNI).\(^1\) The New Zealand government sought an ODA budget for the 2011/12 financial year of NZ$586.17 million (about US$491.55 million), which is made up of the following:

- Over NZ$61 million for the “Management of New Zealand Official Development Assistance (ODA)”
- Over NZ$94 million for contributions to international organizations
- Nearly NZ$33 million for contributions to nongovernmental organizations (NGOs)

Nearly NZ$129 million from an existing multiyear appropriation for Global Development Assistance

Nearly NZ$269 million from an existing multiyear appropriation for Pacific Development Assistance

The OECD has noted that “New Zealand plans to achieve an ODA level of $NZ 600 million by 2012-13 and appears on track to meet this.” The New Zealand government did not provide GNI percentage figures in its ODA budget documentation for the current financial year and also stated that the planned increases had been deferred:

From 2002 to 2009, New Zealand increased Vote ODA [ODA appropriations] progressively to achieve ODA:GNI targets. Since 2009/10, budget increases for Vote ODA are based on performance and delivery of outcomes, rather than ODA:GNI targets, resulting in New Zealand committed [sic] to increases of $25 million in 2011/12 and $50 million 2012/13 and outyears.

However due to current fiscal pressures, the commitment to further increases in Official Development Assistance has been deferred over four years rather than two. This results in a decrease of $100 million spent on Official Development Assistance over 2012/13 to 2014/15.

As 2011/12 is the final year of the Pacific and Global multiyear appropriations, it includes the reforecast of funds unspent in the first two years. This results in an increase in expenditure in 2011/12, compared to the original forecast in Budget 2009. A multiyear appropriation has this flexibility to allow for the time to develop activities over the three year period.

B. Private Contribution Figures

In its 2009/10 Annual Report, the Council for International Development (CID), an umbrella organization for ninety-five nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) working in the area of international development, stated that income generated through fundraising by the NGOs for the 2009/10 financial year amounted to NZ$130 million (about US$107 million) received from an estimated 750,000 New Zealanders. The Council reported that there had been

---


3 Development Aid Reaches an Historic High in 2010, OECD DEVELOPMENT CO-OPERATION DIRECTORATE (DCD-DAC), http://www.oecd.org/document/35/0,3746,en_2649_34447_47515235_1_1_1_1,00.html (last visited Aug. 17, 2011).


5 Council for International Development, CID Annual Report 2009-10 at 1 (2010), available at http://www.cid.org.nz/assets/About/2010annual-report.pdf. This was a reduction from the previous year when the NGOs received NZ$144.18 million (about US$119.5 million) from private contributions. Council for International
a significant reduction in the funding that it received from the New Zealand government for the year, as well as challenges faced by members arising from a number of natural disasters in the region.6

C. Snapshot of Foreign Aid Activity

In March 2011, the New Zealand government published an “International Development Policy Statement” that sets out its “overarching policy” on international development assistance.7 The document followed a number of structural and funding changes and policy adjustments relating to New Zealand’s aid program that were introduced in early 2009 by the incoming government. This included establishing the following mission statement:

The mission of the New Zealand Aid Programme is to support sustainable development in developing countries, in order to reduce poverty and to contribute to a more secure, equitable, and prosperous world.8

Specific themes and approaches that contribute to achieving this overarching goal are discussed in the sections below.

In terms of the geographic focus of New Zealand’s aid program, priority has historically been accorded to the Pacific region, where there are unique challenges as well as historical ties between New Zealand and the various countries within the region. The current government has clearly stated that this focus should be maintained and that “there will be close cooperation with Australia and other donors on development in the Pacific, in line with our commitment in the Cairns Compact, the Paris Declaration and the Millennium Development Goals.”9 Over half of New Zealand’s total aid spending goes to countries in the Pacific region.10

---

6 Id. (2009-10 Annual Report) at 1-2.


9 Id. at 3. See also The Millennium Development Goals, NZ AID PROGRAMME, http://www.aid.govt.nz/what-we-do/international-targets.html (last visited Aug. 17, 2011). Note that New Zealand’s relationship with Australia is an important component of the broader approach and policies relating to ODA. In 2009, the two countries signed the Australia-New Zealand Partnership for Development Cooperation, which “sets out the shared vision and high-level objectives for cooperation.” Australia: Overseas Development Assistance, MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND TRADE [MFAT], http://www.mfat.govt.nz/Foreign-Relations/Australia/2-Political-links/0-ODA.php (last visited Aug. 18, 2011).

In addition to the Pacific region, the government has stated that there will be a “targeted approach” to providing development assistance to countries in Asia, Africa, and Latin America. This is due to New Zealand’s relative size, with the government therefore stating that New Zealand’s “comparative advantage” in a selection of areas should guide the program.\(^\text{11}\) This means that, in Africa and Latin America, a significant focus of the aid program will be support for agriculture, while in Asia “New Zealand will focus on complementing ASEAN’s (Association of South East Asian Nations) community building goals through the agreed flagship areas of scholarships, agriculture, disaster risk management, and fostering young business leaders.”\(^\text{12}\) The education and economic linkages with Asian countries is also reflected in New Zealand’s support for tourism, renewable energy, and English language training in that region.\(^\text{13}\)

Documents published by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade (MFAT), which manages the New Zealand Aid Programme, provide more specific information about its activities and approaches in different areas. The overall program was previously made up of thirty-three programs in a range of countries and sectors.\(^\text{14}\) However, starting from the 2011–12 year, a new program framework has been adopted that will reduce the number of programs to twenty-four.\(^\text{15}\) These programs include bilateral support, involving direct assistance to twenty countries;\(^\text{16}\) regional programs aimed at contributing to “the reduction of poverty by focusing on thematic issues such as growth and livelihoods, education, health, governance”;\(^\text{17}\) and partnerships with and contributions to multilateral agencies and programs.\(^\text{18}\) In terms of this latter area, a significant proportion—around one third—of New Zealand’s ODA budget is spent on working with multilateral agencies. Following a review, ten agencies have been prioritized for increased engagement.\(^\text{19}\)

This engagement with multilateral agencies, as well as with New Zealand NGOs, is an important aspect of New Zealand’s approach to responding to humanitarian needs and natural

\(^{11}\) *International Development Policy Statement, supra* note 7, at 12.

\(^{12}\) *Id.* at 4.

\(^{13}\) *Id.*


\(^{17}\) *New Zealand Aid Programme Activities, supra* note 14.

\(^{18}\) *Id.*

disasters, particularly outside of the Pacific region. The MFAT New Zealand Aid Programme division provides advice to Ministers on responses to specific emergencies. Broadly, however, beyond the Pacific, “New Zealand’s response is generally part of a broader international effort with support provided through United Nations (UN) multilateral agencies specialising in humanitarian assistance, the Red Cross movement and New Zealand nongovernmental organisations (NGOs) with partners in the affected country.”

The New Zealand Aid Programme also partners with other New Zealand government agencies in order to plan and implement some of its activities. The involvement of such agencies in the program is discussed further below.

II. Legal Framework

A. Regulation of ODAs

1. Overview

The overarching policies relating to the development and implementation of New Zealand’s aid program are established by executive branch decision-making processes (i.e., involving the responsible Minister and the Cabinet) with funding and agency activities overseen by Parliament, which must approve appropriations. MFAT, as the relevant executive agency, is responsible for implementing these policies and for providing information and advice to the government to assist its decision-making, as well as developing the accountability documents required by law. In this context, the government in March 2011 established the mission statement set out above along with four “priority themes” that “will guide the New Zealand Aid Programme in stimulating sustainable development.” These are

- investing in economic development,
- promoting human development,
- improving resilience and responding to disaster, and
- building safe and secure communities.

These themes, and the types of activities that fall within them, are explained in further detail in the policy document. In addition, the document sets out a number of approaches related to the development and delivery of the aid program that are intended to:

---


21 Under the State Sector Act 1988, the chief executive of each government department is responsible to the appropriate Minister for: “carrying out the functions and duties of the department (including those imposed by Act or by government policy); providing advice to Ministers; the good conduct of the department; and the efficient, effective and economical management of the activities of the department.” State Sector Act 1988, STATE SERVICES COMMISSION, http://ssc.govt.nz/node/8408 (last visited Aug. 17, 2011).

22 International Development Policy Statement, supra note 7, at 5.

23 Id.
• Make aid more effective;
• Improve efficiency and value for money;
• Enhance accountability for results;
• Integrate cross-cutting and thematic issues;
• Increase responsiveness and flexibility;
• Ensure consistency of development assistance and foreign policy;
• Focus on New Zealand’s comparative advantage; and
• Work through partnerships.24

Some of the approaches that relate to these goals are drawn from or include references to international objectives, commitments, and best practices, while others reflect domestic values and interests.

The above policies are also reflected in Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade’s Statement of Intent for 2011–2014. The international development assistance mission statement is set out as “Outcome 4” in this document, which also sets out intermediate outcomes for the period covered.25 The themes and approaches established by the government are then included to demonstrate how the agency intends to achieve those outcomes.

In terms of the legislative regime, MFAT, including its management of the aid program, is governed by the range of statutes that apply to all government agencies. These include the New Zealand Bill of Rights Act 1990 and Human Rights Act 1993, Official Information Act 1982, the Public Finance Act 1989, and the State Sector Act 1988.26 In addition, the terms of United Nations sanctions relating to countries, individuals, or entities, as implemented in New Zealand through individual regulations, need to be adhered to by New Zealand government agencies and NGOs.27

2. Implementing Agencies

Twice in the past ten years the structural arrangements relating to the agency responsible for New Zealand’s ODA program have been changed significantly. Prior to 2002, the program

24 Id. at 10–12.
was managed by MFAT. Then, in 2002, the government established a semi-autonomous agency within MFAT called the New Zealand Agency for International Development (NZAID). This agency operated until 2009 when the incoming government rescinded the semi-autonomous status of NZAID and reintegrated the management of the program back into MFAT, with the program renamed as the New Zealand Aid Programme. The rationale for the change in status explained that it would

- normalise institutional arrangements within MFAT by bringing NZAID into line with standard management and accountability arrangements for Public Service departments;
- be enabling in nature with regard to future developments. Subsequent questions around whether, what, how and when actual changes may occur in terms of any integration of NZAID and its operations in MFAT would be a matter for the Secretary of Foreign Affairs and Trade to determine in his or her capacity as chief executive of the department. The onus would be on the chief executive to consult with relevant Ministers and others, to ensure that the institutional arrangements for MFAT including NZAID are fit for purpose to deliver on all the goals and priorities across the Foreign Affairs Portfolio.

MFAT’s mandate with respect to the management of the ODA program was also amended in 2009 in order to “reflect the Government’s priorities as set out in the pre-election manifesto.” In particular, the central focus of the program shifted from the elimination of poverty to “sustainable economic development.” The government’s decisions also included the geographic focus, development approaches, and thematic issues discussed above. An overview of the political context for the policy directions and institutional arrangements was also considered by the Cabinet and this information made publicly available.

MFAT is the lead agency for New Zealand’s external relations and works closely with, and is consulted by, other agencies that are involved in work that impacts this area. Government

---


32 Id. ¶ 2.

33 Id. ¶ 10.

agencies may receive ODA-related funding, either directly through their own appropriations for specific activities or through arrangements that form part of the New Zealand Aid Programme. For example, the New Zealand Police and the New Zealand Defence Force receive some direct funding for the operation of international programs aimed at improving law and order and security, particularly in the Pacific. These agencies may also receive funding through the New Zealand Aid Programme for activities such as assisting with responses to natural disasters.

In terms of other funding for government agency initiatives, the New Zealand Aid Programme operates the State Sector Development Partnerships Fund, which “provides a contestable funding source for New Zealand state sector organisations to work in partnership with New Zealand’s development partners to achieve sustainable development outcomes in their areas of expertise.”

3. Restrictions

The policy context, discussed above, includes specific reference to the need to align the aid program with New Zealand’s broader approach to foreign and trade policy. In fact, MFAT’s Statement of Intent for 2011–2014 states that:

Development cooperation advances New Zealand’s well-being by contributing to New Zealand’s relationships with partner countries and the building of a secure, equitable and prosperous world. It is a core pillar of New Zealand’s wider foreign and trade policy.

However, this focus on the country’s broader interests and policies does not include any requirements relating to the use of New Zealand products and contractors in delivering the program. The International Development Policy Statement includes the following statements in explaining the approaches that will be used to improve efficiency and value for money in the aid program:

- Development interventions, approaches and practices will represent the best value for money for New Zealand and country partners.

---

35 See FAQ About New Zealand Police Overseas, NEW ZEALAND POLICE, http://www.police.govt.nz/service/overseas/faq.html (last visited Aug. 18, 2011), stating that “Most of the short-term deployments the New Zealand Police undertake are commissioned and funded by the Government’s international aid and development agency NZAID. The agency has a Pacific focus that is aligned with the Government’s responsibility to be a good neighbour. Other long-term operations, such as Operation Tuiatuia in the Solomons are funded as part of the police budget.” In addition, the Defence Act 1990 “allows the Armed Forces to be made available for the performance of public services and assistance to the civil power in time of emergency, either in New Zealand or elsewhere. The NZDF also undertakes or supports a range of tasks, including maritime resource protection, humanitarian assistance and disaster relief, and search and rescue, as part of a whole-of-government effort directed by civil authorities.” New Zealand Defence Force, Statement of Intent 2011-2014 at 7 (2011), available at http://www.nzdf.mil.nz/downloads/pdf/public-docs/2011/soi/nzdf-soi-2011-14.pdf.


• Value for money will continue to be evaluated at the inception of new initiatives, during design and during procurement. Increased efforts will be made to ensure that this can be demonstrated.

• New Zealand will engage in a strategic dialogue with partner country governments to ensure that both aid resources and partners’ domestic resources are used as effectively as possible to achieve development outcomes.\(^{38}\)

The New Zealand Aid Programme’s contracting processes follow the government’s procurement guidelines.\(^{39}\) These guidelines focus on value for money and include requirements relating to “open and effective competition” among suppliers from any country, while also seeking to ensure “full and fair opportunity for domestic suppliers.”\(^{40}\) MFAT’s guidance for contractors clearly describe a nondiscriminatory approach, stating that “[t]here are no restrictions in relation to who may submit a tender. Consultants are not required to be resident in New Zealand or be New Zealand citizens.”\(^{41}\)

The contracting processes include open tenders as well as an Approved Contractor Scheme, which “provides MFAT with a pool of pre-tendered, pre-selected consultants to undertake short-term assignments.”\(^{42}\) This scheme is currently under review to ensure that contracting aligns with the strategic direction of the program.\(^{43}\)

Among other situations, the open tender process is applied where MFAT “wishes to outsource the implementation of an in-country New Zealand Aid Programme project.”\(^{44}\) A particular model is used in these cases, involving the contractor assuming responsibility for the management of the project’s implementation in conjunction with the relevant agency in the partner country. This is seen as promoting “partner ownership, achieving more sustainable outcomes, delivering good results efficiently, and flexibility to meet changing and emerging needs.”\(^{45}\)

In terms of the use of goods manufactured in New Zealand, MFAT has recently provided information to the body that represents manufacturers (ManufacturingNZ) regarding why New Zealand’s aid spending cannot be tied to New Zealand suppliers. This information was aimed at

\(^{38}\) *International Development Policy Statement*, supra note 7, at 10.


\(^{42}\) Id.


\(^{45}\) Id.
supporting MFAT’s view that “there are bigger benefits to New Zealand companies if aid is not tied to local suppliers but is put out to tender to all comers, as this allows NZ companies to tender in a much bigger international aid pool than if we were just tendering for the NZ aid spend.”46 It included figures showing that New Zealand suppliers and contractors had benefited from contracts arising from Asian Development Fund and World Bank projects.

4. Discretionary Aid

The New Zealand Aid Programme includes contestable funding opportunities for government agencies, NGOs, private entities, and individuals.47 The guidelines for these funds set out particular objectives, criteria, and documentation requirements that must be met before funding can be granted, with funding decisions made at the discretion of MFAT. In addition to the State Sector Development Partnerships Fund referred to above, the following funds are available:

- Asia Development Assistance Facility-Partnerships for Sustainable Development (ADAF-PSD), which is targeted at government agencies and private entities that have established a partnership with an organization from an eligible country in Asia.48
- Latin American Development Assistance Facility-Partnerships for Sustainable Development, which is similar to the ADAF-PSD fund but focused on projects relevant to development priorities that involve partnerships with organizations in Latin America.49 This fund is currently under review.
- South Africa Fund for Exchange (SAFE), which was established to “assist in building people-to-people links between the Eastern Cape Province of South Africa and New Zealand by facilitating opportunities for people-to-people interaction and exchange.”50 Applications must be submitted jointly by the New Zealand and Eastern Cape based parties.

---


• Pacific Island Countries Participation Fund, which supports attendance by Pacific Islanders at regional and international conferences.\footnote{Pacific Island Countries Participation Fund, NZ AID PROGRAMME, http://www.aid.govt.nz/pic/ (last visited Aug. 25, 2011).}


• Postgraduate Field Research Awards, which are available to students from New Zealand universities seeking to undertake field research in developing countries. This program, along with the IDRF, is currently under review.\footnote{Postgraduate Field Research Awards, NZ AID PROGRAMME, http://www.aid.govt.nz/what-we-do/postgraduate-awards.html (last visited Aug. 25, 2011).}

5. Oversight

MFAT, including the New Zealand Aid Programme, are subject to the standard oversight mechanisms applicable to New Zealand government agencies. These include Ombudsman investigations and reviews,\footnote{MFAT comes under the jurisdiction of the Office of the Ombudsmen, a legislative branch agency that investigates complaints about government agencies, receives reports of serious wrongdoing under the Protected Disclosures Act, and undertakes investigations on its own initiative. See What We Do, OFFICE OF THE OMBUDSMEN, http://www.ombudsmen.govt.nz/index.php?CID=100005 (last visited Aug. 25, 2011). See also Ombudsmen Act 1975 sch I, available at http://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/public/1975/0009/latest/DLM431204.html, which lists the agencies to which the Act applies.} Auditor-General processes,\footnote{See, e.g., Performance Audits from 2008: Follow-up Report – New Zealand Agency for International Development: Management of Overseas Aid Programmes, OFFICE OF THE CONTROLLER AND AUDITOR-GENERAL, http://www.oag.govt.nz/2010/performance-audits/overseas-aid-programmes.htm (last visited Aug. 25, 2011).} and parliamentary oversight by way of appropriations and accountability requirements, such as the mandatory annual reporting system.\footnote{Annual reports of government agencies are required by section 43 of the Public Finance Act 1989, available at http://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/public/1989/0044/latest/DLM160809.html. See also Performance Information for Appropriations: Vote Official Development Assistance, supra note 4, at 143, stating that “[t]he four appropriations are managed through 24 programmes (such as the Samoa programme, the Humanitarian & Disaster Response programme, or the multilateral agencies programme), each of which has a strategic framework that specifies appropriate objectives and development outcomes. Progress towards these programme objectives and the contribution of New Zealand’s ODA is monitored and rated annually, with results printed in the MFAT Annual Report. Each of the programmes consists of a number of ODA activities, of which there are around 700 in total. Each of these activities has its own objectives and monitoring and evaluation arrangements. There are extensive reporting obligations for MFAT’s implementing partners and a requirement that MFAT regularly assess progress and quality of the activities it administers. Results, including from MFAT’s reviews and evaluations of activities, are reported in aggregate in the MFAT Annual Report.”} The government’s International Development Policy Statement states that MFAT...
“will use its Annual Report to monitor and report on progress, including the fit of the New Zealand Aid Programme with the themes and approaches set out in this policy.”58

The policy document also includes reference to the need for “robust monitoring and evaluation procedures” to ensure that the program is accountable and to improve practices as well as mitigating future risks.59 The New Zealand Aid Programme defines evaluation as “the assessment of planned, ongoing or completed development projects.”60 The program is also subject to reviews, “which take place at key points during the lifetime of a development activity.”61 Reviews and evaluations are managed by divisions within MFAT’s New Zealand Aid Programme and involve commissioning reports from external providers. An Evaluation and Research Committee provides “oversight of evaluative activities and research studies” and “ensure[s] close feedback between evaluative activities and programme planning and development.”62 An Evaluation Policy Statement and Evaluation Guidelines explain how evaluations are to be carried out.63

New Zealand is a member of the OECD Development Assistance Committee (DAC) Network on Development Evaluation64 and is subject to periodic peer reviews under the OECD processes. The most recent peer review report was published in 2005.65

6. Policy Considerations

As part of its approach to the aid program, New Zealand has made clear moves towards greater coordination with other donors and with recipient countries in terms of focusing assistance on jointly identified areas of need. The International Development Assistance Policy includes a statement that aid activities “will be closely aligned to partner country needs, and support will be provided to partners to develop sound plans, seek innovative ideas and jointly monitor implementation.”66 In addition, the document states that “New Zealand will engage in a strategic dialogue with partner country governments to ensure that both aid resources and partners’ domestic resources are used as effectively as possible to achieve development

59 Id. at 11.
61 Id.
62 Id.
66 International Development Policy Statement, supra note 7, at 10.
outcome.”67 There is also to be increased focus on mutual accountability for results and on greater accountability on the part of recipient governments.68

These concepts were also reflected in the Cairns Compact on Strengthening Development Coordination in the Pacific,69 signed in 2009 by New Zealand and Australia together with other members of the Pacific Islands Forum.70 This compact was based on a number of principles, including reference to the need to draw on international best practices as expressed in the Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness and an acknowledgment that “country leadership, mutual accountability and mutual responsibility between Forum Island countries and their development partners are fundamental to successful development outcomes.”71

The agreed approaches set out in the compact include annual reporting by Forum Island countries, with assistance from New Zealand and Australia, on the implementation of a process of regular peer reviews of national development plans; annual reporting by the Forum Secretariat on progress towards the Millennium Development Goals and the effectiveness of development efforts in the region; and “directing the Forum Secretariat to coordinate with relevant development partners to develop a ‘road map’ aimed at progressive strengthening of Forum Island countries’ public expenditure management, procurement, accountability and monitoring systems so they are the best delivery mechanisms for official development assistance.”72 In addition, the countries agreed that there should be close alignment of regional aid efforts with regional priorities.

In July 2011, within the context of the principles of the Cairns Compact and other international declarations, New Zealand entered into joint development agreements with Samoa,73 Tonga,74 and the Cook Islands.75 These agreements set out mutually agreed goals and investments in priority sectors in order to guide New Zealand’s development assistance efforts in those countries. They also establish commitments from the recipient countries, including the development of long-term sector plans and the reflection of these in national planning and

---

67 Id.

68 Id. at 11.


71 Id.

72 Cairns Compact, supra note 69.


budgeting processes, and the provision of clear guidance on areas each country wishes New Zealand to invest in. Under the agreements, discussions on performance and progress towards the goals are to be held annually.

B. Regulation of Private Contributions

New Zealand NGOs and private entities operating in the area of foreign aid must comply with the relevant registration and reporting requirements that apply to companies, charitable organizations, or incorporated societies, depending on their organizational arrangements. Entities with a “charitable purpose” that are registered by the Charities Commission may receive tax benefits. Such entities are required to submit annual returns to the Commission. Charitable organizations that are assessed by the Inland Revenue Department as being fully exempt from tax do not need to file income tax returns unless requested, but are required to maintain accurate records.

If an entity’s own rules permit funds to be spent on a charitable purpose overseas it can still register as a charity in New Zealand. The Charities Commission states that

1. New Zealand entities will not fail the charitable purpose test simply because they have an overseas purpose or their public benefit is directed overseas—for example, a New Zealand entity established with the purpose of relieving poverty in another country.

---


80 Under the Charities Act 2005, charitable entities registered under the Charitable Trusts Act 1957, Companies Act 1993, or the Incorporated Societies Act 1908, must also register with the Charities Commission in order to “access certain tax benefits on the grounds of charitable purpose.” Charities Commission, How the Charities Act Affects Charitable Trusts, Incorporated Societies and Companies (June 2009), available at http://www.charities.govt.nz/Portals/0/docs/infosheet_trusts_societies.pdf. Under section 5 of the Charities Act 2005, “charitable purpose” includes “the relief of poverty, the advancement of education or religion, or any other matter beneficial to the community.” In order to qualify for exemptions, the organizations aims must be “exclusively charitable” and no income or funds may be used “to benefit any of its members, trustees or associates.” Charitable Organisations, INLAND REVENUE DEPARTMENT (IRD), http://www.ird.govt.nz/charitable-organisations/chart-orgs-intro/ (last visited Aug 24, 2011).

81 Charities Act 2005 s 42.

82 Charitable Organisations, supra note 80.
2. To be eligible for registration under the Charities Act, overseas entities must either be ‘established in New Zealand’ or have a ‘very strong connection’ to New Zealand so that we are able to monitor them and carry out our enforcement functions.\(^83\)

Donations to charitable entities that meet the criteria for “donee status” may entitle the donor to a tax credit under the Income Tax Act 2007.\(^84\) The Inland Revenue Department administers the process for entities to be treated as a donee organization, including receiving information from the Charities Commission.\(^85\) However, there are limitations on the ability for entities involved in charitable work overseas to qualify for donee organization status. The Inland Revenue Department states

[d]onations to organisations that apply most of their funds overseas will not qualify for donee organisation status, unless the organisation:

- has been approved as a donee organisation by the New Zealand Parliament, or
- sets up a separate fund maintained exclusively for providing money for charitable, benevolent, philanthropic, or cultural purposes within New Zealand.\(^86\)

New Zealand government funding for New Zealand-based NGOs is primarily distributed through contestable funding programs.\(^87\) Organizations that wish to apply for funding must be accredited by MFAT. Two funds are available: the Sustainable Development Fund, which focuses on activities relating to sustainable economic development, and the Humanitarian Response Fund. Eligibility criteria and conditions of funding, including reporting requirements, are set out in guidelines provided for each fund.\(^88\)

In conducting their activities, NGOs and other private entities must comply with all relevant New Zealand legislation, including the regulations that implement U.N. sanctions.

---


\(^85\) See Compliance FAQs, supra note 83.


III. Foreign Aid Appropriations Process

In 2002, when the New Zealand government decided to establish NZAID as an autonomous agency, it also determined that there should be a separate appropriation (“Vote”) for New Zealand ODA. The current government decided to maintain this arrangement when it moved responsibility for the aid program back into MFAT in 2009, stating that

[a] separate Vote provides transparency and accountability around the funding, objectives and outcomes of New Zealand’s ODA programme and the performance measures and standards for delivery of the programme. These would be explicit in the context of the range of outcomes that MFAT as a whole seeks.

The New Zealand government budget process involves advice and submissions by executive agencies to Ministers and Cabinet. Following review of these submissions and proposals, the Cabinet makes final budget decisions in line with the government’s budget strategy. The government’s Budget Policy Statement is tabled in Parliament in May and this is considered by a parliamentary committee. Once the committee has reported, by July 31 the government must introduce an Appropriation (Estimates) Bill and other Budget documents required by the Public Finance Act 1989. Passage of the Bill must be completed within three months of the delivery of the Budget. Any changes to appropriations after the passage of the Bill are included in an Appropriation (Supplementary Estimates) Bill that must be passed by the end of the financial year.

The New Zealand ODA budget includes funding for multilateral and bilateral aid activities, including membership dues for international organizations. As noted above, other agencies may receive ODA-related funding as part of their own appropriations, particularly the New Zealand Police and New Zealand Defence Force.

IV. Other Types of ‘Aid’

A. Scholarships

The New Zealand aid program includes the provision of scholarships “to citizens of some developing countries to undertake vocational training or tertiary level study in their home...”

---


90 Id.

91 The Appropriation (2011/12 Estimates) Act 2011, available at http://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/public/2011/0055/latest/DLM3744702.html. Schedule 1 of this Act includes the appropriations for Vote ODA for that year (note that funding for particular areas was also available for the current year as a result of multiyear appropriations passed in previous years).


country, in New Zealand or in the Pacific region.” 94 The scholarships offered are currently under review, although there is a commitment to continuing the approach. The following scholarships are listed as being available as of August 2011:

- New Zealand Pacific Scholarships, which are open to candidates from a number of Pacific Island countries to support both undergraduate and graduate study; 95
- New Zealand Development Scholarships, which “provide the opportunity for individuals from targeted developing countries to undertake studies at tertiary education institutions in New Zealand” with the purpose of applying knowledge and skills in particular subject areas to assist development in their home country; 96
- New Zealand ASEAN Scholar Awards, which are open to postgraduate applicants from Cambodia, Indonesia, the Philippines, Laos, Burma/Myanmar, and Vietnam to undertake development-related studies in New Zealand. 97
- Commonwealth Scholarships, which “provide the opportunity for individuals from selected developing Commonwealth countries to undertake postgraduate study or research at one of the eight universities in New Zealand.” 98
- Short Term Training Awards, which are available for applicants from selected developing countries to undertake short-term vocational and/or skills courses in New Zealand for up to one year. 99
- New Zealand Regional Development Scholarships, which are open to eligible postgraduate students from the Cook Islands, Kiribati, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu, and Vanuatu for “full-time, multiyear study at undergraduate or graduate level.” 100

B. Seasonal Guest Worker Program

Following the completion of a pilot program, in 2006 the New Zealand government announced the establishment of the Recognised Seasonal Employer (RSE) Policy, which

commenced in 2007. This policy is aimed at facilitating “the temporary entry of additional workers from overseas to plant, maintain, harvest and pack crops in the horticulture and viticulture industries” in order to meet labor shortages. The program is targeted at the recruitment of nationals from specified Pacific countries, although employers can recruit workers from other countries in limited circumstances. Under the foreign workers may be granted “RSE limited visas” to work for approved employers in those industries for a defined period. There is currently a limit of 8,000 RSE limited visas available per year.

C. Remittances

New Zealand undertakes a range of activities related to improving the remittance system, particularly between workers in New Zealand and their home countries in the Pacific region. This includes

- A joint project with the Australian aid agency, AusAID, and a private development company to create the [www.sendmoneypacific.org](http://www.sendmoneypacific.org) website. This website provides information on providers and fees in relation to remittances from New Zealand and Australia to different countries with the aim of encouraging competition among providers and bringing down costs.

- The development of financial education material for Pacific households in New Zealand as part of the New Zealand-Pacific Remittance Project. This includes a project run by the Ministry of Pacific Island Affairs, in partnership with the New Zealand Aid Programme and the Reserve Bank of New Zealand, to produce financial awareness calendars (MoneyPACIFIC Calendars) in different Pacific languages.

---


• A pilot training program that includes financial literacy for Pacific workers in New Zealand under the Recognised Seasonal Employer policy.\textsuperscript{109}

• Regulatory changes that allow financial institutions to offer a “two-card remittance facility.” This means that banks and other financial institutions can provide a card that allows funds to be loaded by a New Zealand-based remitter, up to a particular limit each year, and a second card that can be used by a second person to access money in another country though ATM and point of sale transactions. This means that the normally stringent verification of the person receiving the funds is not necessary.\textsuperscript{110}
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Without any tied aid and with its foreign aid contributions expected to exceed 1% of GNI, Norway is one of the world leaders in international development cooperation. It gives most of its aid to Afghanistan, Tanzania, and Palestinian Territories. Norway has stepped up its efforts over the last ten years by doubling the amount of aid given, refocusing its bilateral efforts and encouraging private donations by granting tax deductions for charitable contributions. In addition, Norway is the only European nation that provides free university education to any student regardless of nationality or permanent residence, including citizens of developing countries.

I. Introduction

A. Official Development Assistance Figures

For the first time, Norway’s preliminary official development assistance (ODA) figures for 2010 supersede neighboring Sweden in actual numbers, at US$4,582 million compared to Sweden’s US$4,527 million.\footnote{1} This is an increase in Norwegian aid compared to 2008 and 2009, and more than a 100% increase compared to 2004, when the corresponding value was US$2,198 million.\footnote{2} Calculated in the local Norwegian currency (NOK), there has been a sharp increase from NOK 14,814.9 million in 2004 to NOK 27,681.2 million in 2010.\footnote{3} Even compared to as recently as 2007, Norwegian aid for 2010 has increased by NOK 5,872.7 million (approximately US$1,015.4 million), which reflects an increase of more than 20%. In 2007, Norway was ranked as the world’s greatest donor of aid, with 0.95 of gross national income (GNI) dispersed.\footnote{4} However, despite the sharp 20% increase in aid from 2007, the increase as a percentage of GNI “only” translated to a 15% increase; thus, part of the increase was a result of Norway becoming...
Norway has since 2007 consistently pledged 1% of GNI and provided for at least 0.89% of GNI since 2003. Despite the financial crisis of 2008, Norway even increased its aid in 2009, both as a percentage of GNI and in actual value.

The government appropriates sums for both bilateral and multilateral aid that are then earmarked to certain uses. In 2010, the NOK 4,522 million (approximately US$781.9 million) assigned to bilateral development was divided up regionally between Africa, Asia, the Middle East, and Latin America.

Most of Norway’s net ODA is given as bilateral aid (US$3,620.35 million out of US$4,582.23 million in 2010). Budget support to developing countries accounts for approximately 7% of the Norwegian aid budget. For the year 2010, for example, the proposed allocation was NOK 4,522.1 million (approximately US$781.9 million) for bilateral development cooperation and NOK 6,264.42 million (approximately US$1,083.98) for multilateral development cooperation.

B. Private Contribution Figures

The total private contribution to foreign aid by Norwegians is unclear. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) has no figures available. However, the Norwegian Red Cross, Røde Kors, received some NOK 105 million (approximately US$18 million) in donations during 2010 and spent some NOK 61 million (approximately US$10.5 million) on their international human rights efforts alone. Another NOK 570 million (approximately US$98 million) was spent on emergency relief and efforts connected with aid to victims of catastrophes (primarily natural disasters and civil wars) and the prevention of such


6 Id.


8 Id. at 114. For further discussion see “Discretionary Aid,” section II.A.4, infra.

9 See OECD, ODA by Donor, Norway, Current Prices, Net Disbursements, supra note 5.

10 Norad, Budsjettsstøtte - den nye bistanden [Budget Support, the New Foreign Aid], http://www.norad.no/satsingsom%C3%A5der/samfunns%5C3%B8konomi-og-offentlig-forvaltning/budsjettsst%5C3%88tte/budsjettsst%5C3%88tte-den-nye-bistanden (last visited Sept. 26, 2011). Recipient countries include “Mozambique, Tanzania, Zambia, Malawi, Uganda and Nicaragua.” Id.
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The top three recipients of Norwegian aid are Afghanistan, Tanzania, and Palestinian Administered Areas. Measured by region, Norway gives most aid to ‘unspecified’ efforts, followed by sub-Saharan Africa and South and Central Asia. As one of the largest contributors to Palestinian Administered Areas, the Norwegian government has been criticized for supporting, at least indirectly, terrorists who are imprisoned in Israel.

In its budget for 2010, the Norwegian government increased its commitment to fighting AIDS by increasing its support to the Global Fund by 20%. Other recent projects include “Tax for Development” aimed at improving the tax systems of recipient countries. Norway also participates in “university cooperation.”

---

15 Id.

16 NTB, Stort Røde Kors-overskudd i katastrofeår [Large Surplus for Norwegian Red Cross During Disaster Year], DN.NO (June 9, 2006, 12:30 p.m., updated 1:12 p.m.), http://www.dn.no/forsiden/politikkSamfunn/article800342.ece.


18 For further discussion of Norwegian tax incentives for charity donations, see section II.B of this report, infra.


20 Id.


23 For more detailed information on the project, see Norad, Skatt for utvikling (Mar. 4, 2010), http://www.norad.no/satsingsom%C3%A5der/samfunns%C3%B8konomi-og-offentlig-forvaltning/skatt-for-utvikling/skatt-for-utvikling.

II. Legal Framework

A. Regulation of ODAs

1. Overview

Norwegian ODA is regulated by the annual budget as well as any government appropriation letters given to the implementing agencies. Norwegian aid is also affected by Norway’s United Nations (UN) and OECD commitments. There is no law that prohibits individuals from sending aid abroad; however, anything that is sent out of the country must comply with Norwegian export laws and regulations.25

2. Implementing Agencies

Norad

The Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation (Norad)26 is the main implementing agency for development cooperation in Norway. Norad receives its mandate from the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The mission of Norad is regulated in Instruks for Norad.27 The Norad budget and short-term mandate are determined by the annual budget as well as an årlige tildelingsbrev (annual appropriations letter) and Tillskottsbrev.28 For the government’s instructions to Norad, see Instruks for Norad.29 Norad has four main responsibilities: to provide “guidance” to the government, ensure quality, “initiate and carry through,” and “manage grant schemes.”30 These responsibilities include entering into bilateral agreements with recipients of foreign aid.

Norfund

The Norwegian Investment Fund for Developing Countries (Norfund) is the Norwegian state-owned investment fund for commercial activity in developing countries. It receives most of its funding from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in the development cooperation budget.31 The main purpose of Norfund is to “develop and establish profitable and sustainable enterprises in

---

29 Instruks for NORAD, supra note 27.
30 Id. § 2.
poor countries. The objective is to promote business development and contribute to economic growth and “poverty alleviation.”

Norfund is unique because it is designed to function as a high-risk investor, accepting risks others would not. Its focus is thus on finding the investment opportunity that would have the greatest effects on development, not necessarily on profit alone. Norfund enables these riskier investment ventures by providing guarantees as well as funds and loans to local enterprises and companies.

Norfund is run by a board of appointed directors. Norfund, like all other government institutions, must complete an annual financial report. The report includes “income statements, balance sheet, cash flows, and notes.” The financial report for 2010 is available online. Norfund is under the oversight of Riksrevisjonen (Office of the Auditor General of Norway), as described below.

3. Restrictions

*Legal and Regulatory Restrictions*

Norway places no direct restrictions on its foreign aid through legislation. However, under the bilateral agreements and letters of allocation made by Norad and the Ministry for Foreign Affairs, aid is conditioned on the stipulation that (among other things) the funds be distributed in a “gender-equal” manner. Moreover, all “civil society actors” who are recipients of financial support from Norad must follow and maintain “ethical guidelines.”

---

32 Id.
33 See Lov 9 mai 1997 [May 9, 1997] nr. 26 om Statens investeringsfond for næringsvirksomhet i utviklingsland § 1 (Nordfundloven).
35 Nordfundloven, supra note 33, § 1.
36 Id. at § 9.
37 Id at § 18. For a full list of those entities that must make an annual financial report, see Lov 17 juli 1998 [July 17, 1998] nr 56. om årsregnkap m.v.(Regnskapsloven) § 1-2.
38 Id. § 3-2 (translation by author).
40 Regnskapsloven, supra note 37, § 20.
There are also certain restrictions on which countries aid may be given to; for example, Norfund may only invest in countries the OECD ranks as developing.\textsuperscript{43} Also, the individual appropriations letter may place additional restrictions and conditions on the distribution of aid. Norwegian aid is often geared toward foreign policy objectives, such as democratization, women’s rights, and access to health care (including the right to inexpensive or free abortions).\textsuperscript{44}

\textit{Untied Trade and Aid}

Norway is one of the few countries that has managed to “untie” all of its aid, meaning that the aid it provides is not tied to trade policy considerations.\textsuperscript{45} However, trade in goods with Africa is still skewed, with exports outnumbering imports both in real values and in percentages, except for Botswana and South Africa. Norway exported NOK 4,540 million (approximately US$786 million) to the African continent from January through August 2011.\textsuperscript{46} NOK 1 million of that total (approximately US$173,000) went to Botswana, NOK 488 million (approx US$84 million) to South Africa, and the remaining NOK 4,053 million (approximately US$701 million) to other unnamed African countries. In comparison, Norway imported NOK 6,380 million (approximately US$1,103) from Africa; of that total, NOK 1,632 million (approximately US$282 million) came from Botswana and NOK 1,793 million (approximately US$310 million) came from South Africa. Thus, Norway imports NOK 2,954 million (approximately US$511.2) from Africa while it exports NOK 4,053 million (approximately US$701 million).\textsuperscript{47}

4. Discretionary Aid

The budget for Norwegian development cooperation is divided into sectors in the annual budget, with a so-called framework appropriation that requires a total of NOK 4,522.1 million (approximately US$782 million) to be allocated to bilateral development aid. Out of that amount, NOK 2,808.5 million (approximately US$484 million) goes to Africa, NOK 993.1 million (approximately US$172 million) to Asia, NOK 500 million (US$86.5 million) to the Middle East, and NOK 220.5 million (approximately US$38 million) to Latin America.\textsuperscript{48} A similar division is provided for under the sector of “Global Systems.”\textsuperscript{49} How the sums are to be divided (i.e., what projects they are to support) is not specified in the budget, although it does provide for earmarked sums for gender equality work.\textsuperscript{50} Yet, funds appear to be transferable.\textsuperscript{51}

\textsuperscript{43} Nordfundloven, supra note 33, § 1.

\textsuperscript{44} See Prop. S 1 (2009-2010), supra note 11, at 200.


\textsuperscript{46} Statistisk Sentralbyrå [Statistics Norway], Tabell 18 Imports and exports, by country and groups of countries, Traditional commodities, Mill. kr., http://www.ssb.no/emner/09/05/muh/tab18-01.shtml (last visited Sept. 22, 2011).

\textsuperscript{47} Id.

\textsuperscript{48} Prop. S 1 (2009-2010), supra note 11, at 5. See also programkategori 03.10 at 114f.

\textsuperscript{49} Id. (03.20 Globale ordninger) at 148 (translation by author).

\textsuperscript{50} See Prop. S 1 (2009-2010), supra note 11, ch. 168; kvinnior og likestilling (post 70), at 200.
5. Oversight

Oversight of the development cooperation funds is chiefly maintained by the agencies themselves and other government agencies.

_Riksrevisjonen_

The supreme oversight organ in Norway is the _Riksrevisjonen_ (Office of the Auditor General of Norway). The main goal of _Riksrevisjonen_ is to ensure that funds appropriated by the _Storting_ (national parliament) are used as specified. Because the development cooperation funds are appropriated by the _Storting_ following a proposition by the government, _Riksrevisjonen_ also oversees and evaluates development cooperation expenses. _Riksrevisjonen_ is intended to function as an independent agency that has discretion to decide “how the work shall be carried out and organized.” The oversight shall be “objective and neutral.”

_Norad_

Norad has its own _evalueringsavdelning_ (evaluation department). The evaluation process from start (“mandate/terms of reference”) to finish (the evaluation report) is described on Norad’s website. To facilitate efficiency and oversight, Norad has developed a special _Agreement Manual_ and a _Cooperation Development Manual_, which it uses to avoid fraud, corruption, and other problems connected with bilateral foreign aid. One example of an oversight measure is the field visit.

---

51 “Kan overføres” [transferable] is written following the budget appropriation. See id. at 115.


54 Lov 7 mai 2004 [May 7, 2004] nr 21 om Riksrevisjonen. (Riksrevisjonsloven) § 2; see also § 3, which provides that in addition to the legal statute on Riksrevisjonen, the _Storting_ is also allowed to create an instruction for the Riksrevisjon.

55 Id. § 10.


59 See _DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION MANUAL_, supra note 58, at 31.
General

The most recent report covering Norwegian aid was published in 2011 by Riksrevisjonen.60 Most reports are commissioned by the Norwegian government or Norad; however, one recent report on the effectiveness of aid to Russia was initiated following a request from Norad’s Russian counterpart.61 Although Norwegian aid is overseen and thoroughly scrutinized by both implementing agencies and other government agencies, there is a lack of independent evaluation.62

6. Policy Considerations

Norway bases its policy goals on the UN millennium goals.63 The Norwegian government believes that the way to meet these goals lies in focusing its aid on “climate change, conflict areas and the poorest countries.”64

Norway gives what is known as “budget support,” meaning it gives foreign governments additional income to be used in their annual budgets.65 This support is mainly used to aid the creation of democratic election processes and relies on the 2008 Paris Declaration66 as well as international coordination for implementation.67

---


61 Id.


64 Id.


66 OECD, Paris Declaration and Accra Agenda for Action, http://www.oecd.org/document/18/0,3343, en_2649_3236398_35401554_1_1_1_1,00.html (last visited Sept. 27, 2011).

B. Regulation of Private Contributions

Private contributions to international aid organizations are tax deductible under Norwegian law. The Norwegian Tax Authority (Skatteetaten) manages a list of approved organizations. These organizations may include foreign organizations within the European Economic Area (EEA). To be eligible as a recipient organization, the organization must provide or organize:

(a) care and health promotion for children and youth, or the elderly, sick, disabled, or other fragile groups; (b) child and youth programs on music, theater, literature, dance, sports or outdoor activity; or (c) religious or faith-based activity, (d) activities that benefit human rights or development aid; (e) catastrophe relief or activities that prevent accidents or injuries, (f) [or be an organization] that protects culture, the environment or animals. The [Foreign] Ministry may further regulate what areas of culture shall be covered [by this regulation].

To be deductible, donations to an organization on the approved list must be at least NOK 500 (approximately US$74) per year, and amounts above NOK 12,000 (approximately US$2,090) are not eligible for tax deductions.

There are no laws prohibiting the donation of aid by individuals. Donations by corporations are governed by the bylaws of the corporation. However, certain restrictions are indirectly in effect, as the use of “hawala systems” (informal money transfers) is outlawed.

III. Foreign Aid Appropriations Process

All appropriations of State funds must be approved by the Storting. As the first step in allocating funds to international development cooperation, the Department of Finance starts working on the budget “approximately a year in advance.” Six days after the Storting...
convenes for the fall session, the budget is presented to the Storting by the Minister of Finance.76 Afterwards, the Standing Committee on Finance and Economic Affairs presents its recommendations on the budget.77 These recommendations include both ceilings and appropriations.78 Once the Storting decides to adopt or amend these budget ceilings, they are final.79 Before the Storting reaches a binding ceiling, each department that receives an allocation by the government may comment on the allocations, the timeline for which is set by the Storting.80

IV. Other Types of ‘Aid’

A. Free Trade Agreements

Norway has a number of Free Trade Agreements.81 Most of them are multilateral agreements with the European Free Trade Association (EFTA). Norwegian policy is focused on increasing free trade as a better resource than aid.

B. Tuition-free Universities

Norway is currently the only country in Europe that does not impose any tuition fees on any of its students, including international non-EEA (European Economic Area) students.82 Although attempts are being made to investigate the possibility of introducing tuition for international students in a similar way as neighboring Sweden, the idea of tuition at Norwegian universities and colleges is still very controversial.83

C. Financing University Studies in Norway for Citizens of Developing Countries

In addition to providing tuition-free university study, the Norwegian government also provides a limited number of scholarships to students from developing countries under its “quota scheme.”84 Under the quota scheme, a student is given both grants and loans similar to those


77 Id. para 2.

78 Id.

79 Id. § 21, para 4.

80 See id. § 22.


82 Högskoleverket, Kraftig ökning av utländska sökande i Norge [Sharp Increase in Foreign Applicants in Norway], Internationalt om högskolan nr 6, 2011 (Feb. 18, 2011), http://www.hsv.se/publikationerarkiv/nyhetsbrev/2011/internationelltomhogskolan/internationelltomhogskolannr62011_5.4db54fa12d0ded389580008790.html (Swed.).


given to Norwegian students, but as long as the student returns home and does not “take up residence” in Norway within ten years of finishing his or her studies, the loan portion is converted into a scholarship.\textsuperscript{85} This de-incentivizes “brain drain” from developing countries. A full list of countries that are on the development cooperation list and therefore eligible for the quota scheme is available on the University of Oslo website.\textsuperscript{86} However, only students linked to university institutions in their home countries are eligible to apply, and only for master’s and PhD programs.\textsuperscript{87}

Norad provides funding for university education for the benefit of citizens of developing countries by sponsoring local institutions or Norwegian institutions with collaboration agreements.\textsuperscript{88} The project targets education of public and civil servants of relevant countries.\textsuperscript{89}

D. Health Care for Asylum Seekers and Children of ‘Undocumented Immigrants’

Health care is provided to adults who permanently or temporarily reside in one of Norway’s \textit{kommuner} (municipalities).\textsuperscript{90} Persons who have applied for asylum, as well as their families, also may seek medical care in a Norwegian \textit{kommun}.\textsuperscript{91} Non-asylum seekers and those whose asylum applications were denied are not covered. Consequently, only emergency care is provided for undocumented adults, at the cost of its current monetary value.\textsuperscript{92} For example, a “non-complicated” delivery costs approximately NOK 30,000\textsuperscript{93} (approximately US$5,192). However, a report by the \textit{Bymisjon} (Norwegian Church City Mission) illustrates that current legislation and actual practice do not always coincide; some general practitioners treat undocumented immigrants while others do not.\textsuperscript{94} Still, children under eighteen are legally

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{86} See University of Oslo, \textit{Quota Cooperation by Country} (Sept. 30, 2010, 4:42 p.m., modified Aug. 31, 2011, 2:04 p.m.), \url{http://www.uio.no/english/studies/admission/quota-scheme/cooperation-agreements/cooperation-by-country/index.html}.  
\item \textsuperscript{87} \textsuperscript{87} Id.; Oslo University, \textit{Quota Cooperation by Programme} (Sept. 30, 2010, 4:42 p.m., modified Aug. 30, 2011, 3:46 p.m.), \url{http://www.uio.no/english/studies/admission/quota-scheme/cooperation-agreements/cooperation-by-programme/index.html}. 
\item \textsuperscript{88} Center for International Cooperation in Higher Education [SIU], \textit{Norad’s Programme for Master Studies}, \url{http://siu.no/eng/Front-Page/Programme-information/Development-cooperation/NOMA} (last visited Sept. 26, 2010). 
\item \textsuperscript{89} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{90} Lov 19 nov 1982 [Nov. 19, 1982] nr 66 om helsetjenesten i kommunen (Kommunehelsetjenesteloven) kap 1-1. 
\item \textsuperscript{91} Id. kap 2-1a. 
\item \textsuperscript{92} Kirkens Bymisjon, \textit{Rettigheter [Rights]}, \url{http://www.bymisjon.no/Virksomheter/Helscenteret-for-papirlose-migranter/Rettigheter/} (last visited Sept. 26, 2011). 
\item \textsuperscript{93} Id. (translation by author). 
\item \textsuperscript{94} Solveig Holmedal Ottesen, \textit{Papirlose migranter [Undocumented Immigrants]}, En rapport fra Stiftelsen Kirkens Bymisjon Oslo, Mangfold & Oppvekst, at 20
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
provided health care regardless of status as a result of Norway’s efforts to uphold the UN Child Convention.  

The Norwegian Røde Kors provides health care for persons who are present in Norway without any form of identification. The organization has also asked the government to take responsibility for providing free health care to asylum seekers whose applications are denied. The Røde Kors argues that it is a matter of being a humane society to offer health care services to undocumented persons in the same manner as those who are documented.

E. Foreign Remittances

There are no official figures on foreign remittances from Norway to developing nations. However, Ba-Musa Ceesay, Executive Officer at Norad, explains in an article in Bistandsaktuellt that “[almost] all Gambians living in Norway (about 1200) send back part of their earnings.” Still, remittances cannot be sent to all parts of the world. For example, the Norwegian government makes it impossible to legally “trans[fer] [funds] from Norway to Somalia” and other countries where the hawala system is the transferor’s only option. However, that does not mean that the process is not used, only that it is more difficult to survey.
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Executive Summary

Russian official development assistance (ODA) in 2010 amounted to US$472 million, which is about 0.07% of gross national income and is expected to stay at that level in the near future. Russian assistance is primarily provided indirectly by writing off debts of developing countries; through participation in various international programs; and by providing humanitarian aid, grants, and trade preferences. A regulatory and institutional framework for assistance has not been firmly established. While there is no single legislative act related to the provision of ODA, major principles of assistance are formulated in the government-approved International Development Assistance Concept. Creation of a federal agency responsible for implementation of assistance policies and coordination of assistance provided has been proposed. The existing Federal Agency for the Commonwealth of Independent States, Compatriots Living Abroad and International Humanitarian Cooperation is engaged in aid work. Presently, development assistance is conducted through multilateral mechanisms taking advantage of already established aid delivery channels. Specific amounts of aid are defined in the budget bills specifying activities of individual executive agencies and Russian funds designated to support the work of international organizations. Most of Russian ODA is provided as untied aid; however, the government supports the idea of lending tied assistance funds based on certain economic and policy considerations. The effectiveness of ODA is assessed by the Ministries of Finance and Foreign Affairs.

I. Introduction

A. Official Development Assistance Figures

Despite its increasing involvement in international cooperation programs, Russia is not a member of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) and does not report aid flows to the Development Assistance Committee (DAC). ¹

According to the Ministry of Finance, in 2010 Russia spent a total of US$472.32 million,² nearly meeting the annual target rate of US$500 million set by the Concept of Russia’s

Participation in International Development Assistance (IDA Concept). Russia’s contribution of US$785 million in 2009 was not a move to a new level of aid volume but was explained by aid allocation to main partners, especially Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) member states, to help them cope with the worldwide economic crisis. According to Russian officials, within the next few years Russia’s Official Development Assistance (ODA) will remain at the level of about US$500 million.

Russia’s ODA/Gross National Income (GNI) ratio increased from 0.015% in 2004 to 0.065% in 2009 and was expected to reach 0.07% in 2010, which is well below the DAC members’ levels. The IDA Concept states that “as the necessary socioeconomic conditions are created, Russia will further increase provisions for aid, aiming to steadily move towards the achievement of the United Nations (UN) recommended target: allocation of at least 0.7% GDP for purposes of international development assistance.”

Given limited resources in the previous two decades and large debts under loans provided by the former Soviet Union, Russia contributed to development assistance mostly by writing off debts of developing countries, often within the framework of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) Initiative. In 2003, Russia ranked first in the share of developing countries’ debt relief to its Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and third in absolute value after Japan and France. In 2006, Russia committed to canceling US$11.3 billion worth of debts owed by African countries, including US$2.2 billion of debt relief to the HIPC Initiative. According to Russian officials, in 2009 the amount of write-offs in favor of African countries reached around US$20 billion.
B. Private Contribution Figures

Russian philanthropists are encouraged to invest domestically and be involved in resolving domestic problems. Most of their donations stay in Russia.\(^{12}\) Even the large-scale catastrophes of the December 2004 Southeast Asia tsunami and the January 2010 Haiti earthquake did not engender substantial private Russian contributions to international humanitarian and relief operations.\(^{13}\)

C. Snapshot of Foreign Aid Activity

The Soviet Union has been actively involved in international development assistance.\(^{14}\) It spent around US$26 billion in 1986 alone on friendly poor countries in the communist world, South America, Asia, and Africa.\(^{15}\) The economic crisis that followed the collapse of the Soviet Union seriously limited Russia’s participation in development assistance\(^ {16}\) and resulted in Russia’s inclusion on the list of aid recipient countries.\(^ {17}\) Recent economic revival has enabled Russia to widen the scope and types of its assistance to international development efforts and emerge as a donor.\(^ {18}\)

Russia expends significant resources to support primarily neighboring former Soviet republics through participation in various international programs and provision of humanitarian aid, grants, trade preferences, and other measures.\(^ {19}\) In recent years Russia mostly contributed to development assistance by writing off debts under loans provided by the former Soviet Union.\(^ {20}\)

Russia identified its main priorities in development cooperation and pledged a significant increase in external aid financing during its G8 Presidency in 2006.\(^ {21}\) While Russia aims to create a regulatory and institutional framework for assistance, currently it provides development assistance mainly in two ways: by individual executive agencies according to established bilateral treaties and through multilateral mechanisms, taking advantage of well-established aid
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delivery channels, additional coordination opportunities provided by international organizations, financial monitoring systems, and technical capacity and expertise.\textsuperscript{22} This is consistent with the IDA Concept, which states that pending the establishment of a national development assistance system,

Russia will provide international development assistance mainly on a multilateral basis, that is by making voluntary and earmarked contributions to the international financial and economic institutions, first of all, to UN programs, funds, and specialized agencies, regional economic commissions and other organizations participating in development programs; by participating in global funds; and by implementing special international initiatives of the Group of Eight, the World Bank, IMF, and UN agencies.\textsuperscript{23}

Current sectoral priorities of Russia’s development assistance were mainly formulated under the influence of the Russian G8 Presidency in 2006 and include energy, health and education, governance and public administration, conflict resolution, industrial development, and capacity building.\textsuperscript{24}

Russian initiatives to help develop energy infrastructure in rural areas of African countries, including the construction of mini-power plants, mini-hydroelectric power plants, and power lines for electric energy access, are carried out under the Global Village Energy Partnership program. Russia was expected to contribute about US$30 million to this program over four years starting in 2007.\textsuperscript{25}

In October 2008, Russia and the World Bank established the Russia Education Aid for Development (READ) Trust Fund aimed at enhancing education quality in low-income countries.\textsuperscript{26} The Trust Fund money (US$32 million) is being allocated over five years among seven countries (four in Africa, two in Central Asia, and one in Southeast Asia).\textsuperscript{27}

Health care has become a traditional area of development assistance for Russia.\textsuperscript{28} In that sphere, Russian ODA has been allocated in recent years as follows:

2006 – US$20.35 million  
2007 – US$102.17 million  
2008 – US$110.29 million  
2009 – US$90.72 million\textsuperscript{29}

\textsuperscript{22} IDA Concept, supra note 3, at 9.  
\textsuperscript{23} Id. at 8.  
\textsuperscript{24} Id. at 7.  
\textsuperscript{25} Rakhmangulov, supra note 1, at 60.  
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\textsuperscript{27} Id.  
\textsuperscript{28} Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation, supra note 2.  
\textsuperscript{29} Rakhmangulov, supra note 1, at 60–61.
2010 – US$80 million\textsuperscript{30}
2011 – US$26.47 million (as allocated)\textsuperscript{31}

In 2006, Russia terminated its recipient status and compensated the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, TB, and Malaria (Global Fund) the US$217 million that the Fund had previously spent on its activities in Russia.\textsuperscript{32} Payments to the Global Fund constituted more than half of the total contribution of US$430 million that Russia made to public health services worldwide from 2006 to 2011.\textsuperscript{33} Russian contributions to the fight against tropical diseases amounted to RUB 157 million (US$4.9 million) in 2010 and RUB 240 million (US$7.8 million) in 2011.\textsuperscript{34} In the past few years Russia contributed US$28 million in technical assistance to CIS countries to establish national systems for monitoring infectious diseases, and another US$5 million was appropriated in 2010.\textsuperscript{35} Russia pledged to contribute US$75 million to the Muskoka Initiative on Maternal, Newborn and Under-Five Child Health from 2011–2014.\textsuperscript{36}

In 2011, Russia’s contribution to global food security efforts remained at the 2010 level (US$98.2 million), and the total sum of Russia’s commitments to the L’Aquila Food Security Initiative in 2009–2011 amounts to US$330 million (humanitarian aid is excluded).\textsuperscript{37} From January 2008 to June 2009, Russia allocated US$73 million to overcome the consequences of the food crisis and ensure food security, including through emergency aid programs.\textsuperscript{38} Russian food aid is allocated through the World Food Programme of the United Nations (WFP) and by one-time emergency donations, such as US$3.5 million in food aid deliveries to Bangladesh, Guinea, and Zimbabwe in 2008.\textsuperscript{39} Russian food assistance contributions reached about US$30 million in 2009.\textsuperscript{40} Russian food aid is received by a relatively small number of countries. For example, in 2010, contributions were allocated to Afghanistan (US$5 million), Armenia (US$2.5 million), the Democratic Republic of the Congo (US$2 million), Kyrgyzstan (US$5 million), and Tajikistan (US$5.5 million).\textsuperscript{41} An additional US$10 million was set aside for one-time emergency operations, with US$4.2 million from these funds dedicated to food aid to Haiti.\textsuperscript{42} Russia also contributes to WFP infrastructure development by supporting logistical functions
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carried out by the WFP for the entire UN system.\textsuperscript{43} The WFP and the Russian government are designing school meals programs for long-term projects in CIS countries, starting with Armenia, where such a program funded by a Russian contribution of US$8 million will be implemented in 2010–2012.\textsuperscript{44} Russia plans to donate up to US$15 million for the development of agriculture in developing countries through the World Bank Global Food Crisis Response Program.\textsuperscript{45} Tajikistan received US$6.75 million through this program in 2009 and 2010, and an allocation of US$6.8 million to Kyrgyzstan is being considered.\textsuperscript{46} In 2010, Russia spent US$98.2 million to train farm specialists and to supply technology and resistant seed cultures to Africa, and it appears that in 2011 spending on food security stayed the same.\textsuperscript{47}

Russia is expected to announce a decision to contribute up to US$200 million to the Green Climate Fund, established for mitigating the consequences of climate change.\textsuperscript{48}

In April 2011, the Russian government decided to donate €5 million (US$6.8 million) to the Nuclear Safety Account in 2012 and €20 million (US$27.4 million) annually in 2011 and 2012 to the Chernobyl Shelter Fund. Russia provided US$27 million to these initiatives in 2005–2006 and 2009–2010.\textsuperscript{49}

In the context of the ongoing financial crisis, Russia together with other countries of the Eurasian Economic Community (EurAsEC), which includes Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan, has established a US$10 billion Anti-Crisis Fund, with Russia contributing US$7.5 billion. The proceeds of this fund will be used to support poor countries within the EurAsEC on terms and conditions comparable with ODA criteria.\textsuperscript{50}

Russia also provides assistance in the sphere of good governance, such as the support provided by the Federal Service for Fiscal Monitoring to several CIS countries for developing fiscal monitoring systems.\textsuperscript{51}
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II. Legal Framework

A. Regulation of ODAs

1. Overview

Russian ODA legislation is still being developed. A number of important terms and concepts are not defined and some terms have different definitions from those in the DAC documents.\(^{52}\) Russia is the only G8 country that does not include the concept of “official development assistance”\(^{53}\) in its laws. Foreign aid provision concepts appear in certain laws, treaties, and strategic conceptual documents.\(^{54}\)

The IDA Concept, approved in 2007, defines the major goals, objectives, principles, and priorities of Russia’s international development assistance policy and aims at establishing a national development assistance system.\(^{55}\) The purpose of the IDA Concept is to ensure that the federal government uses a systemic approach to Russia’s participation in international development assistance.\(^{56}\) The legal framework for the IDA Concept is provided by the Constitution of the Russian Federation, the Russian Foreign Policy Concept, the Russian Security Concept, and the Budget Code of the Russian Federation.\(^{57}\) The IDA Concept is also based on the UN Charter, the Millennium Declaration, the Monterrey Consensus, the Johannesburg Plan of Implementation of the World Summit on Sustainable Development, the 2005 World Summit Outcome, the Paris Declaration, and other international instruments.\(^{58}\) The IDA Concept provides that the creation of a national system of international development assistance will occur in several stages, but no time frames or terms have been set for the stages.\(^{59}\)

The Plan of Measures to Implement the International Development Assistance Concept was adopted in November 2007 and provides for measures to create legal and institutional bases for Russia’s development assistance.\(^{60}\) The plan was to be implemented from 2008 to 2010, but institutional changes have not yet been made.\(^{61}\) To date there is no document that would enable all concerned agencies to address the tasks set out by the IDA Concept in an integrated and step-by-step fashion.\(^{62}\) There are individual acts issued by federal executive agencies, but they have
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narrow application and do not amount to a unified system of actions to promote and enhance the effectiveness of the ODA.\(^{63}\)

Plans to establish a specialized governmental agency for development assistance were announced by the Russian Finance Ministry on August 26, 2011. It appears that a newly created federal agency “will contribute to international development, [and] assist other countries to advance economy and fight poverty.”\(^{64}\) According to the draft of the new agency’s statute, it will “develop Russian assistance strategy and monitor its implementation.”\(^{65}\) The agency will be subordinated to the federal Ministry of Finance and will coordinate its activities with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.\(^{66}\)

2. Restrictions

Currently more than 75% of Russian ODA is provided as untied aid.\(^{67}\) At the same time the Concept for the Long-Term Social and Economic Development of Russia through 2020, approved in November 2008, states that Russian businesses will be supported by tied loans and international development aid mechanisms with a view toward promoting Russian goods and services in the markets of developing countries.\(^{68}\) In particular, Russian authorities consider humanitarian food supplies as a measure to support Russian grain exporters. For example, in April 2009 the Russian government made targeted “tied” contributions to the WFP and the International Civil Defense Organization of US$9.3 million and US$10.7 million, respectively, emphasizing that they will be used to purchase wheat and flour in Russia and to pay Russian organizations for their delivery.\(^{69}\) The IDA Concept also states that “[o]ther conditions being equal, preference will be given to projects and programs involving the use of goods and services originating in Russia.”\(^{70}\)

3. Policy Considerations

The IDA Concept states that Russia’s economic and political interests will be met by “strengthening Russia’s international position and credibility; stabilizing [the] socioeconomic and political situation in the partner countries; establishing a belt of good neighborliness; prevent[ing] the occurrence of potential focal points of tension and conflict, primarily in the
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regions neighboring Russia; [and] creating a favorable external environment for Russia’s own development.” The IDA Concept emphasizes the importance of poverty reduction activities in countries with effective governance and anticorruption programs, and those interested in building a consistent bilateral relationship with Russia.

The IDA Concept charges the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Finance with joint coordination of expenditures on Russia’s IDA, including the determination of priority countries and regions; the political advisability of aid provision; and the amount, delivery channels, types, and terms of such assistance.

Given Russia’s limited resources, the IDA Concept specifies the priority group of aid recipients. Russia’s regional priorities are one of the main considerations in its IDA system. The priority group includes the bordering countries—members of the Agreement on the Integrated Economic Space (IES) and the Eurasian Economic Community (EurAsEC)—and other CIS countries. The CIS countries are perceived as a security belt around Russia, and social and political stability in these countries enables Russia to conduct more liberal policies and reduce its military expenditures. The countries of sub-Saharan Africa also are given particular attention as the least developed and most in need of international aid.

Another priority group consists of Russian compatriots living abroad. Russia provides support to compatriots in ninety-one countries, including through scholarships on equal terms with Russian citizens.

4. Discretionary Aid

Federal executive agencies coordinate their proposals with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Finance for inclusion in the federal budget of spending items in connection with IDA. The IDA Concept lists the goals of Russia’s development assistance, principles for avoiding corruption risks and ensuring transparency of decision making, and other factors that must be taken into account in supporting documents prepared by federal executive agencies. The law on the federal budget generally does not contain restrictions on spending funds appropriated for IDA.
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5. Oversight

The Accounting Chamber of the Russian Federation controls spending of appropriated funds.\textsuperscript{79} Performance assessments of Russia’s participation in specific development assistance projects is carried out in coordination with the authorities of the recipient country and/or the leadership of international organizations.\textsuperscript{80} To avoid the risks of “nurturing” corruption, misuse of allocated funds, and conservation of inefficient public administration in the recipient countries, the IDA Concept includes a number of requirements that recipient countries must meet to be eligible for Russian development assistance, such as the existence of national poverty reduction and sustainable economic development programs, and anticorruption programs.\textsuperscript{81} This requirement does not apply to allocation of emergency aid. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Ministry of Economic Development and Trade, and the Ministry of Finance are charged with compiling factual and analytical data on the implementation of anticorruption activities and efforts to ensure transparency in the use of IDA.\textsuperscript{82} The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Finance are also responsible for assessing the cost-effectiveness of federal spending on IDA.\textsuperscript{83}

B. Regulation of Private Contributions

As noted above, the amount of private Russian contributions to international development is insignificant. Amendments to the Tax Code enacted in July 2011 and entering into force from January 2012 provide for reducing the taxable income of private individuals to the extent of contributions made to charitable funds and socially oriented nongovernmental organizations.\textsuperscript{84}

III. Foreign Aid Appropriations Process

According to the IDA Concept, Russia provides assistance on a multilateral basis, a trilateral basis, and a bilateral basis.\textsuperscript{85} The majority of Russian ODA (more than 60% in 2010\textsuperscript{86}) is provided through multilateral channels, including through UN organizations and the World Bank (i.e., in the form of untied voluntary contributions), since aid delivery channels and a legislative framework to deliver the aid have yet to be developed.\textsuperscript{87}
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Bilateral assistance projects focus on a relatively limited number of recipient countries, such as Central Asian countries that share with Russia a common language and legacy of the Soviet health system, and countries where it is possible to make tangible, evaluable contributions. Assistance provided on a trilateral basis implies application of financial and technical capacity of traditional donor countries and international organizations and delivery of aid through trust funds of the World Bank, the UN institutions, and other organizations. At the same time, Russia retains the right to select recipient countries and areas of assistance, and to use Russian technical assistance specialists.

Federal budget funds for development assistance activities are allocated according to procedures established by the Budget Code of the Russian Federation. The Ministry of Economic Development prepares annual plans for ODA in collaboration with international organizations, while the Ministry of Finance ensures that the agreed-upon ODA spending is included in the draft federal budget, informs budget funding administrators and beneficiaries of the overall budget schedule and of limits on ODA spending, and cooperates with the Federal Treasury to ensure timely financing of relevant spending items. However, proper spending of the funds is the responsibility of the federal executive bodies, which submit proposals each year to the Ministry of Finance on ODA volumes agreed-upon with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs together with justification for inclusion of their proposals in long-term financial plans and the federal budget.

IV. Implementing Agencies

The following agencies are responsible for ODA according to the IDA Concept: the President; the Parliament; the Ministry of Foreign Affairs; the Ministry of Finance; the Ministry of Economic Development; the Ministry of Civil Defense, Emergencies and Disaster Relief; the Ministry of Industry and Trade; and the Ministry of Energy. The actual list of government agencies involved in implementing ODA policy also includes the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment; the Ministry of Regional Development; the Ministry of Education and Science; the Federal Agency for the CIS, Compatriots Living Abroad and International Humanitarian Cooperation (Rossotrudnichestvo); and other agencies.

The Ministries of Foreign Affairs and Finance are the main decision-making authorities with respect to ODA, including the prioritization of countries and regions, the political expediency of aid, the amount of aid, delivery channels, types, and terms. They provide
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information support for ODA operations, submit official information to foreign governments and international organizations, and jointly prepare annual reports on outcomes of Russia’s participation in ODA. The Ministry of Finance is also responsible for analytical accounting of funds allocated by the Russian Federation to ODA. Russia’s humanitarian aid is controlled by the Ministry for Civil Defense, Emergencies and Elimination of Consequences of Natural Disasters.

Rossotrudnichestvo was established under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and is engaged in facilitation and development of international relations between Russia and the CIS member states and other states, as well as in the sphere of international humanitarian cooperation. It is not the Russian agency for international development, creation of which is expected in the next year or two, because it is involved in aid programs only for the CIS member states. Experts do not consider Rossotrudnichestvo as a serious IDA actor given its and its predecessors’ specialization in promoting Russian language, culture, science, and educational relations.

V. Other Types of ‘Aid’

A. Emergency Aid

Even during extreme economic hardship in the early 1990s, Russia actively participated in humanitarian operations. Russian aid provided during the humanitarian operations after the earthquake in Haiti amounted to about US$5 million, and Russia donated an additional US$8 million following the Haiti Donors’ Conference in March 2010. Russia’s largest single contribution, US$20 million, was made in 2008 in response to the earthquake in the Sichuan Province of China.

B. College Scholarships to Foreign Students

The Concept for the Long-Term Social and Economic Development of the Russian Federation provides for creation of a system of incentives, including financial incentives, for foreign citizens to study in Russian institutions of higher education and for promotion of exchange programs for the development of economic ties with the countries participating in the joint educational programs.
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According to various sources, students from 161 states were granted approximately 9,000 scholarships funded by the Russian federal budget in 2009. Pursuant to a government decision, the number of foreign citizens and compatriots whose studies in government educational institutions of higher and professional education is supported by federal funds cannot exceed 10,000.

C. Foreign Remittances

Russia is second only to the United States with respect to the number of migrants in its territory (12.3 million), and it is the fourth largest source of remittances in the world with US$18.6 billion (2% of GDP) transferred in 2010. The IDA Concept emphasizes the importance of facilitating the simplification and cost-reduction, and enhancing the security and efficiency, of money remittance systems.
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Executive Summary

Saudi Arabia is a leading provider of official development assistance to developing countries, averaging 1.5% of its gross national income (GNI) for the period between 1973 and 2008, according to a study conducted by the World Bank. Saudi Arabia channels its assistance through the Saudi Fund for Development established specifically for this purpose and is also a generous donor of humanitarian aid, totaling $2.1 billion for the period between 2000 and 2010.

I. Introduction

A. Official Development Assistance Figures

According to a study conducted by the World Bank, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and the United Arab Emirates have been among the most generous in the world in providing official development assistance (ODA) to developing countries, averaging 1.5% of their gross national income (GNI) during the period from 1973 to 2008. This rate is about twice as much as the 0.7% target set by the United Nations and about five times the average assistance provided by Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) member states, with Saudi Arabia leading the other two countries, Kuwait and the United Arab Emirates.

Saudi Arabia’s high ODA average of the 1970s and 1980s declined through 2001, but started rising again in 2002 both in terms of the amounts provided and the GNI percentage.¹

B. Private Contribution Figures

According to the Saudi Arabia Market Information Resource and Directory (SAMIRAD), the Saudi Government formed official and national committees in each of the cities in the kingdom, under the auspices of a high ministerial committee tasked with coordinating private contributions, to help alleviate the ill effects of the persistent drought in Africa. The government provided aid in money and in kind payments and called on its citizens to give generously.

Through 1988, the total value of aid provided amounted to 325 million Saudi Riyals. No relevant information about the status of such private aid has been found for the period after 1988.

C. Snapshot of Foreign Aid Activity

Between 1975 and the end of 2010, Saudi Arabia financed 472 development projects in 77 countries, in an amount totaling 33,258.99 million Saudi Riyals. The geographical distribution of these projects is as follows: 43 in Africa, 27 in Asia, and 7 in other parts of the world.

II. Legal Framework

A. Regulation of ODAs

1. Overview

Saudi Arabia authorized official development assistance participation by issuing Royal Decree No. M/48 dated August 14, 1394 Hijri (corresponding to September 1, 1974), pursuant to which the Saudi Fund for Development (the Fund) was established.

The Fund’s objective is to participate in financing developmental projects in developing countries through granting loans.

2. Restrictions

The assistance provided by the Fund is not subject to any specific restrictions except for the following:

- The project being financed must benefit the country that receives the loan economically or socially;
- The loan should be disbursed and paid back in Saudi Riyals;
- The loan amount granted must not exceed 5% of the Fund’s capital or 50% of the total cost of the project; and
- The aggregate amount of loans granted at the same time to any country must not exceed 10% of the Fund’s capital.

---
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3. Policy Considerations

The Board of Directors of the Fund is vested with the authority to adopt rules and regulations under which loans are granted and recalled in a manner consistent with Royal Decree No. M/48 of 1974. However, the Council of Ministers may dispense with any of the conditions prescribed in the Decree provided its decision is based on a recommendation made by the Board of Directors of the Fund and a proposal offered by the Minister of Finance and National Economy as to whether such dispensation is justified.

4. Discretionary Aid

There are no provisions in the charter of the Fund as established by Royal Decree No. M/48 of 1974 to allow it to give discretionary aid outside the norms described therein. However, Saudi Arabia is known to have given and continues to give large contributions for humanitarian aid purposes, whether directly or through international or regional organizations. For example, according to a report citing as a source Development Initiatives, based on data from the Financial Tracking Service of the United Nation’s Office for Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, Saudi Arabia has given a total of US$2.1 billion in humanitarian aid between 2000 and 2010.

5. Oversight

Notwithstanding the role and authority of the general financial inspection department within the Saudi government, the Board of Directors of the Fund may appoint one or more inspectors and financial auditors.

B. Regulation of Private Contributions

Following the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, in the United States, Saudi Arabia is believed to have adopted measures to ensure that contributions by individuals and private organizations are not channeled to terrorist organizations. However, we were unable to find research sources to identify such measures or the status of the various committees referred to in section I.B, above.

III. Foreign Aid Appropriation Process

In addition to the disbursement processes for official development assistance adopted by the Board of Directors of the Fund, Saudi Arabia participates in the following regional and international development institutions, each of which disburses the funds appropriated to it according to its own rules and regulations: Arab Monetary Fund, Arab Fund for Economic and
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IV. Implementing Agencies

As explained above, the only agency that implements Saudi policy on providing official development assistance to developing countries is the Saudi Fund for Development.

V. Other Types of ‘Aid’

We were unable to determine whether other types of aid have been regulated in Saudi Arabia.
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10 For Saudi contribution amounts and percentages of the total capital of each institution, see SAUDI FUND FOR DEVELOPMENT, ANNUAL REPORT 2010, App. 2, supra note 3.
South Africa has robust and fast-growing foreign aid programs. However, the funding and implementation of these programs are fragmented across different government institutions and regional and international organizations. The lack of a central implementing institution or a reporting mechanism makes obtaining the complete picture of South Africa’s aid programs difficult.

One of the most visible aid programs is the African Renaissance and International Cooperation Fund (ARF). It is administered by the Department of International Relations and Cooperation and supports numerous projects in Africa in accordance with its stated objectives.

The African Renaissance and International Cooperation Fund Act, the law which governs the ARF, gives the executive body wide discretion to negotiate most assistance agreements and impose restrictions.

Funds for the ARF come from different sources including parliamentary appropriations, which is the primary source. Transparency and accountability in the way that the ARF is administered are insured through mandatory annual reports issued by the ARF and annual auditing by the Auditor General, an independent constitutional body.

I. Introduction

A. Official Development Assistance Figures

The complete picture of development assistance figures in South Africa is difficult to obtain. This is mainly because development assistance in South Africa is highly fragmented and the country has yet to establish a system for collecting accurate and complete data.1

Although data on assistance provided through the African Renaissance and International Cooperation Fund (ARF), one of South Africa’s foreign aid programs, is available, it does not

---

give an accurate picture of all foreign aid programs in South Africa. ARF accounts for only a small percentage of the overall assistance that South Africa provides, with most of it coming from other government institutions that do not produce accurate and complete reports.²

Assistance through the ARF has increased dramatically through the years since its inception in 2001. In 2003/04 ARF spending was limited to ZAR50 million (about US$7 million).³ By 2007/08, the expenditure rose dramatically to US$36.4 million.⁴

Only select figures on overall foreign aid expenditures by South Africa are available. Information extracted from the South African Treasury shows that in 2008/09, South Africa’s expenditure through regional and international organizations (the United Nations, the African Union, the Southern African Development Community (SADC), and others) amounted to US$19.6 million.⁵ Expenditure on humanitarian assistance on the same year was US$2.9 million.⁶ South Africa has also contributed US$7 million to the India-Brazil-South Africa (IBSA) Poverty Alleviation Fund since its establishment in 2004.⁷

Information on foreign aid expenditure patterns shows that foreign aid assistance that South Africa provides emphasizes education and peacekeeping programs. Expenditures made by the South African Department of Education in 2004 accounted for 36% of the overall aid that South Africa provided that year.⁸ Expenditure on peacekeeping in the same year, which was over ZAR500 million (about US$70.5 million), was the second largest.⁹

B. Private Contribution Figures

It has not been possible to locate private contribution figures. A search of the Law Library’s holdings on South Africa as well as online searches yielded no results.

C. Snapshot of Foreign Aid Activity

South Africa’s strong and growing commitment to foreign aid and development assistance puts it on par with prominent emerging donor nations like China, Brazil, and India. Its foreign aid programs are currently scattered across numerous institutions, including

² Id. at 5.
³ Id. at 13.
⁵ Id.
⁶ Id.
⁸ BRAUDE ET AL., supra note 1, at 15.
⁹ Id.
The ARF was established in 2001, although aid programs were channeled through a similar fund long before that. The ARF accounts for a small percentage of the overall foreign aid that South Africa provides. However, it remains the most visible and transparent of all aid programs in South Africa.

The majority of foreign aid programs in South Africa are carried out by government institutions at the national, provincial, and local levels. These programs take many forms. Some examples include the capacity-building training programs offered by the Department of Agriculture and the Reserve Bank to members of counterpart institutions in different African countries, subsidies provided to foreign students to study in South Africa, the South African military’s peacekeeping missions, and South African Police Services members’ participation in various nations as observers in conflict areas or in monitoring elections.

The IBSA Poverty Alleviation Fund is yet another program through which South Africa provides foreign assistance. Established in 2004 by India, Brazil, and South Africa, its function is to “identify replicable and scalable projects that can be disseminated to interested developing countries as examples of best practices in the fight against poverty and hunger.” Each member contributes US$1 million annually.14

South Africa also provides assistance through the SACU. The SACU is a customs union between South Africa, Botswana, Namibia, Lesotho, and Swaziland. Customs, excise, and other trade-related duties levied are credited into a common revenue pool and the funds from this pool are then paid to a development fund, with the remainder distributed among members according to a revenue-sharing formula adopted under the 2002 SACU Agreement. This is one of the ways in which South Africa provides assistance to members of the SACU.

---


Action?id=68220 (official source).

12 BRAUDE ET AL., supra note 1, at 17, 18.

13 IBSA, supra note 7.

14 Id.

The fragmented nature of the South African aid programs is likely to change soon when the ARF is phased out. A plan to replace the ARF with another fund, the South African Development Partnership Fund, is being developed. This fund will be administered by an independent agency, the South African Development Partnership Agency (SADPA).\(^\text{16}\) One of the key changes that the establishment of the new fund is expected to bring about is the coordination of all foreign aid programs in South Africa.\(^\text{17}\)

II. Legal Framework

A. Regulation of ODAs

1. Overview

The discussion that follows focuses on the ARF regulatory framework, mainly because it is the most visible program for foreign assistance. As mentioned above, the ARF was established in 2001 through the African Renaissance and International Cooperation Fund Act to replace a similar program that had existed since 1968.\(^\text{18}\) Although an effort to replace the ARF is in the works, it remains in operation today.

One key change brought about with the establishment of the ARF was an emphasis on a multilaterally oriented approach to foreign aid, a stark difference from its predecessor, the Economic Cooperation and Promotion Loan Fund. Although the law controlling the preceding fund did not expressly so state, its legislative history shows that its implementation was geared towards providing foreign assistance on a bilateral basis.\(^\text{19}\) This was in part because South Africa, due to its apartheid policies, was denied membership to most intergovernmental organizations through which it could advance multilateral assistance programs.\(^\text{20}\) With the


\(^{17}\) Id.

\(^{18}\) The 1968 Fund was established through the Economic Cooperation and Promotion Loan Fund Act No. 68 of 1968, STATUTES OF THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA 603–05 (1968) (official source), and was amended twice through the Economic Cooperation and Promotion Loan Fund Amendment Act No. 29 of 1986 & Economic Co-operation Promotion Loan Fund Amendment Act No. 16 of 1998. 395 REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA GOVERNMENT GAZETTE No. 18928 (May 27, 1998), http://www.info.gov.za/view/DownloadFileAction?id=91577 (official source). The 1968 Fund was initially started by the apartheid regime in South Africa for two purposes: (1) With the program, the government hoped to win friends in the international arena and their votes in the intergovernmental organizations, particularly the friendship and votes of African countries including Lesotho, Gabon, and Ivory Coast with which South Africa enjoyed close ties, BRAUDE ET AL., supra note 1, at 5; and (2) The program was also intended to provide assistance to the segregated black areas that South Africa carved out as autonomous regions during their brief stint as independent states, including the former Republics of Transkei, Bophuthatswana, Venda, and Ciskei, the assistance to which ended in 1994 after these regions rejoined South Africa. Id.; see also Economic Co-operation Promotion Loan Fund Amendment Act No. 16 of 1998.


\(^{20}\) Id.
establishment of the ARF the multilateral approach to foreign aid and development assistance became central.\textsuperscript{21}

Another notable change to the South African foreign aid program as the result of the establishment of the ARF in 2001 came in the form of streamlining the objectives of the fund. The stated objectives of the ARF are relatively well defined to enable the efficient disbursement of resources earmarked for assistance and allow for greater South African participation in problem solving. The objectives of the previous program were general in that they were limited to the “promotion of economic cooperation between the Republic and other countries by granting loans and other financial assistance in respect of development projects in such countries.”\textsuperscript{22} The stated objectives of the ARF are much more targeted both geographically and in terms of issues addressed, and include

- cooperation between South Africa and other countries, particularly African countries;
- the promotion of democracy and good governance;
- the prevention and resolution of conflict;
- socioeconomic development and integration;
- humanitarian assistance; and
- human resources development.\textsuperscript{23}

This allows the South African government to get involved in identifying and funding specific programs proactively. As shown in ARF’s 2009–2010 Annual Report, South Africa has utilized the ARF to fund a wide range of programs in different African countries in line with the above objectives, including its participation in the 2010 general elections in Sudan, economic revitalization projects in Zimbabwe, implementation of a medical project in Sierra Leone,\textsuperscript{24} and a museum project in Guinea.\textsuperscript{25}

2. Implementing Agencies


The ARF is under the Department of International Relations and Cooperation (the Department), which until May 2009 was known as the Department of Foreign Affairs.\textsuperscript{26} Specifically, the fund is under the direct control of the Director-General of the Department, subject to the direction of the Minister.\textsuperscript{27}

The disbursement of money from the ARF appears to be a role shared between the Department of International Relations and Cooperation and the Department of Finance. This is evident both in the decision making procedure carved out for the Minister of the Department as well as through the staffing of an Advisory Committee, a body that plays a large role in the process of the disbursement of funds. Most disbursements from the fund are made by agreements between the fund and the relevant recipient party on the recommendations of an Advisory Committee to the Minister who acts in consultation with the Minister of Finance.\textsuperscript{28}

The Advisory Committee consists of the Director-General or his/her representative and three additional representatives of the Department appointed by the Minister, as well as two representatives of the Department of Finance.\textsuperscript{29}

There does not appear to be a centralized implementation organization comparable to the United States Agency for International Development or the French Development Agency in South Africa. Implementation, much like the aid programs themselves, appears to be fragmented. This is evident in recent projects that were funded through the ARF. For instance, the implementation of a capacity-building training project in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) in 2008/09 was made through the Public Administration, Leadership and Management Academy (PALAMA), while the South African Departments of Public Works, International Relations and Cooperation and Defense as well as the Freedom Parks Trust participated in a project to upgrade a leadership school in Uganda the same year.\textsuperscript{30}

Aid provided by other South African institutions is implemented by those institutions. For instance the South African Police Services (SAPS) has provided assistance to African countries in different roles including observers in Darfur and election monitoring in the Democratic Republic of the Congo.\textsuperscript{31} For these projects/missions, SAPS would also act as the implementing body.\textsuperscript{32}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{26} BuaNews (Tshwane), \textit{Department Of Foreign Affairs Renamed, Restructured} (May 10, 2009), available at \url{http://allafrica.com/stories/200905100043.html}.
\item \textsuperscript{27} African Renaissance and International Cooperation Fund Act § 2, \url{http://www.info.gov.za/view/DownloadFileAction?id=68220}.
\item \textsuperscript{28} \textit{Id.} § 5.
\item \textsuperscript{29} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{31} BRAUDE ET AL., \textit{supra} note 1, at 17.
\item \textsuperscript{32} \textit{Id.}
\end{itemize}
Foreign aid funds from South Africa are also channeled through international multinational organizations or managed by institutions of the recipient countries.

3. Restrictions

The African Renaissance and International Cooperation Fund Act does not expressly impose any restrictions on eligibility to receive assistance from the ARF. However, this does not preclude the executive body (i.e., the Minister of International Relations and Cooperation) from imposing restrictions, as he/she enjoys unfettered powers to negotiate the terms of assistance agreements so long as they are within the stated objectives of the ARF. Yet, South Africa in practice appears reluctant to attach strings to the assistance that it provides. A recent financial assistance agreement negotiated with Swaziland in which South Africa agreed to provide a conditional guarantee for loans to the Central Bank of Swaziland in the amount of ZAR2.4 billion (US$350 million) from the South African Reserve Bank is a good example of this reluctance. In the negotiation process South Africa was able to convince Swaziland to agree to implement some reform measures, including

- confidence building measures to be undertaken by the Government of the Kingdom of Swaziland,
- fiscal and related technical reforms required by the IMF to be implemented by the Government of the Kingdom of Swaziland,
- capacity building support to be provided by South Africa, and
- cooperation in multilateral engagements.

However, there do not appear to be strict enforcement mechanisms to ensure that Swaziland adheres to the agreed terms and follows through on its promise to introduce reforms. This is illustrated by a statement issued by the South African government on the loan agreement, which calls for a host of reforms to be introduced but at the same time is soft on ensuring strict implementation through, among other things, continued monitoring and assessment schedules. The South African government’s unwillingness to impose strict restrictions also appears evident from the schedule it established for releasing the loan funds in three installments in August 2011.

---

33 Smith et al., supra note 4, at 5.
35 African Renaissance and International Cooperation Fund Act § 5, http://www.info.gov.za/view/DownloadFileAction?id=68220. Under this law, all loans or other financial assistance, except those involving the promotion of democracy and good governance or the prevention or resolution of conflict, are required by law to be based on an agreement between South Africa and the recipient party. Id.
37 Id.
October 2011, and February 2012—a time frame too short for implementing any reform and a sign that South Africa does not intend to strictly implement the terms of the agreement.38

This has incensed rights groups in both Swaziland as well as South Africa, who maintain that the loan should have been made contingent on tangible political and economic reforms.39

4. Discretionary Aid

It appears that all of the aid provided by South Africa can be characterized as discretionary and that aid provided through the ARF can be geared towards any project. The only requirement is that the assistance should fit the broadly stated objectives of the ARF. Other institutions, which account for the majority of the overall aid that South Africa provides, appear to enjoy even more flexibility in identifying and funding projects.

5. Oversight

The African Renaissance and International Co-operation Fund Act includes several oversight mechanisms put in place to ensure the fund’s transparency and accountability. The Director General of the Department of International Relations and Cooperation, who runs the ARF and is also a member of the Advisory Committee that makes recommendations to the Minister of International Relations and Cooperation on disbursement, is the accounting officer of the fund and is required to keep records of the fund’s finances and issue annual reports.40 The ARF is also subject to accountability and transparency requirements set forth under the Public Finance Management Act.41 In addition, it is subject to annual auditing by the Auditor-General, an independent constitutional body directly accountable to the National Assembly.42

6. Policy Considerations

South Africa’s policy considerations have evolved over the years. The Economic Cooperation and Promotion Loan Fund, which was phased out in 2001, was geared towards winning allies in the international arena at the time that the country was facing increasing isolation mainly due to its apartheid policy.43 At the time, South Africa also had a policy of not

43 BRAUDE ET AL., supra note 1, at 5.
providing assistance through international organizations in which it was denied membership.\footnote{University of the Witwatersrand, \textit{supra} note 19.} With the democratization of South Africa in the 1990s it no longer had the need to continue these policies.

Certain policy considerations appear evident in South Africa’s current assistance programs. For instance, a look at the preamble to the African Renaissance and International Cooperation Fund Act reveals geography and issue-based policy considerations; the Act places emphasis on cooperation with African countries including through promotion of democracy and conflict resolution, as well as economic development and integration.\footnote{African Renaissance and International Co-operation Fund Act, Preamble.} South Africa’s assistance disbursement patterns show a preference towards neighboring countries, particularly member states of the South African Development Community (SADC).\footnote{BRAUDE ET AL., \textit{supra} note 1, at 3.} Disbursement patterns also show that South Africa’s aid policy favors education and peacekeeping assistance.\footnote{\textit{Id.} at 15.}

\section*{B. Regulation of Private Contributions}

Income tax law incentivizes charitable donations by allowing deductions. A person who makes a “bona fide” donation to any approved public benefit organization\footnote{The Income Tax Act 58 of 1962 § 30, 15 & 16 STATUTES OF THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA (last updated 2007), \url{http://www.sars.gov.za/lnb/mylnb.asp?/jilc/kilc/alrg/vlrg/u1k0a}. A Public Benefit Organization is defined as any organization \begin{enumerate*}[label=(\textit{a})]  
  \item a non-profit company as defined in §1 of the Companies Act, 2008  
  \item a trust or an association of persons that has been incorporated, formed or established in the Republic; or  
  \item any branch within the Republic of any company, association or trust incorporated, formed or established in any country other than the Republic that is exempt from tax on income in that other country;  
\end{enumerate*} \begin{enumerate*}[resume]  
  \item of which the sole or principal object is carrying on one or more public benefit activities, where—(i) all such activities are carried on in a non-profit manner and with an altruistic or philanthropic intent; (ii) no such activity is intended to directly or indirectly promote the economic self-interest of any fiduciary or employee of the organization, otherwise than by way of reasonable remuneration payable to that fiduciary or employee; and  
  \item where each such activity carried on by that organization is for the benefit of, or is widely accessible to, the general public at large, including any sector thereof (other than small and exclusive groups). (\textit{Id.})  
\end{enumerate*} \url{http://www.sars.gov.za/lnb/mylnb.asp?/jilc/kilc/alrg/vlrg/u1k0a}.} during the year of assessment is eligible for up to a 10\% deduction from his/her taxable income.\footnote{\textit{Id.} § 18A, \url{http://www.sars.gov.za/lnb/mylnb.asp?/jilc/kilc/alrg/vlrg/u1k0a}.}

\section*{III. Foreign Aid Appropriations Process}

The resources allocated to the ARF have more than one source. The primary source of funding is parliamentary appropriations.\footnote{For instance, in 2009/10, ZAR631.4 (about US$87.4}
million) was appropriated from Parliament, while only ZAR34 million (about US$4.7 million) came from other sources.\textsuperscript{51}

The national appropriations process requires the passage of an appropriations law (“money bill”) by Parliament. Before the start of every financial year, the Minister of Finance is required to submit an annual budget to the National Assembly.\textsuperscript{52} Once the annual budget proposal is introduced before the National Assembly, each Department submits to Parliament “measureable objectives for each main division within the Department’s vote.”\textsuperscript{53} Enacting an appropriations bill into law requires the adoption of the bill by both houses of Parliament, the National Assembly and the National Council of Provinces, and presidential assent.\textsuperscript{54}

Other sources of funding for the ARF include

- money that was part of the Economic Cooperation and Promotion Loan Fund that had not been spent at the time the ARF was established in 2001,\textsuperscript{55}
- any amount received as payment for loans made from the ARF,
- interest on loans or investments made from the ARF, and
- any other source.\textsuperscript{56}

Private donations fall under the “any other source” category of sources of funds that replenish the ARF’s coffers.

V. Other Types of ‘Aid’

No information on other types of aid, such as aid through religious ministries or remittances, was located.
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\textsuperscript{52} Public Finance Management Act § 26.
\textsuperscript{53} Id. Votes are the main segments into which the appropriations act is divided. Id. § 1.
\textsuperscript{56} Id.
Executive Summary

South Korea became the twenty-fourth member of the Development Assistance Committee (DAC) of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) in 2010. It is the first former aid recipient to join OECD/DAC, and it is making efforts to increase its official development assistance (ODA) amount and untie its ODA to catch up with other DAC members.

South Korea endeavors to share its development experience with other developing countries. The country has concentrated its international aid efforts on human resources development through technical cooperation and transfer of economic development experience. The geographic area of focus of South Korean ODA has been Asia, but South Korea is increasing its bilateral aid to Africa.

South Korea enacted the Framework Act on International Development Cooperation in 2010 for the effective and systematic performance of ODA. The basic principle of South Korea’s ODA is “contribution to poverty eradication and sustainable development in developing countries aiming at peace and prosperity of the world as well as humanitarian causes.”\(^1\) Under the Act, the Committee for International Development Cooperation (CIDC) was established to make a comprehensive national ODA plan. ODA has primarily been managed by two agencies and coordination was needed. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade (MOFAT) controls grants and technical cooperation and the Ministry of Strategy and Finance (MOSF) is responsible for loans to developing countries.

I. Introduction

A. Official Development Assistance Figures

In 2009, South Korea reported to the Development Assistance Committee (DAC) of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) net Official Development Assistance (ODA) of US$850.7 million, which comprised US$615.81 million in bilateral ODA

\(^1\) See infra note 20 and related text.
and US$234.94 million in multilateral ODA. Preliminary data suggest that Korea’s ODA amounted to US$1,202.51 million in 2010. South Korea’s net ODA was 0.1% of its Gross National Income (GNI). Although Korea’s ODA volume is still modest, the Korean government plans to increase the nation’s ODA/GNI ratio to 0.15% by 2012 and to 0.25% by 2015.

In addition to aid to other countries, South Korea provides aid to the northern part of the Korean peninsula. Under the South Korean Constitution, that area is a part of South Korea although the government of North Korea, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, controls it. South Korea estimated this assistance at US$558 million in 2007, its highest year, but since assistance to North Korea is not formally reported to the DAC, it is not officially verified or recorded as ODA. South Korea’s aid to North Korea declined dramatically since the administration changed in early 2008. For example, food aid from South to North Korea was 430,550 tons in 2007, but 8,605 tons in 2008 and 7,568 tons in 2010.

B. Private Contribution Figures

It has not been possible to locate private contribution figures.

C. Snapshot of Foreign Aid Activity

South Korea became the first former aid recipient to join the OECD/DAC in January 2010. It is very proud of this successful development history and views it as a model for poverty reduction. “Understanding that sharing its successful development experience with


3 Id.

4 GNI is “the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) less net taxes on production and imports, less compensation of employees and property income payable to the rest of the world plus the corresponding items receivable from the rest of the world.” Glossary of Statistical Terms: Gross National Income (GNI), OECD, http://stats.oecd.org/glossary/detail.asp?ID=1176 (last updated Mar. 5, 2003).


8 Numbers are available through the World Food Program’s database at http://www.wfp.org/fais/reports/ quantities-delivered-report (select “Donor,” “Recipient,” and “year” in Y1, Y2, and X dimension boxes of the top section, then, select “Republic of Korea,” “Democratic People’s Republic of Korea,” and “select all” in Donor, Recipient and Year in the second top section) (last visited Nov. 10, 2011).

developing countries is the most effective means of assistance, to date Korea has concentrated its international aid efforts on human resources development through technical cooperation and transfer of economic development experience.”\(^{10}\) By “capacity building of partner countries,” Korea can “help them achieve self-reliance.”\(^{11}\) This policy was also chosen because it is practical for South Korea in the context of its limited ODA budget. South Korea also focuses on economic infrastructure assistance. In this area, South Korea has assisted partner countries in reducing the “digital divide” by aiding development of their information technology industry.\(^{12}\)

The geographic area of focus of South Korean ODA is Asia. “In 2008, Korea spent 56 percent of its gross bilateral aid . . . in Asia, and nearly 70 percent of this funding was focused on East Asia . . . But Korea has recently increased its ODA to Africa, doubling its support to the region.”\(^{13}\) In particular, the Korean International Cooperation Agency (KOICA) greatly expanded its grants to Africa because most of the least developed countries are located there.\(^{14}\) South Korea also assists Iraq, Afghanistan, and the Palestinian Territories under the theme of “Assistance for the Reconstruction of Fragile States and Peace-Building.”\(^{15}\)

The South Korean government joined an international drug purchasing entity, UNITAID. UNITAID chose a tax on airline tickets as the most appropriate means of providing sustainable funding.\(^{16}\) The South Korean government introduced an “air-ticket solidarity levy” in 2007.\(^{17}\) International flight passengers departing from South Korea must pay KRW1,000 (about US$0.9).\(^{18}\) A large proportion of the collected levy contributed to UNITAID supports the treatment of HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, and malaria in developing countries. The remainder goes toward disease eradication projects in Africa that are run by South Korean nongovernmental organizations or African governments.\(^{19}\)

---


\(^{12}\) Id.

\(^{13}\) Id.

\(^{14}\) Park, supra note 10.

\(^{15}\) Id. at 238.


\(^{19}\) Air-ticket Solidarity Levy, supra note 17.
II. Legal Framework

A. Regulation of ODAs

1. Overview

The basic principle of South Korea’s ODA is “contribution to poverty eradication and sustainable development in developing countries aiming at peace and prosperity of the world as well as humanitarian causes.” South Korea enacted the Framework Act on International Development Cooperation in 2010 for the effective and systematic performance of ODA.

There are two main agencies involved in managing ODA: the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade (MOFAT) controls grants and technical cooperation and the Ministry of Strategy and Finance (MOSF) is responsible for loans to developing countries. MOFAT and MOSF, respectively, must develop Five-Year Basic Plans and submit them to the Committee for International Development Cooperation (CIDC), which is under the Prime Minister’s jurisdiction. Based on these Basic Plans, the CIDC makes a comprehensive plan for Korea’s international development assistance.

In addition, various national government agencies, local governments, and public organizations implement ODA. They submit annual international development assistance plans to MOFAT and MOSF. MOFAT and MOSF examine whether their plans fall under the Basic Plans and coordinate them. CIDC may discuss related issues with MOFAT, MOSF, and select countries on which South Korean ODA is focused. In October 2010, CIDC adopted the “Strategic Plan for International Development Cooperation,” which outlined key strategies and plans to strengthen Korea’s international cooperation capacity.

---


21 Framework Act on International Development Cooperation, Act No. 9938, Jan. 25, 2010, art. 1. An English translation of this act is not available on the KLRI website.

22 Id. art. 9, para. 1.

23 Id. art. 8, para. 1.

24 Id. art. 8, para. 2.

25 Id. art. 11, para. 1.

26 Id. art. 11, paras. 2, 3.

27 Id. art. 12.

2. Implementing Agencies

As stated in the previous section, South Korea has a dual system of ODA. For bilateral aid, KOICA, under the guidance of MOFAT, controls grants and technical cooperation for South Korea’s ODA, while the Economic Development Cooperation Fund (EDCF) of Korea’s Export-Import Bank, under the guidance of MOSF, is responsible for loans. Multilateral aid is also split, with MOFAT responsible for the UN agencies and MOSF responsible for the international development banks. In addition, approximately thirty institutions, including national government agencies and municipal governments, participate in the execution of ODA programs. In its 2008 Special Review of Korea, the DAC recommended that the South Korean government establish “a single entity with sole authority over development cooperation objectives, policy, and strategy.” Although CIDC was established as a coordinating body in 2008, “intra-governmental coordination is a challenge, and the Korean development community remains fragmented.”

3. Restrictions

Historically, South Korea’s ODA has been heavily tied. In 2007, only a quarter of South Korean aid was untied. South Korea established a road map to reduce its tied aid. The country plans to untie 75% of its ODA by 2015.

The DAC High Level Meeting adopted a recommendation on untying aid to the least developed countries in April 2001. South Korea must fully comply with the DAC recommendation on untying aid within a reasonable time frame after it joins the DAC.

4. Discretionary Aid

Information on discretionary aid was not available.

---


32 DAC SPECIAL REVIEW, supra note 30.

33 2010 Diplomatic White Paper, supra note 20, at 191.

34 Park, supra note 10; Kim, supra note 31.

35 Park, supra note 10.


37 DAC SPECIAL REVIEW, supra note 30, at 24.
5. Oversight

CIDC developed guidelines in December 2009 for an integrated ODA evaluation system, to evaluate ODA policies and results. The evaluations examine appropriateness, efficiency, effectiveness, influence, and sustainability. Evaluations may be performed by the implementing agency or outside experts, or joint evaluations may be conducted with aid-receiving countries or other donor agencies. In the process of evaluating, CIDC considers the opinions of aid-receiving countries and MOFAT overseas offices. CIDC submits ODA evaluation results to the National Assembly annually.

6. Policy Considerations

Information on policy considerations was not available.

B. Regulation of Private Contributions

Information on the regulation of private contributions was not available.

III. Foreign Aid Appropriations Process

“MOSF establishes the annual budget and national fiscal management plan to support public expenditure for national development activities.” The general budget process is discussed below.

The Constitution states that the Executive formulates the budget bill for each fiscal year and submits it to the National Assembly within ninety days before the beginning of a fiscal year. The National Assembly must decide on it within thirty days before the beginning of the fiscal year. Within the executive branch, the Ministry of Planning and Budget (MPB) prepares the budget proposal.

At the beginning of a new budget cycle, the guidelines for the budget requests and the principle of the budget formulation are decided by MPB. Certain national priorities decided by the President are reflected in the guidelines for budget requests. The head of each administrative agency prepares a budget request in accordance with the guidelines

---

40 Framework Act on International Development Cooperation, art. 13, para. 2.
41 DAC SPECIAL REVIEW, supra note 30, at 19.
of the Budget Office. Each agency makes its budget appropriation request by categorizing the objectives and the logistical features of each project.\textsuperscript{44}

The Budget Office in the MPB reviews the budget proposal of each ministry and agency, negotiates changes of proposals, and prepares a comprehensive government budget proposal. The proposal is sent to the State Council presided over by the President. After the State Council confirms the budget proposal, the proposal is sent to the National Assembly.\textsuperscript{45} The National Assembly has authority to change the proposal, but it has not played a significant role in budget-making in the past.\textsuperscript{46}

The main funding sources for the EDCF have been contributions from the government’s general budget account and borrowings from the government’s special budget account.\textsuperscript{47} In addition, the Foreign Economic Cooperation Fund Act allows the EDCF to obtain funds from other financial sources, such as contributions from governmental funds, deposits from the National Bond Management Fund, and profit earned from the operation of the EDCF.\textsuperscript{48}

As of the end of 2009, the accumulated total of the EDCF had reached KRW2,470 billion. Total contributions from the government amounted to KRW1,380 billion, accounting for about 55.9% of the total fund. The net borrowings from the government reached KRW96.0 billion, about 4% of the total fund, while total reserves were KRW994.0 billion (about 40.2%).\textsuperscript{49}

IV. Other Types of ‘Aid’

A. Humanitarian Assistance

South Korea “supports and participates in the collective efforts of the international society in promoting humanity and protecting human rights of those in crises caused by hunger, diseases and natural and man-made disasters.”\textsuperscript{50} South Korea provided US$24.6 million in humanitarian assistance in 2006, which accounted for 3.6% of the country’s total bilateral ODA.\textsuperscript{51} South Korea plans to increase the budget for overseas emergency relief to 6% of the overall ODA budget by 2015.\textsuperscript{52}

\textsuperscript{44} Id.
\textsuperscript{45} Id.
\textsuperscript{46} Id.
\textsuperscript{49} EDCF, supra note 47.
\textsuperscript{50} Humanitarian Assistance, ODA KOREA, http://www.odakorea.go.kr/eng/operations/humanitarian.php (last visited Nov. 9, 2011).
\textsuperscript{51} Id.
\textsuperscript{52} 2011 Diplomatic White Paper, supra note 14, at 243.
Regarding emergency aid, the Overseas Emergency Relief Act was enacted in 2007 to provide a systematic response in the event of large-scale overseas disasters.\(^\text{53}\) MOFAT is a coordination agency for governmental emergency relief activities.\(^\text{54}\) It has a budget for a natural disaster emergency relief fund for foreign countries. The amount has been recently criticized as too small. For developing countries, a portion of the ODA budget can be used. During 2011, the emergency relief budget for developing countries was US$16.8 million, which is 1.1\% of the ODA budget. For developed countries, however, it is only US$200,000.\(^\text{55}\)

### B. Foreign Remittances

The Bank of Korea stated that foreign remittances in 2010 amounted to nearly US$10 billion: US$1.8 billion from short-stay (less than one year) foreign workers and US$8.89 billion combined from long-stay foreign workers and South Koreans who sent money to overseas South Koreans. The Bank of Korea estimated that most of the US$8.89 billion was from foreigners, not from South Koreans.\(^\text{56}\)
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\(^{54}\) Overseas Emergency Relief Act, Act No. 8317, Mar. 29, 2007, arts. 7–14.

\(^{55}\) Kuni no hinkaku ni miau kaigai kyuen yosan o waritate yo [Allocate Emergency Foreign Aid Budget that Matches National Power and Pride], CHOSUNILBO (Mar. 16, 2011), (in Japanese, on file with author).

Executive Summary

Sweden is one of the few countries in the world that meets the UN target of giving more than 0.7% of GNI in foreign aid. In fact, Sweden gives some 0.98% of its GNI as foreign aid annually. While the government provides for most of the aid, new legislative efforts are underway to promote private donations through tax deductions in an effort to keep pace with the rest of the Scandinavian nations. Swedish development cooperation (aid) primarily targets fewer areas, with the Swedish government wanting to be a bigger player in fewer recipient states. The three largest recipient nations of Swedish aid are Tanzania, Afghanistan, and Mozambique. In addition to its focus on the poorest countries of the world, Sweden also maintains a strong presence and commitment to the democratization process in Eastern Europe and the Baltic Area.

I. Introduction

A. Official Development Assistance Figures

According to official Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) figures, Sweden’s preliminary Net Development Assistance for 2010 is US $4,527 million compared to the 2008 high of US $4,732 million. Stated as a percentage, the estimated aid for 2010 is 0.98% of total gross national income (GNI). When the Swedish budget for 2011 was set, the goal was 1%. The administrative costs associated with refugees are deducted from this initial figure. The budget for development cooperation also includes Swedish Krona (SEK) 20.3 million (approximately US$3.03 million) in administrative costs associated with Sweden’s commitments in the Baltic Area “[which] is not classified as development cooperation.”
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2 Id.

3 See Regeringskansliet (Swedish government website), http://www.sweden.gov.se/sb/d/3102/a/114382 (last visited Sept. 6, 2011).


5 Id.
Swedish aid is mainly distributed through multilateral, governmental, and public agencies. Less than 3% of Swedish aid is distributed through private channels.

The distribution of official development assistance (ODA) between different sectors in 2010 was divided as follows: agriculture and forestry, 2%; peace and security, 2%; research, 3%; budget support to fight poverty, 3%; education, 3%; market development, 3%; sustainable development, 4%; environment, 5%; health, 7%; conflict, democracy, human rights, and equality, 9%; humanitarian aid, 15%; and miscellaneous, 42%.


On Sweden’s current and past commitments to development cooperation, the OECD Peer Review states: “Sweden is providing crucial leadership within the international donor community. It remains a leading advocate of increased aid flows to developing countries, and has led by example with aid allocations exceeding the UN target of 0.7% of GNI every year since 1975 and reaching 0.98% in 2008.”

**B. Private Contribution Figures**

In 2009, according to official OECD figures, the Swedish Net Private Aid was US$2,473 million. Swedish private contributions were especially high following the tsunami catastrophe of 2004. The Swedish Red Cross has published donation figures totaling SEK 299 million

---

6 Multilateral organizations-53%, public sector-24%, international organizations-8%, Swedish organizations-8%, organizations in the recipient country-3%, private and miscellaneous-3%, and unspecified-1%


7 Id.


10 Id.


(approximately US$45 million) for 2010. Together with contributions from the European Union (EU) and Swedish government, the Swedish Red Cross budget totaled SEK 851 million (approximately US$87 million), of which approximately half (SEK 433 million) is used for their international efforts.

C. Snapshot of Foreign Aid Activity

General

Sweden sends aid to twenty countries, primarily focusing on Tanzania, Afghanistan, and Mozambique, which each received more than SEK 600 million (approx. US$90 million) in aid during 2010. Sweden has recently refocused its bilateral resources from certain areas (such as Botswana, Namibia, South Africa, India, Indonesia, China, and Vietnam) to others (including Afghanistan, Somalia, Democratic Republic of Congo, Liberia, Sierra Leone, West Bank–Gaza, Colombia, and Guatemala).

Current projects include a Pungwe River project led by the Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (SIDA). Anticipated projects include a water project (“Water Aid Innovation Challenge”) in ODA countries. Through the EU, Sweden also contributes to the payment of Palestinian teachers and doctors. In addition, Sweden participates in multilateral efforts with organizations such as the International Development Association, the World Bank, the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency, the UN Development Programme, UNICEF, UN Women, UN-HABITAT, and the Global Water Partnership Organization.

---

16 Id.
17 SIDA, supra note 9.
Aid is being used as a tool to promote the Swedish policy of gender equality and to decrease the level of corruption in developing countries. Allocation of foreign aid is divided in types of aid; thus the budget allocates more aid to certain forms than others. Favored projects include water safety, gender equality, HIV prevention and treatment, and democratization efforts, among others.

Trade and Aid

Sweden has changed its policies to focus more on increasing trade and less on aid. Still, trade with African countries constitutes only 3% of total Swedish exports and even less in total imports in 2010. Examples of current free trade efforts include the Trade Mark East Africa project, to which Sweden has pledged SEK 30 million to be distributed over a three-year period.

The Swedish development cooperation effort has been ranked the best in the world by the US-based Center for Global Development as recently as 2010.

II. Legal Framework

A. Regulation of ODAs

1. Overview

ODA is accounted for and regulated by the Swedish annual budget (for 2011 in Prop. 2010/11:1 Utgiftsområde 7) and is then distributed by the implementing agencies through a “letter of appropriation” from the government, which specifies the allocation of the budget and the division of resources among different areas and sections of ODA. Most resources are distributed through multilateral organizations or the public sector. In 2010, only 3% of all Swedish ODA was distributed through the private sector.
2. Implementing Agencies

Ministry of Foreign Affairs

The Swedish Ministry of Foreign Affairs allocates the majority of the Swedish ODA budget through implementation agencies (mainly SIDA) or multilateral organizations.30

SIDA – The Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency

The main Swedish implementing agency for foreign aid and development is SIDA, the Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency,31 which is responsible for approximately 50% of the Swedish ODA budget.32 SIDA’s mandate is regulated in Myndighetsförordningen (Agency Regulation)33 and Regeringens förordning med instruktion för Styrelsen för internationellt utvecklingssamarbete (Government Regulation with Instruction for the Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency),34 as well as yearly appropriation letters and “individual governmental decisions.”

In the Letter of Appropriation for 2011, the Swedish government especially focuses on SIDA’s finances and how SIDA needs to balance its budget and revise its risks.35 The Swedish government also specifies “three thematic areas” on which SIDA should focus: “democracy and human rights, environment and climate as well as the promotion of equality and human rights as part of development.”36 The Government also calls for more substantial oversight of these specific areas.37

The Swedish Förordning (2010:1080) med instruktion för Styrelsen för internationellt utvecklingssamarbete (Sida) (Swedish authority regulation with instruction for SIDA)38 includes

36 Id. (translation by author).
37 Id.
provisions for cooperation with other national and international agencies (5§) as well as special allocation of resources for research and development (9§). A comprehensive list of the agency’s authority is found in section 4, which, among other things, provides that SIDA “may decide on and distribute aid or other type of financing in support of efforts taken [bilaterally].” 39 SIDA may also cancel procedural agreements (4§ p. 2), and “after agreement with the other party to redistribute resources between bilateral agreements” (4§ p. 3) “demand that a ministry of another country with which Sweden has a bilateral development cooperation agreement, or where Sweden contributes humanitarian aid, provide SIDA with such information which is necessary for its operations.” 40 Generally SIDA has broad discretion to act in day-to-day operations as well as plan future strategies regarding development aid. 41 However, if the development cooperation “is of special importance for Swedish [diplomatic relations] with a country or [relations] with an international organization [and] is canceled, SIDA must immediately contact the Government Offices (Ministry of Foreign Affairs).” 42 In addition to its implementation functions, SIDA also has an advisory function by advising the government on how the budget should be allocated with regard to international development cooperation. 43

**Folke Bernadotte Academy**

Although the main purpose of the Folke Bernadotte Academy 44 is to promote peace and security in the world, 45 the Academy is involved in development cooperation efforts, especially through the “security sector reform program” (SSR program). 46 Through this program, the Folke Bernadotte Academy mainly provides “grants for capacity development and operational efforts.” 47

**Swedfund International AB**

Swedfund is a state-owned corporation with the primary purpose of investing in Swedish projects abroad. However, it also strives to increase the level of development of the host

---

39 *Id.* 4 § no. 1 (translation by author).
40 *Id.* 4 § no. 11 (translation by author).
41 See *id.* 4 § nos. 1–11, which includes assigning powers to another agency, conferring powers, and “cooperating with other nations, EU, international and multilateral organizations” (no. 6) (translation by author), etc.
42 *Id.* 4 § para. 2. (translation by author).
45 *Id.*
47 See *id.* (translation by author).
According to its own records and statements, “Swedfund does not invest in corporations that manufacture or sell weapons, tobacco or alcohol.”

Coordination Between Implementing Agencies

Because Sweden has several agencies that participate in activities that may overlap (e.g., peace and security, development cooperation), the government has assigned each agency one area for which they are primarily responsible for coordination and reporting. For instance, SIDA is responsible for coordinating international development cooperation. Folke Bernadotte Academy is responsible for providing the Ministry of Foreign Affairs with a coordination report each month for “security policy efforts.”

In addition, the Swedish government has adopted a Politics for Global Development (PGU) policy aimed at coordinating not only efforts among development cooperation agencies but across government agencies as a whole to make all government efforts, including civil and military, as efficient in fostering development as possible.

3. Restrictions

General restrictions on exports (and thus also indirectly on foreign aid) are covered by law. For example, Sweden prohibits trade with weapons and requires licenses for the export of nuclear technology, which, depending on the use of the nuclear technology, may be banned altogether. However, most restrictions on aid and development are made in the annual letter of appropriation from the government. For example, SIDA’s development cooperation efforts...
must comply with the OECD’s “DAC [Development Co-operation Directorate] guidelines covering what can be classified as development cooperation.”\textsuperscript{57} Moreover, “aid may only be given to countries that DAC defines as development countries.”\textsuperscript{58} However, the government has provided an explicit exception from this requirement for the support that goes to “Eastern and Central Europe.”\textsuperscript{59} Restrictions also include the requirement that the use of the appropriation funds be “in accordance with [the applicable] Swedish policy.”\textsuperscript{60} (For further discussion on this topic, see section II.A.4 on Discretionary Aid, below.)

\textbf{Criminalization of Certain Types of Aid Measures}

Proposed restrictions on development aid include a “permit requirement” for any technical assistance that is given to a third country (i.e., non EU/European Economic Area country) and can be found in Swedish Proposition 2010/11:112 Genomförande av direktiv om överföring av krigsmateriel [Implementation of Directive on Defense Transfers], which is a step in the Swedish implementation of the EU Defense Transfers Directive.\textsuperscript{61} These proposed changes would become effective on June 30, 2012.\textsuperscript{62} The proposed legislation would make it a crime to send technical equipment as aid without first being certified by the Swedish government.\textsuperscript{63}

\textbf{Conditional Aid}

Sweden does not use “tied aid,” but it does impose conditions on the recipients of foreign aid. The distribution of development cooperation aid must comply with special strategies and policy decisions but generally is not regulated by law.\textsuperscript{64} This means that the regulation of Swedish foreign aid is very flexible, but the flexibility of the government to adopt new policies also risks creating a framework that is neither consistent nor predictable.

\textsuperscript{57} Id. at 8.
\textsuperscript{58} Id.
\textsuperscript{59} Id. at 8 (translation by author). Note, however, that in 2011 no appropriation was provided for. Id.
\textsuperscript{60} \textit{See, e.g.,} the requirement that appropriation funds for HIV/AIDS “must be used in accordance with the policy for Sweden’s international HIV and AIDS work.” Regleringsbrev, \textit{infra} note 69, at 17 (translation by author).
\textsuperscript{61} Proposition [Prop.] 2010/11:112 Genomförande av direktiv om överföring av krigsmateriel [government bill], available at \url{http://www.regeringen.se/content/1/c6/16/67/70/94dc42de.pdf}.
\textsuperscript{62} Id.
\textsuperscript{63} Id. The proposed legislation thus would expand the certification requirements from nuclear technologies to all technical assistance.
\textsuperscript{64} For a comprehensive list of Sweden’s policies and strategies on development cooperation, see SIDA’s website, \url{http://www.sida.se/Svenska/Om-oss/Sa-styrs-vi/Policyer-och-strategier/}. 
**Aid in Violation of Swedish Policy**

Sweden has been criticized for its policies surrounding the sale of JAS 39 Gripen fighter airplanes to South Africa because of suspicion of bribes and corrupt behavior, which were also connected with development aid policies.\(^{65}\)

4. Discretionary Aid

The discretion given to the implementing agencies, although broad in terms of the scope and nature of activities within each sector of the budget, is rather limited between sectors or countries on redistribution of appropriated sums.\(^{66}\) The annual budget and the letter of appropriation specify the allocation of the resources to be used in different countries as well as the funding for different multilateral efforts.\(^{67}\) To increase the flexibility of its operations, the Swedish government has granted SIDA the authority to “exceed [or] alternatively [use less than] the annual strategy amount [appropriated] for a [specific] country or region with 10%” in the “humanitarian efforts and conflict resolution” part of the budget.\(^{68}\) However, no corresponding authority has been given for the EU or UN amounts (i.e., SIDA’s multilateral budget).\(^{69}\) The power to contract has also been reduced by the letter of appropriation for 2011, which provides that at least 50% of the annual volume should be “unallocated 2 … years after the strategy expires.”\(^{70}\)

Moreover, because there are currently investigations into the effectiveness of foreign aid distributed through international funds, SIDA “shall until further notice refrain from making decisions on new economic commitments to foreign funds, corporations and non-governmental or multilateral institutions that are used to channel aid.”\(^{71}\)

Restrictions on the implementing agencies’ discretion include government-imposed ceilings for “global subject strategic development efforts” covering each international organization (such as the International Center for Transitional Justice and the International Legal Assistance Consortium (ILAC)), as specified in the letter of appropriation.\(^{72}\)


\(^{67}\) For a detailed overview of the spending allocated to the World Bank Group, including regional development banks, see *id.* at 12.

\(^{68}\) *Id.* at 7 (“General conditions covering appropriation items ap.1, ap.2, ap.5, ap.6, ap.7, ap.9, ap.17, ap.21, ap.22, ap.23, ap.24, ap.25, ap.26, ap.26.1, ap.26.2, ap.32 and ap.33”) (translation by author).

\(^{69}\) See *id.* at 6–7 (appropriation posts 34-38 are not included in the +/- 10% exception).

\(^{70}\) *Id.* at 7.

\(^{71}\) *Id.* at 8 (translation by author) (emphasis added by author).

\(^{72}\) *Id.* at 10 (translation by author).
appropriation decision covering the allocation heading “Research” specifies sub-requirements; for example, at least SEK 75 million (approx. US$11.3 million) should go toward “diseases that primarily affect poor children and at least SEK 25 million [approximately US$3.7 million] should cover research on securing future food supplies.”

5. Oversight

Foreign Ministry

The Foreign Ministry has its own oversight agency, UD-USTYR, which is responsible for the “direction and methods of development cooperation.” UD-USTYR has oversight over the complete development cooperation budget and investigates the efficiency of the aid and cases pertaining to SIDA’s activities, among other things.

Riksrevisionen

The main oversight agency in Sweden is the Riksrevisionen (Swedish National Audit Office). Riksrevisionen conducts yearly investigations of Swedish government actions. These investigations are made pursuant to Swedish legislation that requires audits of governmental activity. An investigation into Swedish contributions to international operations (Svenska bidrag till internationella insatser) was conducted in 2011. The most recent report by the agency criticized the lack of concrete examples and statistics on development cooperation provided by the government to the Riksdag (parliament).

SADEV

SADEV, the Swedish Agency for Development Evaluation (Institutet for utvärdering av internationellt utvecklingsarbete), is governed by Myndighetsförordningen (Agency Regulation) and a special governmental instruction. Thus, unlike SIDA, SADEV’s mission is
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73 Id. at 12 (translation by author).
78 Id. at 29.
not reviewed annually through a letter of appropriation but through a more lengthy process of revising the instruction. The main purpose of SADEV is to evaluate the entire Swedish international development cooperation effort.\footnote{SADEV website, \textit{supra} note 79.}

\textit{OECD}

Internationally, Swedish development efforts are also scrutinized by the OECD. The OECD, although very positive about Swedish ODA efforts overall, still recognizes problem areas in the Swedish ODA approach, mainly with respect to the fact that “Sweden has not yet been able to address previous recommendations, notably in reducing the complexity of the policy framework and providing independent monitoring and evaluation of policy coherence for development.”\footnote{OECD Sweden (2009) DAC Peer Review – Main Findings and Recommendations, \textit{available at} http://www.oecd.org/document/1/0,3343,en_2649_34603_43278401_1_1_1_1,00.html (last visited Sept. 7, 2011).} This continued to be the Swedish “Achilles’ heel” during 2011.\footnote{See Betänkande 2010/11:UU2 Utgiftsområde 7 – Internationellt Bistånd [Parliamentary Committee Report], \textit{available at} http://www.riksdagen.se/webbnav/index.aspx?nid=3322&rm=2010/11&bet=UU2.}

\textit{SIDA}

Oversight is also maintained by the implementing agencies themselves. SIDA has an internal audit system, \textit{Sekretariatet för utvärdering (UTY)} (Secretariat for Evaluation), that contributes to both international and domestic evaluations.\footnote{SIDA website (June 15, 2009, updated June16, 2011), \textit{Så arbetar vi med utvärdering}, http://www.sida.se/Svenska/Om-oss/Sa-arbetar-vi/Utvardering/Ansvar-utvardering/.}

Moreover, SIDA must submit an annual financial report to the government each year analyzing the successes and effectiveness of its efforts.\footnote{See SIDA, Annual Financial Report 2009, \textit{available at} http://www.sida.se/Global/About\%20Sida/Budget/Sidas\%20\%3a5rsredovisning\%202009\%20slutversion.pdf.} The report is divided into subparts corresponding to each of the government’s delegated activities and includes statistics on the number of efforts, the cooperation partners, other agency involvement, and the costs associated with each effort.\footnote{See \textit{id}.}

In addition, in 2010 SIDA commissioned an evaluation of its humanitarian assistance, which was published in November 2010.

To safeguard against fraud and corruption, SIDA has adopted an anticorruption code of conduct.\footnote{SIDA, Antikorruptionsregel [Anti-Corruption Rule], \textit{http://www.sida.se/Global/About\%20Sida/Sidas\%20antikorruptionsregel.pdf} (last visited Sept. 9, 2011).} The SIDA definition of corruption is “abuse of trust, power or position that results in improper benefit.” According to SIDA’s anticorruption code, corruption includes “[the giving
and taking of bribes,] blackmail, nepotism, but also embezzlement, scams and conflicts of interest.”

**Ekonomistyrningsverket**

The *Ekonomistyrningsverket* (ESV) (Swedish National Financial Management Authority) coordinates all accounting of Swedish finances, including spending for development cooperation. ESV does not itself conduct any accounting but coordinates the accounting by various governmental agencies. In addition, it analyzes relevant spending policies and assess risks associated with the budget.

6. Policy Considerations

The Swedish government applies what it refers to as a “country focus process” (focused bilateral development cooperation), which is outlined in a memorandum by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The memo highlights five issues to address when choosing a bilateral development partner: (1) the needs of the recipient country, (2) the prospective efficiency of the results, (3) the potential influence Sweden might have on the democratization process, (4) whether Sweden has a comparative advantage in the recipient country compared to other donor nations, and (5) “Sweden’s overall links with each country.”

However, certain types of aid remain unaffected by the “country focus approach.” Examples include “humanitarian aid, multilateral aid, support to Swedish nongovernmental organisations via the frame organisations, [and] independent research cooperation.” Sweden has expressed a devotion to the promotion of human rights and in 2008 reduced the amount of aid distributed through the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) as a direct result of Sweden’s belief that UNDP was not adequately committed to “pushing for” human
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92 *Id*.


94 See *id.* at 4–5.

95 *Id.* at 9.

96 *Id.*
rights protections. Swedish efforts also include a focus on gender equality in the distribution of aid.

Reevaluation of Aid Policy

The Swedish government is currently overhauling the Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency. The overhaul includes analyses of which countries should receive development cooperation and how aid measures are monitored and reported.

The Swedish government is attempting to make aid more efficient and focused, leaving certain areas in favor of others, and mainly focusing on Africa and the Baltic Region. No change in the amount allocated is intended, but rather a shift in purpose.

The Minister for International Development Cooperation, Gunilla Carlsson, has made it her priority to open up access to foreign aid data and has launched a website devoted solely to making foreign aid data, and especially the fight against corruption, transparent and accessible. The project is outlined in the Swedish report Öppna biståndet (Make the Aid More Transparent) and summarized in English on the English website version. Sweden has also launched a website covering the Swedish ODA and military operations in Afghanistan, as a part of its policy to make its international involvements more transparent.

B. Regulation of Private Contributions

Sweden is the only Scandinavian country that does not provide a tax deduction for private aid donations to nonprofit organizations, such as the Red Cross. However, Aktiebolag
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(Incorporated Shareholder Corporations) do have a right to deduct Christmas gifts, which may include planting a tree in the name of an employee. A more controversial example is that Rädda Barnen (Save the Children, Sweden) sold Christmas trees for SEK 150,000 (approx. US$22,387), for the benefit of their local and international efforts, which could be given as Christmas presents to their corporate employees and thereby become deductible. Less expensive alternatives included a box of chocolates for SEK 5,500 (approx. US$821) and a Christmas flower for SEK 8,000 (approx. US$1,194). The right to deduct the difference between the market value for a chocolate box and the paid price depends on the quantity of sponsoring services the donor receives.

The Christian Democrat Party (currently part of the governing coalition) has suggested that a tax deduction be introduced for both corporations and individuals and that such action could double the current total Swedish ODA. A state investigation as part of a legislative effort has also been conducted. The proposed fall budget (höstbudget), which was delivered to the Riksdag on September 20, 2011, proposed to make “gifts to organizations, nonprofit organizations, religious and belief-based communities” deductible, provided that the recipient is involved in activities that benefit people in need “or promote research and development.” However, this newly proposed deduction is intended only for private individuals and not legal persons such as corporations or state actors. The proposal would cover gifts ranging between SEK 200 (approx. US$30) and SEK 6,000 (approx. US$895) and donors would receive a 25% tax deduction.

According to the government proposal, the recipients of deductible gifts under this new law should be limited to organizations with “an objective of conducting support activity to the

---


112 See discussion on Swedish fall budget above.


114 Id. (emphasis added by author).

benefit of people in need or to promote scientific research or completely or in part conduct such activity.”

III. Foreign Aid Appropriations Process

A. General

Budget and Appropriation Procedure Law

The appropriation process for the Swedish budget is governed by the Swedish Constitution and budget law. The Riksdag decides on the budget after receiving a budget proposal from the government. The governmental proposal is supposed to include guidelines for expenditures beyond the current budget year (RF 9:6) as well as a budget ceiling for the upcoming three years. The governmental expenditure appropriation must be made as general appropriations (3 ch. 2§), but the government may make limitations and conditions for “the use of the [appropriated funds]” (3 ch. 11§). Before submitting a budget, the government hears suggestions from the relevant implementing agencies.

General Procedure

The government generally sends a vårbudget (Spring Fiscal Policy Bill) to the Riksdag in April (April 15 at the latest) and the Riksdag decides on the budget in June. The Spring Fiscal Policy Bill covers the general policy with a long-term perspective. There is also a budget proposition during the fall, høstbudget (Budget Bill), which outlines the actual budget for the upcoming year. The Riksdag decides on this Budget Bill in December after discussions between the government and Riksdag.
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117 Regeringsformen [RF] [Constitution].
120 2 ch. 2 § para. 2 Budgetlag (SFS 2011:203).
123 Id.
124 Id.
125 Id.
B. Bilateral and Multilateral Agreements

The government enters into all agreements with foreign states as well as multilateral organizations (RF 10:1). However, the Riksdag must accept certain agreements (RF 10:3). As part of its power to enter into agreements with states and multilateral organizations, the Swedish government may also assign contracting powers to relevant governmental agencies to enter into such agreements, provided that those agreements do not require the Riksdag’s or Utrikesnämnd’s participation (RF 10:2). Thus, in regard to foreign aid, the Swedish government may delegate its mandate by asking SIDA (or another government agency) to enter into bilateral agreements.

C. Allocation – Bilateral/Multilateral Aid

When presenting the budget to the Riksdag, the government includes a special budget for development assistance, which also includes a minor allocation for certain administrative costs associated with the Swedish asylum process. In addition, the government sends the implementing agencies “letters of appropriation” that specify in greater detail the allocation of both bilateral and multilateral aid. The letters of appropriation include separate posts for bilateral aid (divided into regions), multilateral aid, and administrative costs.

IV. Other Types of ‘Aid’

A. Aid to College and University Students from ODA Countries

Until recently, university education in Sweden was free for all foreign students. As of July 31, 2011, college and university education is now avgiftsbelagd (tuition based) for all students who are not citizens of an EEA (European Economic Area) country (commonly known as third-country citizens), or are not permanent residents of Sweden or the family members of EES citizens who have permanent residence in Sweden. These students must also pay an application fee unless they are participating in an exchange program or have studied at a Swedish University during the preceding semester. Non-EES citizens who are legally present in Sweden for reasons other than pursuing a university education are also exempted.
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126 The Utrikesnämnd is a samrådsorgan, which discusses relevant issues following a request by four of its members. The Utrikesnämnd provides the Government with relevant information on issues that are of importance to Sweden’s foreign affairs (REGERINGSFORMEN (RF) [CONSTITUTION] 10:6). The Utrikesnämnd does not have a decision mandate.


128 See Regleringsbrev SIDA, Swedfund.

129 For a detailed example, see 2011 Letter of Appropriation for SIDA, supra note 35.

ann%3a4lningsavgifter.pdf?epslanguage=sv.

131 Id.
The change in policy has mainly been a result of the rapid increase in foreign students at Swedish universities. Since 1999 the number has tripled and now “constitute[s] more than eight percent of all students in Sweden.”  

To accommodate talented students with limited means, the Swedish government has made two different scholarship programs available, one covering both the education fee and living expenses and one covering only the education fee. In total, 90 million SEK (approximately US$13.5 million) will be spent on these scholarships in the 2011–2012 academic year.

Because the education fee must be paid to the educational institution even before a visa is granted by the Immigrationsmyndigheten (Immigration Authority), it is probable that the number of students from developing countries will decrease significantly.

Government student loans and grants are given to students who are Swedish citizens or EU-members or “likställda EU medborgare” (persons who by law are to be treated equally to EU citizens). These policies tend to disadvantage citizens of ODA recipient countries because most Swedish ODA recipient countries are not part of the EES.

B. Aid Through Asylum or Emigration

With a large number of asylum seekers each year (31,819 in 2010), of whom more than half come from Serbia, Somalia, and Afghanistan, Sweden has taken steps to provide more humane living conditions for noncitizens and undocumented immigrants.

1. Free Health and Dental Care for Undocumented Immigrants

Sweden is considering a proposal to give all undocumented immigrants health care and to provide free schooling for undocumented children between the ages of six to sixteen, or up to age eighteen if the student wishes to pursue a secondary education. Undocumented children are already receiving free health care in Sweden. Adult undocumented immigrants, however, only receive emergency treatment.
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2. Foreign Remittance

Foreign remittances were officially calculated to be about SEK 4 billion in 2006.\textsuperscript{138} An article published in the Nordic Africa Institute’s periodical, \textit{Policy Notes Report}, argues that actual foreign remittances in 2007 were 30% higher than official figures, however.\textsuperscript{139} This would mean that foreign remittances corresponded to approximately 0.175% of Sweden’s GNI.\textsuperscript{140} The Swedish government has worked to promote the transfer of foreign remittances by reducing the costs associated with international transfers without facilitating money laundering and the financing of terrorist activity.\textsuperscript{141}

3. The Kosmopolit Project

The Swedish Minister for Trade, Ewa Bjoerling, started the project \textit{Kosmopolit} in an effort to increase trade and integration.\textsuperscript{142} The project allocates funds to stimulate and increase foreign trade with the immigrant’s native country.\textsuperscript{143}
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Executive Summary

The United Kingdom has emerged as a major player in providing development assistance. It was one of the first countries to completely “untie” aid, meaning that aid is provided without being tied to any policy considerations, and has created a strong government department responsible for administering the UK’s development assistance budget and policy, which, by law, must have the principal purpose of reducing poverty. The government has taken an evidence-based approach intended to provide relief not just from the effects of poverty but also from its causes. This has required close interdepartmental relations and a sharing of resources to achieve the best results. A public information campaign has also highlighted the work of development assistance provided by the UK.

I. Introduction

A. Official Development Assistance Figures

In 2010 the United Kingdom (UK) provided official development assistance (ODA) that amounted to an estimated 0.56% of its gross national income (GNI). This is the highest amount of ODA to GNI that the UK has provided since the United Nations (UN) set a target rate of its prosperous members providing 0.7% GNI for ODA.1 The 2010 UK percentage amounts to an estimated £8.3 billion (approximately US$13 billion), up from £7.2 billion (approximately US$11.5 billion) in 2009.2 Of the 2010 amount, £5.3 billion (approximately US$8.5 billion) went to bilateral aid (£5.2 billion, or approximately US$8.3 billion, when excluding debt relief), and £2.9 billion (approximately US$4.6 billion) went to multilateral organizations, which include, *inter alia*, the UN, the World Bank, and the European Commission.3

The Department for International Development (DFID) has stated that its budget will increase to £7.8 billion (approximately US$12.5 billion) by 2010–11, and by 2013 the UK aims to provide 0.7% of its GNI for development assistance, a dramatic rise from the 0.36% that was
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provided for in 2007–8. In 2009, a private member’s bill was introduced to galvanize this commitment due to concern that the “target is otherwise vulnerable.” As with the majority of private members’ bills, it was never enacted. The full coalition government has maintained the position that the 0.7% target will be met by 2013 and stated that it will “enshrine this commitment in law”; however, no legislation has since been put forward.

The increase in funding toward the ODA/GNI target has been criticized by some Members of Parliament and the public because the steep increase occurred while budgets were being drastically cut for other departments within the UK. However, despite this criticism, the government remains committed to meeting its targets and maintains that it has both a moral imperative and a national interest at stake to help lift developing countries out of poverty, specifically stating as follows:

On aid spending our commitment is clear – we won’t balance the budget on the back of the world’s poorest people. Confirming our commitment on aid is both morally right and in our national interest.

B. Private Contribution Figures

In 2011, a nonprofit organization reported on the figures of private donations in the UK. It found that during 2009–2010, donations from private individuals amounted to an estimated £10.6 billion (approximately US$17 billion) across the entire UK. In this period, 24% of these...
donations went to overseas causes, totaling around £2.2 billion (approximately US$3.5 billion).\textsuperscript{12} This increase from the average of 15% of donations that typically go to overseas causes was attributed to the earthquake disaster in Haiti and the successful appeal for funds in its aftermath.\textsuperscript{13}

C. Snapshot of Foreign Aid Activity

The UK is providing foreign aid to over one hundred counties. The DFID’s overall aim is to reduce poverty in poorer countries and to meet eight criteria, known as the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) and set by the UN (these goals are listed in section II(A), below, under the heading “Regulation of ODA’s”).\textsuperscript{14}

Foreign aid used toward achieving these goals has included funding for activities such as providing clean water and sanitation, giving developmental food aid and food security assistance; forgiving debt, and providing basic education. In 2010, key achievements were made in the following areas:

- Education: Trained over 95,000 teachers and building or reconstructing over 10,000 classrooms
- Health: Trained over 65,000 health professionals, vaccinated almost five million children against measles, delivered nearly nine million anti-malarial bed nets, administered anti-retroviral drugs to 150,000 people with HIV, and distributed nearly 500 million condoms
- Infrastructure: Provided 1.5 million people with clean water and 800,000 people with better sanitation, built or upgraded 1,500 kilometers of roads and maintained 3,000 kilometers
- Food and Social Assistance: Provided food to 1.5 million people and provided social assistance to 3.5 million\textsuperscript{15}

II. Legal Framework

The DFID operates under the legal framework provided for by the International Development Act 2002.\textsuperscript{16} This Act was necessary because the DFID operates using public money, which cannot be spent without parliamentary authorization regarding the manner and
purposes of its use. The Act allows the Secretary of State for International Development to provide development assistance to countries or territories outside the UK if it is likely to contribute to a reduction in poverty or improve the welfare of the population. Reducing poverty is the “core power” of the Act and, by law, must be the overall purpose for which any development assistance is provided. The aim of this purpose is, in part, to “protect aid resources from pressures within government to spend money on aims other than poverty reduction.” This, combined with the strong political figure of a cabinet minister as the head of the organization, has helped to move development assistance higher on the national agenda.

There are certain exceptions to the requirement that the core aim of poverty reduction must be met for assistance to be provided. These exceptions include assistance provided for humanitarian relief, to the overseas territories of the UK, and to multilateral development banks. The UK’s overseas territories were excepted “in recognition of the continuing special relationship between the UK and Overseas Territories.”

The term “development assistance” is defined in the Act as “furthering sustainable development ... or improving
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22 DFID has stated that its humanitarian assistance “is guided by the core principles of humanitarianism set out in the Principles for Good Humanitarian Donorship, namely humanity (the centrality of saving human lives and relieving suffering wherever it is found); neutrality (humanitarian assistance should not favour any side in an ongoing conflict); and independence (humanitarian objectives should be independent of any political or military objectives). Humanitarian assistance should be designed as far as possible to complement and pave the way for other forms of engagement.” Department for International Development, Working Effectively in Conflict-affected and Fragile Situations, Mar. 2010, Briefing Paper G, http://www.dfid.gov.uk/Documents/publications1/governance/Building-peaceful-states-G.pdf.
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The welfare of the population.\textsuperscript{27} The Act does not further define the terms “poverty,” “sustainable development,”\textsuperscript{28} or “welfare,” because to do so might reduce the United Kingdom’s ability to offer assistance . . . . Poverty is a complex phenomenon and the actions required to reduce it will necessarily be varied. The power in section 1 is designed to ensure that the Secretary of State will be able to support a wide range of activities and organisations.\textsuperscript{29}

Despite there being no specific statutory definition, there has been much discussion on what the term “poverty” includes. The UK does not interpret it as encompassing the condition of poverty alone, but also as including the underlying causes of poverty, such as conflict, economic difficulties, and corruption.\textsuperscript{30} Thus, under the Act, the Secretary of State may provide assistance that is “preparatory to, or will facilitate the provision of, assistance” permitted under the Act, such as commissioning research intended to provide insight into ways to reduce poverty.\textsuperscript{31}

As noted above, the 2002 Act is necessarily broad to allow assistance to be provided in many ways. The most common form of assistance, financial assistance, is specifically defined in the 2002 Act.\textsuperscript{32} This definition allows the Secretary of State to provide financial assistance not only through the traditional means of grants and loans, but also through guarantees and the purchase of equities or other company securities, or any combination of the above methods.\textsuperscript{33}

A. Regulation of ODAs

1. Overview

A 1997 government paper marked a shift in policy and a move away from providing purely economic assistance to developing countries. Instead, the reduction of poverty was made the overarching aim of the UK’s provision of development assistance.\textsuperscript{34} To achieve this aim, the DFID is working to reach the MDGs, which aim to halve world poverty by 2015. These goals offer a “quantifiable and measurable”\textsuperscript{35} way in which this can be achieved\textsuperscript{36} and are to

\textsuperscript{27} International Development Act 2002, c. 1, § 1(2).

\textsuperscript{28} The term sustainable development is, however, clarified in the Act to ensure that it is not interpreted too narrowly. It “includes any development that is, in the opinion of the Secretary of State, prudent having regard to the likelihood of its generating lasting benefits for the population of the country . . . in relation to which it is provided.” International Development Act 2002, c. 1, § 1(3).

\textsuperscript{29} International Development Act 2002, c. 1, Explanatory Notes, ¶ 18.


\textsuperscript{31} International Development Act 2002, c. 1, Explanatory Notes, ¶ 23.

\textsuperscript{32} International Development Act 2002, c. 1, § 5.

\textsuperscript{33} Id. § 6.

\textsuperscript{34} Id. § 1. See also DEPARTMENT FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT, supra note 14, ¶ 1.6.

\textsuperscript{35} Barder, supra note 30.
• Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger
• Achieve universal primary education
• Promote gender equality and empower women
• Reduce child mortality
• Improve maternal health
• Combat HIV/AIDs, malaria, and other diseases
• Ensure environmental sustainability
• Develop a global partnership for development

The DFID has set out its priorities for 2011–2015 in meeting these goals, which include honoring its international commitments; increasing transparency in aid provided; boosting wealth creation; strengthening governance and security in unstable areas; improving the lives of girls and women; and combating climate change.

As noted above, the work of the DFID in meeting these objectives must be within the legal framework of the 2002 Act. Specifically, two conditions must be met before development assistance will be given. The assistance must: (1) further sustainable development or improve the welfare of the population; and (2) be likely to contribute to a reduction in poverty.

2. Implementing Agencies

The body responsible for administering the UK’s development assistance budget is the DFID. This body replaced the Overseas Development Administration (ODA), which formed part of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office. The DFID was established in 1997 as a government department headed by a minister, with the overarching aim of reducing poverty. To achieve this, financially the UK is striving to provide 0.7% of its GNI as ODA and it is working toward meeting the MDGs set by the UN. The DFID has two headquarters in the UK: one in London, England, and one in East Kilbride, Scotland, in addition to offices in over 40 developing countries worldwide.

36 DEPARTMENT FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT, supra note 4.
38 International Development Act 2002, c. 1, § 1. See also DEPARTMENT FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT, supra note 14, ¶ 1.7.
39 DEPARTMENT FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT, supra note 17.
40 DEPARTMENT FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT, supra note 21.
41 Id. See also Barder, supra note 30.
42 DEPARTMENT FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT, supra note 4.
The DFID also bears responsibility for the UK’s policies relating to development assistance, which includes aspects of environmental policy, trade, conflict prevention, political relationships, international economy, and migration. The reason for including these within the remit of the DFID was “recognition that there were important limits on what aid alone could achieve. A great many other policies pursued by rich nations have as much, or more, impact on the reduction of poverty.”

By creating a governmental department whose sole responsibility was the reduction of poverty, the government hoped to give greater weight to this long-term interest of the UK, which had frequently been sidelined by short-term political and commercial concerns. A report on the work of DFID noted that

[a]n important motivation for the establishment of a separate department was to increase the attention paid within Government to the UK’s long-term strategic interests, so that these might be properly balanced against short-term pressures. For example, it was recognized that it was in the UK’s long-term commercial interests that Africa should emerge as an economically strong trading partner; and in the UK’s security interests that there should be reductions in poverty and inequality and improvements in governance in developing countries. But these long-term interests had not always been given weight alongside short-term commercial and strategic concerns. By creating a department with a long-term agenda for global poverty reduction, the intention was to create institutional pressures within government to ensure that the UK’s long-term interests were taken into account alongside short-term pressures.

As a governmental department, the DFID has achieved considerable success. A report by the Canadian government has noted that the DFID is “generally considered to be the best [development agency] in the world.” It has received praise from The Economist, which describes it as “a model for other rich countries.”

Coordination with Other Agencies

The 2002 Act provides for other specified bodies to enter into and carry out agreements to further sustainable development; improve the welfare of the population; or alleviate the effects of a disaster or emergency, outside the UK. These bodies may not provide any financial
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assistance, and the Secretary of State must consent to any agreements before they are entered into.

As noted above, the UK established the DFID as a government department with its own minister. As a result of this, development assistance has a higher profile on the political agenda and policy coherence across the entire government is strived for; the aims of DFID are frequently considered in the policy decisions of other government departments.

The government has specifically noted that the role of DFID in reducing poverty is not an exclusive role, and DFID works jointly with a number of other UK Government departments, including those with responsibility for:

- the economy—Her Majesty’s Treasury (HMT);
- foreign affairs and diplomacy—the Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO);
- defence, conflict prevention and post-conflict reconstruction—the Ministry of Defence (MOD);
- the promotion of international trade, enterprise and innovation—Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) [now the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS)];
- the pursuit of sustainable development—the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA).

The government has actively pursued interdepartmental arrangements to ensure a “joined up” approach to providing development assistance. While this approach may at first look similar to tied aid, the government has emphasized that “the aim is for policy coherence and joined-up strategies where possible, while preserving the independence, neutrality and impartiality of [development assistance and] humanitarian aid.”

There was initially friction between some government departments and the DFID; however, there was soon a realization of “the need to build support among developing countries and civil society organizations for their own policies with an international dimension,” and the DFID was regarded “as a potentially useful ally in building international support.”
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An example of these kinds of arrangements is the Conflict Pool, which has brought together the resources of the Ministry of Defence, the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, and the DFID, with the aim of providing a “more strategic approach to conflict resolution.” The government notes that “it is valued as a means of coordinating the discretionary conflict work of the three departments by joining up UK expertise in development, diplomacy and defence.” The Pool’s budget for 2009–10 was £100 million (approximately US$160 million), and an additional £71 million (approximately US$113 million) was added from the budgets of the three departments that form part of the Pool. This budget is allocated to each of the agencies once the Pool approves the strategy to be followed.

Another example is the “joined up” inter-agency approach, enshrined in the recently established £269 million Stabilisation Aid Fund and Stabilisation Unit. This unit is jointly operated by the DFID, the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, and the Ministry of Defence. The Stabilisation Unit works with countries that have been affected by conflict and instability to establish peace and security.

The DFID also works with a number of international bodies, nongovernmental organizations, and charities—most prominently the World Bank, the UN, and the European Union. It considers that these bodies “have the skills and access to further our aims of poverty reduction and sustainable development.” Around 40% of the DFID’s budget goes toward working with these multilateral partners, due to the recognition that Britain could make only a modest difference on its own; but that there was much that the international community could do by working together. This led to a much more positive view of the need to work closely with other donors. Together with a raft of policy papers on particular topics, embracing collaboration with others helped DFID to become extremely influential throughout the development community after 1997.
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Limits on Recipients

The UK incorporates UN sanctions into its national law through the use of statutory instruments, which are secondary legislation. These sanctions tend to be focused on trade and on specific individuals, rather than prohibiting humanitarian and/or development assistance to hostile states overall.

The UK has provided development assistance to people in need in hostile states. In these cases, the assistance is typically not provided to the government, but to humanitarian organizations and nongovernmental organizations that work in that country. One reason for this is that a technical analysis issued by the DFID determined “that poverty and fragile states created fertile conditions for conflict and the emergence of new security threats including international crime and terrorism” and “committed itself to pay greater attention to regional conflict and insecurity.” The DFID recently stated that 30% of its aid will go to war-torn and unstable countries by 2014. The aim of the government in pushing such a large percentage of aid in this area is to “help address the causes of conflict, strengthen security and justice, lay the foundations for growth and improve access to basic services.”

An example of providing aid in a hostile state can be found in the immediate period after September 11, 2001, when the UK increased the amount of development assistance to the people of Afghanistan. It accepted “that a certain amount of assistance might not reach its intended targets” and reasoned that this was “a small price to pay for saving lives.” To minimize the amount of assistance being taken by the Taliban, the DFID used international humanitarian organizations and nongovernmental organizations that had “experience in the region and a track record of deliver[y].” In this case, to avoid breaching any UN-imposed sanctions, the government announced that it was working diligently “to secure humanitarian exemptions in line with our ‘smart sanctions’ policy.”

3. Restrictions

As noted above, other than for certain exceptions, poverty reduction is the sole purpose for the provision of development assistance. It should be noted that the government has used the
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term “poverty reduction,” which is significantly broader, rather than “poverty relief.” The government commissioned research to better understand the causes of poverty, which led to the expansion of its program and the inclusion of additional areas, including institution building; governance reform; security; and access to justice programs with the aim of reducing poverty. While issues in these different areas contributes in some way to causing poverty, care has to be exercised that assistance given keeps the purpose of poverty reduction as its main aim. The government has noted the difficulty posed by the policy overlap in these different areas:

The distinction between humanitarian, development and stabilisation activities is sometimes not clear cut. Stabilisation can be seen as filling the gap between emergency humanitarian assistance and longer term development assistance, though, as the definition above shows, it is more than that. The most fundamental distinctions are between the explicitly political aims of stabilisation (aiming to promote peaceful political processes); the strictly neutral role of humanitarian assistance; and the apolitical poverty-focused rationale for development activity.

**Tied Aid**

The British government expressed its opposition to tying aid in a White Paper published in 2000, stating that it is totally committed to the multilateral untying of aid. Tied aid is one of the most damaging carry-overs from the past. It is damaging for three reasons. The first is value for money. It is estimated that tying aid to the purchase of goods and services from the donor country reduces the value of that aid by around 25% . . . it is grossly inefficient. It leads to developing countries being supplied with incompatible pieces of equipment provided by different development agencies, each with separate requirements . . . [and] it encourages a donor driven approach to development. It signals that development agencies’ major concern is not development, but their national contracts.

The government announced that it would completely untie all UK development assistance beginning April 1, 2001. This was enshrined in the 2002 Act, which was drafted to ensure that any assistance provided to promote UK trade, or for commercial or political reasons, is challengeable in the courts. It noted that untying development assistance served to create a single, clear mission of reducing and eliminating poverty. This single mission became a
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“powerful motivating, unifying and guiding force”\textsuperscript{75} for staff because they no longer had to consider commercial, political, or strategic objectives as factors when distributing assistance.

In the early days after the prohibition on tied aid was introduced, there were some struggles regarding the use of development assistance to achieve political aims. For example, in an attempt to reduce the number of asylum seekers, the Home Office proposed that aid in developing countries be conditional upon their acceptance of the return of failed asylum seekers.\textsuperscript{76} The head of the DFID at the time strongly opposed the use of development aid in this manner and successfully argued that it was illegal because it was not for poverty reduction.\textsuperscript{77}

Before this policy announcement and subsequent Act, the UK did tie aid, at 8.5\% in 1999, down from 28\% in 1997.\textsuperscript{78}

\textit{Conditionality}

While tied aid is prohibited and poverty reduction is the central aim, the UK does require countries that receive its development assistance to adhere to certain conditions, which if not met have a direct effect on the terms under which aid is supplied. The DFID has specifically stated that it does not use these conditions to “impose specific policy choices on countries.”\textsuperscript{79} Rather, [t]he UK policy on conditionality is that DFID’s aid is based on three shared commitments with partner governments: poverty reduction and meeting the MDGs; respecting human rights and other international obligations; and strengthening financial management and accountability and reducing the risk of funds being misused through weak administration or corruption. If partner governments move away from these conditions, DFID can suspend, interrupt, delay or change how it delivers its aid. DFID does not use conditions to impose specific policy choices on countries.\textsuperscript{80}

The UK details in its annual report country-by-country instances where its aid has been interrupted as a result of a breach of conditions by the recipient. An example of this is in Uganda, where a lack of action taken against corruption resulted in £5 million (approximately US$8 million) of development assistance being withheld.\textsuperscript{81}

\textsuperscript{75} Sir John Vereker, Blazing the Trail: Eight Years of Change in Handling International Development, 20 DEV. POL’Y REV. 133 (2002).

\textsuperscript{76} Barder, \textit{supra} note 30.

\textsuperscript{77} \textit{Id.} at 21.

\textsuperscript{78} Press Release, Department for International Development, Untie all development assistance to make it more effective, says Short (Dec. 11, 2000), \textit{available} at \url{http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/+/http://www.dfid.gov.uk/news/PressReleases/files/pr11_1dec00.html}.

\textsuperscript{79} DEPARTMENT FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT, \textit{supra} note 14, at 166.

\textsuperscript{80} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{81} DEPARTMENT FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT, \textit{supra} note 14, at 96.
4. Discretionary Aid

The DFID’s budget includes a contingency reserve of £100m (approximately US$160 million) per year that can be used for emergency crises. This funding is discretionary as the government does not “pre-allocate resources for specific humanitarian crises.”\(^{82}\) This discretionary fund has also been used to accommodate changes in the exchange rate.\(^{83}\)

The Conflict Pool, discussed briefly above, also provides discretionary funding for “conflict prevention, stabilisation and peacekeeping activities.”\(^{84}\)

5. Oversight

The work of the DFID is subject to many oversight mechanisms, some of which are set out by law. Specifically, the DFID operates under the Development Act (Reporting and Transparency) 2006 Act (hereinafter the 2006 Act).\(^{85}\) This Act requires the Secretary of State to report annually on the total expenditure of international aid, the effectiveness of the aid in achieving the MDGs, and the transparency of the aid. These reporting requirements are reflective of the government’s intention that the success of development assistance not be measured by spending targets alone (i.e., spending a percentage of the GNI on ODA) but also by how effective it is in reducing poverty.\(^{86}\)

In addition to the requirements of the 2006 Act, the government has also attempted to increase oversight of how development assistance is used. In its 2010–11 Annual Report, the DFID announced that transparency and accountability are “watchwords” and on June 3, 2010, the Secretary of State announced a new Aid Transparency Guarantee. This guarantee is that aid will be completely transparent not only to UK citizens, but to those in the countries in which aid is provided. The government considers this guarantee essential for aid to be effective and to give value for money.\(^{87}\) The guarantee requires the DFID to publish on its website detailed information about all new projects into which it enters and to publish a summary of information on the projects in both English and the major local language(s) of the country in which the


\(^{84}\) FOREIGN AND COMMONWEALTH OFFICE, supra note 54.

\(^{85}\) Development Act (Reporting and Transparency) 2006, c. 31.

\(^{86}\) Barder, supra note 30, at 14. See also Development (Reporting and Transparency) Act 2006, c. 31.

\(^{87}\) The UKAid Transparency Guarantee, DEPARTMENT FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (June 3, 2010), http://www.dfid.gov.uk/Media-Room/News-Stories/2010/The-UKAid-Transparency-Guarantee/.
assistance is being provided. Additionally, as of April 1, 2011, the DFID must publish every financial transaction over the amount of $500 as part of the government’s Transparency Drive.

To ensure that the internal functions of the DFID are conducted appropriately, the DFID has its own internal audit department, which provides an “independent and objective opinion on the adequacy of systems of risk management, control and governance, by measuring and evaluating their effectiveness in achieving DFID’s objectives.”

Within the internal audit department, there is a specialist Counter Fraud Unit that is split into two sections, the intelligence section and the investigation section. The intelligence section looks at “the wider aspects of fraud and corruption,” while the investigation section delves into these matters.

Additional oversight is provided by the National Audit Office which observes public spending by Parliament. This office conducts audits of the DFID’s accounts and reports to Parliament and the Public Accounts Committee, which analyses DFID’s spending with respect to value for money. Within Parliament, the International Development Committee scrutinizes the DFID’s annual report and has the authority to hold inquiries into particular areas of the DFID’s work.

Despite the oversight provided by the bodies discussed above, the government considered that the commitment to spend 0.7% of its GNI on ODA by 2013, particularly at a time when funding was being decreased for other government departments, required greater independent scrutiny. As a result, it established the Independent Commission for Aid Impact on May 12, 2011. This Commission scrutinizes the use of all UK ODA to “maximise value for money and
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impact."97 It reports its findings to the Parliamentary International Development Select Committee and publishes its reports on its website.98

The UK is also a party to the Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness. This Declaration outlines five commitments to improve aid and includes quantifiable targets99 that are monitored biannually by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) to assess progress of the signatories toward the commitments, with a target date of 2010.100 The last review was in 2008, and a review of whether the targets were met in 2010 is to be completed at the end of 2011.101

6. Policy Considerations

The DFID is responsible ensuring “a joined-up development policy across the Government as a whole”102 with regard to the policy and provision of development assistance. This approach underpins the government’s belief that development assistance should not be provided in a vacuum and that its success depends on the interaction of a number of policies, including trade and foreign relations, as discussed above.103 The DFID formulates its policy “on evidence, focusing on outcomes rather than inputs, and increasing the transparency of policy making and use of resources.”104

The DFID has elaborated on the provision of development assistance in a number of policy papers (White Papers) and briefing papers.105 These papers provide a more detailed look and discuss the UK’s approach in providing assistance in a variety of scenarios.106

The DFID’s current policy is to reduce poverty by following the UN’s MDG goals. In 2010 the UK undertook an extensive review of both its bilateral and multilateral aid.107 The end
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result of this was controversial because the government sought to increase the value for money by increasing the amount of development assistance to extremely poor countries and removing aid from other countries where the situation was no longer as dire. The DFID set, in conjunction with the Treasury, a public target to change the proportion of development assistance for bilateral programs and increase it to low-income countries from 78 to 90%, thus shifting resources to focus on the poorest countries. This later became known as the 90-10 rule, where 90% of aid goes to the poorest countries and the remaining 10% to others.

Within these countries, the areas upon which the DFID is currently focusing include tackling health needs and disease, malnutrition, and climate change; encouraging wealth creation by emphasizing property rights; encouraging investment and trade in poor countries; and addressing the root causes of conflict in an attempt to provide stability in some countries.

The UK has attempted to move toward working in partnership with developing countries in need of assistance. Specifically, where developing countries have demonstrated a commitment to the elimination of poverty and cohesive policies in this area, the UK has announced that it will provide a longer term commitment and greater resources, and will allow more flexibility in how the developing country may use the resources provided:

where we have confidence in the policies and budgetary allocation process and in the capacity for effective implementation in the partner government, we will consider moving away from supporting specific projects to providing resources more strategically in support of sector-wide programmes or the economy as a whole.

As noted above, the DFID has a large number of field offices in developing countries, allowing them to work closely in the provision of development assistance. This decentralization of management is intended to “promote dialogue with recipient countries.”

B. Regulation of Private Contributions

No tax relief is provided for individuals who donate to charities in the UK. Instead, tax relief is provided for charities that are properly registered in the UK. This tax relief applies to trading profits; income from land and property; and general income. Charities can also reclaim tax paid by UK residents who donate to them through a scheme known as “gift aid.” Under this scheme, registered charities can reclaim tax at the basic rate of 22%, provided the donor has filled in the correct information on the Gift Aid Declaration. Individuals in tax brackets higher

---
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than the basic rate of tax that charities can reclaim may claim the difference between the basic rate and the higher rate of tax. For example, an individual paying a higher rate of income tax of 40 or 50% who makes a donation to charity may reclaim the 18 or 28% difference in tax paid.\textsuperscript{114} For example, a donation of £100 (approximately US$160), is worth £125 (approximately US$200) to the charity, and the higher-rate taxpayer would be able to claim back £25 (approximately US$40) if they are in the 40% tax bracket or £37.50 (approximately US$60) if they are in the 50% tax bracket.\textsuperscript{115}

### III. Foreign Aid Appropriations Process

The UK’s budget is the major financial statement of the government, typically delivered in spring by the Chancellor of the Exchequer.\textsuperscript{116} The budget is then debated by Parliament, which must then approve it.

The DFID is responsible for the vast majority of the UK’s development assistance budget. It has two separate allocations in the budget controlled through setting Departmental Expenditure Limits (DEL), and a separate budget allocation within the public expenditure controlled as an Annually Managed Public Expenditure. Within the DEL the two allocations are for current spending (which includes an amount for administration costs) and for net capital expenditure. The total budget for DEL in 2010–2011 was £7.5 billion (approximately US$12 billion), from which £1.6 billion (approximately US$2.57 billion) went to bilateral aid in Africa; £7.9 million (approximately US$12.64 million) to bilateral aid in South Asia; and £4 million (approximately US$6.4 million) to bilateral aid in countries in other parts of the world.\textsuperscript{117} The Annual Reports and Accounts note that UK payments made to the European Community for development purposes are taken from the consolidated fund.\textsuperscript{118}

The DFID has not been unharmed by the budget cuts across the government, with the coalition promising to halve public sector borrowing over the next four years.\textsuperscript{119} It was not included in the £6.2 billion (approximately US$10 billion) public spending cuts, but was requested to make “efficiency savings of [its] own, but [told] that these would be recycled back
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IV. Other Types of ‘Aid’

In addition to its ODA commitment, the UK provides aid in a number of other ways. The following subheading highlights the different ways in which the UK attempts to meet its goal of reducing poverty.

**Emergency Aid**

The DFID has a contingency reserve that is intended for use in unforeseen emergencies. At one point the reserve was £100 million (approximately US$160 million). This amount was cut by 60% to meet the £155 million (approximately US$250 million) in efficiency savings required as a result of budget cuts across the whole government.122

**Religious Workers and Scholarships**

Individuals may enter the UK to pursue religious work on a visa for up to two years, or enter as a Minister of Religion.123 This work includes “preaching, pastoral work and non-pastoral work.”124 The UK also has a Commonwealth Scholarship Commission, funded by the DFID, which offers scholarships to students from developing Commonwealth countries.125 The criteria for selection for these scholarships include the “likely impact of the work on the development of the candidate’s home country.”126

---
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within [its] budget” in 2010–11.120 As a result of this, the DFID is to deliver an additional £155 million (approximately US$250 million) of new efficiency savings in 2010–11.121
Foreign Remittance

Migrant workers from developing countries who have secured work in developed countries have also played an important role in helping to lift their families in the home country out of poverty by sending them money. The World Bank previously estimated that foreign remittances were at one point twice the amount of global aid. The amount of remittance as a percentage of income that workers in the UK send to their families in foreign countries has declined over recent years as a result of the economic crisis, to between 5 and 15%. Remittance from the UK goes primarily to India, Pakistan, Nigeria, Jamaica, and Ghana. The UK supports foreign remittances and has regulated them to ensure transparency and ease of use. For example, these transactions must be executed in a currency agreed upon between the parties and, when a currency conversion service is offered, the exchange rate must be disclosed.

Debt Relief

The UK is committed to reducing developing countries’ debt. In 2010–11 the UK provided over £124 million (approximately US$200 million) in debt relief, with £111 million (approximately US$178 million) of this given toward the Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) initiative and the Multilateral Debt Relief Initiative. The UK also has its own Multilateral Debt Relief Initiative, through which it provides over £10 million (approximately US$16 million) in debt relief to eight countries.

‘Vulture Funds’

The end of 2009 saw renewed legislative efforts to tackle poverty in developing countries in the wake of a judgment from the High Court in London that ordered Liberia to repay a US$20 million debt, an amount equal to around 5% of the Liberian government’s annual budget. This debt dated from 1978, and had been acquired at a fraction of the real price from the secondary market by two private investment funds. Funds that are acquired in such a way are frequently referred to as “vulture funds” because the investment funds that purchase these debts get them at significantly less than face value and then pursue legal action to obtain the full value from the country, plus accrued interest. Repayment of this type of debt is damaging to...
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developing countries because it “diverts the resources provided through debt relief, which are intended to support development and poverty reduction in the country.”

To prevent this from happening to the forty countries that qualify for the World Bank and International Monetary Fund’s Highly Indebted Poor Countries Initiative (HIPC), a Member of Parliament introduced the Debt Relief (Developing Countries) Bill 2010 as a private member’s bill. The bill was pushed through Parliament and enacted. It aims to stop private investment funds from obtaining the face value of debts purchased from countries subject to the HIPC by legal action in the UK. Instead, it subjects the investment funds that have purchased these debts to the same reductions of 67–90% of the original value of the debt as apply to public creditors (multilateral institutions and sovereign lenders) if they enforce their claims in the UK. The Act applies to any public debt that was created before June 8, 2010, and “applies to any current or future court judgments or arbitral awards obtained with respect to the payment of HIPC countries’ debt, if at any point the creditors attempt to enforce such judgments in UK courts.”

To ensure that the Act does not deter commercial creditors from participating in restructuring debt from HIPC countries, it specifically excludes debts that would be eligible if the HIPC country did not “affirmatively offer to repay its commercial creditors under the HIPC formula.” It also provides that if enforcement action is taken as a result of default on a restructured debt, the “HIPC-formula write-downs will apply to the original amount of the debt, and not to the restructured lower amount.”

---
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This Act was welcomed by the UN’s independent expert on foreign debt and human rights, who stated that it was “the first occasion on which a country has banned profiteering by ‘vulture funds.’”

**International Finance Facility for Immunization**

The UK is providing resources to the International Finance Facility for Immunisation (IFFIm). This supports immunization through guaranteeing funds that enable the IFFIm to sell “vaccine bonds” on the private market. The sale of these bonds makes funds immediately available for vaccination programs in developing countries. The UK has currently pledged £1.38 billion (approximately US$2.2 billion) until 2026, and holds 45.14% of the total amounts pledged as of March 31, 2011.

**The Advance Market Commitment**

The UK also provides financing to the Advance Market Commitment (AMC), which aims to create a market for vaccines in developing countries by creating incentives for pharmaceutical companies “to invest in research, development and production capacity for new vaccines that serve the poor.” The UK has currently pledged $485 million (approximately US$776 million) to this Commitment.

**Environmental Transformation Fund**

As noted above, the UK has included environmental concerns and climate change as part of its strategy to reduce poverty. The DFID, in conjunction with the Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC), has established an £800 million (approximately US$1.2 billion) International Window of the Environmental Transformation Fund designed “to reduce poverty through environmental protection.” The fund is jointly managed by the DFID and DECC and its use must meet two criteria: “it must be scored as Official Development Assistance (ODA) and capital investment.” The DFID has committed £400 million to this fund.

---
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>1218.6</td>
<td>3826.1</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>467</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>560.1</td>
<td>1332.95</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>9156.08</td>
<td>14374.8</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>8028.69</td>
<td>14386.43</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>785</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>111.68</td>
<td>144.82</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>0.065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>12970.87</td>
<td>18861.66</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuwait</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>165.44</td>
<td>342.22</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>2050.75</td>
<td>4579.57</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>396.48</td>
<td>1206.39</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>2400.11</td>
<td>4541.13</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>6470.81</td>
<td>13400.68</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>